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Comment
Welcome to a different kind of musicians' magazine,
upholding old traditions and breaking new ground.

Newsdesk
Three pages of news and happenings from the world of
music technology, brought to you as only our reporting
staff know how.

Communique 17
The MT readers' debating page. If you have a view to air,
this is where to air it.

Interface 18
Your technical queries answered by our team of experts
- and by other readers offering friendly advice.

Mission Impossible 66
Win an Akai AX73 synth worth f700, in the first part of
our biggest -ever competition. Entry is free, but not quite
as easy as you may be used to.

Index 1985-86 106
E&MM is dead - long live E&MM. A complete rundown
of all the features we've published in the last one -and -
three -quarter years, just in case you missed something.

Free Ads 109
Looking for that elusive piece of equipment, searching
for that missing musician, or selling that rusting heap of
technology you never use any more? These are the
classifieds that count

APPRAISAL

Dynacord ADDone
Electronic Drums 24
We preview the most sophisticated electronic percussion
system yet devised. It's incredibly versatile, but it doesn't
come cheap, as Paul Wiffen reveals.

Quark LRM2 MIDILink 28
Long-distance MIDI transmission is no longer a dream,
now that Quark have developed a system that converts it
into a more durable format. Annabel Scott reports.

Korg DDD I Drum
Machine 42
Expandability comes to drum machines, with an

affordable unit that offers four ROM expansion slots,
plus the added bonus of onboard user sampling. Trevor
Gilchrist checks it out.
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Wersi MK I Synthesiser 58
Simon Trask follows up our earlier preview of Wersi's
first polyphonic synth, with a full review that delves
deeper into the possibilities of additive synthesis. Is it too
complex to use?

Yamaha FB01 Synth 64
Module
Yamaha's preset synth expander offers a multitude of
FM sounds for reasonable money, and also boasts MIDI
Mono Mode for multi-timbral recording. David Ellis
gives his verdict.

Hybrid Arts ADAP 68
Sampling keyboards are everywhere this year, but most
of them are confined to I2 -bit resolution. Our US Editor,
Rick Davies, gets a taste of I6 -bit sampling with an
incredibly cheap Atari -based system.

Musicom Education
System 96
Of the few computer -based music teaching systems
available, Xanadu's Musicom - distributed by Roland-
is one of the most versatile. David Ellis finds out if it's
cheap enough to tempt fund -starved schools.
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When The Going Gets
Tough 32
Recording your own music is only the first step to getting
it heard; to do that, you need to deal with A&R people at
record companies. Paul Tingen meets them, and
discovers why so few bands succeed in impressing them.

Paul Hardcastle 46
The whizz -kid that made a number one hit out of a
spoken -word soundtrack and a sampler with '19' is now
The Wizard, courtesy of a new signature tune for Top of
the Pops'. Tim Goodyer meets the man, the Synclavier,
and the passion for new technology.

OutTakes 84
Reviews of recent records (Miles Davis, Loose Ends) and
videos (Weather Report), plus an expanded selection of
readers' own demo -tapes. Sent us yours yet?

Morton Subotnik 92
His may be an unfamiliar name, but this avant-garde
composer has been writing music that stretches
technology to its limits for two decades. Ron Briefel talks
to the man about his current passion - Yamaha's X -
series equipment

STUDIO

Lillie Yard Studio 52
Where can you find a complete audio -video recording
system, a Fairlight, a separate programming suite and
the biggest modular synth in the world? Matthew
Vosburgh discovers heaven off the Earl's Court Road.

Fostex E 16 Multitrack 61
Ever since its launch, the Fostex B16 has dominated the
budget 16 -track studio market Now Paul White tests
its successor, the E I6, and finds out if the improvements
are worthwhile.

Roland DEP5 Multi-FX 80
Multi -effects processors are all very well, but few of
them allow you to use two different treatments in series.
Paul White is blown away by the possibilities the
technique offers.

Richard Burgess 88
He was once electronic drummer with jazz -rockers
Landscape. Now he's a successful producer for the likes
of Spandau Ballet and Colonel Abrams, but the search
for new ways of using new gear goes on. Interview by
Tim Goodyer.

Mixdown Lowdown 100
Paul White again, with the first in a new series on
ensuring your immaculate recording isn't ruined by a
mediocre mix. This month: what not to do with mixing
desks and outboard processors.

TECHNOLOGY

Beat Box Chic 70
Digital drum machines may rule the waves in the R&D
labs, but one obsolete analogue device is still the record
producers' first choice. Tim Goodyer dissects the appeal
of Roland's classic TR808.

Mono Mode Pt4 72
You thought multi-timbral MIDI was only for synthesisers
and samplers? You thought wrong, as Paul Wiffen
proves with his analysis of Mode 4 on the Yamaha
SPX90 effects processor.

Patchwork 76
Trish McGrath gets the lowdown on a whole stack of
readers' own synth sounds, while Paul Wiffen gives an
appraisal of a new library of samples for the Ensoniq
Mirage.

How East Met West 104
New technology has already brought the music
industries of East and West closer together, but how has
that affected the music itself and what will happen as
the two cultures get closer still? Gary Larson gives his
viewpoint
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WE SAY, YOU SAY
FROM WHERE YOU'RE sitting - at home, in
a studio, on a bus, at the back of a college lec-
ture, wherever - this first issue of MUSIC
TECHNOLOGY should look quite impressive.
Revealing interviews, thought -provoking feat-
ures, and tell -it -like -it -is equipment reviews, and
more of them than ever. A brighter, more
accessible layout, with more colour than ever. And
a new name that's made your favourite magazine
easier to get hold of and talk about, without (sighs
of relief all round) having any effect on the
E&MM we all knew and loved so well.

But whatever your surface impressions of
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY's inaugural effort,
there's one thing you'll never appreciate: just how
much work it takes to get a relaunch issue like this
one off the ground. Let me tell you a little of what
has happened here in Cambridge in the build-up
to making this magazine what it is.

Simon Trask, our Reviews Editor, has dev-
eloped arthritis through having his hands on
keyboards permanently for a fortnight, in pre-
paration for a whole range of instrument reviews
which he has since been dictating into a tape
machine because his hands are too sore to type.

Music Editor Tim Goodyer is now deaf in one
ear, having sifted through piles of readers' demo -
tapes and transcribed endless interviews with big -
name artists, most of which didn't even make this
first issue.

Trish McGrath is suffering from acute depres-
sion after discovering that the extra work she now
needs to do for the extended Patchwork section
(not to mention many hours' further proof-
reading without any hint of a wage increase)
means the interior decorating at her maisonette
won't now be completed until 1987.

And Art Editor Stuart Catterson is still reeling
from the shock of discovering that an extra 24
pages take longer than 24 hours to paste up, and
that none of them will give him scope to paint life-
size portraits of sheep, build model garages out of
Meccano, and generally do the sort of thing Art
Editors like to do.

As for the Editor himself, these last four weeks
have been complete and utter chaos, during which
eating, sleeping and breathing have all stopped at
some time or other, and even drinking has been
under threat. For him, though, the sunshine of
California - and MUSIC TECHNOLOGY's
American office - beckons halfway through
November, so there has been light at the end of
the tunnel.

Now, all of us enjoy leading this sort of lifestyle.
Which is why we all work for a company that

produces music magazines, not fibreglass paper-
clips or industrial mouldings.

But as a reader, there is one thing you can do to
ease our burden: share it with us. How do you do
this without becoming completely insane? Easy.
Simply take part in what we in the publishing
business call Reader Participation.

You can go about this in a number of different
ways. First, write us a letter, either to our
Communiqué page (where readers air their
general comments about life, the universe, and
five -pin DIN sockets) or to the Interface section
(where readers air their problems concerning life,
the universe, and five -DIN sockets, and we try to
answer them).

If, for example, you aren't terribly impressed
with an element of MUSIC TECHNOLOGY as it
appears to you, tell Communiqué about it. Or if,
by some rare chance, your equipment isn't
working quite as you might want it to, tell
Interface, and you may suddenly find your
problems solved overnight.

As from next month, we'll also be starting up a
readers' chart section to which you can contribute
lists of music and/or equipment, together with
brief explanations of what makes them special to
you.

Even readers who can't write can participate in
the magazine, simply by sending their own synth
sounds to Patchwork (sorry, Trish), or by sending
cassettes of their own music to DemoTakes (sorry,
Tim).

In fact, so keen are we to hear from you in
whatever way you choose to make yourself heard,
we're offering free subscriptions to those readers
who - in our view - make the biggest contribution
each month.

So, that's 12 months' worth of MUSIC
TECHNOLOGY winging its way to the writer of
the best Communiqué comment and the sender of
the most interesting (but ultimately solvable)
Interface problem; to the creator of the best
demo -tape and the most intriguing readers'
chart; and to all those whose synth programs are
judged to be good enough for publication in
Patchwork. Every month.

Why are we so keen to get your side of the
story? Well, apart from the fact that every
reader's message helps relieve the drudgery of
having to deal with our advertising department
(once again, they had it easy this month), we want
to know what you're doing because you're the
people that matter to us most. And everything
you say to us - through whatever medium -
enables us to make MUSIC TECHNOLOGY less
our magazine, and more yours.  Dg

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY is published by Music Technology Ltd, part of the Music Maker Publications Group,
Alexander House, I Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1 U Y.12 (0223)313722 (all departments).
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY (US) is published by Music Maker Publications Inc, 7361 Topanga Canyon Blvd, Canoga
Park, CA91303, USA. 2S (818) 704-8777.
Typesetting by Goodfellow & Egan, Cambridge. Colour reprographics by CLE, St Ives. Printing by Thomas
Reed, Sunderland. Distributed by Magnum Distribution, London, 22 01-253 3135.
All material is subject to worldwide copyright protection, and reproduction or imitation in whole or in part is
expressly forbidden without written consent from the publishers. All reasonable care is taken to ensure accuracy in the
preparation of the magazine, but Music Technology Ltd cannot be held legally responsible for its contents. The
publishers cannot assume responsibility for the return of unsolicited manuscripts, photographs, or artwork.
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Choosing the multitracker can be a difficult business. But Vestafire have now
made the task a little easier.

The MR -10 is the result of years of design and manufacturing experience in
the multitrack field and Vestafire have drawn on their understanding to create
unique features which greatly increase flexibility and widen the scope of your
creative process.

Take the ingenious LINE TRACK mixer section: Firstly this enables you to
record four different signals simultaneously onto one or two tracks. Secondly
you can monitor all four tracks separately, and lastly these two functions can
be combined. For example, drums and bass from tracks 1 and 2 can be
mixed with say keyboard and guitar into line inputs 3 and 4 for a live bounce
onto one of the remaining tracks. These are just some of the functions of a
mixer section designed to get maximum music onto tape.

Add to this features like electronic punch -in, switchable dbx noise
reduction (the professional standard) and ten inputs including two phonos for
recording from a music source and you'll wonder how Vestafire do it for
£320.

The MR -10. Flexibility is the word.

NEW
TECHNOLOGY
FOR
MUSIC
PRODUCTION

For details of your nearest Vestafire stockist contact
exclusive distributors:
J & I Arbiter Ltd, Unit 8, Eldonwall Trading Estate,
Staples Corner, Priestley Way, London NW2 7AF
Tel: 01-208 0022
Send SAE for brochure of the full Vestafire range.
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"We made

tife's Hard'

with a DX

and an

80 year-old

banjo player7
Hardly an obvious combination, but
obvious this band isn't.

John Campbell and Jarvis Whitehead
were first shown around a DX by Jerry
Harrison, keyboards man with Talking
Heads, but the style is all their own.

On `Life's Hard And Then You Die' they
linked a DX with a banjo player who'd
made his first record in the year dot on a
cylinder disc. "He recorded at Abbey
Road during the Blitz"

And they've even tried a DX with
marimbas and a Chilean nose flute, ofall
things.

"We're not technobrats," says Jarvis.
"Anyone can use one"

A DX, that is. Not a Chilean nose flute.
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STEINBERG -THE TRUTH IS OUT
 Time to clear up the confusion
which has recently surrounded UK
distribution of products from German

software company Steinberg Research.

Distribution has passed from original

importers OSC to a new UK company

called, wait for it, Steinberg Research.

Steinberg will be placing the em-
phasis firmly on software support for

dealers and end -users (that's you lot).

As part of this approach, they will be

starting an around -the -clock electronic

bulletin board service, where users
will be able to pass on advice, post
queries and generally communicate
with users of both Steinberg and other

music software packages.

Steinberg Research have also set up

their own studio to provide demon-
stration facilities, and to help their
salesmen better understand the needs

of musicians who use the software.

The change in distributor coincides

with a healthy selection of new and

repackaged products from the

Germans. As mentioned in our recent

review of the Atari 520/1040ST-based

Pro24 sequencing package (E&MM

September '86), a comprehensive

SMPTE generator will be released

before the end of the year, together

with a music notation/scorewriter
program to be used in conjunction
with Pro24. The SMPTE unit will retail

for around £600, and will be available

FACTORY CHANGES
ITS BEAT

 Central London 24 -track studio
The Beat Factory have recently been

evaluating new recording techniques,

and as a result, redesigned their studio

to provide a fully integrated sampling,

sequencing and recording facility using

the latest hardware and software.

The collective rethink came about
when the studio, which originally had a

8
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as a stand-alone unit for people

wanting its facilities without Pro24.
Also imminent is the first software
update for Pro24, which will include

software to take advantage of the
SMPTE unit.

Another planned Atari release is a

visual editor for Akai's S900 sampler,

which will include the ability to

transfer data for use with the Prophet

2000/2.

On the Commodore 64 front,

Steinberg have repackaged their

popular Pro I 6 sequencer, which is
now available in cartridge form (soft-

ware plus interface) in two versions:

Pro 16 Plus and Pro 16S, retailing at

f2.99 and 039 respectively. Pro16
Plus adds graphic editing, the Score -

writer and sync -to -tape to the se-
quencer itself, while Pro 1 6S adds

graphic editing and sync -to -tape.

Other new Commodore 64 pro-
ducts are visual editors and sound
librarians for Roland's Alpha Junos 1

and 2 and the Korg DW8000.

Plenty for everyone, as the saying

goes.

More from Steinberg Research,
The Spendlove Centre, Charlbury,
Oxford OX7 3PQ. 2 (0608) 811325

 St

separate programming suite, found

their clients wanted to pull more and

more equipment into the control
room.

The new setup, which is integrated

into the studio's mixing console,

includes an Akai 5900 sampler and

Steinberg Pro24 sequencer, with a
Yamaha DX7 acting as master key-

board and a Roland SBX80 syncing

everything to 24 -track. MIDI linking is

facilitated by an Akai MIDI patchbay.

Projects recently completed include

Belouis Some with Guy Fletcher,
Bananarama with Peter Oxendale, and

Y -do -I with Richard Ashley, together

with work for in-house production
company The Music Method.

More from The Beat Factory, 2
01-388 7826.  St

TURNKEY'S
HANDS-ON

SHOW
RETURNS

 It's that hands-on time of year
again. Turnkey are presenting their
ever -popular Hands On Show, now in

its eighth year, at the Strand Palace
Hotel in London on November 22-23

(I Oam-6pm each day).

Exhibitors will include Akai, Fostex,

Tascam and Yamaha, and some exclu-

sive product launches are expected.

Effects from ART, Alesis, Symetrix,

Electrospace and many other com-
panies will be there for the use of, and

live recordings are planned to demon-

strate microphones and speakers from

the likes of AKG, Sennheiser, Shure

and Tannoy. Old but popular machines

haven't been forgotten, either: if

you've got an ailing A77 or B77 tape

recorder, you'll be able to hand it over

to Doctor Revox for a thorough
overhaul.

The Akai Roadshow team will be
presenting the latest Akai products,
and the Gateway Recording School

will be presenting sessions on locking

sequencers and multitrack, getting the

best from effects, and much, much
more (it says here).

It's also planned to have personalities

talking about their recording exper-
iences; as from November I, you can

dial 2 01-637 0700 for the latest
updates on just who is expected to be

putting in an appearance.

Entrance to the Exhibition Hall is
free of charge, but there's a blanket
registration fee of f4 for the seminars

(for which you'll need to pre -register).

More from Turnkey, Brent View
Road, London NW9 7EL. 01-202
43 66  St
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SOUND RE-CREATION
THE X7000. SAMPLING POWER TO THE SIXTH.

THE EQUIVALENT OF SIX SAMPLERS IN A UNIQUE
KEYBOARD INSTRUMENT. SIX KEYGROUP5 SIX
KEYBOARD SPLITS. A MEMORY UPGRADEOF16

SIMULTANEOUS SAMPLES,16 SPLITS. SIX VOICES.
SIX OCTAVE TRUE VOICE RANGE. S612

COMPATIBILITY 32 MEMORIES FOR
PERFORMANCE. MULTITIMBRAL. EXTERNAL

TRIGGERING - FROM AUDIO OR FROM DRUM
PADS. 4-40kHz SAMPLING. 0.8 to 8 SECONDS.
EDITING. LOOPING. ALTERNATING. 61 -NOTE

VELOCITY KEYBOARD. THE X7000. FROM AKAI.
THE POWER BEHIND MUSIC TECHNOLOGY.

AKAI
professional

FOR YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST CALL OUR
SPECIAL INFORMATION LINE. 01-897 2487



MIDI BY REMOTE CONTROL

 New from Alesis is the MPX MIDI
Transmitter, a hand-held remote con-

trol unit which allows you to send
MIDI patch -changes to your MIDI
equipment on any or all of 16 MIDI
channels. Channel settings and patch

numbers are entered from a numeric

keypad on the MPX. As connection is

via MIDI cable, it's possible to operate

the MPX at quite a distance from your

equipment - making the unit valuable

both in the studio and on stage.

The MIDI Transmitter allows you to

send a patch number in the range I -

I 00, either on a selected MIDI channel

(1-16) or on all channels simultaneously.

Transmission of patch changes occurs

immediately you hit the second digit. If

the first key is held for at least 0.6
seconds, you can enter the second

digit at any time afterwards, allowing
greater accuracy in timing your changes.

If the first key is held for less than 0.6

seconds, then the second keystroke

must occur within three seconds or

the first value will be ignored. A
"Clear" key allows you to clear any

digits without altering the current
MIDI channel assignment.

The MPX is the sort of device which

will probably find its way into every
studio which makes regular use of
MIDI equipment. It could be useful, for

instance, for accessing a stack of

MIDI'd effects units without having to

move from the desk. And musicians
playing instruments without MIDI

patch change capability (such as wind

instruments) could use the MPX to
access remote MIDI equipment. The

MPX retails at 08 including VAT.

More from Sound Technology, 6
Letchworth Business Centre, Avenue
One, Letchworth, Hertfordshire
SG6 2H R. (0462) 675675  St

YAMAHA IN THE CITY
Yamaha dealers City Music are

presenting a Yamaha Music Show at

the Novotel Exhibition Centre,

Hammersmith, London on 21-23

November. Emphasis is on instru-
ments "for every member of the
family", with the whole range of
Yamaha keyboard instruments on

show. There will be instrument clinics

and live performances (starring the
Yamaha Band, no less), and with the

spirit of Christmas soon upon us, City

Music are planning special show offers

and "cash and carry prices" on all
keyboards, synths and other hi -tech

gear.

Entrance is free, with tickets avail-

able on the door or in advance from
City Music.

More from David Burrows at City
Music2 01-8631841.  St

UMI ALIVE AND WELL
 Umusic, creators of the much -
valued UMI-2B sequencing system for

the BBC Micro, have come up with a

new sequencer called the UMI-3S.
Software will apparently be very

similar to the existing UMI-2B, while
the hardware will retain "most of the
interfacing required by a large cross-

section of users", according to Umusic.

Priced at f 195 including VAT (ie. a

lot less than the UMI-2B), the UMI-3S

should be available by the time you

read this.

More from Umusic, 17 Parkfields,
London SW15 6NH.  St

ROSE -MORRIS BRANCH OUT
 From Tin Pan Alley to the

Stockbroker Belt. Rose -Morris have

brought musical instrument retailing

to scenic Hemel Hempstead, with the

opening of their second music store.

This one complements the existing
Denmark Street store in London's

West End.

The new shop (which opened for
business at the beginning of October)

will carry a wide range of equipment
from the likes of Yamaha, Roland,
Korg, Casio, Vox, Carlsbro, Laney,
Fender, Gibson, Ovation, Takamine,

Westone and Ibanez (phew!).

The place to be is 71 High Street,
Hemel Hempstead. (0442) 217541.

And on the subject of new music
shops, rumour has it that late Novem-

ber will see the opening of a new shop

in Manchester, answering to the name

of Streetwise Music. Details when we

have them.  St
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ENSONIQ IN THE NORTH WEST!
PACKAGE DEAL SPECIALS Have you got a few grand to spend? Don't waste your money,

contact Dougie for the best packages (You might be surprised).

1. MIRAGE II Digital Sampling Keyboard

ENSONIQ IN THE NORTH WEST
Ensoniq Mirage Mkll
Let's assume you feel that a sampler should be part of
your'set up. Let's assume that you are not totally into
why and how sampling works. Let's assume you are
impetuous and want sounds instantly. Let's assume you
are cost conscious. Let's assume you want a reliable
proven product. Let's assume you want a velocity
sensitive five octave splittable keyboard. Wait no more,
the Ensoniq Mirage Keyboard Sampler has been around
for a year now, IT IS STILL THE WORLD'S BEST SELLING

SAMPLING KEYBOARD. RRP £1320.

At Dougies we now have 50 master disks with at least 3
totally different sounds on each (K -Music plus Ensoniq's
factory disks, plus our own, e.g. Memorymoog) for only
£6.00 each. Check the competition and let your ears
decide for you.

OFFICIAL MAIN DEALERS FOR: EMULATORSA FOS treX KORG

HIIH
=Ey

OBERHEIM electronic

dMRola
ndna proud of it!

DRUM COMPUTERS
Boss OR110 new at
Roland TR606 s/h £95
Roland TB303 s/h E95
Yamaha MR10 s/h £45
Yamaha RX21 ad em £179
Amdek RMK100 £35
Korg DIN H° ......... ..... .................. ............... . £129
Kong P3S50 £250
Roland TR505/707/727 v EPOA
E Mu SP12 £2450
Kong 5001 £P0A

RECORDING
We just CANNOT find anything better than FOSTEX for quality
backup and value!! 515, 260 Model 80 etc all in stock. Good
package deals available (c/u Seck nnixers)

S

BOOKS FOR THE
SEMI -LITERATE

MUSICIAN
Keyfax by Julian Colbeck New second
edition only £6.99
Studio Recording for Musos £9.50
Electronic Drums £7.50
Rhythms £3.95
Guitar Gadgets £9.50
Guitar Repair Manual only £2.50

ALL POST FREE
Northwich Sheet Music is inc. in Dougies
any songbook or info books available!

Contact Sue 0606 783629

1/5/7 CHESTER ROAD, NORTHWICH, CHESHIRE

TELEPHONE: 0606 782522/783629
OPEN 10-6, LATE NIGHT THURSDAYS

3 her Alum Ideweight
10 Unit Alum Rack Std
Sustain Peds (Quote for which Kr8d) 'square type' runty £12

2. ESQ1 Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes!

STOCKS ARE NOW COMING THROUGH

3. LINK UP A MIRAGE AND AN ESQ1!
Then you can use the disk drive to save/load your
sequences! Price around £2100 (module sampler) or
around £2400 (keyboard sampler).

4. EDIT YOUR MIRAGE WITH
COMMODORE BASED STEINBERG
SOFTWARE, ONLY £120

5. ESP1 PIANO

For only £1115 you have an
under -the -arm grand piano/electric piano

with true piano action (and an optional bass player in your pocket).

KEYBOARD
ACCESSORIES

X -stands pastlree £19
%evts oust free f15

£125
E110

SPECIAL MOD FOR
TR505

At only £55 we can give you Eight sep outs via mini -jacks
defeated by master outs (and Accents yin sep outs too)

Phone Trevor for details 0606-702522

At `No. 1'
we now have

ATARI AND
STEINBERG
Featuring PRO16 and

PR024, and other
Steinberg programs

THE DEDICATED KEYBOARD CENTRES...

I
WHERE THE PROS

GO

USED KEYBOARDS
(Phone for details - reconditioned
etc. One of each unless otherwise
indicated)
ARP Axxe £150
ARP Solus £199
ARP Prodigy GX1 £150
Korg M500S £69
Korg 700 £89
Korg 700s £99
Korg Polysix £350
Korg Poly 61 £450
Roland CSQ100 £99
Roland SHO9 £99
Roland SH101 (inc MGS1) £150
Roland JX3P (2) £450
Prog for above £69
Roland Vocoder VP3 300 (w/c)
incl mic £499
Roland Jupiter 6 £POA
Moog Prodigy 1 £150
Moog Rogue £169
Moog Source (boxed) £350
Polymoog Keyboard £345
Polymoog Synth £545
Sequential Pro1 £199
Sequential Sixtraks £350
Sequential Prophet 600 £550
Sequential Prophet V2 (w/c) £999
Yamaha CS01 (new) £69
Yamaha CS15D £150
Yamaha CS50 £299
Yamaha SK20 £199
Yamaha CP25 piano £199
S/H Yamaha DX7 £899
Ex/Demo Yamaha £1050
New Yamaha FB01 £P0A
CAT (Octave) £99

ACCESS - VISA - AMEX - P. EXCH - EXPORT - EVEN BETTER CASH DISCOUNTS
HP (no deposit or instant)

NEW EXPANDED PREMISES



CHEAP STUDIO TIME
FOR

UNEMPLOYED
 With music offering a much -

needed diversion, or even the possi-
bility of a career, to many unemployed

people, word of someone offering
cheap equipment, facilities or oppor-

tunities is welcome news indeed. The

Media and Arts Centre annexe of
Aston University in Birmingham,

better known as the Triangle, not only

boasts an eight -track recording studio,

but is offering subsidised studio time

to students and those on the dole.

The studio features dbx noise

reduction, assorted delays and re -

verbs, and a wealth of musical instru-

ments including a Korg DW6000, EMS

VCS3, Korg SQD I , TR707 and two
Steinway grand pianos. There's also a

team of technicians on hand to help
studio users get the most from the
equipment.

To Triangle members the studio
costs a modest f6 per hour including
the studio theatre, or £5 per hour for

mixdown or tape -copying sessions.
Although it's only another 50p for
non-members, membership is a modest

£3 for the unemployed, students and

OAPs, and £5 for everybody else, so

it's got to be a worthwhile consider-

ation.

A course in recording called, with

great inspiration, The Rock Recording

Course, is another of the Triangle's
current success stories, as is Triangle

Records, the studio's own record
label. The label offers an outlet for the

recorded works of some of the
studio's users, and is currently pro-

moting a compilation cassette entitled

Handy Wrappers featuring the likes of

Terry and Gerry, Electric Wallpaper
and The Copy.

Anyone interested in the studio
should contact Bruce Hart, the re-
cording manager on '' 021-359
4192/3979, or write to the Triangle
Media and Arts Centre, Aston Univer-

sity, Aston Triangle, Birmingham 84

7ET.

Handy Wrappers is available from

the Triangle, the Virgin Megastore or

Tempest Records and Rockers in

Birmingham.  Tg

PROBABLY THE BIGGEST DX ROM
OF ALL TIME

 When Yamaha designed the ROM
and RAM cartridges for the DX7
synth, they couldn't have envisaged

that one day, somebody would put
eight times as many sounds into them.

Well, Executive Audio are now
importing a ROM from West Germany

that does exactly that - hold a total of

512 different DX sounds in one

cartridge. It's called the Monst-ROM

512, and it stores its sounds in 16

banks of 32. These banks are con-
veniently arranged in groups of instru-

ment "families", so that, for instance,

bank AI is full of piano -type voices,

while bank D3 contains guitar and harp

sounds.

The sounds on Monst-ROM 512
have been created using "computerised

resynthesis techniques", according to

the importers.

Also available is a new RAM cartridge

with four times the capacity of
Yamaha's original, ie. 128 sounds. The

Supra -RAM 128 (for that is its name) is

MUSIC LE
 Romford-based music shop Monkey

Business are doing their bit for music

technology in education. On offer to
any interested school is a free one -
hour demo of synthesisers, drum

machines, sequencers and MIDI pre -

designed along the same EEPROM
principles as the Yamaha product, and

should therefore have an unlimited life

without any battery back-up problems.

These cartridges aren't staggeringly

cheap at f 128 for the RAM and f 145

for the ROM. But they are sturdily
built and intelligently designed. And in

the case of the ROM, £145 doesn't
sound like too much in the context of

a £1400 synthesiser which, let's face it,

is not the easiest electronic musical
instrument to program.

We'll be reviewing the sounds on
Monst-ROM in a forthcoming issue of

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY, and in the
meantime, keep an eye out for future

products from Executive Audio, such

as further DX add-ons and a RAM pack

and memory expansion for the Ensoniq

ESQ1 synth.

More from Executive Audio, 159
Park Road, Kingston-upon-Thames,
Surrey KT2 6BX. 2 01-541 0180 
Dg

SSONS
sented by the Monkey Business demo

team. This educational effort is spon-

sored by Roland UK, Akai UK, Korg

UK, Simmons and TOA.

More from Monkey Business, 2
(0708)754548.o St

ROLAND AROUND THE COUNTRY
 Roland UK take to the road in
November with a tour stretching
from Edinburgh to London. Billed as
"The Tommy Snyder Tour '86" and
co -sponsored by Roland and TOA
(who are providing the PA rig and four

staff crew), the tour will feature multi -

instrumentalist Tommy Snyder along-

side ex-Whitesnake guitarist Micky

Moody, bassist Robbie Burns and
keyboard player James Hallawell.

Product demonstrations will feature

new and recently introduced instru-
ments such as the Super JX polyphonic

synth and MKS70 module, the S I 0 and

S50 sampling keyboards, GM70/GKI

guitar -to -MIDI system and DEP5 multi -

effects processor.

Dates are: Newcastle Crest Hotel
(November 10), Edinburgh Liberty's

(11), Manchester A I Music (12),

Birmingham Portland Club (13), and

London Logan Hall (14).

All shows start at 8pm (doors open

7.30), and will run for between an
hour -and -a -half and two hours.

Admission is £3, or £1 to MU

members and the unwaged (tickets

available on the door).

The tour culminates in a special

clinic and masterclass, featuring key-

boardist Snyder and drummer Francis

Seriau, which takes place on Novem-

ber 15 at Ronnie Scott's in London.
Start time for this one is 3pm, and

admission is ES (again, tickets available

on the door).

More from Roland UK, 2 01-568
4578.St
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SYNTHESISERS
ROLAND JUNO 1
ROLAND JUNO 2
ROLAND JX10
CASIO C2101
CASIO 023000
CASIO CZ1000

CASIO CZ5000
KORG DVI6000
KCMG DW8000
KORG POLY 80011

KORG SAMPLING SYNTH DSSI
YAMAHA DX7

YAMAHA 0027
YAMAHA DX21
YAMAHA DX100
YAMAHA DX5
YAMAHA TX816
YAMAHA TX216
YAMAHA KX138

YAMAHA FB07
PROPHET VS
ENSONIO ES01
SEQUENTIAL MILTITRAK
MOOG SOURCE
E8MM SPECTRUM SYNTH
ROLAND 5I1200
KCMG MICRO PRESET
KORG LAMDA

KORG MS10
CASIO CT101
CASIO CI1000
ROLAND MKS30
TECHNICS SK250
YAMAHA PS25
YAMAHA PS55
YAMAHA MK100
YAMAHA VS1000
CASIO MT70
ROLAND 51109
ROLAND JUNO 106

ROLAND JUNO 1
KORG SIGMA
KORG POLY 61
KORG POLY 800
ROLAND MKI3200
JVC KB303
CASIO P750
ULTIMATE 3 TIER STAND
MOOG TAURUS PEDALS
ROLAND HP70 W/STAND
ROLAND JUNO 6
ROLAND JUNO 60
ROLAND JUPITER 4
ROLAND JUPITER 6 IF-CASEI
ROLAND 51109
ROLAND MC202 + SH101
YAMAHA CS40M

ELECLTRIC PIANOS
ROLAND 8I11000 EX DEMO
ROLAND HP2000
ROLAND HP3000 EX DEMO
ROLAND HP5503 EX DEMO
ROLAND HP5600 EX DEMO
ROLAND HP450
ROLAND HP350
ROLAND EP50
YAMAHA PF80
YAMAHA PF70
ENSONIO PIANO
KCMG PIANO SG1

SAMPLERS
ENSONIO MIRAGE KfB
ENSONIO MIRAGE RACK
PROPHET 2000
PROPHET 2002
NMI 5900
MAI 07000
ANA! 5612 + DRNE
YAMAHA VSS100
CASIO SKI
ROLAND SIO
ROLAND S50
BOSS 0552
BOSS MICRO RACK SAMPLER

00114 MACHINES
ROLAND TROUT PERCUSSION
ROLAND TR505
ROLAND TR/27
YAMAHA 8X21
TAMARA RX21L
CASIO 821
ROLAND OCTAPAD
KONG ODM110
KORG DDM220 PERCUSSION
KORG 6001 DIG DYNAMIC DRUMS NEW+
0059

ROLAND TR606
KAY RHYTHM UNIT
ROLAND CR5000
ROLAND C1178
MK THE CLAP
YAMAHA MR10
KORG DI/M20
BOSS PC2 PERCUSSION SYNTH
DIGISOUND VARIOUS UNITS
APT C DUCER DRUM SYSTEM
EMU DRUMULATOR
ROL AND TR808
ROLAND TR606
KORG MR16
SEQUENTIAL TOM
BOSS HC2

DRUM KITS
MINOR HITECH KIT 10 DRUMS
PERFORMER 7 PIECE
YAMAHA 5000 4 PIECE
PEARL EXPORT 5 PIECE
PREMIER A P K 5 PIECE
YAMAHA 9000 SERIES 20%0FR1
SONOR SIGNATURE 6 PIECE
PEARL DLO 5 PIECE
SONORLITE 4 PIECE JAZZ
SONOR PERFORMER
REMO ENCORE KIT
PEARL SUPER PRO
PEARL PRO, APE. WHITE
TAW FIBRESTAR (EX SIMON PHILLIPS)
GRETSCH 5 PIECE SNARE DRUM S/H
SONOR SIGNATURE 7 PIECE BUBINGA

TAMA SWINGSTAR 5PC SILVER SIR

RIP
£64500
£890.00

0345 00
0555.00
0445 00

£895.00

£124900
£649.00

£2259 00
£159900

£549 00
£749.00
£399 00

£299 00
E1899 00
£1115 00
£799 00

S/H
S/11

S/H

S/11

S/H

S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H

S/11

S/H
S/H
SDI
SRI
SRI
S/H
591

SM
SRI

SDI
S/H
SRI

S/H
Sal

S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
SIR
S/H

RRP
02799.00
0134900
£149900
6220000
£2400.00
£140000
0129500
£750.00

£1099.00
0999.00

£111500
£177500

SALE
PRICE
EPOA
EPOA
£P0A
£POA
EPOA
EPOA

DMA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
£POA

£1199.00

EMIA
EPOA
EPOA

01995.00
£2999.00

£1195
£999.00

OKA
fP0A

£1115.00
£599.00
£199.00
£125.00
£150.00
£75.00

£149.00

£99.00
£99.00

£149.00
E399.00
E299.00
£299.00
0499.00
£199.00
£169.00
£149.00
£175.00
6199.00

£449.00
£99.00

E345.00
E299.00
£399.00

VIS
£89.00
£99.00

E395.00
£399.00
E275.00
E425.00
£299.00
£899.00
£110.00
unix)
£275.00

SALE
PRICE

£199.00
EPOA

£999.00
£1599.00
£1699.00
£695.00
£595.00
£499.00

£P0A
ROA

£1115.00
EPOA

SALE

RAP PRICE

£1320.00 £1320.00
£1080.00 £10130.00
£2195.00 EPOA

E179500 EPP
£1799.00 FPO..
£99900 £POA

BARGAIN PRICE
£17900 £149.00
£119.00 £99.03
£99900 EPOA

£1999.00

£549.00MOP

[249.00
£549.00
£269.00
£269.60
£39500
£42500 CP0A

PHONE FOR BARGAIN PRICE
PHONE FOR BARGAIN PRICE

P.O.A.
S/H £49.00

CP04
£149.00
E175.00

SALE
PRICE

ULM
DMA

£245.00
£"145.00
£345.00

SH £149.00
SK £35.00
SH £199.00
S/H £149.00
S/1-1 E50.00
S/H £59.00

EX DEMO £175.00
EX DEMO 040.00

£19.00 075.00
£315.00 E250.00

£24500
SRI £235.00

(SEP OUTS.) S/H £149.00
EX DEMO £185.00
EX DEMO £399.00
EX DEMO £45.00

IMP
£250000
£1150.00
£499.00
0550.00
£57500

FROM
0279900
£800 00

£195000
FROM
FROM

SALE
PRICE

£1495.00
£999.00
£350.00
£399.00
£399.00

£1196.00
£2650.00
£625.00

£1550.00
£599.00
£499.00

20% OFF
49900

EPOA
£499.00

£1399.00
£349.00

ELECTRONIC DRUM KITS IMP
SIMMONS S0S9 £1199.00
SIMMONS SOSI 000 £750.00
SIMMONS TJAI £250.00
SIMMONS MOM £59900
SIMMONS SOY EXPANDER C450.00
PEARL DRX £88800
UP K2X £850 00

ELECTRONIC DRUM KITS NNP

SIMMONS SDS5 PERFECT

ROLAND COMPLETE SYSTEM

DRUM STANDS
TRAK BOOM STAND SYSTEM 4 055.00
TRAK TELESCOPIC SYSTEM 4 060.00
TRAK HIHAT SYSTEM 4 £55.00
CAPELLE EXCAL1BER PEDALS £70.00
CAPELLE STOOL £40.00
PEARL 13800 050.00
PEARL C800 £45.00

PERCUSSION MP
BLACK MAMBA BONGOS £12500

GUIROS FROM

TAMBOURINE HALF MOON £15.00
£7.50OLAME

LARGE RANGE OF LATIN PERCUSSION ALWAYS AVNIABLE

BASCHET SOUND SCULPTURE NO I
BASCHET SOUND SCULPTURE NO 2
BASCHET SOUND SCULPTURE NO 3
PAISTE 36" GONG F STAND
PAISTE 28" GONG 1 STAND

SNARE DRUMS
MAXTONE 6 5 CHROME
YAMAHA 9000 14"x 5" JADE GREEN

PPACIICE DRUM KITS/PADS
PRACTICE KIT 5 PIECE
LIMPET PADS
DEADHEADS

CYMBALS
SABAN AA 18" THIN CRASH
SABAN AA 16" EXTRA THIN
SABAN AA MINI HI -FLATS
SABAN AA 20 CHINA
SARAN AA 18" MED. THIN
SABAN AA 21" DRY RIDE
SARAN AA 20" MED. RIDE
SARAN AA REGULAR HI -HATS
SAWN AA FLAT HI -RATS
SAWN AA 16 THIN

SARAN AA 12' SPLASH
SARAN M 20 FLANGE RIDE
SABAN M 18' MED. THIN
SARAN AA 20" MED. RIDE
SARAN AA IS SPLASH
SARAN HH 19" MED. THIN
SARAN HH 10 MED. THIN
SARAN MI REGULAR 111 -HATS
SAMAR HH 20 HEAVY RIDE
SARAN HH 18' CHINA
SARAN HH 22" CHINA
SARAN B20 CHINA

PAIS! E 2002 SOUNDEDGE HATS
PAJSTE 2002 20' POWER RIDE
PAJSTE 2002 18" MED RIDE
PAISTE 20'2 IC HEAVY HIHAT
PAISTE 2002 20" CRASH
POJSTE 2002 16" CRASH
PAISTE 2002 14" CRASH
PAISTE 505 10 MED HI -HAT
PA1STE 505 18' CHINA
PAISTE 505 18" HEAVY RIDE
PAISTE 404 18" CRASH
PAISTE RUDE 18" RIDE/CRASH
PAJSTE OWE 20" CRASWRIDE
PAISTE RUDE 16" CRASH/RIDE

POSTE COLOR 18" BLACK
PAISTE COLOR IC HI -RATS
METE COLOR 16" RED
PAISTE COLOR 20' RED
IILDJLANS - COMPLETE RANGE

10602 TST50
GIBSON ELTING V INC CASE
ARIA Z/ OF LUXE INC CASE
WASHBURN FORCE 3
LENDER ELITE TILE
ARIA WILDCAT INC CASE
MANE/115'1300
IBANEZ AS50

LIDO HANDMADE CUSTOM
110009 115 PAUL CUSTOM
YAMAHA 002000
ARIA PRO II
YAMAHA SG1300T
WF 01001 TH. IA FRETLESS BASS
ARIA SHED FRETLESS BASS
FENDER PRECISION. BROWN
1011A1ORIGINA1

OASS GUITARS
YAMAHA B85000 W/CASE
YAMAHA 801100
YAMAHA 13X1 HEADLESS W/CASE
IBANEZ RA/ 50
IBANEZ 00000
HOHNER 'STEINBERGER"

IBANEZ ROADSTER RB620
CLARISSA ACOUSTIC/ ELECTRIC BASS
WESTONE SUPER HEADLESS W. A. PLUS
YAMAHA BB300
YAMAHA BUNS W/CASE
IBANEZ 013650

ACOUSTIC GUITARS
OVATION BALLADEER ELEC.. W/CASE
OVATION ULTRA DELUXE ELEC_. W/CASE
OVATION ULTRA SID. ELEC.. W/CASE
YAMAHA FG410
YAMAHA F6420 ELEC CUTWAY
YAMAHA FG440 12 ST RING

CLARISSA ACOUSTIC/ELECTRIC 12S7

ACOUSTIC GUITARS
!BANE/ V8I0
TAKAMINE JAZZ

TAKAMINE CUTAWAY CLASSIC
WASHBURN SOLID FOLK

SALE
PRICE

£1199.00
£750.00
13250.00
£599.00
£450.00
£499.00
£699.00

SALE
PRICE

P.O.A.

£899.00

£45.00
£50.00
£45.00
£60.00
£33.00
£40.00
£37.00

SALE
PRICE

£85.00
£15.00
£1000

£5.00

0175.00
£199.00
£159.00
£399.00
£199.00

SALE

MP PRICE

£99.00 £85.00
(189.00 £99.00

SALE

PAP PRICE

£150.00 £99.00

E6.50 £4.99
£50.00 £40.00

SALE

RRP PRICE

£130.00 1106.00
0120.00 £89.00
£125.00 099.00
£150.00 £119.00
£130.00 £106.03
£1130.00 £125.00
£150.00 £119.00
£180.00 £15400
£100.00 £154.00
0120.00 £89.00
075.00 059.00

£150.00 011500
£130.00 £106.00
£150.00 £119.00
£8500 04500

£175.06 £150.00
£160.00 £139.00
£250.00 £199.00
E185.00 £162.00
£160.00 £139.00
£250.00 £192.00

099.00 £80.00

£260.00 £225.00
£150.00 £135.00
maw £80.00
0170.00 £143.00
£150.00 £135.00
£100.00 £90.00
£80.00 E72.00

0100.00 £92.00
£85.00 £72.00
£80.00 £713.00

085.00 £58.00
£100.00 £92.00
£115.00 £100.00
090.00 £80.00
095.00 £70.00

maw £90.00
£80.00 £80.00

PHONE FOR PRICES

£371.00 0199.00
SM E399.00

£399.00 13299.00
£29900 £175.00
£749.00 E495.00
£199.00 £169.00
£475.00 C249.00

S/H E299.00

S/H E299.00
S/H £395.00
S/H 13349.00
SM £139.00

EX DEMO £328.00
S/H 014500
S/H E249.00
SDI £185.00
SIR £135.00

SALE

TIM PAM
£99900 MOO
E439.00 MOO
0639.00 £57920
£39900 F249.00
£425.00 £295.00
£225.00 E199.00

£249.00 £199.00
£39500 1299.00
£549.00 C299.00

£1591):1
£139.00

£199.00 £189.00

SALE

RAP PRICE

£74900 E075.00
£47500 £425.00
E395.00 £349.00
£129.00 £115.00
6269.00 E213.00
E249.00 £17500
039500 £299.00

SALE

RAP PRICE

S/H £179.00
£525.00 £449.00
£381.00 £225.00
£325.00 £199.00

COMPUTER MUSIC
ATARI PLUS STEINBERG
YAMAHA CX5M11
YAMAHA YK10 KEYBOARD
YAMAHA YK20 KEYBOARD
YAMAHA YRM5411 MUSIC COMPOSER
YAMAHA YRM502 FM VOICING
YAMAHA YRM504 MUSIC MACRO
YAMAHA FD05E DISK DRIVE
YAMAHA PNI01 PRINTER

COMPUTER MUSIC
APPLE lIE + MONITOR. PADDLES 8 DISK

DRIVES

COMMODORE 64 + DISK DRIVE 8 CLAB
SOFTWARE

YAMAHA CX5M 128
BBC B L OPUS DISK DRIVE & VIDEO

DIGITISER SOFTWARE
EMR BBC B MI01 SOFTWARE
ROLAND CM11/302 SYNC PDX

ROLAND COMPUMUSIC 5 SOFTWARE
(FOR APPLE OR CM641

IBMPC 2 DRIVES I28K T MONITOR
(MUCH SOFTWARE)

SPECTRUM - MIDI INTERFACE
SEOUENCER SOFTWARE

BBC 8 + DATARECORDER EMG MIDI
SOFTWARE I TATUANG MONITOR

ROLAND CMU802 COMPUSYNC

MULTITRACK RECORDING
AKAI M01212
FOSTEXABO
FOSTFJ( 020
FOSTER 260
FOSTER X15
YAMAHA MIK
FOSTER 816

TAULTITFLACK RECORDING
FOSTER 1316 REMOTE
FOSTER 250 MULTITRACKER I
FLIGHTCASE
YAMAHA MT440 4 TRACK
SOUNDCRAFT 2400 24 TRACK DESK
SOUNDCRAFT 2" 24 TRACK RECORDER
MCI 2 NTRACK CONSOLE
TASCAM 2 TRACK
TASCAM 38 8 TRACK
FOSTER A8
RSO 4 TRACK CASSETTE PIA ER

MIXERS
FOSTER 450
SECK 18:82
SECA 1282
DYMAMIX 24 8.16.2
PROMARK MY.3
CANARY 122 POWERED

SEQUENCERS

ROUND MC500
KORG 5001
YAMAHA 0021
YAMAHA
CASIO SZT

CHORAL DELAY I REVERES
YAMAHA REV7

YAMAHA SPX%
ROLAND SRV2000
YAMAHA REVI I REMOTE
ROLAND 5061000
RDIAND SDE2500
ROLAND SDE3000
BOSS RD010 DELAY

BOSS RS010 SAMPLER/DELAY
KORG S0/2000 SAMPLER/DELAY N1101
IBANEZ DM2000 DELAY
DELTA LAB DELAY
KORG SD01000
IBANEZ DM1 I 00
KCMG GR1 REVERB

CARLSBRO PRO FX ADR
VESTA KOZO DIG 420 SAMPLER/DELAY
RAINBOW 2 SEC SAMPLING DELAY

POWER AMPLIFIERS
YAMAHA 82150
ROLAND SPA240
ROLAND SPAT 20

RDI AND NBA RANGE

AMPLIFICATION
CARLSBRO WASP LEAD

CARLSBRO SCORPION LEAD
CARLSBRO HORNET LEAD
CARLSBRO STRINGRAY 2 + 12 LEAD
CARLSBRO SCORPION BASS
CARLS8R0 COBRA 90 BASS
CARLSBRO STRINGRAY 150 BASS
CARLSBRO HORNET 45KYB0
CARLSORO COBRA 90KTBD
CARLSBRO 150 60131)
SESSION ROCKETTE 30
SESSION 90W 1 x I5" BASS
SESSION 75-2'810
FENDER YALE REVERB
FENDER SIDEKICK 65
FENDER STUDIO LEAD
CARLSBRO MARLIN 150PA
CARLSBRO MARLIN 300PA
CARLSBRO TAURUS ST4080 PAIR
CARLSBRO TAURUS ST2120 PAIR
BOSS MS100A MONITOR

CARLSBRO MARLIN I SOPA
CARLSBRO MARLIN 300PA
ROLAND CPMI 20 POWERED MIXER
ROLAND PA250 POWERED MIXER
ROLAND CUBFOOK KYBD AMP
ROLAND CUBE AND DAC RANGE
SESSION 1 . 12 BASS COMBO I EXT CAB

CARLSBRO 150 KY80 HG
CARLSBRO ROW BASS HO
CARLSBRO 6-150 PA HD

AMPLIFICATION - PA EQUIPMENT

ROLAND BO/ 160
FENDER SIDEKICK 30 BASS
FENDER SIDEKICK 50 BASS
BURMAN BASS RIG COMPLETE
FENDER BASSMAN 13514x 12
TRACE ELLIOT GP11

ROLAND SPIRIT 50

SALE
RRP PRICE

EPOA
C44900 £399.00

£85.00 £75.00
£16500 0149.00

£3900 £35.00
£39.00 £35.00
£3900 £35.00

£39900 £359.00
£26900 0239.00

SALE
ROP PRICE

NEW," £799.00

EX DEMO £395.00
NEW,,, £449.00

EX DEMO £495.00
NEW. £149.00

£89.00 E29.00

£99.00

£899.00

£99.00

EX DEMO £39900
£35.00

SALE
RRP PRICE

£5995 £3999
0109900 £1499.00
£99500 £895.00
£799.00 0699.00
£269.00 £245.00
£499.00 £449.00

£430000 £3870.00

SALE
MOP PRICE

S/H £2999.00

C549.00
EX DEMO £504.09
EX DEMO E9999.00
EX DEMO C799900
EX DEMO DMA

S/H EPOA
S/H EPOA
S/H £899.00
S/H £399

SALE
MP PRICE

£799.00 0719.00
61699 00 £1099.00
£899 55 E799=

£149906 £1299.00
£406 00 C375.00
£499.00 £399.00

SALE
RRP PRICE

£799.00 £799.00
£699.00 £555.00
£25500 6229.00

£2499.00 £129900
£295.00 £245.00

SALE
IIRP PRICE

£1199.00 £94500
£599.00 £599.00

£1300.00 £1100.00
£7588.00 £4995.00
£48500 £399.00
£549.00 £499.00
E899.00 £74500
£185.00 [149.00
0199.00 £199.00
£799.00 £399.00
£49500 E299.00
£24500 E199.00
£399.00 £299.00
C325.00 £249.00
£29900 £199.00
£347.00 £220.00
£320.00 £220.00

0249.00

RRP PRICE
£42900 £399.00

£299.00
E275.00

P OA.

SALE
IMP PRICE

C87.00 C75.00
E137.00 £125.00
£201.00 £181.00
0449.00 E299.00
£121.00 0110.00
£263.00 E235.00
E426.00 C385.00
2221.00 C189.00
£340.00 C275.00
(532.00 £415.00
£175.00 C155.00
£37500 C325.00
E315.00 E275.00
(299.00 E199.00
£30500 £275.00
£445.00 £299.00
£32400 £289.00
£442.00 0335.00
E456.00 1355.00
0375.00 £242.00
f115.130 E99.00
F342.00 £285.00
£442.00 C395.00
0579.00 £499.00
£915.00 E795.00
£375.00 £299.00

P.CLA.

C345.00
E31110 E233.00

£135.00
L265.00

SALE
RIP PRICE

S/H 0199.00
S/11 6150.00
S/H £199.00
SIN £495.00
S/H £295.00
S/H E1150.00

SRI C175.00

FENDER 1 x 15 BASS CAB S/H
1 x 15 PA CABS 200W EACH S/H
2.12 75W CAB EACH S/H
H/11 VS MUSICIAN S/H
HM MID RANGE HORN S/H
FVH4x12CAB S/H
BADGER DOWNBEAT S/H
KUDOS 6x 6 PR S/H
ROLAND SPA240 S/H
ROLAND PA250 POWERED MIXER
OHM 2 x15 CAB S/H
30W BASS COMBO S/H
FENDER HARVARD REVERB 2 EX DEMO

MIDI HARDWARE SOFTWARE RRP

PITCHRIDER 2000 FOR MONO INPUT
TO MIDI

LEMI MIDI INTERFACE FOR APPLE IIE

COMPUTER SCREENS RRP
RGB

ROLAND DG CC141
TV CONVERTED TO RGB FOR BBC B
ROLAND DG 02-121G SCREEN

PLOTTERS RRP
ROLAND 00 DX0100 £39900
ROLAND DG DX7880 0943.00
POLAND DG 0/01800 £44800

DOD FX65 STEREO CHORUS
DOD NM COMPRESSOR
000 FX75 STEREO FLANGER
DOD FX65 AMERICAN METAL
DOD FX45 STEREO REVERB

AMDEK GRAPHIC £0 KIT
AMDEK TAK100 TUNING AMP
MOR PHASER

ELECTRO HARMONIX BASS BALLS
ELECTRO HARMON1X OCTAVER
ELECTRO HARMONIX POWER BOOSTER

YAMAHA PEDAL BOARD INC PHASER. COMPRESSOR. FLANGER
LINE SELECTOR
BOSS CEO S/H
BOSS BF2 SRI
PEARL OCTAVER EX DEMO

£149.00
£105.00
£95.00
£9500
E50.00
£95.00
£95.00

£475.00
E29900
0499.03

£85.00
£85.00

£135.00

SALE
PRICE

£399.00
£299.00

SALE
PRICE

195.00
£395.00
£49.00
19500

SALE
PRICE
19500

£899.00
£399.00

SALE
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT RRP PRICE

PROJECT LS808 LIGHT MIXER
FLIGHTCASED 0499.00

PROJECT LIGHTING RIG LS888 + 8 STAGE
BLAZER AND STANDS AND LEADS £999.00

PROJECT 4 WAY LIGHT BOX £199.00
COMPLETE FLIGHTCASED SET OF 3 RED HEADS , STANDS UNOMATT
LX601GS VIDEO LIGHT £75.00
GREAT WEST LIGHTING 12 CHANNEL

LIGHTING
RIG I 50 KARS 1500.00
PROJECT 8 WAY PINSPOT  FRAME £9500

SALE
EFFECTS PEDALS PAP PRICE
BOSS CE3 CHORUS [105.00 £85.00
BOSS DC2 DIMENSION 'C' £129.00 £129.00
BOSS KM DIGITAL DELAY £175.00 £139.00
BOSS DE2 DISTORTION/FEEDBACK £7700 £59.00
BOSS EISD2 SAMPLER/DELAY £200.00 £160.00
BOSS HC2 HANDCLAPS £7800 £49.00
BOSS HF2 FLANGER £89.00 £89.00
BOSS HM2 HEAVY METAL E68.00 £55.00
BOSS 0C2 OCTAVER £7500 £59.00
BOSS CE2 CHORUS £10000 £79.00
BOSS PH2 SUPER PHASER £110.00 £89.00
YAMAHA C010M11 COMPRESSOR £43.00 E39.00

YAMAHA D110M11 DISTORTION £43.00 £39.00
YAMAHA ODIOMII OVERDRIVE £43.00 £39.00
YAMAHA CH1OMI1CHORUS £59.00 E54.00
YAMAHA FLI °M11 FLANGER £59.00 054.00
TAMARA GE105111 GRAPHIC ED £59.00 E54.00
FRONTLINE VOLUME PEDAL £22.95 £22.95
FRONTLINE RAH WAIL PEDAL £31.95 E31.95
YAMAHA PARAMETRIC E0 £5500 E30.00
IBANEZ TUBE SCREAMER 055.00 030.00
LOCO FIANGER £59.00 £45.00
KORG DISTORTION £5750 £54.00
KORG OVERDRIVE £6500 E52.00
KCMG CHORUS £6995 £55.00
KOK PHASER £89,95 £69.00
IBANEZ-COMPLETE RANGE IN STOCK AT SALE PRICES
DOD PEDALS HALF PRICE INC FREE MAINS SUPPLY!,

£119.00
£89.00
£69.00
08900
E89 00

0175 00
£9900

EX DEMO
S/11

S/H
SRI

WIRELESS MICROPHONES ARP
SD/UK WG5800 GUITAR SYSTEM E99 00
RE SLO CABARET COMPLETE £2000 00
TOA 0/C SYSTEM
YAMAHA GUITAR SYSTEM

RACE EFFECTS
MXR FLANGER/DOUBLER
ROLAND SE0331 GRAPHIC El)
CHASER ECHO

CUTEC GE2010 STEREO E0

TAPE ECHOS
ROLAND RE301
ROLAND RE101

MOP
H

EX DEMO
SAL

S/H

RAP
STH

S/H

VIDEO EQUIPMENT RRP
JVC 6000E LINA 1IL RECORDER
CEL P147 DIGITAL TIME BASE
CORRECTOR AND SPECIAL EFFECT S

CONTROLLER DMA
NC 1100 PORTABLE 3 TUBE COLOUR

CAMERA PACKAGE £2500
SONY 5030 V MAGIC PLAYER PLUS
REMOTE CONTROLLER SEGMENTER £960.00
JVC 27010E 3 TUBE VIDEO CAMERA EA DEMO 02999.00
SONY SERIES 5 EDIT SUITE WITH RM440
CONTROLLER L SONY £990.00
5030 PLAYER IN WINSTED RACK EX DEMO £7995.00
SONY 4800 PORTABLE UMATIC

RECORDER/PLAYER EX DEMO £1150.00
SONY C9 BETAMAY RECORDER EX DEMO 0395.00
SONY 3000 PORTABLE BETAMAX PLATEN

TUNER EX DEMO £195.00
BANCO 26" RGB/COMPOSITE

PROFESSIONAL MONITOR EX DEMO £395.00
SONY 20 PROFEEL MONITOR EX DEMO 00003
BARCO 2032 14 RGB COMPOSITE

MONITOR EX DEMO £195.00
CE L P135 CHROMASCOPE VIDEO

SWITCHER SPECIAL EFFECTS
GENERATOR EX DEMO £495.00

SONY KV4000 NISC COLOR MONITOR/
RECEIVER El DEMO £495.00

JVC 1 5 TM COLOUR MONITOR I AC
ADAPTOR I CAR ADAPTOR EX DEMO 13225.00

HITACHI VCK800 COLOUR CAMERA EX DEMO E299.00
FOSTER SYNCHRONISER CONTROL TIME CODE GENERATOR
JVC KM2000 VISION MIXER

£59.00
£45.03
£35.00
£45.00
£45.00
£87.00
£49.00
£19.00
E49.00
£10.00
£5.00
£5.00

£99.00
£50.00
£55.00
£49.00

SALE
PRICE
£75.00

£295.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

.SALE
PRICE

C17500
C325.00
C99.00
£15.00

SALE
PRICE

£299.00
£199.00

IL -J 1=1 L. -I

SALE
PRICE
£295

10 BADDOW RD., CHELMSFORD, ESSEX
0245 352490/0245 353878

85 ST. MARY'S ST., SOUTHAMPTON,
HAMPSHIRE 0703 226798

125 ALBERT ROAD, SOUTHSEA,
PORTSMOUTH, HAMPSHIRE 0705 820595

44-6 PRESTON RD., BRIGHTON, SUSSEX
0273 675983/4



SYNTHESISERS
ROLAND
JUNO1
JUNO2
JX10
HS80
ENSONIQ
ESQ1
CASIO
CZ101
CZ3000
CZ1000
YAMAHA
DX5 £1499
DX7
DX27

CAZZORIO',2-11.,.4P1R141".

YAMAHA
DX27S
DX21
DX100
TX7

SEQUENTIAL
VECTOR VS
KORG
DW8000
DSS1
AKAI
AX73

RACK MODULES
ROLAND
MKS80
MKS70
MKS30
MKS20
YAMAHA
TX816 £899
TX216
TX7
FB01
KORG
EX8000

ELECTRIC PIANOS
ROLAND
RD1000
fV1KS20

HP450
HP350
HP5600
HP5500
HP2000
HP3000
YAMAHA
PF80
PF70
CLAVINOVA
ENSONIQ
PIANO SDP1

KORG
SAMPLING PIANO
TECHNICS
PX1

PX9
PX7

ROLAND
HS10
HS50
EMULATOR
E MAX
ENSONIQ
RACK DMS8
KEYBOARD DSK8
AKAI
S900
MX 7000
S612
YAMAHA
VSS 100

MIDI KEYBOi
CONTROLLERS
ROLAND
MKB200
AXIS
MKB1000
MKB300
YAMAHA
KX88 £799
KX5
AKAI
MX73
KORG
RK1000

CASIO
SKI
SEQUENTIAL
2000
2002
STUDIO 440
KORG
DSS1.
GREENGATE
DS3
DS4

RECORDERS MIXERS

FOSTEX. FOSTEX
E16 16 TRACK 450 8 TRACK
A80 8 TRACK 16 16 TRACK
E80 1V 8 TRACK. SECK
E2 MASTER 18/8/2
E22 MASTER 12/8/2
260 MULTITRACK SOUNDTRACS
X15 CASSETTE ALLEH.HEATH
YAMAHA QYNAMIX
MTIX 4 TRACK Many others!
MT44D -

AKAI
MG614 4 TRAK

1.1 -7- 1.--JF=11 NA LJI



YAMAHA
QX1 £799

ROLAND QX5
MC500 QX21
MSQ700 QX27

YAMAHA
SG2000, 3000
SE RANGE
BB500 5 STRING
BXI HEADLESS
FULL ACOUSTIC AND
CLASSICAL RANGE
IBANEZ
ROADSTAR
GUITAR AND
BASE RANGE
OVATION
BALLADER ELECTRIC
ULTRA DELUXE
LEGEND
FENDER
VINTAGE 57, 62 REISSUES
SQUIRE POPULAR
CONTEMPORARY
SYSTEM 2 3 STRAT

4IVIPLIFIC4TI.ON
CARLSBRO
SIDEWINDER VALVE
REBEL 8:12
COBRA 90 RANGE
COMPLETE PA RANGE
SESSION
ROCKETTE 30
G7 COMBCOMBO

"fENDER ,

SIDEKICK RANGE
,-StDEKICK CHORUS
'ROLAND

CHORUS
C58; 77 120

15X
'.C14E-60K. 100K

PERCUBES
,

ROLAND
TP505
TR707
TR727
CR1000
DR220
YAMAHA
RX11
RX21
RX21L
KORG
DbD
CASIO
RZ1

SIMMONS
SDS9
SDS100
TM1
SDS1000

;

I

;

4 1,-11 It

ireASZtrtakT,.

ACOUSTIC
SONOR
SIGNATURE
PANTHER
SONORLITE
PERFORMER
YAMAHA
SERIES 9000
SERIES 8000
SERIES 4000
SHELLPACKS

st.

PEARL
EXPORT
WORLD
DX/DLX/GLX

PREMIER
LUDWIG
TAMA

Many others!

ROLAND
DDR3.0
PAD8
PEARL
DRUM X
YAMAHA
SYSTEM
SONOR
CUTEC

CVINAIR I
PAISTE ZILDJIAN
COLORSOUND 'A' SERIES
RUDE 'K' SERIES
noo SERIES 'Z' SERIES
2002
404
505

10 8ADDOW ROAD 85 ST MARYS STREET 125 ALBERT ROAD
= CHELMSFORD ESSEX SOUTHAMPTON HAMPSHIRE PORTSMOUTH HAMPSHIRE

0245 352490/353878 0703 226798/227683 0703 820595

AMIR
IMPULSE

MEINYL
DRAGON
PEARL
WILD 500

Rint-AlticA

SABIAN
HH
AA
LEOPARD
B8
B8 PLUS

ROGERS
RED HOT
WHITE HOT
BLACK ROCK

44/46 PRESTON ROAD
BRIGHTON SUSSEX
0273 675983/675984



If you use MIDI sequencers, MIDI effects, drum
machines and samplers, then the Bokse SM-9 should
be next on your list.

It enables automation of complex productions,
allowing you to make the most of your equipment
and freeing you to concentrate on the music.

With its ability to generate and read SMPTE/EBU
timecodes, the SM-9 can be programmed to perform
many functions. This includes 32 patch changes
on up to 16 different MIDI effects and instruments,
the starting and stopping of tape and cartridge
machines, as well as triggering samplers and
controlling drum machines; all of which can be
precisely timed and programmed.

Furthermore, because the SM-9 gives out 'MIDI'
song pointers, MIDI sequencers can be auto-located
and their tempo pre-programmed.

In other words, the multi -track tape machine can
be started anywhere during the track, and the MIDI
sequencer will start at precisely the right point and
in perfect lock with the recorded music.

Bokse SM-9 SMPTE/EBU Timecode Events Controller plus Remote.

The Bokse SM-9 generates and reads four timecode
standards: 24, 25(EBU) and 30 frames per second
SMPTE as well as 30 drop frame, which covers the
user for most eventualities.

In addition, the SM-9 can read and generate codes
simultaneously, enabling it to be used as a 'stand-
alone' unit without the need for a tape machine,
ideal for dry run rehearsal in the studio.

A total of 128 events can be programmed into a
bank of 4 cues, and everything in memory can be saved
to tape for future reference. Outputs include contact
closures, +5Volts output, MIDI and timing data, as
well as clock gating circuitry.

A MIDI input on the SM-9 allows note information
to be merged with the MIDI outputs of the unit.

The quality and facilities of the SM-9 are second
to none. Contact Sound Technology for full details
of this and other products in the range.

sound
technology

Sound Technology Limited,

6, Letchworth Business Centre,
Avenue One, Letchworth,
Hertfordshire SG6 2HR

Telephone 0462 675675
Telex 826967
Fax 0462 683999



COMMUNIQUE

Write to: Communique, Music Technology,
Alexander House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1UY.

Dear MT
Technology and Art

We've all been hearing how wonderful CDs
are: stunning sound clarity, the convenience
of the disc, the end of problems like stylus and
tape head wear... What nobody seems to have
noticed is how the changing format of
recording media is affecting the messages
they contain.

The format of the vinyl LP - two separate
sections of around 20 minutes each in length -
meant musicians made certain considerations
when putting an album together. Should it be
a concept piece intended to run from beginning
to end, but divided into two sections that could
be played separately? Ora collection of songs
that required suitable opening and closing
tracks for each side? Unless you're simply
putting a collection of dance songs together,
the running order of a set of songs is too
significant to be overlooked.

What happened to this carefully considered
running order when pre-recorded cassettes
first became available? It was cut about in the
interests of making both sides of the tape
equal in running time. Next came tapes with
additional or remixed tracks tacked on the
end to make them appear better value for
money.

Now we're faced with single album CDs
with more tracks than their vinyl equivalents,
and double album CDs with fewer tracks.
Where does that leave your carefully con-
structed album?

Isn't it about time someone considered the
effect this 'progress' is having on artists'
work?
 Chris John
Brighton

Dear MT
Classic Mistake?

As a student of the Royal School of Music and
an accomplished keyboard player currently
using an Akai S900, MX73 and Yamaha DX7, I
feel I must air my views on the recent
`Omnibus' presentation on BBCI . I refer to a
concert entitled 'Madonna of Winter and
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY NOVEMBER 1986

Spring' composed by Jonathan Harvey, a
combination of orchestra and live electronics.

The piece did absolutely no justice whatso-
ever to the electronic equipment being used.
Let's face it: a TX816, DX5 and Emulator II
could have put 99% of the accompanying
orchestra out of work, yet this piece served
only to enhance Joe Public's opinion of
synthesisers as noise -making machines.

Now, we've waited a long time to see high
technology incorporated into the orchestra
(not replacing any of it), but my reactions to
this attempt were ones of disappointment and
annoyance.

As musicians we all know what these
instruments are capable of (we all go to the
BMF, don't we?) so isn't it high time the
general public had a taste?

A H Clarkson
Manchester

Dear MT
Coventry Playgroup

In E&MM September, Melanie Black raised
the issue of how pop music is ignored in
schools. Well, we're glad to be able to inform
her that here in Coventry, action is being
taken to rectify the situation.

In a unique initiative, Coventry Centre for
the Performing Arts has contracted our band,
Playgroup, to act as pop -group -in -residence.
The project has been funded by the Gulbenkian

Foundation, West Midlands Arts and Coventry
Council.

The weekly timetable allows time for
tuition, concerts and demonstrations, and a
regular day for writing and rehearsing Play -
group's own material. This means in practice
that we are involved with six schools and four
youth schemes throughout the city. Our role is
to provide help, tuition and encouragement so
that young people may learn to make their
own music.

Each "band" has access to polysynths,
guitars, basses, drums, PA and so on, and has

the chance to rehearse during the week. Some
will submit recordings as part of their GCSE;
others are already out there gigging.

We hope the fact that Playgroup is not a

bunch of music teachers, but a full-time
working band, will mean our advice is at least
practically orientated.
 Mandy Pilgrim
Coventry

Dear MT
Further Education

I'd like to say how much I agree with what
Melanie Black has to say on the subject of
music education. For far too long now, the
music taught in schools and colleges has been
heavily biased in favour of music that the
pupils have difficulty relating to, a situation
compounded by the tediously academic ap-
proach adopted by many music teachers.

This has had disastrous consequences for
the popularity of music at a time when,
ironically, it plays a greater part in people's
everyday lives than ever before.

However, thanks to the efforts of more
enlightened music advertisers and teachers
across the country, this situation is beginning
to change. I have overall responsibility for
music in the Accrington and Rossendale
College, and technology has indeed "pen-
etrated further than a synthesiser keyboard
gathering dust". The music industry and
production techniques figure prominently in
our full-time and part-time courses, which are
available to students aged 16 and over.

We possess a comprehensively equipped
synthesis studio where students produce their
own compositions and arrangements using a
variety of analogue and digital synths, digital
sequencing and signal processing, and eight -
track recording facilities. In the near future,
we will be converting part of our music
building into a recording studio, though we
have already made a start on teaching
recording techniques.

I would be happy to give further details of
the courses and facilities we provide at:
Accrington and Rossendale College, Portland
Street, Accrington, BB5 I RH. 2 (0254)
393521, ext 266.

 Robert Lennon
Accrington & Rossendale College
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INTERFAC

Your questions answered by MUSIC TECHNOLOGY's resident team of
experts. If you have a query about any aspect of music technology, or

some information that might be useful to other readers, write to
Interface at the editorial address.

After recently buying a Sequential
Pro One synth and Drumtraks
drum machine, I've run into some

synchronisation problems. When connecting
the two units together using the Drumtraks'
Clock Out and the Pro One's Clock In, the Pro
One's sequencer will not stay in sync.

I've tried everything I can think of, but to no
avail. Are the two units incompatible, or do
you think one could be damaged? If they are
incompatible, is there any way of making
them play together without getting the Pro
One MIDI'd?

Philip Barraclough
Sheffield

beat recorded), and then press "Run" on the

Drumtraks (which syncs playback but triggers the

synth from beat 2). So if you program the last beat first,

the sequence should loop correctly.  Rd

I'm interested in the BeebMICI
DX7 voice editing program DX7ED,
designed by Jay Chapman and

advertised in your E&MM January '86. I use a
BBC B with the UMI 2B MIDI interface, and
was wondering if DX7ED is compatible with
this interface.
 Peter Kirmond
Nottingham

(Our American Editor, Rick Davies, who

admits to having worked for Sequential

once, has the following advice to offer.)

Basically, the two units are incompatible if you

connect them in the way you've indicated, simply
because the drum machine is sending 24 pulses per

quarter note while the synth is expecting just one pulse

per step. So I would recommend using the Metronome

output of the Drumtraks to trigger each step of the

synth's sequencer (in External Sync mode).

Secondly (and most importantly), when using the

External Sync option you'll need to record the sequence

using the last beat first. This is because to run the units

in time, you'll need to switch the Pro -One's sequencer

to "Play" first (which inadvertently triggers the first

8

As far as we're aware, the DX7ED is not

compatible with UMI, though we under-

stand Jay Chapman had discussions with

UMI's designers about adapting the program ac-

cordingly.

Umusic themselves offer sales, advice and software

support to UMI users, so they may be able to suggest

an alternative DX7 Editor for the UMI interface.
Umusic can be contacted at 17 Parkfields, London

SW 15 6NH. I Tmcg

Could you tell me the name of the
local retailer of the Ultimate Sup-
port range of keyboard stands in

As we mentioned in our roundup of
keyboard stands (E&MM June '85),

Ultimate Support stands are no longer
imported into the UK, due to the unfavourable

dollar/sterling exchange rate (though the last known

UK distributors were Rose Morris, London). Ultimate

Support's address in the States is: Ultimate Support

Systems Inc, PO Box 470, Fort Collins, CO 80522, USA,

' (303) 493-4488. Incidentally, the company's new

catalogue features not only their excellent keyboard

stands, but also stands for rack -mounting units and

electronic drum kits, and a novel microphone stand

that can be easily adjusted with one hand.

If you have difficulty obtaining the Ultimate

keyboards stands, we'd recommend you take a look at

the Tama range of stands (available from FCN,

(0732) 366421), as these are of equal quality and

versatility.  Tmcg

A

Hampshire? If there isn't one, what is the
address of the manufacturers in America?
 Christoper Dasilva
Southsea

A

Following the letter of distress from Rory

Cargill in Interface last month, other ARP

owners may be interested to know that

spares and repairs for their machines are available

from Music Dealer Services of Chicago (USA), 2

(312) 282-8171. Be sure to ask about prices, though,

as it may turn out to be cheaper to buy another unit

secondhand in the UK, and cannibalise it for spares.

 Martin Straw
Southampton

own a Roland TUB Rhythm
Composer and, despite the fact
that it has its own Latin percussion

sounds, there are still some sounds I've seen on
the Korg DDM220 Super Percussion and the
Yamaha RX2 I L Latin Percussion machine that
I'd like to use.

Could you tell me which of the above
machines is compatible with the TR505? I
presume all three of them have the MIDI 
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 facility for interconnection, but if neither of
them will work directly with the TR505, what
synchronisation equipment might be used?
 Freddie Mills-Otolorin
London

A
Your assumption is an erroneous one: only

the TR505 and the RX2I L have MIDI.

The DDM220 only has Korg's 48ppqn

sync standard, and so requires a synchronising device

(like Korg's own KMS30) to work with MIDI machines.

The TR505 and RX2 I L should, however, work quite

happily together using a MIDI clock sync. By simply

setting either machine to sync to an incoming MIDI

clock pulse, the other will be made the master unit All

that remains is a MIDI cable: master MIDI Out to slave

MIDI In.  Tg

Could you give a relative new-
comer to music technology some
advice? I'd like to purchase a

digital polysynth, but I don't know what's
good and what's bad. I'm looking for a
machine for about £300 that will give me the
following: sequencing, MIDI, an unlimited
selection of voices, and a rich, powerful bass
section; some sort of programmable split -
keyboard would be useful too.

I don't like the idea of being restricted to
onboard sounds for too long, so I'd like a
machine that I can hook-up to a music
computer and other peripherals for sampling
and effects. I will eventually want to take on
some sort of drum or percussion machine as
well as the standard delay, flanging and
chorus effects.

I know there are some sampling keyboards
around. Are they expensive, and would I be
better off creating my own samples on a
micro? And if you have a keyboard fitted with
MIDI can you hook it up to any other MIDI
machine, or do the machines both have to be
from the same manufacturer?

Do I really need a synth to start with and
then progress on to a music computer, or
should I go ahead and buy a computer
anyway? I feel the need to gain experience in
basic synthesis before I get into anything too
deep. Am I asking the impossible?
 Dave Gayler
London

A
In a word, Dave, yes. And you're not the

only one either, as we receive a steady

stream of letters like yours week after

week.

You've obviously picked up a lot of the jargon

associated with producing music using the latest hi -

tech gear, but equally obviously, you're totally confused

by almost all of it The worst part is that there's no

quick and easy way for you to sort it all out: you're going

to have to be patient and do your homework. But let's

try to clear a few basic things up.

Easiest first Although it's not perfect MIDI is
intended to be a universal communication system

permitting different types of machines from different

manufacturers to talk in a common language. MIDI In

accepts incoming information from another machine,

MIDI Out transmits information generated with one

machine to another, and MIDI Thru passes incoming

MIDI information on to another machine after the first

machine has extracted what information it wants, to

allow "chaining" of instruments. Exactly what sort of

MIDI data a machine is capable of implementing

depends on that machine's specification.

On the subject of synths, there's no such thing as the

ideal synth that your imagination seems to have
conjured up - at any price, let alone the modest sum of

E.300. There's no shortcut to researching the facilities

each synth offers you and what it costs, and then

chosing the one most suited to your needs. And don't

rely on other people's opinions - get down to your local

music shop and make your own mind up about what

sounds good, first and foremost

As for music computers... Well, while being

potentially more flexible than a dedicated keyboard,

they require a greater degree of understanding and a

lot more patience before you're likely to achieve the

results you desire. Perhaps that's best left for another

day.

Finally, just two words of advice - MUSIC
TECHNOLOGY. We're here to provide you with

information as well as entertainment and by maintain-

ing a regular order for the magazine and reading it

cover to cover (well, almost), you should have many of

your questions answered for you in time.  Tg

About a year ago I managed to
obtain a copy of an album by Mark
Shreeve called 'Legion' on the Jive

Electro label.
I was wondering if he had released any other

albums, or if he had any on the way, and
where I might get hold of them.
 Baz
Essex

A
`Legion' has just one predecessor entitled

'Assasin'. Originally released on Norwe-

gian label Uniton Records, it has since

been re -issued on Jive Electro (matrix number HIP 21),

and should be available at all good record stores.

 Tg
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London's Biggest
Selection of
Keyboards and
Pro Audio
Equipment lietroarl

snop
AUTUNIENJALE!

Arlipl r71-1

L_XATA ill -TECHDEALER

MT1X 4 TRACK RECORDER
* Simultaneous 4T recording
* Aux send & return
* Super clean DBX NR
* Loads of features normally found on
much higher priced machines

£449 + INTEREST
FREE CREDIT***************************

OTHER YAMAHA OUR
EQUIPMENT PRICE
FB01 8 voice module £299

QX21 8,000 note sequencer £259

QX5 mega squencer £449

DX100 FM synth (pre increase price) £349

DX27 FM synth (pre increase price) £475

DX21 FM synth (pre increase price) £629

DX7 FM synth (pre increase price) £POA
(Choose from Londons best DX7 library) + PF,
pianos + RX drum units + CX51I's***************************

=Irticmnia
NEW ESQ1

A synth and studio in
one machine

`Keyboard of the Year'

*********************
SDP1 Sampled Piano 10 sounds

weighted action £1115
+ of course the world's best value

multisampler 'The Mirage'
(free library facilities)*********************

PRO AUDIO EQUIPMENT
EMX 200 MIXER AMP
* Full EQ
* Built in delay
* 250w of super clean
power
* 8 ch mixer £1099 + INT

FREE CREDIT

SPX90's In stock plus full range
of Yamaha Mikes & Accessories

& Speakers

135/136 Shepherds Bush
Centre
Rockley Road
Shepherds Bush Green
London W12
(opp. Central Line Tube)
Tel: 01-749 2326

-KORE KEY
CENTRES

DSS1 Muiltisampler
* 16 sec sampling
* 12 bit processing * built in synth
* 120 voices per disc * 2 x DDLs on board
+ host of other features

OTHER KORG PRODUCTS
DW8000 digital analogue synth £POA
SQD1 sequencer with disk drive £599
Poly 800 MKII now with DDL £POA

CASI a
NEW CZ1!! A touch
sensitive digital
synth at a low low
price. Also in stock RRP £895
CZ101, CZ1000, CZ5000.
Phone for prices or better still come in
and try them

Roland
Juno 1 synth MIDI touch
sensitive £POA E:1
Juno 2 synth touch

PORIPPIROPPOPsensitive £POA 011111.11110001Pil

MKS20 piano module £POA
(Try it with a Y****A PF keyboard)

MCS500 sequencer with disk drive £POA
S10 budget sampling £POA
TR707 drum machine £POA

STILL ONE OF THE BEST
TR505 drum machine -16 sounds £POAJ



1N BRIEF
Dynacord ADD-one

Digital Drum Module

ON A RECENT trip to Bavaria to see Dynacord's new
(and rather impressive) factory, we took the oppor-
tunity to have a closer look at the company's new ADD -

one digital drum brain.
Although produced by a German manufacturer, the

ADD -one started life in Marina Del Rey, California, on

the drawing board of ex-Oberheim designer Marcus
Ryle, now a freelance researcher and programmer.

The ADD -one is an eight -channel drum brain which
uses sampled sounds as the basis for its percussion

voices. It comes with 1Mbyte of memory as standard,
but this can be expanded up to 8Mbytes with plug-in
boards which sit inside the unit.

This unprecedented memory capacity means the
ADD -one can hold a large number of sounds at once.
With sounds sampled at the highest rate of 50kHz, you
can store 20 seconds' worth of sampling. At 25kHz,
which gives respectable results on most sounds, you can

have 40 seconds' worth.
The factory sounds which come with the ADD -one

are grouped together internally under their generic
names: Snares, Cymbals, Effects, and so on. You can

assign each of the eight channels to any one of these
groups, and then select one of the sounds within the

group.
The same sound can be assigned to several channels if

required (Dynacord call this Multiple Memory Access).
There are several reasons you might want to do this.
First, the ADD -one can play the same sound through
several channels in what Dynacord call Rotate mode. So

during a snare roll, for example, the first strike won't cut

off when the second one is triggered.
It's also useful for multiple tom-tom assignments,

where different pitches of the same sample can be
triggered simultaneously through different voice

channels.

Multiple Memory Access also allows you to take the

same sound and process it differently through separate
voice channels. This applies both to analogue para-
meters like filtering, and to digital effects like trigger
delays.

As far as programming goes, nine buttons access the

main modes, and there are several pages which can be

stepped through. These show one parameter at a time
for all eight voice channels in an 80 -character backlit
LCD. Alternatively, you can see and alter all the

parameters for one voice channel at the same time.
The first page lets you choose which of the "groups"

of sounds is assigned to which voice, while page 2 lets

you go on to select the individual sample required. The

24

third page governs which of the eight separate inputs
will trigger each voice channel. Finally, page 4 switches

the Rotate function on or off.
Param mode covers the basic replay parameters

available. These are Volume and Pan (allowing a

programmable stereo mix to be set up for each "kit"),
Pitch, Pitch -bend Amount and Decay, and Filter Cutoff,
Filter Bend Amount and Duration.

An Add Param mode features more esoteric para-
meters like Dynamic Scale, Trigger Repeat and Decay,

Filter Resonance and Bend, plus the amount of change in

Pitch and Duration caused by the two optional foot -
pedals. Of these, the Dynamic Scale offers no fewer than

256 dynamic stages which can be set to match
drummer's individual playing style, while the footpedal
control of duration is especially good for hi -hat parts, as

it allows a much finer degree of control over the length

of a sound than the standard open/closed pedal.
The second set of additional parameters governs a

second envelope which can be routed to give control of
Pitch, Filter, Resonance and Pan, with programmable
Attack, Duration and Decay. The third set deals with
the LFO, which can be similarly routed. The complex
effects which can be created using these parameters
include auto -panning, tremolo and vibrato, but there
isn't space in this preview to go into any further detail.
Wait for our full appraisal, or listen to an ADD -one for
yourself to get a taste of what's possible.

The MIDI pages cover the note and channel assign-
ment of each voice, MIDI pitch and mod wheel
assignment, Omni On/Off and Base Channel. In addition,

you can set different MIDI parameters for each "kit", or

copy the same MIDI setup to all the storage locations.
The ADD -one allows 128 different setups or kits to

be stored and recalled. The Chain mode then allows
these to be called up in any order and stepped through

by a footswitch. You can also call up each kit with a
Dynacord Remote Pad (sits in amongst your kit) or via
MIDI program changes.

Next year will see the release of the ADD -drive,
which will allow you to make and store your own
samples, connecting via a seven -pin DIN socket on the

back of the main module.
The ADD -one is not cheap. But when you consider

how many different electronic drum units you'd have to
combine with samplers and effects units to achieve the
results the ADD -one gives you all in one box, it
suddenly loOks like very good value.  Paul Wiffen
Price i'2,500 approx, including VAT
More from Washburn UK, 130 High St, Abbotsley,
Cambs. '27S (0767) 7648
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COMPUTEC
Husk- UK- MOO 405100

HARDWARE
Prophet 5 to MIDI Interface .............................

-El 00.00

DXVoice Vault .............................................................

EPOA

Decillionix 'THE BOX' ................................................
£P0A

DX7 Riftor Roms ........................................................

£49.05

C -lab 128 - DX7 ROMs & RAMS ..................
£128.00E230.00

Prophet 2000 memory board ....................

Alesis Midifex or Midiverb ..........................................
£395

Alesis Midifex and Midiverb .......................................
£730

Beetle PR7-TX Programmer .....................................
£P0A

Beetle QR1-DX7 Ram
Disk Drive ...........................

£P0A

........................

Spectrum
Sampler ..........................

£44.95

Hybrid Arts Atari ST -professional sampler..........
£P0A

CX5 DMS Sampler .............................................
£625.00

SOFTWARE
Prophet 2000 editor for the Commodore ............ £85.00

Roland Alpha Juno 1 & 2

Editor for the Commodore ........................................
£80.00

........... £250.00
Steinberg Pro24. ..........................................

Passport Master tracks with interface Apple or

Commodore...............................................................
£319.94

Korg DW8000 editor for the Commodore ...... £800.00.00

Steinberg 8 Track Star with interface ..................... £7

Atari ST ...............................
£75.00

Mopro Treesoft for the

Hybrid Arts 60 tracks Atari ST .................................
£P0A...

Hybrid Arts DX Droid ST ..............................................
£120A

Steinberg, Passport, C Lab, Joreth, Microvox, Treesoft,

DHCP, Lemi, XRI Systems, Icon, Cheetah, Roland, ETE.

STOP PRESS

NEW HARDWARE DEPARTMENT

AKAI - YAMAHA - ROLAND - CASIO - ALESIS

EMAX - OBERHEIM - ATARI - BOSS - BOKSE ETC.

Overseas Customers
Welcome

send

UK Send Cheque or PO for

c,2 International Mney Order, for facts

e list.o Refund on purchase.
pack and pric

24 HIGH ST., BROCKMOOR,
BRIERLEY HILL,

WEST MIDLANDS DY5 3JA

644
,"  YAMAHA FB01  CASIO CZ -1 

r- lir Run1 i.h.)o- I 1, r mivii-Nrifrk UAD I.

 KORG DDD-1 
LATEST TECHNOLOGY FROM THE

BEST NAMES IN MUSIC
 MIDIFEX  YAMAHA SPX90 

 DEP 5   KORG DVP-1  MIDIVERB 
-

Yamaha DX7 £995 Yamaha RX21 £245
Yamaha TX7 £395 Yamaha RX21L £175
Casio CZ5000 £495 Casio RZ-1 £365
Casio CZ1000 £345 Casio SZ-1 £195
Yamaha DX21 £595 Korg SDD2000 £345
Yamaha DX27 £425 Korg DVP-1 £695
Korg DW8000 £945 Yamaha REV7 £795
Korg EX8000 £695 Yamaha SPX90 £520
Yamaha RX11 £495 YAMAHA CX5MII 128K
Yamaha RX15 £345 Music Computer with
Korg DDD-1 £645 SFG.05 Tone Module
Korg SOD -1 £545 from £390
Yamaha PF80 £795 FULL SOFTWARE
Yamaha QX21 £245 SUPPORT

* STOCK CLEARANCE *
Hi -Tech Commodore 64's £345
Korg Poly 800 II £495 Home Recording
Yamaha DX100 £295 Teczon 4x4 £345
Yamaha DX27 £425 Yamaha MT1X £385
Casio CZ101 £255 Fostex X15 £245
Casio CZ3000 £425 Korg SDD2000 £345
RAM RM18 Modular Mixer Quark 488 £155
advanced features £1650 Bokse US8 £295
Steinberg 16 -track Yamaha CX5M £275
software + used + many, many more

DUE TO MAJOR SHOP ALTERATIONS
EVERYTHING MUST GO SOON!

Roland TR707 £395 Fostex B16 +
Roland Juno 6 £295 AHB CMC24 16 -track
Korg RK100 Remote £195 hi -tech system sync/MIDI

interfaces etc £4995

 CASIO CZ -230S  YAMAHA QX21 
 YAMAHA MTC8  YAMAHA CX5M II 

 KORG SQD-1 0
For full details on our stock clearance sale
see our advert in Home & Studio Recording
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ALPHA JUNO 1

Great New Looks Great New Sounds
Rolands Cheapest Polysynth

ALPHA JUNO 2
Great new touch sensitive polysynth:

64 preset voices, 64 programmable + 64 on
optional cartridge, MIDI, the best ever

touch sensitive UNDER E800

SUPER JX10
The brand new Roland flagship. The

ultimate analogue machine, 76 keys, 12
note poly, layered and split sounds, built in

sequencer, touch sensitive + MIDI of
course £POA

RD1000 DIGITAL PIANO
88 fully weighted wooden keys, 16 note

(Jr ,1111 111111111111111 ss,31 , polyphonic MIDI, SAS sound generation,
'or incredibly accurate and grand piano sound

and feel, including stand £POA

MC500 MICRO
COMPOSER

40,000 notes internal memory +
100,000 notes on 3.5" disc + MIDI

SUGGESTED PRICE 2925

/ MUSIC VILLAGE

* CAMBRIDGE

i-*MUSIC VII LACE
BARN,

ROW.°
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2

DARTFORD
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A 2
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MAIN DEALER -ALL BRANCHES

MKS20 DIGITAL PIANO
MODULE Exactly the same facilities as
RD1000 without the keyboard SUGGESTED

PRICE £1499

S50 Sampling Keyboard £2175

S10 Sampling Keyboard SSP £999

MKB200
61 note MIDI

keyboard controller
SUGGESTED PRICE £599

NEW CR1 000
The ultimate gigging digital

drum machine

SSP £335

NEW DEP5 DIGITAL MULTI EFFECTS
PROCESSOR Roland's answer to the

Midifex and the SPX90.
Amazing specifications! £675

SRV2000 STEREO
DIGITAL REVERB

I- his is the really serious reverb, unmatched
quality and facilities. Incredible new low

price £POA--._

TR505
Fantastic new digital drum machine, 16

PCM voices in Latin sounds + MIDI with a
SUGGESTED PRICE OF ONLY £279

DDR30 Digital Drum Kit
Fantastic sounds, Fantastic Looks, Fantastic

Feel, Fantastic Price
Now only £1199 complete

TR727 DIGITAL PERCUSSION
MACHINE

Same as 707 but with Latin sounds. A great
combination with

TR707 DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE
MIDI, separate outputs, on board mixer,

great sound
SPECIAL PACKAGE OFFER!!

Roland TR707 Drum Machine plus Boss
DRP1, 2 or 3 E499

Boss DRP 1-2-3
Dr Drum Pad
Electronic percussion pad featuring 6

digital sound sources SSP £149

Boss Dr Rhythm DR220A (acoustic
version) + DR220E (electronic

version programmable digital rhythm
machine SSP £165

BOSS EFFECTS PEDALS
The complete range of these market leaders

always in stock at the very best prices!!

BOSS MICRO RACK SERIES
Lov: budget high quality processors

RPS 10 pitch shift delay £199
RDD 10 Delay E149

RSD 10 Sampler/Delay (2 sec) £199
RCL 10 comp/limiter 1115
RGE 10 graphic EQ £115
RBF 10 Banger £115
RPW/7 multi power supply E64

BMR5 rack £45

PAD -8 OCTOPAD
8 touch sensitive pads, to trigger any MIDI

drum machine or synth etc
SUGGESTED PkICE £399

* SPECIAL PACKAGE DEALS AVAILABLE *

741114**"...."9201P.i:i;MBA OS Lta tanio

BASS GUITAR SYNTH
G77/GR77B NEW LOW PRICE!!

I HEAD OFFICE & MAIN SHOWROOM: 10 HIGH ROAD, CHADWELL HEATH, Li
(Near ROMFORD, ESSEX) Tel: 01-599 4228 01-598 9506 1

* NO DEPOSIT INSTANT CREDIT UP TO f1500 * ACCESS * VISA * AMEX * DINERS * MAI

DW8000
VOTED KEYBOARD OF THE YEAR 8 note poly, digital

waveform, tech sensitve, built in digital delay,
arpegia.ur, MIDI, terrific spec. L PO A

The New DDD1 digital sampling touch
sensitive MIDI drum machine EPOA

SQD-1 MIDI SEQUENCER
15,000 note internal memory + 30,000 notes

on disc, independent record, edit and
playback on all 16 MIDI channels

SDD 1000
SAMPLING DIGITAL DELAY

Sampling, sequencer and trigger, overdub
effects, up to 2048 M. seconds delay, and
sampling was £499 SPECIAL OFFER £249

NO.\NV` s\k0
14,%lk ,c3

P.\ -\ 1, NNt'
Nv,PS00000

Beyond Sampling, Beyond Synthesis

KORG DSS1 Sampling synth £POA

POLY 800 MkII
New programmable polysynth 8 voice, 64 programs,
built-in programmable digital delay, and EQ, '..0It in

1000 note sequencer, MIDI, great price!

MIRAGE SAMPLING KEYBOARD
Still the most cost effective sampling keyboard

around including advanced sampling guide and discs

SUGGESTED PRICE NOW ONLY £1320

MIRAGE MULTI SAMPLER EXPANDER
As above but without the keyboard, 8 voice, built in

sequencer, disc drive, touch sensitive, MIDI

SUGGESTED PRICE £1115

MEM NEW PRODUCTS

73

III 111 II III 11 III II III III

NEW 5900 MIDI SAMPLER
Eight voice, 12 bit velocity sensitive 3.5"
disc drive, 6 octave range, multi
sampling, maximum 48 seconds
sampling time
SUGGESTED PRICE £1695

NEW MG614 PORTASTUDIO A pro
quality multi track recorder with
computerised auto locator standard
and double speed, 2 band parametric
EQ and two independent effects send
£999

S612 and MD280 disc drive ELow Price.
AX73 brand new 6 octave poly synth
touch sensitive MIDI split incredible
value only £699
MX73 brand new 6 octave mother
keyboard touch sensitive, 4 split only
1549

ENSONIQ SAMPLED PIANO
6 octave fully weighted keys, real piano sounds,

touch sensitive, 10 voice, + MIDI, ONLY

SUGGESTED PRICE £1115

ENSONIQ
SYNTH/SEQUENCER

very powerful new synthesiser from Ensoniq, split
keyboard, layerable sounds, touch sensitive

sequencer, MIDI. 24 oscillators,

SUGGESTED PRICE ONLY £1115

CASIO.
NEW RX1 DIGITAL SAMPLING

DRUM MACHINE
800 milliseconds sampling time for single sample or

split between a maximum of 4 samples, 12 PCM
sounds, 10 separate outputs, on boar04fAxing,

MIDI, incredible spec for only L3

The New Casio Cul In Stock EPOA
NEW SK1 DIGITAL SAMPLING KEYBOARD.
An introduction to sound sampling for an

unbelievable price of just £89
RZ1 MIDI 4 track sequencer £249
- CZ101 -CZ1000 - CZ3000 -

CZ5000 NEW CZ230 IN STOCK NOW
AZ1 remote keyboard, incredible spec,

In Stock £295



THE INCREDIBLE PRO FM
AT AMAZING NEW LOW PRICES

PRODUCTS OYAMAHA 1985 TOP DEALER AWARD

STOCK CLEARANCE PRICES
ON THE INCREDIBLE YAMAHA
PRO FM PRODUCTS!!
Hurry or you could be disappointed!!

76 keys. More powerful than 2
DX7's. Was .,999IrtrIncredible
New Low Price

111100411M1

KX88
TX21 6
TF1

The ultimate sequencer, 8
channels built in disk drive.
80,000 notes available. Was
II499 New Low Price

keys,
alley,

facilities + great feel!. £799The ultimate MIDI keyboard
controller, 88 fully weighted

Was £1399. New Low Price

of two DX7 synthesizers. Was
Expander Module. The power 889
£1899. New Low Price

in a pair. Was £898. New Low
Add on TX modules. Available £410Price

PLEASE RING OUR CHADWELL HEATH BRANCH
FOR DETAILS OF INCREDIBLE PACKAGE DEALS!!

411111211111111111111.0111EM
SPX90 DIGITAL MULTI EFFECT PROCESSOR

RX11 29 PCM voices, MIDI,
separate outputs, RAM port, the
BIZ! UNBELIEVABLE NEW LOW
PRICE!! RX15 15 PCM voices at

NEW LOW PRICE

RX21 - MIDI Digital Drum
Machine also RX21L Latin
Percussion with 16 PCM

Percussion notes
BOTH AT NEW LOW PRICES!

RX21 Limited Special Offer f199

Incredible product which gives you up to 100 seconds tti digital revel -It t delay,
modulation, auto pan, reverb & gate, pitch change, sampling, compricinitii,

etc. etc. ONLY £599

QX21
New powerful digita
sequencer ONLY £259

TX7 FM tone generator new low
price for this DX7 in a box!

NEW! FB01
DX21 type expander plus stereo

outputs, built in chorus, and 8 mono
mode on MIDI

£299

8 track digital MIDIQX5Sequencer.
Amazing specification!

SSP £449

The NEW

it  1111111.rrr.
1111111.

.111111, 111

it.titt-tAgsti,f

CX5MII 128K music
computer - fantastic spec.,
including SEGOS module, MIDI in,
MIDI out ONLY f449

MT1 X 4 TRACK CASSETTE
MV special package deal includes FREE

power supply + FREE microphone + FREE
headphones ONLY £449

ACCESSORIES ALWAYS IN STOCK,
PEDALS, RAMS, ROMS ETC

FULL RANGE OF DX RELATED

PF70 + PESO BEST UK PRICES
* INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE *

PF70 AND PF80 FM ELECTRONIC PIANOS
76 or 88 notes, weighted action, 10 voices,
editing, MIDI, stereo tremelo and chorus,

ik

II
1 230 HIGH STREET, BARNET, HERTS.! 1 8-9 BURLEIGH STREET, NEAR GRAFTON CENTRE, CAMBRIDGE
I Tel: 01-440 3449 01-440 3440 I I Tel: 0223 316091/65093 (FORMERLY CAMBRIDGE ROCK)

WE GUARANTEE THE LOWEST PRICES!!

)RDER ANYWHERE * SECURICOR DELIVERY * WORKSHOP WITH 2 ENGINEERS ON SITE * HIRE *

TASCAMCe
SPECIAL

PACKAGE DEALS

'rftrae''e ,7:c++frfr:ephoewaYphuoini:

£399.00
244 Portastudio + free

microphone + free headphones
+ 5 free tapes - Total RRP E950.

Limited Special Offer

£999

244 Portastudio + free Yamaha
MZ103BE mic (RRP £1151 + 5 free

tapes - total RRP £1029.
Limited special offer

£629
Porta One + free power supply

headphones + Teac V340
mixdown cassette

£459.00
388 8 -Track Portastudio BEST UK PRICE
381/2" 8 -Track BEST UK PRICE
144 Portastudio (s/h) £399
244 Portastudio (s/h) £550

EMAX
SAMPLING
KEYBOARD

COMING SOON
RESERVE YOURS NOW

Tascam 38 8 track 1/2"
reel to reel, plus
Seck 12>8>2 mixer.
List price £3500.
Limited Special Offer

£2499
STOP PRESS!!

TASCAMS NEW
PORTA TWO MINI.
STUDIO ARRIVING

SHORTLY

sound
technology

ALESIS
MIDIFEX
SSP £395
Amazing new multi
effect unit from the
MIDIVERB people

NEW ALESIS MIDIVERB f395
MIDI Controlled stereo digital reverb - 65 presets
inc gated and reverse gate
Alesis XT Digital Reverb (ex hire) E349
Aphex Aural Exciter Type C (Ex demo) E229
Bokse Clock Sync Unit E299
Symetrix 525 Dual Gated Compressor/Limiter E299

SITMMONS:
NEW

SIMMONS SDS
100 KIT

3 sampled snare
sounds (excl.

hardware)
SUGGESTED RETAIL

PRICE E699

51359 complete with leads & stands , E1199
SDS1 inc mounting kit, tom, snare & cassette E169
SDS200 complete with leads & stands £314
SDS400 complete with leads & stands E481
S0S800 complete with leads & stands E551
MTM MIDI interface, incredibly sophisticated £599
TM1 MIDI interface £250
SDS 200 watt electronic drum combo £550
SIDS8 used, mint condition £399
SIMMONS SDE percussion expander £499

MODEL 80 + 450
MIXER £POA
MODEL 20 2 TRACK/
SMPTE £POA

NEW FOSTEX 260 4 TRACK
PACKAGE DEAL
Fostex 260 plus Yamaha
MZ103BE mic (RRP £115) + 5
free tapes -Total RRP £929. X-15
Limited Special Offer Plus free power supply

plus headphones +
£POAmicrophone £POA£POA

OTHER SIGNAL
PROCESSORS

Aphex Type 'C' Aural Exciter £229
Vesta Fire Dig 420 sampling delay £179
Vesta Fire RV3 stereo reverb £199
Vesta Fire RV2 stereo reverb £249
Accessit stereo reverb £139
Accessit compressor Special Offer £36
Accessit Noise Gate Special Offer f36
Quark MIDI Link 448 £199

MICS & HEADPHONES
AKG - SHURE - BEYER -

SENNHEISER
AUDIO TECHNICA

ALL AT THE BEST PRICES

AMPLFICATION
BOSE - JBL - TANNOY -

MARSHALL - CARLSBRO
SESSION - ROLAND -
FENDER - YAMAHA -

LANEY ETC. ETC.

MIXERS
MTR 6-2 ALL
MTR 12-2 AT
MTR 6-4-2 THE
MTR 12-8-2 BEST
DYNAMIX 6-2 UK
DYNAMIX 12-2 PRICES
TASCAM M216 16-4 £929 E749
SECK 6-2 £299
SECK 12-2 £499
SECK 12-8-2 £760
SECK 18-8-2 £POA
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Quark LRM2 MIDILink

It doesn't take long to work out the benefits of MIDI.
And about ten minutes longer to work out its

limitations. Most of these limitations - such as not being

able to feed two inputs from one output, transmit from
more than 15 metres, or merge two MIDI clocks - exist

as part of the MIDI specifications, and they're all there
for very good reasons.

But that doesn't mean it wouldn't be handy to get
over some of these limitations once in a while. A London

company, Quark, have addressed a couple of MIDI -
related problems in the past - their 448 and 999
MIDILink units, for instance, allow you to patch different

combinations of inputs and outputs together without
removing any leads or changing connections.

Now, with the LRM2, they're having a go at that
other little problem - the 15 -metre limitation on MIDI
transmission. Although the average five -pin DIN MIDI

cable is carefully screened, it's recommended only for
relatively short-range transmissions because any exter-

nal interference can corrupt the complex MIDI signal.
Transmit over long ranges and you're risking not only
interference problems, but also voltage drops from
cable impedance. Result? Missed notes, droning sounds,

or loss of patch -change or performance information.
Why would anyone want to transmit MIDI over more

than 15 metres? Apart from, perhaps, transmission from
remote keyboards (for the poseurs among us), that
distance would seem to be more than sufficient. But
MIDI isn't confined to keyboard use any more.
Traditionally, effects units in a stage setting have been

controlled by the mixing engineer, but today they're as

likely to be MIDI -programmable units under the control
of a keyboard setup on stage. Or maybe the mixing
engineer has to start or stop sequencers, or the studio
engineer wants to patch bulky MIDI units such as a
Fairlight through to a controller in another room some

distance away.
So long-range MIDI control may be a necessity. How

have Quark gone about making it possible? Voltage and

cable impedance can't be changed or the system
wouldn't function - but perhaps it would be possible to
convert the MIDI standard to something a little more
durable, then convert it back again?

Well, this is exactly what the LRM2 unit does. The

chosen transmission system is RS423A, one of the
computer standards which inspired MIDI in the first
place. It operates along a balanced line cable, so greater -

than -normal lengths can be used without loss of signal
quality, and it uses screened twisted pair cable, which
can be straightforwardly connected to an ordinary XLR
socket.

In practice, it's necessary to buy LRM2 units in pairs,

each unit having two independent send or receive
sections. On the front panel there are two sets of MIDI
In/Thru/Out sockets, and these are duplicated on the
rear panel (don't attempt to use both front and rear
connections at once). On the rear panel there's a male
XLR connector for RS423A Send, plus a female XLR for

RS423A Receive.

This means a pair of LRM2 units connected by four
cables can cope with two MIDI masters (say, a

sequencer and a keyboard controller onstage) and two
slaves (say, a pair of expanders, or even two stacks of
expanders connected by their MIDI Thru ports).
Standard screened twisted -pair cable, as in microphone

or tie -line cables, can be used, and Quark can supply
make-up cables at £8 plus 1.47 per metre.

Provided the cables have all three pins connected up
appropriately, the LRM2 will transmit all MIDI infor-
mation quite happily for 200 metres or so. Quark's
original LRM I model was used successfully on a recent

world tour, and the production version LRM2 should be
reliable under the most trying conditions. Available later
will be a single -channel 'DI' version, which has yet to find

a suitable power supply - it consumes a battery in ten
hours or so.

So, the LRM2 is a real problem -solver for sophisticated

MIDI users on stage and in the studio. Existing tie -lines

within any studio can be used for MIDI transmission with
an LRM2 added at either end, and a stage box will carry

MIDI signals quite happily whether they're intended to
control remote MIDI/programmable effects, or stacks
of off-stage synthesisers.

Also on the way from Quark is a Modular

Distribution Interface, which allows you to install your
own choice of MIDI interfaces, DI boxes and other
level -matching devices for studio, broadcast and stage
situations. At around £2500 for 12 assorted channels,
it's a strictly professional item. But the LRM2, the first
commercial unit to give MIDI a long-range shot in the
arm, looks much more affordable. Annabel Scott

Price £239 including VAT
More from Quark, 16-24 Brewery Road, London N7
9NH. 01-609 8282
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THESE ARE A FEW OF OUR FAVOURITE THINGS

Rod Argent's

\d
20 Denmark Street London WC2
Telephone 01-379 6690 (sales) 01-240 0085 (service)
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Yamaha MEP4 MIDI Event Processor £345
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YAMAHA
HOT NEW PRODUCTS

YAMAHA FB01
FM Sound Generator
240 Preprogrammed
FM voices £299

ALL 8 Voices oticasiej...m

£499

RX21 £225
BUDGET PRICED
DRUM COMPOSER

RX21L Latin Percussion Unit

DX100
Superb new FM Synth from Yamah
192 preset voices
Only £349

air QN
INTERES

REE H.P

Yamaha MCS2 MIDI Control Station £288 ,

0000. AKAI. . .. .. . . . ......
.......0000.

la. 

 .

S900 8 Voice Polyphonic Digital
Supersampler £1699

FREEHR

S612 Sampler & MD280 Quick

Disk £799

AX73 Velocity Sensitive Synth with
internal memory for 100
programs £699Mr

AX

1# II1111111111111111111 1111111111

MX73 Controller Keyboard £549

329 Liverpool 21 fret short scale,
3 pickup, semi hollow body £585

330 Thinline semi acoustic, 24 fret
2 pickup, dot inlay, mono £595

350 Liverpool 24 fret full scale 3 pickup,
semi hollow body £655

 360 Deluxe thinline, semi acoustic, stereo,
inlaid neck £675

4003 Bass - Roundwound strings, stereo.
bound bod & neck, full inla £669

INTERESY
REE H.P

YAMAHA DX21
BUY ON

INTEREST
FREE H.P.

128 PRE PROGRAMMED VOICES.
32 MEMORIES.
8 NOTE MIDI POLYPHONIC
SYNTHESISER £649

THE ONE & ONLY YAMAHA DX7

THE ALL TIME FAVOURITE Phone for lowest price

YAMAHA TX7
FM Tone Generat
Midi equipped
32 voice memories
Special offer 9.495

BUY ON
INTEREST.
FREE HP*, _ _

VX90 6 Voice Rack Mount Synth
odule £549

11111111WWIEWINIk

X700061 key Sampling Keyboard
MG 614 5 track 6 channel
Cassette Mixer Recorder f999

LINN Products Available

I NB EY la
FREE H.P.

MEI OD MIDI Delay/Pitch Shift £99
ME15F MIDI Dynamics Controller £99

E20A MIDI Sequence
Arpeggiator £99
ME25S MIDI Programmable Note
Separator £119

ME3OP MIDI Programmable Patch
Bay £119

Model 1 Guitar £259
Model 1 A Guitar £299
Model 2 Guitar £369
Model 3 Guitar £419
Model 3A Guitar £429
Model 4 Guitar £519
Model 5 Guitar £659
Model 6 Guitar £739
Model 1 B Bass.. £299
Model 2B Bass.. C349
Model 3B Bass.. £569

Tel : (0473)54996

YAMAHA PF80
Same as PF70 but with 88 keys £999

Achts
FREE H.P

THE NEW Yamaha
CX5 MkII Computer
128K memory £449
New Sound Module

SPX 90 - Digital Multi Effect
Processor/Reverb

YAMAHA PF70
76 Key Midi equipped FM Electronic Piano
Real piano feel - real piano sound
Unreal piano price of only £899

P/I:717/1 ////////1/1/174(

Effects include Reverb, Early reflection,
Delay, Echo, Modulation, Auto Pan, Vibrato,
Pitch change, Reverb and gate. Freeze,
Compression, Parametric Eq.
Price £599

QX2I
Midi Sequencer £259

YAMAHA QX5
8 Track Digital Sequencer
£499 * NEW PRODUCT

DW 8000 'Synth £1095
SQD1 Midi Recorder +Disc Drive £5
Poly 80GAI Poly Synth + DDL £549

LCINC4

TERM LOW .1
INTEREST

Fender Standard Strats-Rosewood
or Maple neck with Locking Tremolo
and nut, 3 Single Coil Pickups,
available in Sunburst, Lake Placid
Blue, Black, White, Candy Apple Red

NOW ONLY £395

Fender Contemporary Strat-
Locking Tremolo 2 Single Coil, 1
Humbucker. £385
Fender Vintage 62 Strat.......1355
Fender Limited Edition
Telecaster Thinline-Maple Neck,
Natural £479
Fender Telecaster 62 Re -issue -
Bound Edge, 2 Single Coil
Pickups.. £369
Fender Precision Bass_usz,.
made -Shop Soiled £299
Squier Standard Strat £269
Squier Telecaster.. £235
Squier Precision Bass £275
SquierJazz Bass ... £299

New USA Made Fenders
availabe- Prices and delivery
dates on request

. , .......

. . . . . . .
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TASCAM
THE NEW TASCAM 388

l c,

LONG
TERM LOW
INTEREST

is the first complete 8 channel
recording system, consisting of a full
function 8x8x2 mixer with a full servo
controlled 8 -track reel to reel recorder.
Compact yet professional.
Price £24110

THE NEW 246 PORTASTUDIO
with 6 input full function mixer and 4
channel 2 -speed DBX cassette
recorder.
All for £1099

LONG
TERM LOW
INTEREST

ALPHA JUNO I £599 TR505 £279
ALPHA JUNO 2 £890 TR707 £449
MKS 20 Digital Piano Module £1499
RD 1000 Digital Piano £2760
J x 10 :)ylith £1899
S10 Sampling Keyboard £999
Boss Effects - Best Prices

100w Valve Master Vol Amp £360
50w Valve Master Vol Amp £294
100w Valve Switchable Split Channel

& Reverb £411
4x12 Cabs 300w £294
12w Practice Combo £80
30w Guitar Combo £163
50w Guitar Combo £265
75w Guitar Combo £283
100w Guitar Combo £359
50w Guitar Combo (Valve) £313
New 12 watt Mini Stack
Bass & Keyboard Amps in stock - Phone

MARK V Models
AH 500w Amp Head with GPI 1 Preamp
AH 350w Amp Head with GPI I Preamp
AH 250w Amp Head with GPI I Preamp
AH 150w Amp Head with GPI I Preamp
1115 150w plus GP11-1 x 15 Combo
1110 150w plus GPI 1-1 4 x 10 Combo
1818 1 x 18 and 1 x 10 Cab Ott
1518 1 x 15 Cab 8 ohm

1114:4 x 10

£798
£690
£629
£468
£759
£759

,£440
£360

3:0*  arM.: W.: 111...................                   _   

PORTA ONE

MIIII1.1.1114011.101IIIIIIIIIII11111111 III

4 Track Cassette
Just £399

244 Porta Studio
Parametric EQ, DBX.
Now only
£739

38 8 Track Reel to Reel P.O.A.

TEAC V340
Cassette Mastering

Recorder £99
Teac W440C Twin

Cassette £239

X15 Multi -Tracker £259
260 Multi -Tracker £799
80 8 -Track Recdrder Hi -Speed £1695
450 Mixer £699 Accessit Stereo
Reverb £135
Accessit Noise Gate £42
Accessit Compressor £42
SECK 6/2 Mixer £295

BUY ON
INTEREST
FREE H.P.

Audition Guitar 20w £95
Back Stage Plus Guitar Combo - 35w £159
Bandit Guitar Combo 65w £279
Special Guitar Combo £379
MX Guitar Combo 130w £499
Encore Guitar Combo 65w £379
Century Bass Head 100w £225
Mark IV Bass Head 300w £469
KB 100 Keyboard Combo 65w £279
KB 300 Keyboard Combo 130w £465
XR400 100w PA £375
XR500 130w PA £399
TK065 Bass Combo 65 watts £269
TNT130 Bass Combo 130w £389
300 Watt Bass Combo £569

Marlin 150 PA £275
Cobra 90w Bass Combo £223
Cobra 90w Kbd Combo £289
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"Sony to have kept you waiting, but Mr Pemberton -Crisp is a 1
busy man; he'll see you now for 131/2 seconds. 55

T° get a rec°rd when the gozng gets
contract, you

need to deal with
some of the

toughest people in

the music business
-the A&R

managers. What
makes A& R

people tick, and
what's the best

way of
approaching

them? Report by
Paul Tingen.
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TOUGH
yOU'RE AN AMBITIOUS musician.

You know that, to have your am-
bition realised, you're going to have
to deal with people. Lots of them.
From musical instrument retailers,

studio engineers and pbb landlords, to
managers, agents, publishers, and...record
company executives. Of the last group,
the most important person you'll be
dealing with is the A&R manager.

For the uneducated, A &R (it stands for
"Artist & Repertoire") managers are the
people who sign new acts, who decide
which music is profitable and which is
unprofitable, who screen your attitude
more thoroughly than anyone else, and
who are likely to interfere with your music
more than anyone else.

It's on A&R people that good com-
munication - any communication - be-

tween you and your company depends.
Ask any A&R manager which qualities

an artist should have, and chances are
you'll hear a similar story.

"The right combination of music and
image, that's what I'm looking for", says
Mark Dean, who has his own record label,
working under the auspices of Virgin.
He's only 25, but already he's discovered
ABC, Wham! and Soft Cell. "The whole
thing has to be packaged. Take for
example Chris Rea. His songs are as good
as George Michael's, but he has neither his
style or his attitude."

To A&R people, music, image and
attitude are the three qualities, and each is
equally important as any other. Dean
explains:

"I like good songs. I like songs with
style. But if a band has no idea about the
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image they want to project, if they don't
know what to tell the press, then they can
forget it. It's all a question of attitude; I
believe in arrogance and attitude. An
artist should believe in what he's doing."

So, "Can they handle chat shows?", and
"Will they make a great photograph ?" are
some of the questions A&R managers will
ask themselves of you as soon as you
approach them.

Or, as Tracy Bennett of London Records
puts it: "There's no point in making a
great record and being a fool on TV."

Of course, image and attitude form only
part of what's under scrutiny here.
Refreshingly - at a time when the two
above qualities seem to be more crucial
than ever - all the A&R people I inter-
viewed had something (usually a number
of things) to say on the subject of music.
And all of them, curiously, made some
comment about music having to be
"properly meant". Leaving aside those
bands put together purely for commercial
reasons - and assuming that relatively few
of MT's readers fall into that category - I'll
leave it to the A&R managers to stress the
important points. The two most impor-
tant? "Talent" and "ambition".

Take Muff Winwood, Britain's most
renowned A&R person. He was a musician
with brother Steve in the Spencer Davis
Group, became an A&R man for Island,
and later had a successful career as an
independent record producer, producing
Dire Straits and Sparks, among others.
Since 1978 he's been Head of A&R of CBS
London, one of the most prestigious posts
in the business.

Having been a musician himself (like,
again refreshingly, many of his colleagues),
he says he doesn't believe in the idea of
talented songwriters failing to make it as
artists because of the toughness of the
business, or because they haven't had the
required looks.

"If you have to write music here (points
at his chest), and you have to make your
music heard, then there is nothing that
can stop you. You just have to do it, just
like a sex maniac. You can't control
yourself.

"If you're a genius, then you're playing
in local bands long before you've left
school. You'll do anything to get your
music out.

"Compare it with what runners go
through. They'll run as many races as they
can possibly attend. They don't stay at
home. If you're staying at home you
aren't a genius, because genius comes out
and forces its way through. Greatness
rises to the surface. That's why nothing
remains hidden."

Food for thought, perhaps, if you're
spending a lot of time daydreaming at
home with your Portastudio.

As far as Winwood is concerned, "great-
ness" might be any kind of artistic quality.
Since CBS is a big multinational company
that sells and distributes records world-
wide, they can also keep great instru-
mentalists like Wynton Marsalis and com-
posers like Philip Glass under contract.
They make what Winwood calls "minority
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY NOVEMBER 1986

music", and with CBS handling them,
they can sell millions of records worldwide
- gradually.

"If you are head and shoulders above
the rest", Winwood asserts, "your records
are always saleable, whether you're a
guitarist, a saxophonist or a rock singer.
It's like writing or painting. There's
always a market for art. The only thing
which counts for us is finding artists who
last long and who sell millions of records
worldwide. And with records I mean
albums, because only albums make money."

BUT FOR SMALLER companies, un-
less they specialise in "minority mu-
sic", this approach is simply not
feasible. At London Records, a smaller
company set up by Tracy Bennet and

Roger Amer, formerly of Phonogram,
maintaining an impressive track record is
of great importance. Every record London
release has to sell, and that's that.

Bennett, the man who discovered Bronski
Beat, explains why: "A track record is the
ratio of the number of singles you've
released to the number that have charted.
A &R people live and die with their track
record, because if it's too low, you're
finished. Mine is one of the highest in the
business, and it has to be, because as a
relatively small company we just can't
afford to dump the market with several
singles and then see which one of them
happens. Making a single and promoting
it is too expensive for that."

But regardless of what a specific company
is after, be it worldwide album sales or
instant hit singles, "talent" or "arrogance",
how do they find the artists they want?
Through what procedures do they contact
the people who are going to bring them
fame and fortune? In other words, how do
they find you?

To begin with, you should know some-
thing about them. The heads of A&R at
CBS and London Records each have four
people working under them in their
department, despite the difference in their
companies' size. Winwood calls his team
"A&R men", Bennet "talent scouts". But
Mark Dean works alone, and Johii Hol-
lingsworth of WEA calls himself an A&R
Manager, working together with four
colleagues under Head of A&R, Matt
Hole.

At CBS and WEA, both large multi-
national companies, Winwood and Hole
are in charge, and every major decision has
to go through them. Most of the fieldwork
is done by their subordinates.

Winwood: "They scan the hundreds of
tapes we receive every week, and make
appointments with bands. When they find
a group particularly interesting they come
and talk with me and play me the tape."

Record companies have contacts all
over the country. They pick up tips from
lawyers, publishers or managers, and have
their informants in various places to keep
an eye on local scenes.

For Tracy Bennet, it's his talent scouts
which provide him with a lot of ground -
level information: "They go out and spend 
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Tracy Bennet,
London "The obvious

thing is to put four songs
on a demo -tape, make a
presentable biography,

and send it to a record
company. That's the

usual way, and
sometimes it works:

Tears For Fears came
through the post."
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their time in clubs in London, Belfast or
Manchester and get to know everyone. So
when something does evolve, hopefully we
are there. A kid lately wrote to me from
Manchester asking me for a job, and he
listed 22 local bands. I went down to
Steve's office and said 'Manchester' and
read out those 22 names. He knew 20 of
them. That's pretty good considering they
were very local bands."

Winwood: "Normally, if a band is of
any importance, we are aware of its
existence long before their demo -tape
reaches us."

If all this sounds to you as if Britain's
aspiring pop industry is trapped in a web
of record company spies and informants,
then you're probably right. Remember
that this is big business, and that record
companies are dependent on you to make
their millions. So when you start to spread
your wings and/or display a commercially
viable talent, each label wants to be the
first to get hold of you, before any of the
other companies can get a slice of the
action.

IF YOU HAVEN'T, as yet, got the
hounds of the major record labels
sniffing round your feet, you still need
to know how to get your name, your
act, and your music noticed.
Let's say you've just finished your

demo -tape on your Portastudio in your
front room (whatever Muff Winwood
might say). What do you do? How do you

make the record companies find you?
Tracy Bennet sighs when I put the

question to him and answers: "There are a
million and one routes. I mean, how do
you become President of the United
States? Do you become a film star or do
you first try to win the local elections?
There are so many ways of doing it. The
obvious answer is: put four reasonably
recorded songs on a demo -tape, make a
biography that's presentable, send it to a
record company and try to get appoint-
ments with them. That's the usual way,
and sometimes it works. It worked for
Tears For Fears. They came through the
post."

Muff Winwood, however, doesn't bother
with biographies or photographs in the
first instance.

"I only listen to the demo, and if I like it I
go and see the band. Yesterday I was with a
band, at their home in a street, and they
played for me in their garage."

A demo -tape can be recorded on four-,
eight-, 16- or 24 -track. Usually a reason-
able eight- or 16 -track recording, which
gives a good idea of the atmosphere and
potential of your music, is sufficient. A
four -track recording that gets the bare
bones of a song across might do as well,
but if it's very basic, beware, because you
end up relying on A&R managers' skill to
listen for the content of a song, not its
form.

And Tracy Bennet warns: "I wouldn't
rely on any A&R manager's abilities,
purely because there are 150 singles released
a week and only four or five happen.
Therefore the people who're signing
groups are not exactly good at their job."

Which only goes to illustrate one basic
rule about the record business: there are
no rules. In the end, getting a record
contract could end up like reinventing the
wheel.

It does help, though, to stick some
background information about yourself
with your tape, plus a photograph or three
and some reasonably tasteful packaging, if
only to give the label some clue as to your
attitude and possible image.

After you've sent your stuff (including a
phone number, of course), don't just sit
and wait-phone to make an appointment.
Be confident, cocky, arrogant - whatever
it takes. John Hollingsworth's scouts see
everybody who phones. Having your tape
played and listened to while you sit there
with an A&R person in an A&R office
obviously increases your chances of having
your music understood, if nothing else.

Before you go, make sure you and your
band have a clear vision of what you want.
Which producers do you want to work
with? What are you trying to convey with
your music? Do you want to be a political
band, or the next A -Ha?

It also helps to sift out which record
companies suit you and which ones don't,
because they all work differently and deal
with different kinds of artists and markets.
Have a look at the charts and compare the
different labels and their artists.

Tracy Bennet, for example, claims he's
into "genuine music", and with Bronski*
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5tein6erg esearch'PRO 2+
Many musicians now realise the huge advantages of using micro -computers for musical applications
-The Atari ST range with built in midi and 16/32 bit processing being the obvious choice for serious
users.
Steinberg Research are dedicated to providing the finest software available for the ST range, with midi
event recorders, visual editing systems and sound libarians all designed for ease of use yet retaining a
full host of functions for every application. Displayed here are just some of the 'pull -down' windows
of the Pro -24 program, all of which are accessed by simple command from the Ataris"mouse'.
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Muff Winwood, CBS
"I don't like signing a

band for a few singles;
I'd rather sign a band

which I think will last a
long time... If the first

album doesn't happen,
we keep on supporting

the group."
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 Beat, The Communards, Blancmange and
the Fine Young Cannibals under his wing,
you get an idea of what he's talking about.

John Hollingsworth wants "to present
more controversial music to a wider
audience than it could get through an
independent"; to prove his point, he's
signed semi -political band Red Box and
Dutch feminist singer Mathilde Santing.

You might even try the same record
company more than once, sorting out the
different people who work there.

It's handy, of course, if you manage to
get straight to the top and see someone like
Winwood at CBS. But unless they've
heard of you and have an interest in you,
it's unlikely you'll get to talk to them
straight away. And these people employ
secretaries who tend to be pretty tough,
especially after they've discovered you're
offering a tape. But you can always try.

Another method is not to send your
tape first, but start with phoning and make
an appointment to present your tape and
yourself face to face. Or do it the way an
American salesman would: phone to get
yourself noticed, send your tape, and
phone again.

IN REALITY, THOUGH, all these ap-
proaches are relatively unimportant
compared with the music you're pre-
senting, and the buzz which you've
created. Tracy Bennet hits the nail on

the head:
"The thing is to force the attention of

the record companies on you. The best
way of doing that is to get a great demo
and then not to rely just on that, because
we get hundreds of tapes sent to us a week.
You've got to have something else. You
can do it like Sigue Sigue Sputnik-get the
image together and the friends, create a
hype. Or get the local club scene happening
and create a live following. Or get a good
manager. They help a lot, but I don't think
there are a lot of good managers in this
country. If I get a call from a good
manager, I'll go and see him and listen to
the bands he wants me to get interested
in."

OK. So you've taken one of the routes
suggested above - perhaps a combination
of several - and been in one A&R office
and stirred some interest from one record
company. They've even bothered to phone
you back, which is rare and always a good
sign.

What happens next? As ever, there are
various options. Your record company
might show interest, yet still be unsure
whether they actually want to sign you
up. A common procedure at this stage is
that you may get given a couple of
thousand pounds and told to come back
with a better demo. Usually the label will
take an option on that recording (it in fact
becomes their property), though they are
of course aware of the risk that you can
make a copy and play it to a rival
company.

This kind of "second demo" recording
gives the label an idea of what working
with you will be like. With luck, it will also
give them more insight into the potential
of your music. Naturally, it should also
teach you a lot about the record company
as well, and you might decide, suddenly,
that you don't like the atmosphere of the
label, or that you wouldn't trust the A&R
manager to buy you a quarter -pounder.

If, on the other hand, your initial demo
gives the company sufficient idea of what
your music is about, the first meeting is
followed by several others, again to explore
what both sides want, and to see whether
you can work with each other. Sometimes
a record company and an act fall out
because the label can't work with the
group's manager. A&M Records, for
example, dropped the Sex Pistols because
they didn't think that they could work
with Malcolm McLaren.

As soon as it starts to look as if a
contract may be looming, a record com-
pany will usually give you the names of
various independent lawyers to help you
with negotiating. This is an expensive
thing to do, and if for some reason the
contract doesn't happen, you can end up
facing some pretty fat legal fees that need
to be paid.

ut whatever you may face if things go
wrong, it's better than being fleeced by a
record company into signing your life
away for a pittance. And in any case, most
record labels these days simply don't
attempt to blind new signings with solici-
tors' jargonese and endless quantities of
small print. They know contracts have a
profound impact on an artist's life, and
they want to make sure you understand
what you're signing, rather than risk a
judge ruling the contract null and void
because you clearly had no idea what the
contract was about.

Most long-term contracts sign you for a
period of between five and eight years, or
at least give the record company an option
on your work for that period. But they can
still drop you after releasing three singles
and not put out anything else. A long-
term deal is almost always preferable to a
short-term one, so it's important that a
company believes in you enough to stick No -
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 with you, even if success is taking its time.
Muff Winwood says that staying with a

band is part of his policy in general.
"I don't like signing a band for just a few

singles. I'd rather sign a band which I
think will last a long time. Anyone who
signs with us always signs for an option of
10 albums. If the first album doesn't
happen, then we keep on supporting a
group.

"Take Prefab Sprout. When they came
here a couple of years ago, I knew that
success was a long-term matter. But I
loved them and had them make a very
cheap first album, so that they didn't lose
too much money. Then came the second
album, Steve McQueen, produced by
Thomas Dolby, and again we were very
careful with our budget. That sold well
over 100,000 copies, but we still didn't
really break through. Now the point is to
get Prefab Sprout a Top 5 hit single, and
then sell a million albums a year. And I will
stick with them until we've achieved
that."

Tracy Bennet tells a similar story.
"We sign an act for eight years, with

options all down the line. Usually we start
with releasing a couple of singles or a mini -
album, just to see how it's going. Then we
have options to release more, so we're
roughly in control of the act's career all
the time. We can pull out at any stage,
though so far we haven't actually dropped
anybody."

THE OTHER THING about a con-
tract is that, unless you hand the
company a finished recording which
they can then simply release and
market, it'll get you advances for

recording, equipment and often day-to-
day living. These advances will be deducted
from your royalties once they start com-
ing in, so you won't see any money from
your records until they've been paid off.
Advances can add up to very large sums
indeed.

Winwood: "From the moment we sign a
group, it means an investment for us of a
quarter of a million pounds. Count it out:
the livelihood of a band and its manager,
some decent equipment, and organising a
tour together will cost us at least £100,000.
Recording an album requires the same
figure, and that's not to mention the video
clip and all kinds of other expenses."

All this is usually counted as part of an
advance, apart from the promo video, the
cost of which is usually shared between
label and band.

London Records have a slightly different
policy from CBS.

Bennett: "Our advances aren't too
wonderful. We don't go around throwing
lots of money like CBS. But our royalties
are the highest in the business. Depending
on what act, we usually give the top -rate
Phonogram royalty, which is about 10-
12% of the retail price."

The actual amount of your advance and
the budgeting for recording, marketing
and publicity relate directly to the number
of records a company expects your act to
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sell. And all kinds of factors make their
presence felt here. What kind of market
will the label aim you at? Teenagers? The
clubs? A "serious" audience in the 25-30
age group? What kind of producer will be
engaged, and which video director? The
list goes on.

Few aspiring musicians realise this, but
it's at this "post -contract" stage that the
A&R person who signed you starts to play
an even more crucial role than before.

But the A&R managers' position here is
an ambiguous one. On the one hand, they
represent the record company to you and
will bother you with commercial consider-
ations at moments when you least want to
hear them. On the other hand, they're
your representatives within the company,
lobbying for you, trying to get the budget
as high as possible and, if they respect you,
defending your artistic freedom.

John Hollingsworth of WEA is part of a
new generation of A&R managers. He's
25 and, after a history of working for
independent labels like Cherry Red, he
started working for WEA two years ago.
As part of the A&R team working under
Matt Hole, he's well aware of his delicate
position:

"As an A&R manager, I'm responsible if
things go wrong. One of the paradoxes of
working in a large multinational company
is that when a group is successful, every-
body wants to be part of the success, so
you have to make sure that everybody
knows a band is yours and that you did the
work on them and that the credit comes to
you, because the people above often try to
steal the credit. On the other hand, if
things go wrong, they always end up on
your shoulders, even if they weren't your
idea. It's part of the apprenticeship that
you have to learn to take shit all the time.

"The system at WEA is that when you
sign a band, you're personally responsible
for everything to do with them. You're
the label manager, you're the artistic
director, you're everything the band
needs."

So even if you're lucky enough to have
stumbled across an A&R manager who
really believes in you, and even if they've
managed to persuade the whole A&R staff
to give them a bonus for signing you,
they've only won a battle, not the war. So
have you.

John. Hollingsworth again: "I have to
consult lots of people, because I have to get
money out of them. No A&R man gets a
blanco budget. Only the A&R depart-
ment has an overall budget over which its
director has control. If I find the three best
bands in Britain and I need a million
pounds to sign them all, then I get that
million and nobody else will get anything.
If I come up with vague plans for a vague
band then the money will be accordingly
vague. When I sign a band I really have to
think of the structure of the company:
unless I think that by the time I'm going to
put out records I can win all the people
over, it's not a very good idea. The
promotion and marketing department,
the sales department, sales representatives 
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We guarantee the lowest prices ever!
YAMAHA

AUTUMN PROMOTION
All Yamaha equipment now at Rock City at the
lowest ever prices!
DX5 The power of two DX7s plus a whole host of
multiple functions at the lowest price ever of
£1499!! (Previously £2999)
QX1 Ultra sophisticated eight track MIDI
sequencer. Was £2499, now available at an
unbelievable £799!
TX416 The soniq power of four DX7s at the
unpresidented low price of £889 (Previously
£1899)
Two TF1 modules for expanding a TX rack. Was
£898, now £410
KX88 Superb quality MIDI mother keyboard. An
extremely versatile operation makes this the best
mother keyboard ever, at £799 (Previously sold at
£1399)
DX7 the original FM synthesizer, still going strong
with Rock city's incredible library of sounds FREE
with every purchase! £1249 including double
sustain portamento pedal and 32 free new
sounds.
FB01 Eight voice multi timbral FM expander at an
incredibly low price makes this an absolute must
for any set up at only £299
0821 Amazing MIDI sequencer. Two tracks,
approx 7,000 notes memory £299
0X5 Expands your capacity to 20,000 notes on
eight tracks' £449
CX5MIt 128K music computer with four times the
memory capacity of the earlier model. Easier to
use than its predecessor - easier to use software,
disk compatible - more user friendly £449 plus
interest free credit.
MT1X A true four track recorder/mixer with tape
sync and auxiliary send and returns, plus much
more £449
PF70 8 PF80 Electronic Pianos. Superb weighted
keyboard, excellent sounds plus advanced MIDI
specification. Can also be used as a mother
keyboard. PF70 £799, PF80 £989.
SPX90 MIDI Digital Multi Effects Processor. A
whole rack effects system in one 19" unit!
Specification too big to list £599 plus interest tree
credit.

Ik ,Roland
JX10 Ooozes quality with a mix of analogue and
digital sounds £1829
ALPHA JUNO 1 and ALPHA JUNO 2. Two of the
most popular polysynths of the
year! £499 and £699
TR505 The best value drum machine around, with
16 excellent rock/latin sounds around. Amazing
price £249
S10 Super sampling keyboard, allowing 4 samples
of 1.1 seconds each, to be split across the
keyboard. This instrument is a must, so buy it for
only £999!
(S50 due shortly)
MKS7. Super Quartet. This is the most versatile
MIDI expander, containing TR707, mono bass
synth, duophonic melody synth and 4 note
polysynth. Ideal with MC500 £999
RD1000. Digital electronic piano. This instrument
is outstanding, it must be the best electronic
piano to arrive yet! £2499
MKS20. Piano module. Realistic fat piano sounds
in modular form. (Rack mount version of
R1000) £1299
MC500 Excellent new MIDI control
station/sequencer, tour tracks each with 16 track
MIDI capability. (Up to 100 songs on one disk plus
one rhythm track. Complete with astoundingly
user friendly editing system' £799

AKAI
SPECIAL PACKAGE DEALS AVAILABLE
S612 Rack mounting sampler plus disk drive plus
free MIDI rack unit (value £100) £799
S900 Rack mounting sampler. At present this
model reigns supreme in its price bracket.
Samples of almost CD quality are obtainable.
Individual outputs for eight voices and a host of
editing/looping facilities. This compares with the
very best of samplers £1699
MX73 Polysynths. Excellent new touch sensitive
keyboard at a very realistic price £549

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE

If you mail order from Rock
City, and are not completely

satisfied with your product, we
will exchange it for any other
product of a similar value a s

long as you return it to us
within 14 days

YOU CAN'T GO WRONG:

PHONE
OUR

HOTLINES
NEWCASTLE

091-232 4175
SUNDERLAND
0783 655168/

78058

MG614 New computer assisted personal
mulhtracker gives an unprecedented number of
options for a cassette based recording system.
With tour tracks plus an extra track for sync
codes, six channel mixer, multi function
autoleeate system, plus many other amazing
features makes this the best portable studio to
date £999
MG14D A compact SMPTE compatible 14 channel
multitrack recorder based around the M61212, at
last gives a real option to recording studios for
professional multitrack £3499

 M61212 SPECIAL DEALT
The most amazing multitrack system money can
buy is now available at the best ever price of
£3999! (Usually £4999) Hurry - you might miss
out.

or-vc.nr-vir
ESQ1 New multi timbral polysynth with a host of
features including a very sophisticated built in
MIDI sequencer £1115
SDP1 Electronic grand piano. This is the real thing
- superb weighted keyboard with sampled
acoustic/electric pianos- devastating! £1115
MIRAGE SAMPLING KEYBOARD. Europes first
sampling keyboard £1320
MIRAGE EXPANDER. Rack mounted version of
above £1080

EMAX
A most sophisticated sampling keyboard at under
£2,000 based around the Emulator 2. What more
can one say9 £1999

KORG
DSS1 More than just a sampler, as it boasts a built
in synth (i.e. DW8000). This keyboard is limited
only by your imagination £2109

VESTAFIRE
MR10 The best value portastudio around, allowing
up to four tracks to be recorded and one dubbed
so that demos become a joy to make. Full E0 for
routing signals adds even more flexibility £289
NEW! NEW! NEW! MR30! Smaller brother of the
MR10 presen.s astounding value in an easy to use
package. This will be the biggest selling four track
ever! £199

SOUND SAMPLING LIBRARY
This unique service from Rock City gives the
musician world access to an astounding host of
unique sounds at very realistic prices. Write or
phone for further details,

ATARI
Power without the price! Rock City are proud to
announce that they have been appointed sole
agents for this phenomenal range of computers.
Please write or phone for Rock City computer
pack.

STEINBERG SOFTWARE
We are the North Easts sole distributor of
Electrovoice PA systems, chassis speakers and
mics etc.

The biggest thing to hit the UK for years! The
entire range of Charnel guitars and basses are in
stock now! Prices from £259 to £739. (Sunderland
and Teeside only).

Seymour
Duncan.

THE FINEST PICKUPS MONEY CAN BUY
Invader Humbucker £72
Distortion Humbucker £69
AMico Proll Humbucker £69
'59 PAF Humbucker £69
Jeff Beck Humbucker £69
Hot Rails Humbucker £69
Hot Strat Stack £55
Classic Strat Stak £55
Alnico Pro II Strat £45
Hot Tele Stack £55
Staggered Strat ( intage) £42

BUY NOW -
PAY LATER!

Ultra Special Offer
Purchase whatever you

need NOW on no deposil
HP, but don't pay your

First instalment until
January 1987.

(Written Detait,
on request).

ROCK CITY, 10 MOSLEY STREET,
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE NE1 1 DE

IT 091-232 4175
ROCK CITY, 5 STOCKTON ROAD,

SUNDERLAND, TYNE & WEAR SR1 3NR
ET 0783 655168/78058

NEW STORE OPENING SOON IN MIDDLESBROUGH

TREMELO SYSTEMS
Washburn Wonderbar. Black chrome or gold
plated £155
Fender USA locking top nuts £46
Fender trem (originals) £38
Kehler quick release trems £30
Kehler Fulcrum trem (for Strats) inc. locking nut,
black or chrome £89

NEW STRAT TONE CIRCUITS!
Unique tone circuit designed by our own guitar
guru - Alan Entwistle. This will transform your
guitar, whether USA or Japan (guitar or bass) to
give mind blowing improvisation, plus
humbucking, without damaging your guitar. Fits
beneath the scratchplate - this really is the
business!

COMING SOON
Our own superb new pickup range. Highest quality
at realistic prices. Phone or write for details.

MESA/BOOGIE
PROBABLY THE BEST AMPLIFIER IN THEWORLD
STUDIO 22 Loud 22 watt footswitching combo with
reverb and auto graphic.
MARK III Tri mode footswitching combo, simul
class or 100/60 watt models in stock, all with
reverb, auto graphic, electro-voice speaker,
lead/rhythm, rhythm 1/2, footswitches and a
choice of cabinets.
BASS 400 Mesa/Boogie's bass amp. For serious
musicians only.

GUITARS AND BASSES
S/H Gibson Les Paul standard, cherry £495
Gibson Les Paul, tobacco £495
Gibson Les Paul, sunburst £495
Gibson SG standard, cherry £399
Gibson Flying V, cherry £375
Rickenbacker 330s, choice £595
Rickenbcker 340, natural £625
Rickenbacker 330, vintage series £595

' Fender locking trem strats £325
Fender vintage series strats £365
Fender humbucker/single coils 1/trem £375
Fender Strat series trem £420
Fender Strat series III trem £475
Fender USA vintage strat, case £699
Fender Vintage series Jaguar £399
Fender Vintage series Tele custom £295
Fender Vintage series Esquier £335
Fender re -issue tele custom £350
Status series 2000, case £1095
Steinberg XL, carbon graphite £1295
Steinberg Pro series graphite £699
Musicman Singray, 2 way EQ £695
Musicman Stingray, 3 way EQ £739
Musicman Satires, natural or black £795
Wal Customs, fretted £760
Wal Customs, fretless £760
New Wal 5 strings £895
Vigier Passion Graphite £735
Vigier Rom bass £825

SIGNAL PROCESSORS
Alesis Midiverb £395
Alesis Midifex £395
Roland DEP5 £675
Carlsbro 0900 delay £179
Aces E15S graphic £166
Lexicon PCM60 £989
Korg SDD3300 triple delay £735
Korg S001200 delay £395
Korg DRV100 digital reverb £199
Calm 6E2010 £99

MIXERS
Huge range of stage and recording mixers
available from stock.
Boss 6 -2 stereo mixer
MIR 6 4 2

MTR 8 2 Rack mount
RSD 6 2 1 Rack mount
Dynamix 6 2 stereo mixer
Dynamix 12 2

MTR 12 8 2

RAM 10 4 2

RAM 16 4 2

Seek 12 8 2

Seck 18.:-8 -2
AHB 16 -8.-2 System 8
RSD 16. 16:>2
Soundtracs 16 ,8 16
AHB CMC 16/24 track computer assisted mixdown
systems
OUR PRICES ARE SO LOW WE DARE NOT PRINT
THEM!

AMPLIFICATION
Fender Princeton Reverb II, super champ design
all valve RRP £399, £299
Fender concert 60 watt, twin channel, valve head,
rrp £400, £279
Fender Concert, as above 1 12 combo RRP £595,
offer £459
Fender Sidekick 15 new £95
Fender Bassman 20 valve new £159
Marshall 12wt lead combo £83
Marshall 12wt bass combo £90
Marshall 12wt keyboard combo £90
Marshall 20wt lead combo £119
Marshall 20wt bass combo £119
Marshall 20wt keyboard combo £119
Marshall 30wt lead combo £163
Marshall 30wt bass combo £163
Marshall 50wt split channel lead combo £265
Marshall 75wt split channel lead combo £283
Marshall valve 100wt Master vol head £360
Marshall valve 100wt lead head £360
Marshall valve 100wt Super bass head £360
Marshall valve 50wt lead combos from £313
Marshall valve 100wt lead combos from £420
Marshall 12wt micro stacks £149
Marshall 100wt combo £370
Marshall 200wt combo £435
Marshall 100wt head £251
Marshall 200wt head £285
Marshall 400wt head £394
Marshall 1 15 250 cab £171
Marshall 2,, 15 20Chvt cab £278
Roland JC55 Prices
Roland JC120 in
Roland cubes store
NEW TRACE ELLIOT MKV SERIES
AMPS HEADS
AHSOOX 500 watt bi-amp £798
AH350X 350 watt bi-amp £690
AH250 250 watt amp £629
AH150 150 watt amp £468
RACK SYSTEMS
GP 11, rack pre -amp £296
RA500X 500 watt bi amp £522
CABS
1048 4 , 10' 200 watt £360
1518 1., 15" 200 watt £360
1818 1 18" 1 x10"200 watt
NEW COMBOS
11104>.10"150 watt £759
1115,1 ,15" 150 watt £759

PEDALS AND EFFECTS
Boss DM3 delay £99
Boss CE3 stereo chorus
Boss CS2 compressor £65
Boss 001 overdrive £59
Boss DF2 feedbacker £59
Boss CE2 chorus £79
Boss DD2 digital delay £139
Boss TW1 touch wah £65
Boss HM2 heavy metal £55
Boss PHI R phaser £85
Boss 0C2 octaver £59
Boss GE7 equaliser £79
Boss BF2 (longer £89
Boss PH2 super phaser £89
Boss DC2 (new) Dimension C £129
Boss DM Sampler £160
Boss PSM5 power supply £65

DINERS CLUB
INTERNATIONAL



10- and area managers, they all have to believe
in it, otherwise it's not going to work,
unless you've got phenomenal support
from the press and TV. And that, as with
The Smiths and ABC, will only happen
once or twice in your career if you're
lucky.

"My job is to represent the artist in the
building and defend their artistic vision
and wishes, because sometimes other
people here don't realise the uniqueness of
a certain artist and try to mould them into
something they're not. That's an aspect of
the job which artists seldom see."

One aspect of an A&R manager's job
which artists always see, and which often
results in conflict, is the meddling with a
band's music and career. If you get signed
up, your A&R person will assume the
responsibility of a second manager (some
A&R people, like Hollingsworth, don't
even accept a manager working next to
them because they don't want any sharing
of responsibility), someone who deals with
publicity, maps out a strategy, suggests
photographers, helps create the image,
gets you on TV and in magazines, and
most important of all, has a big say in the
direction your music is to take.

Muff Winwood: "A&R people are like
executive producers. They're involved in
finding the right producer and finding the
right studio. They listen to the songs while
they're being built up in the studio. They
choose the material which gets on the
records and give their opinion on the

Great Sounds Available For
Instant Use

SHOFUKU ROM Pt.1&2 - by Mr Fukuda author DXY Book
CASIOPEA ROM by Minoru Mukaiya top jazz keyboardist

SAKAMOTO ROM - by Ryuichi Sakamoto famous
solo artist ex YMO

64 Voices per ROM £49.95 Demo Tapes £1.00
* DX BOOKS *

* PASSPORT MIDI INTERFACES *
for Commodore 64, Apple II+, He, IIc

* PASSPORT MIDI SOFTWARE *
Master Tracks Sequencer

Real Time/Step Time/Song Mode in 1 program
Controls all MIDI Parameters, Tempo, Preset changes etc.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Please contact:

RITTOR MUSIC EUROPE LTD
24 BROOMGROVE GARDENS,
EDGWARE, MIDDX. HA8 5SJ

Tel: 01-952 5302

various mixes and arrangements of songs.
Really you're like a producer, only you
don't do all the work!"

This is why it's so important for a band
and their A&R manager to understand
each other, and to be able to work
together. A certain amount of mutual
trust is essential, and it's vital that you and
your A&R manager have similar goals.

Hollingsworth: "Artists also want to be
successful and sell lots of records. It's only
the artistic price they're willing to pay that
varies. So be prepared for a hard struggle
all along the way.

"As a little boy I always wondered what
it would be like to be involved in the record
industry and have hit records. Now I'm
having hit records and I'm involved in the
music industry and I'm a key person for
certain people in a large company. And it's
not that great. It's a lot of hard work and I
don't even earn a lot of money, but I love
doing it. I love success. I love working with
creative people. I love artists. I'm not very
creative myself, so I like to be surrounded
by stylists, singers and musicians.

"But the only way to survive in this
industry is to be ruthless. I'll tread on as
many people's heads as I think is necessary
to succeed. That's within the record
company - artists are different. Without
the artists' trust and support I'll never get
anywhere, but the record company respects
only ruthlessness, loyalty and money."

Or, as Muff Winwood would put it: "It's
a very tough business."

the perfect beat.
NEW 60 MIN. RHYTHMIX
CASSETTE TAPES

£7.99
inc. VAT, P&P

Overseas orders add £2.00
Each tape contains no less than 16 modern drum rhythms, ranging tr,

ballad to rock, from funk to disco. Each track with its own count -in
musically arranged eight bar phrases and fills (for verses and choruses)
and track listing describing beat and duration
Ideal for songwritingicomposing, for practising or simply bac kni i
accompaniment. RHYTHMIX tapes are designed for all active music Kit p
also a must for the studio.

RHYTHMIX tapes have been specially produced for
MUSIC MAKER PUBLICATIONS and feature a leading professional
session drummer RHYTHMIX tapes will be produced as an ongoing

series. Volume 1 available now send chegue,postal order made
payable to

MUSIC MAKER PUBLICATIONS LTD., ALEXANDER HOUSE,
I MILTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CB4 I UY

t),,e redit r ,m1 Hotline ( ?223( 313 722 ACCESS:BARCLAYCARD
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 24 oscillators Rich full sound
 Dual program texturing and chaseplay

for new sounds and effects Digital control for
pure punch 76 note touch and pressure sensitive keyboard

100 program with 64 patch memories Inbuilt delay and sequencer

'SUPER JX-10 SYNTHESIZER'
NE EN immi No No mum mu my al

gimimmmimum==miimmisommmaios.

 8 voice polyphonic 149 note touch sensitive keyboard *Sampling time
4 secs at 30kHz and 8 secs at 15kHz sample rate 4 different sample
sounds stored in a 128K word memory Inbuilt 2.8" disk drive

I 5-10 SAMPLING KEYBOARD`________________I
APR CREDIT

AVAILABLE
20% DEPOSIT

AND BALANCE
IN 9 MONTHLY
INSTALMENTS

SUGGESTED 200 9 MONTHLY TOTAL AMOUNT
RETAIL PRICE DEPOSIT INSTALMENTS 0, PAYABLE

SUPER JX-10 £2100 £420 £186.67 £2100

S-50 £2175 £435 £193.33 £2175

S-10 £999 £200 £88.78 £999

DEP-5 £675 £135 £60.00 £675

MC -500 £920 £184 £81.78 £920

r I. INN 1111 III El IIMI 1111

16 voice polyphonic 161 note touch and pressure sensitive keyboard
*Sampling time 15 secs at 30kHz and 30 secs at 15kHz sample rate
116 different sample sounds stored in a 512K word memory *Visual

editing via TV monitor *Inbuilt 31/2" disk drive

I 5-50 SAMPLING KEYBOARD
ow no NE um im EN IN ism

I

111E MI 11111 III Ell 1111 I=

Simultaneous reverb, delay, eq and chorus produced by 16 bit
digital circuitry *Fully programmable 28 bit signal processor for
reverb simulation Stores up to 99 program memories

DEP-5 DIGITAL EFFECT UNIT
Noi sim ims mg mow NE
NI EN MI =1 OM MI MIN 11M 111M

Incredibly user
friendly Alphawheel 111

and subfunctions 
Upgradable 

software for future
expansion

Microscope
edit mode and

punch in for
great flexibility
 Large internal

memory stores up to 8
songs/25,000 notes

 31/2" disk drive can store up to
100 songs/100,000 notes

1 MC -500 MICRO COMPOSER I
16 ow= =EN mum mum= am moimia

Anyone will getyou in
Buy any one of these superb Roland
goodies from Gigsounds and you join the
Super JX Club automatically. Membership
gives you free newsletters, Roland Product
workshops, seminars and many exclusive
special offers on new Roland products and
accessories. There's even the chance to
get free tickets to see your favourite
artists in concert. So, if you're a musician
and it's just got to be Roland, there's only
one place to go.

86, Mitcham Lane,
Streatham, London SW16
Tel: 01.769 5681 & 6496

22, Rushey Green, Catford,
London SE6
Tel: 01-690 8621 & 8622

Dear Gigsounds, please send me a FREE
Roland colour brochure.

Name

Address

Phone No



It had to arrive
sooner or later: an

affordable drum
machine that

offers the

potential for
hassle free

memory
expansion and-

in the near future
- user sampling of

percussion
sounds. By

Trevor Gilchrist.
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KORG DDD1
Digital Drum Machine

QUESTION: WHAT'S WRONG with drum machines?
Answer: Not much. Except that, at the moment at least,

they offer very little in the way of a future. Aside from
the advent of MIDI, most machines put you in a kind of
dead end: you spend your money, you set your limits -
unless, of course, you can afford something E -mu SP I 2-

ish (which, in its own ways of cost and complexity, can

establish equally stifling restrictions).
The main problems lie in the areas of memory and

flexibility. While the new Korg DDD I does little about
the actual quantity of memory, it does store a greater
variety of things than most -a topic we'll come back to in

a little while.
First, let's face a fact: drum machines are now

becoming as viable a means of generating rhythm as any

other. But the art of maintaining an audience's interest
in an "artificially" produced beat still lies in the skill and

feel of the programmer. At least, that's where it lies
when the machine is capable of doing justice to the
inspiration behind a song. Sadly, most "affordable" drum

machines are just not up to it, and push out a strange
compromise between the initial idea and a machine's
vague interpretation of same.

Thankfully, the Korg refuses to compromise in almost

all respects. The name DDD I actually stands for
Dynamic Digital Drums. And in the interest of con-
venience - and because it's arguably the most important

new inclusion on an affordable drum machine since the

power supply - we'll start with the dynamics.
What are dynamics? Well, you are dynamic. The

harder someone hits you, the louder you'll scream. In
the same way (though with appreciably less discomfort),

the keypads of the DDD I have a dynamic range which

allows the programmer to "play" the machine more like

a kit during recording. The harder you strike the key,
the louder that particular instrument is recorded in the
final pattern. Snare, cymbal and hi -hat parts, in particu-

lar, benefit from this more realistic recording method.
The life that drum machines have lacked in the past is
immediately apparent in finished recordings.

The Korg's dynamics are flexible, allowing a choice of

five different dynamic envelopes to be selected. This
determines how the level of volume changes with the

strength of key touch. Selecting them couldn't really be
easier, the system being the same as for selection of each

of the DDD I 's other functions, which I'll be covering in
more detail later on.

Suffice to say, though, that this dynamic element
works well, providing ample opportunity for expression
- previously a rather neglected area in this branch of
technology - and a whole new perspective on the art of
programming. The process is more immediate and less

laboured, which means the resulting patterns are truer
to the original inspiration.

OK, so SP I 2s, AHB Inpulses and Linns have all
featured dynamics in the past. But they've also all
featured high price -tags, and the Korg is really the first
decently affordable machine to provide such a feature.

But not content with this dynamic improvement,
Korg have provided a fistful of other functions on the
DDD I that make up a very flexible percussion system
indeed.

To begin with, the front edge of the machine has four
ports to take ROM memory cards. Not much thicker
than credit cards, each one of these carries a selection of

voices that can be assigned to the keypads on the face of

the machine.
The basic keypads - minus the cards - each represent

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY NOVEMBER 1986
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UNLEASH THE POTENTIAL
OF ELECTRONIC
INSTRUMENTS

-

I /

OTC)A

Another breakthrough from Toa.
If you expect the best in audio for
your electronic music the new
380 -SE three way speaker
demands your attention.

Packing 360 watts of continuous
program power capacity it meets
the vigorous requirements of
electronic instruments such as
analogue and digital keyboard
synthesizers, drum machines and
guitar synths.

As with the new 480 -SE it has
extended frequency response to
assure high quality reproduction
of all music.

For full technical details please
write to or telephone Toa
Electronics Limited.
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Toa Electronics Limited, Tallon Road, Hutton Industrial Estate
Brentwood, Essex 131 1TG Tel: 0277 233882
Toa Electronics Europe GmbH, Eiffestrasse 74 D-2000 Hamburg 26
West Germany Tel: (040) 2506091
Toa Electronics Inc, 480 Carlton Court, South San Fransisco CA. 94080
U.S.A. Tel: (415) 588-2538
Toa Electronics Inc, 10712, 181 Street, Edmunton, Alberta
Canada T531K8

FIFTY YEARS OF PROFESSIONAL SOUND

A.B.C. MUSIC, ADDLESTONE, ESHER, KINGSTON; A.1 MUSIC, MANCHESTER; ALLBANG & STRUMMIT,LONDONW.0 2; AUDIO SERVICES, STOCKPORT; BOOTLEG MUSIC,
EPSOM; BIRD SOUNDS, BELFAST, CARLSBORO SOUND SERVICES, NOTTINGHAM, MANSFIELD, SHEFFIELD, NORWICH; CASH GUITARS, BOURNEMOUTH;

COVENTRY SOUND SERVICES, COVENTRY; COOKES BAND INSTRUMENTS, NORWICH; CURLY MUSIC, LIVERPOOL, DOUGIES, NORTHWICH, E.S.S., BARNET;
F. D. & H. MUSIC, LCNDONW C.2 , FREEDMANS, LEYTONSTONE; GIG SOUNDS, STREATHAM, CATFORD, H.H.B. HIRE & SALES, LONDON N.W.10; J.S.G.,BINGLEY,

JONES & CROSSLAND, BIRMINGHAM; MONKEY BUSINESS, ROMFORD, SOUTHEND; MUSIC CRAFT, EDGWARE ROAD; MUSIC STOP, WOLVERHAMPTON;
MUSICAL EXCHANGES, BIRMINGHAM; MUZO'S, BIRMINGHAM; PETER BONNER, EASTBOURNE; PROJECT ELECTRONIC MUSIC, HOUNSLOW, ROCK CITY, NEWCASTLE;

ROSE MORRIS, LONDON W C.2, SESSION MUSIC, TOOTING; SOUTHERN MUSIC, BRIGHTON; STUDIO 34, BRISTOL; TURNKEY SHOP, LONDON WC .2.



 "A clear matrix
chart on the front
panel lists all thel

machine's,
parameters; it's1

divided logically
into six modes, and

each mode is
sub -divided into
eight functions.
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a "standard" kit or percussion sound, 14 in all, and have

each been allocated a letter between A and N. These
basic 14 sounds act as the building blocks for your
programming, and there's really nothing especially
striking about the bass -drum, snare, hi -hat, torn arrange-

ment except, of course, for the dynamics. Insert a ROM

card into port No. I and the voices it carries can be
freely assigned to any of the 14 keys.

There's more. Not only can you have up to four of
these cards to choose between when assigning voices to

pads, you're also presented with an extremely effective
voice -tuning facility, control over voice decay, and the

ability to assign the same voice to every one of the 14
pads at different tunings for, say, melodic tom patterns

or huge percussion ensemble effects.
In addition to this, the maximum output level of each

instrument can be altered, as can the touch -sensitivity of

each individual pad.

Programming
THIS FAR, at least, Korg seem to have got their act
together. The DDD I gives programmers the oppor-
tunity to start off by writing a far more realistic -
sounding pattern using the machine's dynamics, and then

to chop and change the voices that feature in that
pattern as the urge takes them.

For example, let's assume you've written a basic bass -

drum, snare and hi -hat pattern. You don't like the sound

of the bass -drum so you alter its tuning and decay. The

tuning covers a useful 127 -steps -to -the -octave range,

but you're still not happy, so you insert one of the ROM

cards and step through the choice of (say) Fusion,

Electronic or Rock bass -drums, altering the tuning as
you go, until the sound is right.

You can now do the same for the snare and hi -hat
parts until the whole thing is as you like it. If you don't
like the way the emphasis falls on certain snare beats,
you can simply erase the offending notes and re-record

using different dynamics.
Dipping into the pool of Korg voices, you can then

proceed to add percussion parts, china cymbals, splash

cymbals, special effects (gunshots, breaking glass, cash

registers and so on), until you reach either the threshold
of 249 notes per pattern, or 12 instruments occurring
on a single beat, or until your brain explodes.

And there's more. Reach further into your pocket
and Korg will sell you a 12 -bit sampling board which fits

inside the machine and allows 3.2 seconds of sampling
time to be added to your armoury. Though 3.2 secs
doesn't at first sound like a very long time (and I didn't
have a board to try out), it should prove a more than
interesting addition to an already vastly competent
machine - even if (as it appears at the time of writing)
there's no means of dumping your samples to an
external medium such as RAM card or tape.

But there's still more. One of the real pains about
using drum machines (and this applies to units spanning

the entire price range) is the way it inevitably involves
hordes of multi -function buttons. Getting into the
process of recording can often be a real chore. On the
DDD1, such buttons are, thankfully, not so inevitable.

Instead, there's a clear, simple matrix chart on the
front panel which lists all the machine's available
parameters and functions. The chart is divided logically
into six modes, and each mode is further sub -divided
into eight functions or control parameters.

Accessing these is simplicity itself. You just use the
Mode Select key along the bottom of the chart to enter
the mode you want (Pattern Record, Pattern Edit,
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Instrument Setting, whatever), followed by the relevant
function key along the side to select the parameter.

Having accessed the parameter to be altered,

whether it be tempo change, instrument decay or
whatever, a data slider or the +1/yes, - I /no

increment keys - are used to adjust that parameter's
particular values. The machine's bright blue, 36 -charac-

ter LCD conveys (almost) all the information you're
ever going to need, and is quite a friendly little soul with
plenty of "OK!"s and "ARE YOU SURE?"s to guide the

forgetful and the insecure.
Additionally, there's a lot on the DDDI that hardly

needs mentioning, simply because it corresponds closely

with what everyone has come to expect of drum
machines. Old friends such as real-time and step -time

recording options, a wide range of available time -
signatures, Tap Tempo facility, Swing and Resolution
(quantisation) parameters, Erase, Copy, Append and
linking functions...all of these are fairly straightforward,

and have been included by Mr and Mrs Korg on their
new baby.

As far as memory goes, the machine will hold up to
100 patterns (from 00 to 99), the length of each being
variable between I and 99 measures (or bars). The
maximum number of notes that can be written in any
one pattern is 249, so those with a complex bent (or a
bent complex) should be well catered -for.

Ten songs can be stored internally, with each
accepting up to 255 parts. Now a "part", in the case of
the DDDI, can mean a single pattern or a whole song
(one of the other nine). So Song 2 might be made up of
Song 6, Song 7, and Song I , plus 252 further complete
patterns. Nice one.

Alternatively, the DDD I's entire memory can be
transferred onto a RAM card (there's another port for
this on the front edge of the machine) or onto tape.

MIDI
MIDI ON the DDDI fulfils three separate functions:
synchronisation of patterns, dynamic triggering of
individual sounds, and control of tuning and decay.

The DDDI transmits and recognises the MIDI clock,
plus the associated Start, Stop and Continue commands.

So it can be used as either a master or slave device in
conjunction with MIDI sequencers and/or other drum
machines.

It also implements MIDI song pointers, so with the
help of other machines which have this facility, you can

start synchronised playback from any point in the song.
This means you don't actually need to put your drum
part onto multitrack tape in the studio; by keeping it in
sync via a SMPTE/MIDI converter (like the Roland
SBX80 or Fostex 4030). you can rewind and start the

tape from any point, and the DDD I will know where
you are and start with the right pattern for that point in
the track.

Individual sounds on the DDD I can be triggered via
MIDI, with dynamics being transmitted as MIDI velocity
codes. So you can use a MIDI keyboard to program
drum patterns or even sequence a keyboard dynamically

from the DDDI . The actual note assignments can be set

for each sound across the MIDI note range 25-71 (CO
to B3 on most keyboards) and reception and trans-
mission of these notes can be disabled vital if you're
using MIDI just for synchronisation.

The rest of the MIDI note range is used to control
tuning and decay of sour ids. Values below note number

24 control the decay, with Maximum decay on note 0
and the shortest on 24. Not:that many keyboards
actually go this low, bin. several of today's sequencers
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can specify notes in this range, so you're able to use this

facility for step -time programming.
MIDI note numbers 71-96 are used to control tuning.

This is the same range used by Sequential, so it should be

possible for the two companies' machines to communi-
cate tuning changes as well as trigger each other's
sounds.

Both the decay and tuning levels apply only to sounds

(ie. assigned note numbers) being held in the middle
range (25-71) when the tuning or decay notes are sent
or received.

All in all, the MIDI on the DDDI mirrors the
programming flexibility of the rest of the machine,
making itself useful in several different areas. But I'd like

to have seen the ability to put different sounds on
different MIDI channels to give a bit of extra flexibility
with simultaneous multiple tunings and decays, even
though this is something most programmers would
miss.

Can the DDD I possibly have anything else to offer?

Well, when the machine is in Assign mode, a further
three options are available to determine how you want
your chosen voices to sound.

"Poly" allows each instrument to sound out to the full
- layering up to 12 complete sounds on top of each
other for any given beat. "Mono" mode does the
opposite, cutting off any previous sound the moment a
new key is tapped. Lastly, an "Exclusive" status kan be

assigned to selected instruments that should riot be
sounded at the same time, such as open hi -hat and closed

hi -hat, or mute and slap conga sounds when using ROM
cards.

Verdict
THE THINGS that really make this machine special are
its dynamics and its superb flexibility. The sounds
themselves are all digital samples, and range from the

ridiculously enjoyable - all of the cymbals, most of the
bass -drums, snares, toms and special effects - to the
ridiculously unconvincing, like the bongos and a few of
the simpler hand-held percussion instruments like, of all
things, the tambourine.

Tuning saves most of the lesser sounds, but you have
to remember that I only had access to five memory
cards, which represents only a small part of Korg's ROM

library (there are about 30 altogether).
Put everything together in a pattern and the resulting

sound is very impressive. Most of the instruments are

sharp and strong, becoming more so once you've got
accustomed to playing the dynamic pads, and with
programmable Roll and Flam controls, the flexibility of
the DDD I sound is more than remarkable.

An inadequate interfacing section could have let the
whole show down, of course. But Korg have thought of
that, too, so in addition to the MIDI implementation
mentioned above, you've got eight separate (and
assignable) audio outs, an audio in, trigger out, and so on.

Flexibility is the word, logic was undoubtedly the
guideline, and a very impressive drum machine is the
result. The DDDI won't harm the lowest end of the
drum machine market, but it should certainly pose a
serious threat to just about everything else around...

Price £799 including VAT
More from Korg UK, 32-34 Gordon House Road,
London NW5. 1St 01-267 5151
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THE WriAR
He was a heavy

metal fan, a
dancefloor addict,

and a mediocre
keyboard player

in a mediocre
band. Then '19'

shot Paul
Hardcastle to

overnight
stardom, and a

string of hit
singles and tv

signature tunes
has followed.

Interview by Tim
Goodyer.
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pAUL HARDCASTLE IS a busy man
these days. Apart from recording a
new theme tune for Top of the Pops -
now released as a single, 'The Wizard'
- he's been occupying himself with

film work, television commercials and
taking delivery of the UK's only New
England Digital 16 -track Direct -to -Disk
recording system.

Hardcastle is best-known, inter-
nationally, as the man who made '19'. The
single, released in the spring of '85, not
only made his name, but also left an
indelible mark on contemporary pop
music and the way it's made. '19' employed
a compelling dancefloor TR808 drum
pattern and a strong MiniMoog bassline,
over which Hardcastle skirted round the
problem of a vocal with a found -source
narrative. The narration was taken from a
Channel 4 documentary on the Vietnam
war called 'Vietnam Requiem'. But more
consequentially in musical terms, it
employed one of technology's latest tricks:
sampling.

Although the n -n -n -nineteen style of
stuttered sample has now become a cliche,
it added momentum to the growth of
sampling as a technique. And the track

itself remains high on Hardcastle's own
playlist.

-19' is one of the songs I still like to pull
out now and again and give a listen", he
admits. "I think it's still my favourite
record, not because it sold, but because I
can still sit down and enjoy listening to it
and watching the video."

For Hardcastle, the route to '19' began
with a short-lived band called Direct
Drive. A couple of singles emerged, cour-
tesy of Charlie Gillett's Oval label.

"I started playing around the end of '81
with an old Korg 700", Hardcastle recalls.
"I was into dance stuff at the time but
before that I'd been listening to Hawkwind,
Black Sabbath and Deep Purple. I saw this
ad for a keyboard player in Melody Maker
and went up for it. I really was the pits
then, but I'd put some things down on
tape and they liked my ideas and my
approach, so I got the job.

"I stayed with them for seven or eight
months, then myself and the singer split
and we became a group called First Light.
We had a couple of singles out on London
Records, and that was when I started
getting into instrumentals. I was doing all
the B-sides to the singles on my own, and
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they were getting more attention than the
A -sides."

A dispute with London resulted in the
formation of Hardcastle's own Total
Control label...

"The first single we put out was a cover
of D -Train's 'You're The One For Me'
which got to 41 in the national charts -
and that was only bad luck due to poor
distribution. I then put out a record called
`Rainforest' on Bluebird which, again,
stopped at 41, one place away from getting
at least five Radio 1 airplays."

By this time, Hardcastle had become an
attractive enough proposition for the
Chrysalis label to approach him. In con-
trast with the unhappy association with
London, he found the attitudes at Chrysalis
much more to his liking - and to his
advantage.

"I took them '19' and said: 'there's my
single!' One bloke there raved about it and
it was through his enthusiasm that every-
one got behind it. They released it and
suddenly it was everywhere. I don't think
they really took it all in until it was over. It
went to number one here, and we had 13
number ones in all. The only place it didn't
make it was Italy, where it stayed at
number two for five weeks - I still don't
know which bastard kept it off."

THREE -AND -A -HALF MILLION
single sales later, Hardcastle had to
face one of the oldest dilemmas in
pop: how to follow a successful
single. The '19' man needed advice,

but ended up getting too much of it.
"It was like 'now your next record is

going to be...' In the end I was trying to
accommodate everyone, but I'd never do
that again. You think you don't want to
upset the record company, but that's
rubbish because you just upset yourself
instead. I think I'd rather upset the record
company. One thing I stand for now is
doing exactly what I want. Obviously I
can't start making ten-minute singles, but
as to what's in them, that's mine."

The chosen sequel to '19' was 'Just For
Money', a musical look at the Great Train
Robbery and the St Valentine's Day
Massacre that drew on the talents of actors
Laurence Olivier and Bob Hoskins for its
narrative. It was a more conventional
single than '19', but its successor, 'Don't
Waste My Time', was more conventional
still. Yes, it was actually a song, with singer
(as opposed to narrator or actor) Carol
Kenyon standing under the vocal spotlight.

Both singles sold well, but neither
created the same excitement as '19'. Their
creator, though, has a wider overall view
of his activities, and isn't overly concerned
that he hasn't been able, as yet, to equal
the success of the Vietnam cameo.

"I never really saw myself as being like
Five Star, who have to have a record out
every five weeks or something. I like my
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY NOVEMBER 1986

singles to be a little bit special or a little bit
different. Although I'm not berserk on the
band, you have a feeling it's an event when
a Frankie Goes To Hollywood single
comes out. It's not like a conveyor belt.

"'Just For Money' was a bit of a mistake
because you need to see the video to
appreciate it. If the video had been shown
it would have been a massive hit. Everyone
who's seen the video says they've totally
changed their opinion of it. Making that
so dependent on the video was a mistake,
but I saw it as a visual thing then. We've
won an award for the video, but you can't
win 'em all, can you?

"I think people were expecting a lot
more of the same sort of stuff as '19', and I
was being told not to do the same sort of
thing because everyone was expecting it.
You can never please everyone.

"When I made 'Don't Waste My Time',
although it was a hit people from Radio 1
said 'you're not as adventurous as you
used to be, are you ?'. Then there were the
people who bought 'Don't Waste My
Time' saying 'I'm glad you didn't do
another weird record'. You're in the
middle and you have to make your own
mind up - that's the only way to do things.

"I've also been doing a few tracks for
films, a couple of commercials, remixes
and production work for other people -
just exploring different areas. I know I'm
classed as dance -based but I've produced
records for Phil Lynott and Ian Dury. I
don't hold myself in one category. Music -
wise I make hard driving beat records, but
that doesn't influence what I do with
other people's records.

"On Third World's remix I just went
into the studio and put all the tracks into

 "I took Chrysalis '19' and said: 'There's my single!' One
bloke there raved about it and it was through his enthusiasm
that everyone got behind it. They released it and suddenly it was
everywhere. I don't think they took it all in until it was over."

Record except the lead vocal. After that I
became very good at playing LinnDrum
hi -hats, bass and snare live, because all I
had to go on was the spill on the lead vocal
track!"

Extremes have played a large part in
Hardcastle's work, and his acquisition of
the Direct -to -Disk system being the latest
- and most expensive - example. But such
luxuries weren't always the status quo, as
Hardcastle is quick to point out.

"I recorded '19' on what must have been
the cheapest 24 -track system in the world;
that was the Aces setup. It cost me about
ten grand when I bought it and it was the
first thing I saved up for ages to get. I'd
had it for about three days when I
recorded this little instrumental called
`Rainforest' which went on to sell about
350,000 copies in America. After 'Rain-
forest' I did the album, and that's done 
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Casio Models!!
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sensation £99
Casio CZ101 £299
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 pretty well. Then I recorded '19' on it. It's
funny because you can knock it and say it's
the cheapest in the world, but then my
Ivor Novello award says I sold more
singles than anyone else internationally in
1985.

"So it's not all about technology. But,
when you get into recording, you always
want to go up and up. It's like a bug, a
dangerous drug. A hit like '19' helps a lot,
but I've ploughed most of the money from
that back in now. It's always been my
dream to have an extremely good studio
setup."

UNCHARACTERISTIC THOUGH
IT may be, this understatement
leads Hardcastle onto what is
obviously his current passion. The
arrival of the Direct -to -Disk system

itself was pre-empted by the more common
Synclavier system which, by his own
admission, took a while to get used to.
Now the painful learning process is about
to be repeated, and it seems unlikely
there'll be a users' group to compare notes
with...

"I've had a guy from New England
Digital in for about three weeks installing
it and getting things to go right. This is the
only 16 -track that's been ordered in this
country. It went out at the same time
as Pat Metheny's in America, but Sting
is supposed to be getting a four -track
version."

The Direct -to -Disk system is designed
to replace the multitrack tape stage of
recording, using Winchester disks to store

a digital representation of analogue signals.
"It's not a glorified sequencer", Hard -

castle stresses. "It's a live recorder. The
easiest way to describe it is like having 16
Compact Discs, but all with the ability to
record, and all with twice the sampling
frequency of CD. And even if I sample at
half the maximum sampling rate, it's still
clearer than Compact Disc.

"The tracks are 131/2 minutes long each,
but one of the best parts of it is that you
can go straight back into play after
recording without rewinding, because it's
random access memory. I had a sax player
over here helping me beef up the Late, Late
Breakfast Show theme, and he couldn't
believe that he'd just played his part and I
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY NOVEMBER 1986

was playing it straight back to him. That's
only normally possible with a sequencer."

It's no surprise, then, to learn that
Hardcastle rarely has any use for two-inch
or quarter -inch tape any more.

"I master straight onto a Sony PCM Fl.
The only problem with that is you can't
edit on it. If I do need to do some edits I can
still go across to the Revox without too
much loss in quality because it's all been
put down so clean. It's usually at the 24 -
track stage that you manage to build up a
lot of noise. If there's none there in the
first place, you find it doesn't really hurt at
all to bounce onto analogue.

"There are 16 stereo tracks on the
Direct -to -Disk, not 16 mono tracks. It's
like a 32 -track recorder because all the

 "I'll be happier when I know how to use the Direct -to -Disk. I
hate sitting down with the manual; I just want to get up and
press buttons and see what happens. Sometimes I've been
pressing the wrong buttons and it's been saying 'Read Error' and
all that rubbish."
things you'd normally want to do in stereo
you can do without losing another track.
The voices on the Synclavier are all stereo
too, and now the sampling's stereo. What
New England Digital tend to do is put a lot
of facilities on a machine, and then work
on the software for a particular area at a
time. There are buttons that aren't in use
yet like the Chain, Insert and Delete
functions. Very soon I'll be able to write a
verse and a chorus into the Synclavier and,
if I want to try taking one part out and
putting it somewhere else, I'll be able to do
that like you can on the LinnDrum.

"The Direct -to -Disk uses cartridges to
download all the information when you
get to the end of the 13'/2 minutes. There's
such an amount of memory to take off -
13 1/2 minutes recorded at that sort of
quality takes up around 156 Megabytes of
memory. Think how long it takes a micro
to load up a program from cassette, and
remember that's only around 64K. This is
156 million bytes. I've only used it once so
far, though, and that was for the Late,
Late Breakfast Show.

"It's the most advanced recording tech-
nology in the world, and it's going to take

 "I do all the drum programming from the Synclavier now.
It's 20 times easier and I can do a lot more with the sounds - like
adding dynamics, taking an 808 cowbell and chorusing it, or
putting it at an octave or a fifth to the original sample."
people a long time to catch up with that.
Now NED are going into the video post -
production market."

With so much exciting new technology
to occupy him, Paul Hardcastle can only
be a happy man...

"I'll be happier when I know how to use
it! I hate sitting down with the manual, I
just want to get up and press buttons and 
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pr. see what happens. Sometimes I've been
pressing the wrong buttons and it's been
saying 'Read Error' and all that rubbish...
There's so much you can do that I'm
learning new things every day."

MOVING ON TO the subject of
songwriting, Hardcastle seems un-
able to pinpoint the approach
that's given him a string of charting
singles. There's no rigid formula he

can define that's been responsible for his
success, though it quickly becomes clear
that without technology, life would be a
good deal more difficult.

"I write every way, I mean every way.
The '19' thing started with the TV
programme off a video. lust For Money'
was when I was thinking about the Great
Train Robbery for some reason. I get ideas
from lyrics, rhythm tracks, chords, riffs,
any little thing that you might think of.

"My songs have been put together in
totally different ways. I used to work with
Steve Levine and we both agreed that you
can go into the studio and just get a sound,
like making a Rhodes sound really big and
chorusy, and it will sound so great that it
sounds like a hit on its own. It sounds silly
but it can give you inspiration like a
guitarist with an amp; take half the heavy
metal guitar players and take their amps
away from them, and they won't have half
the inspiration to start doing_ these 20 -
year -long solos. I like long guitar solos so
I'm not criticising that, but I couldn't
come up with bass riffs on a Casio, or a
DX7 for that matter, because I don't find
them very inspiring. Give me the Prophet
or the MiniMoog and it's a totally different
thing."

And speaking of inspiring sounds, those
TR808 drum noises must have been one of
the crucial elements behind '19's beguiling
appeal. Yet the machine itself is now

II. "You like the sound of what you're doing and you tend to
leave it unchanged fora while. But then there comes a time

when you say: 'Hang on, I've been doing this type of thing for
quite a long time now', and then it's time to make a change.

redundant, as Hardcastle uses its sounds
as part of a library of percussion voices
that issue from his Synclavier.

"I do all the drum programming from
the Synclavier now", he says. "Number
one: it's 20 times easier; the 808 is the
worst drum machine in the world to
program. Number two: I can do a lot
more with the sounds - I can add
dynamics, I can take an 808 cowbell and
chorus it within the Synclavier. When you
do that, it automatically duplicates that
voice. Then I can put it at an octave or a
fifth to the original sample.

"I tend to use a bass drum from the 808,
a snare from the Linn plus a sample, a hi -
hat from the 707, handclaps from the 808
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and 707... I've got a whole page of drum
machine sounds and a live kit as well.

"If I'm using the sequencer for putting
down the drums and I don't like the sound
of the bass drum, I can replace it with
another one. If it's on track one I can just
replace, say, a LinnDrum bass drum with
a TR707 bass drum, and that's fantastic.

"I can substitute anything across. If I've
got a synthesiser chord riff playing I can
drop a guitar sample in instead to see what
it'd sound like with a guitar. A lot of the
things I'm doing now start off one way
and then totally change. I've done a remix
of 'The Wizard' that I haven't made
electronic; it's more acoustic.

"You find you like the sound of what
you're doing and you tend to leave it
unchanged for a while. But then there
comes a time when you say: 'hang on, I've
been doing this type of thing for quite a
long time now' and then it's time to make
a change. Not a small change like just
leaving the cowbell out, but 'Whack!' -
change over the lot.

"So now I'm using sampled acoustic
drums a lot because I think people are
starting to get a bit fed up with LinnDrums
and things. What I used to do with the 808
was not take a lot of time or care
programming it, but I don't think it
makes a lot of difference with an 808
because it's a synthetic drum machine. I
used to find the LinnDrum was awful for
triplet bass drums, but grab an 808 and
suddenly there it is."

But if anything were capable of being all
things to, all men Quentin Crisp would
have a patent on it by now, and so it is that
even a Synclavier has its shortcomings. As
a result, it sits in Hardcastle's East London
studio with a selection of more modest
synthesisers for company.

"The one thing the Synclavier really
falls down on is piano sounds", Hardcastle
admits. "But I love the DX Rhodes -I took
the original preset, 11 I think, and fiddled
about until I got a little more top on it.

"I've also got a Roland Jupiter 8, the
trusted Prophet 5, which to me is still the
best analogue synth that's ever been built,
and a MiniMoog, or part of a MiniMoog
anyway - I got rid of that horrible
keyboard, and now I play it from the
Synclavier or DX7. A friend of mine from
a studio called Soundsuite who builds the
UMI converter built one for me.

"And I got one of the new Korg DVP1
vocoders recently, though I haven't used
it properly yet. Other things have been
put to one side lately to make way for the
Direct -to -Disk unit, but when I've got it
all sussed I'll have a bit more time to sort
things out."

It'll be interesting to see what future
innovation deposes the Synclavier from its
throne, and captures the imagination of
one of music technology's most talented -
and down-to-earth - Wizards.
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SYNDROMIC MUSIC
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
OFFICIAL LIBRARY DISKS
FOR AKAI S900
SAMPLER
YOU MAY MIX 'N' MATCH FROM ANY
SECTION!

VOLUME 1 - CLASSIC: £9.99 PER DISK
CELLO (Mega sample) 0
VIOLIN (Swing/Jazz/Classical usage)

FAIRVOICE (Sweet and pure)

DOUBLE BASS (Walk and solos)

000HS (Yuppie)
CLASSICAL GUITAR (be a keyboard Segovia) 
HORNS (Pushy & Punchy)

TRUMPET (blow your own!)

CLARINET (good allrounder)

AH-AHA (not recommended by the
Dangerous Brothers)

VOLUME 2 -
SONGWRITER: £14.99 PER DISK
GLASS BELL/CHOIRNOICE STRING

(haunting, melodic - very useful)
MIXED DISK (Acc Gtr/Strings/Flute/Piano/
Synth Bass)

RHYTHM SECTION (kit/bass/piano/pops)

SONGWRITER 1 (kiumoog bass/Rhodes/
Piano/13 Key Groups) £59.90
LOON (water/vocals/wind chimes/
bamboo flute/loon bird)
PM KIT (strong kit w/kick/room toms/china Volume 207 - LA Studio
etc) 0 - 10 disks/20 sounds £49.90
PERCUSSION B1 (Latin kit w/casta/claves/
tambo/great wind chimes!)
WANGO DRUMS (31 key groups/kit/flex/

LIBRARY DISKS FOR S612/
X7000/S700 SAMPLERS

2.8" disk quick disk format

Volume 201 - Orchestra Ensemble
-10 disks/20 sounds £49.90

a
Volume 202 - Percussive

- 10 disks/20 sounds £59.90

El
Volume 203 - Chorus & Ensemble

- 10 disks/20 sounds £49.90

Volume 204 - Rhythm Section
-10 disks/20 sounds £49.90

Volume 205 - Special Effects
- 10 disks/20 sounds £49.90

bongo/ shaker/clap/bell tree)
WILLIE KIT (Heavyweight kit - 13 key groups) 
CLARINET/BROOK/HARP PLUCK/GLOCK HARP
(woody, wet, very ambient, ringy)

VOLUME 3 - STUDIO: £14.99 PER DISK
SOUND FX 1(clocks/door bells/phones/tones) E
ORCHESTRAL 1 (strings/brass/stabs/analog
w/samples)
WIND INSTRUMENTS (pipes/flutes/blown

Volume 206 - Sounds of Japan
-10 disks/20 sounds

a

AKAI BLANK DISKS

AKAI 3 1/2" - ODDS Blank Disks
per 10 - £45.00

AKAI 2.8" - ODDS Blank Disks
per 10 -

bottles/harmonica/synth sax)
SOUND FX2 (wind/rain/thunder/cow/dogs/ AKAI ACCESSORIES
chickens)

CHOIR (orchestral throughout - sweet top AKAI ASK90
end)

BASS 1-8 (mixed synth basses/slapped and
fretless) L_J

TYMPANI/GONGS (this is why they are at the
back of the orchestra!)
ELECTRIC PIANO (SynRhodes/Digi Piano/Syn
Basses)

SOUND FX5 (Screaming Fans/TV studio/

£29.90

- Audio Trigger Interface
Board 5900- £169.00

AKAI ASK40 - Audio Trigger Interface
Kit S612 - £19.99

applause/laughter/Rock Gig) (11 AKAI ASK70 - Memory Expansion
PCB - X7000/S700 - £149.00MARIMBA/VIBES/ALTO SAX (Bright,

percussive. sexy) a

'Creative music for creative people'
SYNDROMIC MUSIC, 24/26Avenue Mews, London N10 3NP. Telephone 01-444-9126.

We try to turn your orders around quickly and efficiently - please allow at least
10 days for payment by cheque. Maximum delivery time 28 days. Any problems
and we will contact you. If you wish for special dispatch by Red Star/Overnight/
Express etc - Call for details!

BLANK DISCS

Format TPI Tracks Brand Coss

C. LABS RAM Cartridges - 128 memory loca-
tions, fully loaded with high quality - all new
programs, 10 year battery life, 200,000
rewrites, less than 5 secs loading time -

31/2" DSDD 135 Unbranded per 10 -024,99 £117.00.

NEW SOUNDS FOR YOUR PLEASURE

YAMAHA DX100/27/21 -
72 Original Sounds
Cassette £12.95

31/2" DSDD 135 Sony/3M per 10 - 634.99

2.8" DSDD Quick Disk per 10 - £29.90

ROLAND JUNO-106 -
128 Amazing Tones
Cassette £14.95 E51/4" SSDD 48 40 Unbranded per 10 410.99

51/4" SSDD 48 40 3M per 10 - £20.99 ROLAND JUNO-60 -

56 Primo Patches
Cassette £10.00

51/4" DSDD 48

El
40 Unbranded per 10 £11.99

KORG DW6000 -
64 Perfecto Programs
Cassette £12.95

51/4" DSDD 48 40 3M per 10 - 025.99

KORG EX800 mod -
64 Stunning Settings
Cassette £12.95 E51/4" DSDD 96 80 Unbranded per 10 E13.99

5'4" DSDD 96 80 3M per 10 - £31.99
WATCH THIS SPACE FOR NEW
SOUNDS!

DISK STORAGE BOXES

5' 100 £16.99

5V4' x 50 - £13.49

5V.4' x 10 - £2.99

AT LAST A PROFESSIONAL
El AND CREATIVE APPROACH
 TO 'PHOTOGRAPHING'

SOUND!

31/2" x 40 - £10.99

31/2" x 90 - £14.99

STAR SAMPLES
 Volumel contains 56 unique and original

drum samples recorded by Gary Wallis (Nik

O Kershaw/Power Station/Bucks Fizz/Duran
Duran) at Jonn Foxx's Garden Recording

DX ROMS/RAMS

These Rittor ROMS come direct from Japan
and come complete with 64 sounds, editing
hints and sound treatment advice. There is a
great demo cassette available for £1.00 which
is refundable against purchase.

ROMS - Shofuku Vol 1 - £49.99

Studios.

The package contains 7 drum kits each with
different mikings, ambiences and effects plus
a group of stunning hihats/cymbals and
electronic effects. Each sample is cued three
times for auditioning/trigger
setting/recording.

 First analog generation available on TDK MAR
metal cassette only £ 25.00

Shofuku Vol 2 - £49.99 ri
L__1 First digital generation available on Fl format

Minoru/Casiopea - £49.99
£179.00

 Buy TDK version/refundable against
Sakamoto Sounds - £49.99 El Fl format.

DEMO CASSETTE - £1.00 [11 Volume 2 out soon -
STUNNING GRAND PIANO -
LOUD AND MEDIUM SAMPLESBUY TWO - £94.95!

Please Note. All the above products include VAT/Postage & Packing for the
UK only!

Overseas Postage Surcharge:

Europe - Orders under £50.00/£2.50 - over £50.00/£5.00.
Elsewhere - Orders under £50.00/£4.00 - over £50.00/£8.00.

NAME

ADDRESS

POST CODE

Please tick the product boxes for the goods that you require

TOTAL AMOUNT OF ORDER inc postage if applicable £ I enclose
postal/money/bankers order/cheque made payable to SYNDROMIC MUSIC to
the value of £

VISA
Call 01-444.9126 to pay by ACCESSNISA - Top priority
clearance and dispatch!

mull



YARDS AHEAD

Tucked away in
one corner of

Earl's Court is
Lillie Yard, a

recording studio
"hose equipment

list stretches all
the way from a

ifriasszve analogue

modular
synthesiser to the

latest digital
technology.

Report by
Matthew

Vosburgh.

TO THE AVERAGE LONDONER,
Earl's Court is famous for housing
The Ideal Home Show, large num-
bers of Australians, and similarly
large numbers of homosexuals

(though not, as far as I know, homosexual
Australians). What the average Londoner
doesn't know is that Earl's Court is also
home to a remarkable 24 -track studio with
its own programming suite - Lillie Yard.

The studio is owned by two successful
film music composers, neither of whom
are homosexuals or Australians - Hans
Zimmer and Stanley Myers. E&MM (sorry,
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY) readers will
probably remember Zimmer for his work
with Warren Cann under the name
Heiden; the duo's London Planetarium
performance, reported in these pages a few
years back, was notable mainly for its use
of five Fait -lights - they borrowed Syco's
entire stock.

While continuing to work with Cann on
an occasional basis, Zimmer has since gone
on to do a vast amount of work, penning
soundtracks for some critically acclaimed
British movies like My Beautiful Laun-
derette and Nic Roeg's Insignificance.

This makes Zimmer a respected up-and-
coming film composer. His partner Myers,
on the other hand, is an extremely well -
established one, with years of experience
behind him, and credits that include
Theme from The Deerhunter among many
others.

With owners like these, it's not surprising
that Lillie Yard has been designed with
working "to picture" firmly in mind. The
facility is equipped for three different
video formats (U-matic, Betamax, and
VHS), and has both a professional video

patchbay and all the sync devices you
could possibly want, like an SRC Friend -
chip, a Fostex SMPTE machine and a Q -
Lock. (Technical Note. The Q -Lock makes
syncing your Fairlight to a feature film a
slice of Battenburg. It also costs a vast
amount of money. I'm not saying what I'd
do if I had that much money, but it
involves Bananarama, a small tropical
island, and a large amount of whipped
cream.)

A lot of money's been spent on the audio
side, too. Would you believe eight different
digital reverbs? (That's an AMS, an Ursa
Major, a Lexicon, two different Yamahas,
two different Dynacords and a Roland.)
And that's not counting the two Yamaha
SPX90 multi -effects processors.

Make no mistake. When it comes to
hardware, these guys are serious.

Lillie Yard also has classic MIDI and pre -
MIDI synthesisers (including the largest
modular analogue system I've ever seen),
the most expensive drum machine known
to man, and a Fairlight. Most important of
all, the studio has a truly post -MIDI design
philosophy. More on this later.

All this does not, of course, come cheap
(it comes at £650 + VAT per 12 -hour day,
actually). But then, Lillie Yard aren't
exactly in the business of cutting corners.

In the flesh, Zimmer is 28, very hi -tech,
and has more energy than a Real Roxanne
gig. (Technical Note. A Real Roxanne gig
generates as much energy as a large
nuclear power station, but doesn't kill
quite as many people. That's why there
isn't a Real Roxanne Exhibition Centre.)

Tell us, Hans, how the studio started.
"I bought the place in '79 but didn't do

anything with it until a couple of years
ago. Basically my partner and I got a
Fairlight, and then we decided we needed a
mixing desk, and then a few monitors, and
then a tape machine. So you see, it started
up as our 'home' studio and it grew from
there. It wasn't designed or anything like
that, it was just done, if you know what I
mean.

"We've always had friends coming in,
but really it was never designed to appeal
to anybody other than ourselves; we were
just lucky that keyboard studios caught
on. Everybody's building them now. It's
only since this April, though, that we've
started having serious clients here from
the big bad outside world."

Since April? Well yes, Zimmer and
Myers had a spring-clean which con-
sisted of re -equipping and re -wiring
the entire place. In fact, £25,000 was
spent on wiring alone. This is partly

because the studio was wired for 48 -track,
so it's now just a case of hiring another 24 -
track machine and flipping a switch when
more tracks are needed. Another reason so
much wiring was needed was the size of
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the new mixing desk installed -a large and
fairly unusual console made by a company
called DDA.

"We were guinea pigs with this desk,
because no one other than Steve Levine
had one at the time", says Zimmer.

Does it have Total Recall? (Technical
Note. Desks with Total Recall, most SSL
desks for instance, can remember and
"set" the positions of their various knobs
and sliders, so they can do the mixdown
for you.)

"No, nothing like that. In fact that's one
of the reasons we got it. With all the
electronic stuff that we've got in here, I
wanted the desk at least to be nice and
clean, and not add anything to the signal.
We did think about getting an SSL for a
bit, but (a) everybody else has got them,
which I think is really boring, and (b) they
don't actually sound that good.

"We found that the more electronics
you have in a desk, the worse it sounds. I
was talking to Steve Rance (old friend and
probably the best Fairlight Series III
programmer in the world) about it, and he
suggested I go and have a look at this thing
(he gestures at the imposing DDA desk).
You see, all the stuff that he does now is
digital, and he's found that the SSL is just
far too noisy for that sort of thing. I agree.
We were doing some remixing here the
other day, of stuff that had been recorded
on two Sonys via an SSL, and it was pretty
noisy. This desk is far quieter, and because
it's completely balanced internally, there's
no crosstalk either. And anyway, I needed
a very large desk because of all the
synthesisers and everything that are
permanently coming in."

The desk certainly is large, with 24 fully -
equipped monitor channels becoming in-
puts in remix mode, giving 60 inputs in all.
This means the Fairlight and all the
sequenced keyboards and drum machines
can be kept off -tape until the final mix,
saving tracks and increasing sound quality.

"Another reason we chose this desk is
because DDA were prepared to do all the
mods I wanted them to do. We had them
add an extra patchbay, which was a bit of
an experiment for them. The one on the
far right is not quite standard - in fact
there are so many wires going into it that
the bottom lid doesn't fit anymore!

"We have all the control voltages for the
effects coming up on the second patchbay,
which is something I don't think any
other studios have. We do have a lot of
effects, and I can get at everything now. A
certain amount of experimentation went
on with how to label all the sockets. DDA's
idea was to have a book with it all written
down, but I can't expect my people to
work like that. We ended up with it all
colour -coded."

The Lillie Yard array of sound manipu-
lators is pretty extensive, stretching past
the various reverbs to encompass such
things as four dedicated DDLs, two
different harmonisers, and all the normal
dedicated phaser/chorus/flanger kind of
stuff.

"We do a lot of 12 -inch remixes here
because we have all these toys and effects,
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and because we're able to run everything
live in the mix. We had one guy in who had
been paying £350 a day somewhere else,
but £600 a day in equipment hire. Here, he
didn't have to hire anything."

And there's another good reason to
have all those different reverbs, as Zimmer
explains.

"As you know, we do a lot of film work
here, and you do need a lot of gear for
Dolby Stereo mixing. Very few engineers
know how it works, but really, with Dolby
Stereo you've got three tracks: the centre
track is the main, heart track, and the two
side tracks (ie. hard left and hard right)
have your echo and stuff on them. The
Dolby system then looks at the two side
tracks, and anything that's out of phase
between them gets sent to the speakers at
the back of the theatre, which is how it
creates the ambience.

"That means you can't just have one
AMS reverb going left and right, because
the Dolby system then thinks everything's
out of phase, and sends it all to the back
speakers. To avoid that, you really need a
separate reverb for each thing.

"Of course that's just the short version
of what Dolby Stereo does - there's a lot
more to it than that. It does quite a bit of
playing with the academy curve - the
8kHz roll -off and stuff. If you listen to a
Dolby Stereo mix without the system in, it
just sounds horrendous, but it's great for
cinemas.

"I do love doing cinema sound, because
you don't have to worry about how it'll
sound on little speakers. They just want
lots of bottom, and you can do big things,
and proper stereo."



110" way from sound treatment and on
to sound creation, starting with
drum machines. In addition to the
fairly standard Sequential Drum-
traks, Lillie Yard also have a Linn

9000. It's a machine with considerable
virtues, combining a digital beat -box
programmed from small dynamic rubber
pads, with a sophisticated MIDI sequen-
cer. (Linn's final product before bank-
ruptcy, the MlDlstudio, was really just a
repackaged version of this.)

Despite a mammoth price -tag, the 9000
has found favour with quite a cross-
section of musicians and producers. And
Lillie Yard's Linn has had the user
sampling upgrade, which adds to the
machine's usefulness as a drum machine
considerably.

The multitrack real-time sequencer
aspect of the Linn is the cornerstone of
Lillie Yard's post -MIDI studio philosophy
- something that also requires a fair
number of MIDI sound sources to work.
Luckily, there are quite a few of these. And
whereas the Linn is the brain of the
system, the underrated Yamaha DX1 is
the heart - its weighted keys make it a fine
master keyboard, but it is also capable of
generating some uniquely complex and
dirty FM sounds of its own. The studio
also has a Yamaha TX816 rack (effectively
eight DX7s), making its FM capabilities
pretty awesome.

There's a PPG Wave 2.3 on the equip-
ment list, though this is "subject to
availability", because it's shared with the
programming room upstairs. The purely
analogue side is taken care of by a Roland
Super Jupiter module and a multi-timbral
Oberheim Xpander.

Spread throughout the keyboard area
are the various bits of the (MIDI) Fairlight.
Zimmer has had Steve Rance write some
special filmscore software for it.

"You just log all your cues into the
Fairlight and it works out on which beat
things fall; it's like painting by numbers
now - you just fill in the gaps!"

Surprisingly - given the studio's devotion
to the latest technology - the Yard hasn't
yet been equipped with a Series III
Fairlight. I'm told it's in the pipeline, but
that the owners are waiting for a few more
pieces of the system to be finished before
they buy it. Typically, Lillie Yard are
thinking of having their cake and eating it,
by keeping their old Fairlight when they
eventually upgrade.

In the meantime they've bought an
Akai S900 sampling module which, with
12 -bit resolution and a large sample
memory, comfortably handles areas where
the Series II Fairlight dare not tread.

The advanced MIDI system forms a
strange contrast to the huge black
modular wall, which evokes memories of
the earliest days of synthesis. Pride of
place here is given to an ancient Moog 55
system, which Zimmer bought from
Tangerine Dream. It's one of the first
synthesisers ever built, and it's a classic.
More modern is the extensive collection
of Roland System 700 and 100M modules
- the sort of equipment responsible

(thanks largely to producer Martin
Rushent's enthusiasm) for the most
interesting noises on the Human League's
album Dare. The system is completed by
four of the French -made RSF Kobol
units (each is a self-contained modular
dual-VCO synthesiser) that Depeche
Mode are so fond of.

All this (33 oscillators in total) can be
controlled with a Roland four -note poly
keyboard controller, an MC4 Micro -
Composer, or from MIDI via a Roland
MPU101 interface. Viewed in conjunction
with the MIDI equipment, it is that rare
commodity, a keyboard system with the
best of everything, and beautifully inte-
grated into the studio of which it forms a
part.

Upstairs is a separate programming
room, where most of the MIDI key-
boards from downstairs are duplicated -
another Fairlight, another Linn 9000,
another TX816 rack and so on. How-
ever, there are some things here that
don't exist downstairs - like an Oberheim
Matrix 6R module, and a DX7 that
justifies its existence because a lot of
programmers have their own collection
of DX7 sounds on RAM cartridges,
which are no use if they've only got a
TX816 rack to work with. Master
keyboard here is a Yamaha KX88.

The programming room also houses
one very rare item - an E -mu Alpert
modular analogue synth. Now I don't
know about you, but I'd never seen one
of these before. In case you don't
recognise it, it's the big silver thing in
the top right-hand corner of one of the
photographs.

The upstairs room also has an Akai
MG1212 12 -track recorder, to help people
get their ideas together, and a few
outboard effects.

All in all, a pleasant programming
environment, complete with daylight
coming through the skylight in the
ceiling. It's also completely wired up to
the main studio downstairs.

Back downstairs, the main control
room is well thought out, too. It's full
of neat touches, like the two large
Sony Profeel colour monitors between
the speakers, the left-hand one of

which shows a video picture of the meters
on the multitrack - a way of keeping in
touch even though the machine is no-
where to be seen.

"I wanted to hide the tape machines out
of the way, so that you don't hear all the
clinking and clonking", explains Zimmer.
"All you're supposed to hear is the music.
Another thing is the heat aspect; every-
thing that makes a lot of heat is behind a
partition, and the amps are all in a separate
room anyway."

As soon as the VCR starts, the left-hand
monitor switches over to video, while the
other monitor is normally used to put the
Fairlight display up where the engineer
can see it. As I arrived, it was being used to
show the display of Steve Rance's special
Fairlight program mentioned earlier.
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The most recent Lillie Yard purchase is
the aforementioned Q -Lock, but why did
they need one when they already had two
perfectly good sync units?

"All the engineers who work on films in
this country are used to Q -Lock", says
Zimmer. "It doesn't matter if there's a
better system around or not, it's the fact
that with Q -Lock they can just come in, sit
down, and start work. Alan, who does all
my film recording, still has problems with
the Fostex, because being so used to the Q -
Lock, he expects something to happen
when he presses a certain button, and it
doesn't."

There's been another major addition to
the studio recently. A sizeable room on the
ground floor, formerly rented out to a
photographer, has now been turned into a
live room for the studio, making the
facility rather more than just a keyboard -
based setup.

"We had all these wonderful plans about
what to do with the live room when the
photographer moved out", says Zimmer.
"What happened in the end is that we
stuck a drum kit in there and it sounded so
great that we're going to leave it just as it
is. Everything here is a bit designed by
accident, and if that works, great! If it
doesn't work, we get somebody clever in to
give us a hand."

The live room is also now the home of an
Ibach acoustic grand piano, though Hans
feels that this now has unfair competition.

"We've just got one of those Roland
MIDI pianos, and they sound really good,
I mean, they're good enough for 'in the
track' any day. You have to tweak the
internal sounds a bit, but really they're
very good. The vibes in particular -I think
there's going to be lots of vibes on
everything coming up. We only got the
rack -mounting version of it, simply be-
cause we don't have space for any more
keyboards; everything runs off the DX1.
I'm just worried that all my chaps are
going to forget how to mic up real pianos.

"Our MIDI is pretty well sorted out
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY NOVEMBER 1986 55

here. Syco gave us one of those M16s and
now we have to get the expander for that,
because we've just run out.

"It's funny. Every time you do some-
thing you think that you're going to over -
budget and overdo it, like on wiring. Two
months later you've run out and you have
to get the guys back to lay a few cables. It
never stops.

"We get a lot of people coming round
here saying: 'We want to build a studio,
what's your advice?' And my advice is
always the same - don't. It's crazy. I find it
hard to understand how a studio which is
just there for the sake of being a studio can
make money, because you do have to buy
new gear all the time. Here, the money is
also being made through our own music.

"I really never was interested in making
this place revolutionary. I just wanted it to
be very functional, and to have all the
things in here that you normally have to
hire in."

So Lillie Yard is just a well -designed,
functional studio with more or less every-
thing you'd ever need. For synthesised
film work it's pretty unbeatable - the price
is probably justified by the Q -Lock and the
reverbs alone. The programming room is
pretty extensive too, and as it duplicates so
much of the MIDI gear, it enables you to
get the bulk of your sound -creation work
out of the way upstairs, before moving
down into the more expensive main studio
- an excellent idea, and one that may well
become more widely applied.

Overall, I'd say Lillie Yard is one of the
nicest studios I've seen in London, and I've
seen quite a few. In fact, I think this might
be my Ideal Home...
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While the legendary Fairlight CMI may have to remain

a dream for most of us, it's astonishing to see how much the

rather more modest sum of £50t will buy.

Music Machine* from Ram is a remarkable new peri-

pheral that transforms a home micro into a powerful computer

music system. It provides most of the facilities you'd expect

from a fully-fledged studio system.

With Music Machine you get sound sampling

including sample editing facilities, reverb and echo effects.

Together with eight pre -sampled voices including

drums and synthesiser, which you can add to with new sounds,

a powerful drum section with sampled sounds and a complete

rhythm editor. And, there are powerful composition features

including note, bar and tune editing.

All the samples can be played either from the compu-

ter, or from a MIDI instrument.



And the fast, menu driven graphics allow sounds to be

created and songs composed in minutes. Music Machine comes

complete with illustrated user guide, microphone, headphones

socket and demonstration recording.

From under £50, it won't have your bank manager

worried either.

E49.95 FOR SINCLAIR SPECTRUM TAPE VERSI ON. E49.95 FOR AMSTRAD CPC 464 AND

Ram Electronics (Fleet) Ltd, Unit 16, Redfields Industrial Park, Redfield
Lane, Church Crookham, Aldershot, Hampshire GU15 ORE. Tel: (0252) 850085.

Please rush me Music Machine for  Spectrum at £49.95 Amstrad -1
Tape version at £49.95  Amstrad Disk version at £59.95 NB Add £1

p &p (£5 overseas)  I enclose a cheque/postal order  Charge my

Access/Visa

NAME

ADDRESS

=
Expiry Date / /

POSTCODE TEL

24 hour despatch for postal orders and credit cards (7 days for cheques). Mimic Machine is fully
compatible with the Sinclair Spectrum, Spectrum Plus,128 and Plus Two and Sinclair Microdrives,
and also for the Amstrad CPC 464, 664 and 6128.

Ram Electronics (Fleet) Ltd, Dept ( EMM ), Unit 16, Redfields Industrial Park, Redfield Lane,
Church Crookham, Aldershot, Hants GU13 ORE.

CPC 664 TAPE VERSION. £59.95 FOR AMSTRAD CPC 464, 664 AND 6128 DISK VERSION.
Trade and Export enquiries welcome
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WERSI MK1
Polyphonic Synthesiser

When we first

looked at the
MK1, it

overwhelmed us
with a vast range
of programming

options. We've
since played with
it for longer, but

will working
musicians have

time to do the
same? By Simon

Trask.
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THE BIG JAPANESE manufacturers - Casio and Yamaha

especially - have brought the synthesiser and the home

keyboard closer together than ever. For them, the
difference between a home keyboard and a synthesiser has

now become one of how the technology is packaged, rather

than what the technology actually is.

Which is fine for the sort of economic and marketing
structures the Japanese employ, but not quite such good

news for European companies - like Elka and Wersi - who

have made a name for themselves as manufacturers of
quality organs and home keyboards, but who now have to

work at break -neck speed just to keep up with the Far East.

Elka are already well known for their diversification into

upmarket synths with the renowned Synthex, and have
now come up with the EK22 and EK44 analogue and digital

synths (both reviewed in E&MM October '86).
And Wersi are now claiming their stake in the action

with the MKI polysynth (previewed in E&MM July '86), and

they too have chosen to aim their sights upmarket. As such,

it would be reasonable to expect a highly -specified

instrument - which, as it turns out, is exactly what the MK I

is.

The Wersi comes in eight-, 12- and 20 -voice versions.

Lurking beneath its unprepossessing exterior are eight

'internal manuals' (the organ terminology makes its

appearance pretty quickly), each of which can be looked
upon as a polyphonic synth in its own right, with its own

sound which can be selected internally or via MIDI.

Each "sound" on the MK I can in fact consist of up to four

components, each of which can be a sound in its own right

and can be given its own volume level. Routing allows you

to send each component/sound to left, right or both audio

outputs.

The MK I's layering ability allows you to put together
some very effective sound combinations. What's more, it's

possible to link together pairs of manuals when playing from

the keyboard, to allow even more components to a
"sound". In fact, it's when you start layering sounds that the

MKI really comes into its own.

Format
THE MKI ALIGNS itself with other new synths such as the

Prophet VS and the Kawai K3 by adopting the Additive
Synthesis approach to sound creation, combined with familiar

analogue filtering. Wersi have also included software -
implemented effects processing (still something of a new

technique), providing onboard flanging, chorusing, rotating -

speaker effects, feedback, distortion and "strings" (the
latter an "ensemble" effect).

Wersi have provided up to four different waveforms
(imaginatively labelled "bass", "tenor", "alto" and "soprano")

spread across the five -octave keyboard (which is sensitive

to both velocity and pressure, by the way), an approach

similar in principle to multi-sampling.

The bass waveform is active over the lowest two octaves

of the keyboard, while the other three waveforms occupy

an octave each. The bass and tenor waveforms can have up

to 32 harmonics apiece, while the alto and soprano have up

to 16.
The amplitude value for each harmonic (which has 12 -bit

resolution) can be set using 16 front -panel sliders. Starting

from scratch, it's a laborious process just to define a
sawtooth wave (which the manual - or perhaps I should say

"user guide" - tells you how to go through). The route for

most people will be to modify existing sounds through a

combination of additive synthesis and the various sound -

processing options that the MKI has onboard. At present

the sounds available for the MKI aren't plentiful, but
according to Wersi, several sound cartridges will be

available imminently.

The current selection of sounds includes strings, piano,

bass, organ, vibes, guitar, bells and brass - a reasonable

selection to begin programming with.

The MK I allows you to select a single floating split -point,

with dynamic allocation of voices to each side of the split.

Manual zero corresponds to the right half of the keyboard,

and manual one to the left half.

To the far left of the keyboard are sliders for master
volume, left volume and right volume (corresponding to
each side of a split) and Balance/Solo/AOC. The effect of

the latter depends on which function you have activated.

Balance allows you to alter the volume level of each
component in a sound (which, remember, can have up to
four components); Solo allows you to adjust the balance of

the top voice and the remaining voices in a chord; while
AOC has a similar function in allowing you to adjust the
volume balance between the played note and the other
chordal notes that are automatically generated in the right
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hand on the basis of the chord played with the left hand.

Confusingly, the Wersi's voices are organised in three
different groups, going under the guise of DMS Instruments,

CV Instruments and Total Instruments.

DMS voices are presets in ROM (20 onboard, a further
20 on ROM cartridge), while CV voices are the same as
DMS voices except that they are held in RAM (20 onboard,

a further 10 on RAM cartridge) and can consist of a
maximum two components compared to the DMS
instruments' four. To make a four -component CV sound,

you have to link two CV instruments together.
Total Instruments (16 onboard, a further eight on RAM

cartridge) are equivalent to performance memories. So this

is where you store split information together with volume

settings for all voice components, touch -sensitivity and
wheel settings, and such parameters as routing and tuning

for each sound.

The complete contents of a RAM cartridge can be
transferred to the MKI 's memory, into either upper or
lower "banks", and either of these banks can similarly be

transferred to cartridge.

Controls
ALL OF THE MK I's plentiful functions (and there are
enough of them, believe me) are accessed through

something called a Function Control Matrix, on the right-

hand side of the front panel. This has six "levels" which are

selected by pressing various combinations of buttons to the

right of the matrix display. To see which parameters you

are accessing on each level, you have to refer to a clip -on

spiral -bound booklet (only the Play level is printed on the

instrument itself); it's a far from ideal device on a
professional instrument, and is bound to come unstuck
(sorry) at some stage or another.

The Wersi's filter section allows you to select between

low-pass and band-pass filtering, four -pole and two -pole

cutoff, tracking frequency offset, and whether or not the
VCF will be retriggered with each note. You can also define

a two-phase frequency envelope with four frequency levels

and adjustable time span.

Wersi have given the MKI 's touch -sensitivity a healthy

array of voice parameter assignments. Velocity can be
assigned to VCF frequency (with a choice of three scales),

volume and "voice" (the latter including attack time,

release time, vibrato and detune), while aftertouch can be

assigned to vibrato, volume, VCF frequency and pitch. The

ranges within which these dynamic effects operate can be

limited; in the case of velocity, you can define ranges for the

whole instrument and for individual voices.

Assignability is also the name of the game with the MKI 's

performance controllers. Wheel I, which is centre -sprung,

can be assigned to control vibrato (up for frequency, down

for amplitude) and/or pitch -bend. Wheel 2 can also be set

to control pitch -bend and vibrato, along with any of VCF

frequency, VCF resonance and timing for the two phases of

the VCF envelope.

Foot control comes in the form of one footpedal and two

footswitches. The footpedal (or "swell -shoe", as Wersi put

it) can be assigned to control any of volume, VCF frequency

and VCF resonance. Both footpedals can be set to control

rotor effect on/off (assuming the effect has been set for the

selected sound), sustain on/off and "Hawaii". The last
transposes all currently -playing voices down a semitone

when the footswitch is depressed, and then automatically

glides back up to the initial pitch (or immediately returns if

the footswitch is released). It's meant, as you may have

guessed, to be an imitation of a Hawaiian guitar.

Finally, you can use the two footswitches as increment/

decrement controls for transposing the whole keyboard in

semitone steps, and/or for stepping through the Presets.
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The MKI includes a sophisticated implementation of
MIDI Mono Mode, similar to those found on instruments
like the Casio CZ I and Ensoniq ESQ I . Thus each of the

Wersi's eight internal manuals can be played polyphonically

from a different MIDI channel, and can respond independently

to MIDI patch change commands.

In fact, the Wersi allows you to assign a manual (or no

manual) to each of the 16 available MIDI channels- meaning

that each manual and the sound assigned to it can be played

from more than one MIDI channel. Voice assignments
appear to be dynamic, and the 20 -voice version which we

had for review managed to sound virtually limitless, even

when using four -component sounds. At times, it was hard

to believe such a wealth of sound could be coming from one

instrument.

The MIDI basic channel (on which pitch -bend, controller

and aftertouch data are received) can be set to any one of

the 16 channels, and in turn assigned to any one of the

internal manuals. MIDI transmission and/or reception of
pitch -bend, controller codes, patch changes, aftertouch and

note data can be selectively disabled.

Overflow mode (familiar now from instruments such as

the Prophet 2000 and 5nsoniq ESQ1) allows only notes

which can't be handled by the MK I's onboard voice capacity

to be transmitted over MIDI - allowing a second MK Ito be

hooked up for a simply huge (ie. many -voice) system.

Verdict
THERE'S NO DOUBT the MKI is a powerful, flexible and

full -sounding instrument. It's far from being a half-hearted

attempt at grabbing a slice of the pro synth market, and
employs some pretty sophisticated technology to achieve

its ends. In fact, it's hard to find any one important area in

which the MK I's designers have skimped.

If anything, Wersi may actually have built too much into

their first synthesiser. Because although you can only
admire the thoroughness of the MKI 's design, it's also

difficult to ignore the fact that all that power isn't exactly

presented in the friendliest, most easily accessible way. No

synth player - no matter how experienced - is going to
view that front panel with anything other than mild
bemusement, even though it's the gateway to a huge
archive of new sounds. And experience teaches us that

instruments which overwhelm their users don't get used to

the full.

The working musician who's in a position to afford the

MKI may not have the time to uncover all its features, and

that's something of a pity, when you consider how
sophisticated the Wersi really is.

A promising first entry into the synth market, then, but a

machine unlikely to achieve classic status until its facilities

are presented in a more easily understandable way.

Prices MK1 eight -voice £1653, 12 -voice £1850, 20 -
voice £2337, ROM cartridge £49, RAM cartridge
£45.50; all including VAT
More from Wersi Organs and Pianos, Royal Oak
Centre, Purley, Surrey CR2 2BG. 2;t 01-668 9733

 "Confusingly,
the Wersi's voices
are organised in
three different
groups: DMS
Instruments, CV
Instruments and
Total Instruments."
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WHERE WILL YOU BE IF YOU'RE
NOT AT THE HANDS ON SHOW?

Are you up to date with the latest developments
in home recording? Are you getting the most
from your equipment? Do you know which
accessories would best suit your purpose?

If you'd rather be enlightened than left in the
dark, you can't afford to miss the Hands on Show

Now in its eighth year, the Hands on Show is
still the only exhibition in Britain dedicated to
Home recording. And the 1986 event will be the
biggest and best yet.

All the leading manufacturers of creative
recording equipment - including Akai, Fostex,
Tascam and Yamaha - will be demonstrating,
answering questions and giving you the chance
to try their products.

Several new products will be on view for the
first time.

The Gateway School of Recording and Music
Technology will be running a series of work-
shops, covering such subjects as patchbays,
acoustics and locking multitrack to video.

At other seminars, guest musicians, producers
and engineers will pass on their expertise.

Admission to the exhibition hall is free. But
there is a registration fee of L'zI for the seminars,
which covers any number of sessions.

However, you can guarantee your place at a
special advance rate of f2 by calling in at the
Turnkey Shop in Percy Street or by writing to:
Turnkey, Brent View Road, London NW9 7EL.

Or call our information line 01-637 0700 for the
latest news.

Strand Palace Hotel,
The Strand,
London WC2
10am till 6 pm.
November 22nd & 23rd.



FOSTEX L16
16-track Tape Recorder

For the past few
years, the Fostex
B16 has been the

centrepiece of
thousands of

small 16 -track

studios all over
the world. Now

all that is set to
change with the
introduction of

the machine's
successor, the

E16. By Paul
White.

EVER SINCE THE B16 was first announced, I've been half -

expecting a competitor to appear. Now, more than twc
years on, Fostex have supplanted the B 16 with the E 16, and

still the competition hasn't emerged.

There should be some, of course, but maybe the initial

predictions of woe that surrounded the B 16's launch were

enough to deter would-be rival designers. After all, the
pundits of the day were a constant source of horror stories

as to what might happen as soon as anyone tried to record
16 tracks onto a miserly half -inch wide strip of tape - which

is just what the Fostex B 16 set out to make possible.

They predicted horrendous drop -out problems (which

we didn't get), and intolerable crosstalk (which the Dolby C

noise reduction kept to a minimum). They said the results

would be noisy (which they weren't), and that the noise

reduction would ruin the sound (which it didn't).

True, there were one or two early reliability problems,

but things soon settled down and the format was quickly

accepted. Even the "Nirvana is a two-inch tape running at

30ips" brigade grudgingly conceded that they were
impressed.

Still, there's no such thing as the perfect machine, and the

B 16 did offer scope for improvement. So what do we have

in the new E 16?

First - and most immediately obvious - the styling has

changed to fall into line with newer Fostex products. This is

a very subjective thing, but my personal view is that the B 16

looked a lot nicer. The E 16 is now finished entirely in
darkest matt black with orange trim. The control buttons

are also black, so it's getting to be a little like Hotblack OP.
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Do- Desiato's spaceship in Hitch -Hiker's Guide; all it needs now is

black lettering to complete the picture. The meters now

shine through a sheet of orange perspex instead of neatly

machined slots in the front panel... But what the hell? It all

works.

In the facilities department, there are now multi -pin
accessory sockets on the rear panel, one for the Fostex
4030 synchroniser and one for the 4050 autolocator.
Because of the number of B I 6s already being used for AN

production work, the ability to plug a SMPTE synchroniser

straight in with no mods or interface boxes is bound to
cause a lot of interest. Furthermore, you could lock two
E 16s together to give you a 30 -track recording system.

There's also a socket for connecting the meters, should

you want to mount them away from the machine. This is

useful if you want to use the recorder in a horizontal
position, and a meter remounting kit is available for this

configuration.

 "A headshield covers the tape when the E16 is in use,
and prevents magnetic fields from causing hum
problems. It's possible to work with this shield

retracted for marking edits."
There are several refinements to the transport control

section, including autolocate and autoplay in addition to the

stop -at -zero facility that the B 16 had. This enables the tape

to be cycled between pre-programmed start and stop

points, and even allows drop -ins to be terminated

automatically and accurately. Though no mention is made in

the manual, it seems the drop -in and drop -out times are

faster than on the B16, so you can drop in or out quickly

without erasing parts of the existing recording that you

want to keep.

One improvement instantly evident to B 16 users will be

the much -improved transport start time. Now the tape
reaches running speed almost instantly, whereas the B16

took a good second or so. This really helps when cueing up

the start of the tape prior to mixing, where you want a
clean start to avoid all those bumps, bangs and count -ins

that somehow got left on tape.

Additionally, there are said to be marginal improvements

to the high -end frequency response of the machine. Well,

considering that the E 16 doesn't cost much more than the

B16, these improvements have got to be good news.

Overview
FOR THE benefit of readers currently returning from a
five-year trip to the planet Tharg, I'll start from the
beginning in describing the E 16, assuming that you haven't

seen a B 16 before.

The new machine is a compact 16 -track multitrack
recorder capable of simultaneously recording all 16 tracks,

onto half -inch tape running at 15ips. Because of the narrow

track arrangement, Dolby C noise reduction is fitted to
keep down crosstalk and noise. This works surprisingly
well, and doesn't dull the sound like Dolby B or kill
transients like budget dbx systems.

The machine accommodates a single reel size of 10'/z"

diameter, and varispeed is fitted so that any recordings can

be tuned to fit in with less accommodating instruments -

such as Steinway grand pianos which, despite their

prestigious market position, still don't have a Master Tune

control.

The same head is used to record and play, thus

eliminating sync problems, and the whole machine is no

larger than some competitors' eight -track recorders. Both

input and output signals are to the -10dB standard, and

there are no level controls or mic inputs; you have to use a

mixing desk with the E16.

Control -wise the E 16 is fairly conventional, but there are

one or two nice touches to make monitoring easier and so

on. So, the next stage is to see how the beast looks from the

driver's seat.

Bar -graph peak -reading meters are used as an alternative

to the VU meters found on other makes of recorder, and

one is provided for each of the 16 channels. These monitor

the signal level going onto tape in the record mode, and the

off -tape level in replay mode. Above each one is a Record

Status button, which puts that track into ready -to -record

mode. Once a channel is thus armed, an LED flashes above

the switch, and when the machine is put into record, the

LED stays on.

The transport control section is a little on the busy side

due to the extra autolocate and autoplay buttons. There are

12 altogether, and these include the usual Play, Stop,

Record and fast wind buttons. The others are Reset,
Memory I and 2, Autoplay, Locate 0 and 1, and finally Auto -

return 1-2.
Reset zeroes the tape counter, which incidentally

indicates tape running time rather than some arbitrary tape

counter figure. Pressing Memory I stores the current
counter readout in memory, and Memory 2 operates
similarly.

As you may have guessed, Locate 0 causes the tape to

return to and stop at zero. Locate I causes the tape to

return to and stop at memory I. If the Auto Play button and
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either of the locate buttons are then pressed, the tape
transport will automatically go into play from fast wind
when the memory location is reached. Similarly, when Auto

Return is active, the tape stops and then rewinds
automatically once it reaches the memory 2 location. If both

are used together, the tape can be made to cycle between

memories I and 2, repeating the section ad infinitum so that

you can practise drop -ins or solos. This is also invaluable for

setting up effects, since there's nothing so frustrating as
getting the reverb nearly right, and then having to cross the

room to re -run the tape.

By setting memory 2 at a drop -out point and invoking

Auto -return, the system can be used to drop out of record

for you prior to rewinding to memory I. Though it may
sound complicated, this method is actually surprisingly

accurate and simple to use.

Usability
MONITORING IS simple with the E16. If the tape is

stopped, pressing a Record Track button arms that track

and the LED blinks. If the Record button is pressed but not

Play, the meters and the line outputs monitor the input
signals for any tracks that are armed ready to record.
Pressing Record again cancels this mode and returns to

monitoring tape out. If the Record and Play buttons are
now pressed simultaneously, the machine goes into record.

The outcome of all this is that any already recorded

tracks can be monitored off -tape at the same time as the

input signals from the tracks being recorded. And you can

set the monitoring to change from off -tape to input as you

drop -in to record, which means you can monitor the track

right up to the drop -in point. If, however, the Input Monitor

button is down, all the outputs and meters monitor the line

inputs- a quick way of checking all your input levels.

Another neat touch is the Varispeed control. When this

control is being used, the tape counter reads the tape speed

in terms of its percentage deviation from normal. When the

pitch control switch is set to off, the varispeed LED goes

out and the tape speed is fixed at I 5ips.

Threading the tape is easy, and there's also good access

to the heads for cleaning as the entire head cover now
hinges up. A headshield covers the tape when the machine is

in use, and prevents stray magnetic fields from causing hum

problems. It's possible to work with this shield retracted
for marking edits, and it needs to be moved for tape
threading.

Tape must be on 101/2" reels with NAB centres, and the

NAB hubs fitted to the machine lock the reels very
positively. A photoelectric end -of -tape detector stops the

transport when the tape winds off the reel in either fast
wind or play modes, and a cue lever is fitted to the head

block so that the tape can be monitored in fast wind. This

should be done with the monitors turned down; if it isn't,

you could cook your tweeters. Be warned, also, that
excessive use of this facility is likely to cause premature
head wear. Fortunately, you can still hear the tape by only

partially depressing the cue lever; the signal may be at a

reduced level, but working this way is less likely to cause

wear problems.

All the line inputs and outputs are on phono connectors

located on the E 16's rear panel. Here too are the accessory

sockets mentioned earlier, and the connector for the meter

extension cable. Additionally, and most usefully for solo
recordists, there are two footswitch jack sockets - one for

remote dropping-in/out, and one for Play/Locate I. When

the machine is in stop, the latter switch starts it. If it is not in

stop, the tape winds to memory I and then stops.

Verdict
SUBJECTIVELY, I must admit I couldn't really detect any

difference in sound quality between this machine and my

B16.

But the improved and added features are certainly
welcome. The snappier drop -ins and quicker standing starts

really do help, even if you're not doing anything

sophisticated. And the extra auto functions are a boon
when you're working alone; I used them most for practising

drop -ins, setting up effects and automatically dropping out

(maan).

On the negative side, I found the new control layout a bit

cramped, and it's going to take many users some getting

used to. There's a tendency to panic when the drop -out
point is coming up, and when that happens, you can't
remember where the Stop button is. Coloured buttons
would have been a much better idea.

The transport solenoids are also a little on the loud side,

as indeed they were on the B 16. If you're sitting by the
recorder, engineering, singing and trying to drop in at the

 "Recording quality is excellent, and though the
Dolby C does have subtle side -effects, these are
somehow positive rather than negative, making
recordings sound clean and tight."

same time, you could end up recording a clunk as you drop

out again. The best way around this is to drop out by hitting

Stop immediately followed by Play, which has the effect of

exiting record without the transport stopping. On the BI 6,

this could be done by running your finger across the
switches, but the new button shape and layout makes it
more difficult.

In all other respects, the transition from B1 6 to E 16 is

quite painless. The sound quality is excellent, and though

the Dolby C does have subtle side -effects, these are
somehow positive rather than negative, making recordings

sound clean and tight. Crosstalk is minimal unless you
happen to have a heavily recorded timecode next to your

acoustic guitar track, but in any event, it's best to leave an

empty track between the timecode and the rest of the
tracks.

So quite apart from being the only half -inch, 16 -track

tape machine currently available at any price, the new El6 is

a synchroniser -compatible machine that can earn its keep

by producing master quality music recordings or complex

film soundtracks - and you don't have to spend a fortune on

external noise reduction.

The BI 6 was a miracle. This is better.

Price £5000 including VAT
More from Turnkey, Brent View Road, London NW9
7EL.Iir 01-202 4366
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inally, Yamaha
have

implemented
M 1 DI Mode 4 on

an FM module to
provide a

multi-timbral
source of

DX -type sounds.
But you need a
computer and

software to
program your

own voices. By

David Ellis.

64

THE TITLE attached to Yamaha's latest offering in the
continuing tale of their domination of FM waveforms
suggests great things. In truth, the bland facade of the
FBO I hides a sound source that's already been met in
several previous incarnations - namely, the four -
operator FM chips used in the DX9, DX2I, DX100, and
DX27 synths, as well as in the CX5M computer's SFG05

module. So, contrary to the rich six -operator tradition
of the DX7 and its rack -mounted modular counterpart,
the TX8 I 6, the FB01 belongs to a more minimalist
camp, where imaginative programming is needed to
escape from the limitations of just four operators.

But the FB01 does mark one important break from
Yamaha's previous product line philosophy - namely,
that the FB0 I operates in MIDI Mono Mode (Mode 4).
Yamaha have been longer than most to come round to

the delights of multi-timbral voices from a single unit.
The TX816 is, of course, an exception to this general-
isation, but some would argue that the "eight DX7s in a
box" approach is like taking a sledgehammer to crack a

nut. And in any case, eight TF I modules hardly come

under the description of a single unit.
No. There must be a cheaper (and easier to program)

way of getting a multi-timbral box of sounds. At a
fraction of the price currently being charged for a
TX816, the FBO I seems to fit the bill - on paper, at least.

The question is: can it really be likened, in practice, to "a

monophonic TX816", as Yamaha's representatives
claim?

In photographs, the FBO I tends to look smaller than it

really is. Or at least, what it lacks in height (1.9") it makes

up in depth (11.4"). The front panel is fairly basic, with
just a small, backlit amber LCD (nicely legible under all

lighting conditions) and eight of Yamaha's customary
multi -function buttons. The FBO I 's backside includes

the stereo out jacks, a memory protect switch, and a
MIDI DIN socket trio for In, Thru, and Out.

An impressively thick manual is also supplied with the

FBO I , but further exploration reveals that only 61 of its
183 pages are in English, of which a large proportion is

taken up by an explanation of the FBO l's MIDI protocol,
explanations on interconnecting the unit with other
Yamaha gear, and the usual sub -literary padding under
the heading of "getting started".

Format
THE FBO I 'S sounds ("voices") are constructed along
standard lines: eight available algorithms for intercon-
necting the four operators, with individual ADSR
envelopes for each operator plus keyboard scaling. One

improvement over its predecessors is that the FB01
allows velocity -sensitivity to be applied to envelope
attack rate as well as level. This has the welcome effect

of making timbral variation more realistically velocity -
responsive than on, say, the CX5M computer. But as
with the CX5M's sounds, only a single LFO is available
for all eight output channels, so it's important to switch

off the modulation source from those channels you
don't want to be affected.

The voice definition is only one side of the story,
though. Because the FBO I responds to Mono Mode
MIDI data, it's necessary to provide some means for
deciding how MIDI data is to be allocated to the eight
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YAMAHA FB01
FM Sound Generator

available channels, and which sounds are to be played.

This is achieved by selecting one of eight possible
"instruments", and then assigning a MIDI channel, the
number of notes to be allocated to that instrument, its
lower/upper note limit (or MIDI zone), octave trans-
position, output volume, any detuning, LFO enable, and
stereo position (limited to left, right, and centre, as on
the CX5M).

These eight potential instruments then have respec-
tive voices allocated to them and various performance
parameters added, ie. pitch -bend, portamento, poly/
mono operation, and the type of modulation controller
defined - aftertouch, modulation wheel, breath control-
ler, or foot controller. All this organisation comes under
the heading of "configuration", and 20 memory spaces
are provided for this data, of which four are pre-
programmed (numbers 17-20) and 16 are available for
the user's own definition (1-16). Three of the stock
configurations are as follows:

17: Single instrument receiving all eight notes on MIDI

channel 1. Brass voice (01) from bank 3 selected, with
maximum output, centre pan, no detuning, LFO enabled

with modulation wheel, and pitch -bend selected.
18: Eight monophonic instruments receiving notes on
MIDI channels 1-8. Voices 0 I -08 from bank 3 assigned to

respective instruments, all with maximum output,
centre pan, no detuning, LFO enabled with modulation
wheel, and variable pitch -bend on each instrument.
19: Single dual -stacked instrument receiving all notes on

MIDI channel I. Brass voice (01) from bank 3 on both
four -note instruments with +4 detuning between the
two. All instruments with maximum output, centre pan,
LFO enabled with modulation wheel, and pitch -bend

selected.

So, to recap. Sounds are constructed as banks of 48
"voices"; pitching, dynamic, and MIDI details come
under the heading of "instruments"; and putting the
whole shooting match together for all eight channels is
termed "configurations". Well, the more you stick with
it, the more usable it becomes, and it certainly makes for

a comprehensive voice -patching system. I'd give any-
thing, though, for a decent display and more buttons, in

the vain hope of clearing the inevitable cobwebs of
multi -function confusion. If only Yamaha would switch
over to something like the nice 80 -character display and

"soft" buttons used on Ensoniq's ESQ I synth...

Sounds
THESE ARE divided into 240 presets in onboard ROMs
(banks 3-7 inclusive), and 96 voices stored in battery
backed -up RAM (banks I and 2).

The first bank of 48 ROM voices is basically equivalent

to (and compatible with) that in the CX5M's SFG05
module, with a fair mixture of decent brass, average
strings, bright metallic percussion, and the usual weird
sounds that Yamaha insist on adding when their musical

imagination runs out (or seemingly so, anyway).
Bank 4 covers a good range of keyboards, from a

workable upright piano that excels in the middle but
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flounders at either end, to some neat electric pianos and

funky variations on the theme of Clavinets and things
that get plucked in the night.

Bank 5 is dedicated to brass, strings, and wind. As
usual, it's the brass end of the instrumental spectrum
that comes off best, with some pungent horns and "hard

brass" that work well over most of their allotted ranges.
Less impressive are the strings and woodwind, which
just tend to sound like four operators doing their best
on a bad day.

Bank 6 is better, with all manner of sync'd synths,
upright, fretted, bowed, and lying -down basses, and
some typical (though less rich, again because of the four

operators) FM percussion.
Finally, there's bank 7, with the usual display of

organs, a good assortment of plucked instruments, and
yet more sound effects.

If you're unhappy with Yamaha's own programming
endeavours, CX5M software for the FB01 is on the way

in the shape of the YRM506 voicing cartridge. But while
the FBO I is probably a dream come true for existing
CX5M owners, its appeal may be limited outside that
circle. It's a shame, really, because the notion of a Mono

Mode FM expander module is an attractive one. If

Yamaha had de -multiplexed the stereo outputs to
provide eight individual outs, and provided the display
and panel controls to allow at least basic voice

programming, then I'd be a good deal more enthusiastic

about the machine.

As it is, the FB01 is filled with 240 adequate (and
occasionally significantly more than that) preset sounds,

which, while hardly damaging Yamaha's reputation,
aren't quite enough to make the unit bear comparison
with a monophonic TX8 I 6.

In sonic terms, the FB01 makes a fine expander for

the CX5M (if you want to program your own sounds) or
a source of "instant DX" noises (if you're not too
concerned about originality) to contrast with the
sounds from another MIDI synthesiser, piano, or
whatever. Personally, I'm not sure it's quite up to
standard for use in a professional sequencing environ-

ment, despite its Mono Mode implementation.
Maybe it's about time Yamaha took their expertise at

FM synthesis a stage further, rather than recycling the
same old sounds and technology, along with miniscule
displays, confusing multi -function buttons, and a pro-
gramming environment that's a nightmare for the
average musician.

There's no question that the FB01 is what a lot of
keyboard players and MIDI system users have been
waiting for. It's just that somehow, it lacks a little in the

inspiration department.

Price £299
More from Yamaha-Kemble Music UK, Mount
Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, MK1 1JE.

(0908) 71771

 "One bank offers
a good range of
keyboards, from a
workable upright
piano to some neat
electric pianos and
funky variations on
the theme of
Clavinets and things
that get plucked in
the night."
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MISSION
impossible

Part 1:
The Closest

Thing to
Heaven

OVER THE NEXT few months, we'll be celebrating this

magazine's relaunch as MUSIC TECHNOLOGY with a

free -to -enter, once -in -a -lifetime competition. It'll be in

several monthly parts, but each part will be a self-contained

quiz in its own right, with its own rules, its own prize, and its

own closing date.

The prizes are some of , the most valuable - and
sophisticated - machines we've ever given away, so winning

one of them won't be that simple. The questions we'll be

asking won't be impossible to answer (despite the event's

title), but they won't all be straightforward, either, and

many of them will require you to do a bit of research under

your own steam. Don't be put off by this: unlike simple

lotteries and pointless guessing games, Mission Impossible

will reward entrants who do their homework by giving

them a greater chance of winning.

And remember: you don't have to enter every part of

Mission Impossible to stand a chance of winning one of the

prizes. If you're only interested in one machine - or there's

only one part of the competition you can do - don't panic:

just enter for as many different parts as you like, with the

one proviso that you only enter each part once.

Part I of Mission Impossible features a brand spanking

new polyphonic synthesiser from Akai - the AX73 - as its

prize. It's a six -voice analogue synth with a 73 -note,

velocity -sensitive keyboard. Aside from the usual oscillator,

filter and envelope parameters, the AX73 has a programm-

able chorus unit built in, a two-way splittable keyboard, and

a unique sample data input, which allows you to modify

sound samples from Akai samplers with the parameters

onboard the synth, or to combine them in parallel with

synth voices.

The AX73 normally retails at £699, but this being a

competition, we're giving one away for no more than the

cost of a postage -stamp.

To stand a chance of winning our AX73, you need a

(very) rough knowledge of the principles of analogue

synthesis. Failing that, a quick trip to your local music store

to check out the synth in person should do the trick, for

reasons that will soon become obvious.

There are 100 preset sounds stored within every AX73.

These are listed in the back of the user manual, and when

you punch in the appropriate number on the front -panel

keypad, a snappy title appears in the Akai's LCD.
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One of these snappy titles is 'Heaven', and it's this sound

that's the basis for Part I of Mission Impossible. As its name

might imply, 'Heaven' is a glittering, rather ethereal sound

in its preset -form. It begins with quite a punchy attack, but

doesn't really grow to its volume level for a second or two,

after which - assuming you hold the note down for long

enough - the filter opens up, leading to a fattening of the

sound.

To get to 'Heaven', Akai's programmers have used a

sawtooth wave from the VCO's selection of four
waveshape sources, while the LFO gets triangle waveform

as its source material.

Now, what we want you to do is (a) tell us something

more about the way 'Heaven' is created (no religious

dissertations will be considered), and (b) give us some idea

of what you'd do to improve on the preset sound.

Discounting, for argument's sake, those parameters

relating to sampler input, chorusing, MIDI programming

and sound labelling, there are 36 different variables that go

up to make each sound on the AX73. As usual, some of

these are implemented as simple on/off switches, while

others are continuously variable parameters, adjustable

over a range of anything between 0-2 and 0-100.

Within the entry form for this part of Mission Impossible,

you'll find six of the AX73's parameters listed, along with

the ranges over which they operate. In the spaces provided,

simply indicate the value you think each parameter is

programmed for in 'Heaven'.

Then, in the somewhat larger space provided later on,

state the one parameter out of the six listed that you think

could be altered to the sound's best advantage, and tell us

what value you'd alter it to.

After that, all you need to do is clip the coupon and send

it to us, post-haste; this competition closes on Monday,

December I.

The first half -dozen entries containing all -correct

parameter value listings (or the six that come closest to

being all -correct) will then have their entrants' modifications

entered into our AX73 and judged by our own reviewing

team-the people who bring you Patchwork each month.

Whoever makes the most intelligent, most appealing and

most original modification wins the synth. It's as simple as

that.



Part 1: The Closest Thing to Heaven
ENTRY FORM

Parameter Value

VCA Keyboard Velocity (Parameter 3; range 0-100)

VCF Resonance (Parameter II; range - 50/+ 50)

VCF EG (Parameter 13; range - 50/+ 50)

VCF Keyboard Follow (Parameter 14; range 0- 100)

EG VCA Release (Parameter 24; range 0-100)

LFO Frequency (Parameter 42; range 0-100)

OF THE SIX listed here, the parameter I'd modify first is:

THE VALUE I'd set it to would be:

Name

Address

Postcode Daytime IT

Send this form to: Mission Impossible (Closest Thing to Heaven), MUSIC TECHNOLOGY, Alexander House, I Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 I UY, to
arrive no later than second post, Monday, December I , 1986.

Employees of Music Maker Publications Ltd, Akai (UK) Ltd, and their relatives, are ineligible for entry. The judges decision will be final and no correspondencewill be
entered into.

THE SPM8:2 MIDI CONTROLLED MIXER. COULD THE BIGGEST SURPRISE

BE ITS MAKER?

11 4 115 11 6 IL
All LEW Off - CHANNkt VellIMIS -

If you play a multiple set up of keyboards
or electronic drums, you'll know all about
the problems of audio mixing. You want
to vary eq settings, effects sends,
instrument positioning in the stereo image
and levels during the performance.

In short, you need a new mix for each
new patch.

That's why the biggest name in
electronic drums has developed the most
compact MIDI controlled audio mixer
available.

FEATURES:
8 programmable channels
64 memory patches - switched via MIDI
Individual input gain controls for each
channel
3 band eq with sweepable mid band on
each channel
2 effects sends per channel
Pan control on each channel
Programmable auto -panning effects
Programmable cross fade between
patches, 0- I 0 seconds
Headphone/monitor output
MIDI in and thru
£599 (suggested selling price)

SIMMONS putting the musician in control of the machine.

The SPM8:2 from Simmons is a full
function, 8 channel stereo mixer. It is

extremely simple to use, can store up to
64 mixes and even includes a

programmable effects section.

SIMMONS
Simmons Electronics Limited Alban Park, Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts AL4

Tel: (0727) 36191 (5 lines). Telex: 291326 HEXDRM G
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HYBRID ARTS ADAP
Computer Sampling System

ust when 12 -bit

sampling systems
were becoming

the norm, Hybrid
Arts come up with

an economic 16 -

bit system based
on Atari ST

computers. By

Rick Davies.
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IT SEEMS LIKE only yesterday that I 2 -bit samplers had

managed to settle comfortably under the {3000 mark. The

keyboard and rack -mount samplers offered by manufac-

turers differ in the ways most electronic instruments do -

control layout, quality of factory -supplied sounds, interfacing

capabilities - but for the most part, there's enough room in

the market for all of these models, and it seems that soon,

manufacturers will be producing 12 -bit samplers at roughly

similar prices.

Perhaps that's why Hybrid Arts' ADAP SoundRack came

as a surprise at this year's summer NAMM show in Chicago:

no one was expecting 16 -bit stereo sampling to fall into the

same price range as these 12 -bit instruments so soon.

The ADAP (Analogue/Digital Audio Processor) is a

hardware/software package that turns the Atari 520ST or

1040ST computers into powerful sampling systems - for

just $1995 in the US of A.

In some respects, Hybrid Arts' approach may be
considered a bit risky. After all, many musicians are still

hesitant to incorporate personal computers into their
music system, perhaps due to the staggering number of

systems to choose from, or due to the questionable
roadworthiness of personal computers.

On the other hand, just by looking at the number of
sample editing systems based around personal computers, it

seems inevitable that samplers will need some extra
processing help if any heavy work is to be done. So why not

keep the hardware cost down as much as possible?

The ADAP consists of a simple I U rack -mount chassis

which houses A/D and D/A hardware, and matching left and

right quarter -inch jack inputs and outputs, a ribbon cable

which connects to the ST's cartridge port, and the software

that makes the whole thing work. The ST houses the
system's MIDI jacks, and, depending on which ST model is

used, a disk drive for storage of samples. Colour or black -

and -white monitors serve equally well for displaying

function menus, prompts, and other pertinent information.

If you're not convinced by the idea of being able to "play"

a computer the same way you would play an instrument,

perhaps the lure of stereo 16 -bit sound quality will

eventually persuade you to give such a system the benefit of

the doubt.

Format
WHAT THE ADAP does is far more than simply sample and

play back any audio source you can find. It also provides an

assortment of cut and paste -style editing tools which can

rearrange passages of music or dialogue into any shape you

can imagine; provides two channels of digital audio so that

each channel can be edited independently of the other; and

provides flexible conversion facilities which allow samples

to be downloaded to digital audio equipment using the
standard 48kHz sample rate, or to MIDI -equipped samplers

implementing the MIDI Common Sample Dump Standard

format. Not exactly run-of-the-mill features, those.

Since the ADAP's sample quality is as good as just about

anything else on the market, its flexibility lends itself to
editing short musical passages with accompanying dialogue,

editing and filing of samples which can be dumped to other

samplers as required, as well as the standard application as a

musical instrument.

The back panel of the ADAP rack is simple enough -
though that simplicity may not be to its advantage. There

are two inputs, two outputs, an input level control, and a
power connector and switch. But the demand for individual

outputs on sampling instruments has been made clear over

the past few years, and the stereo outputs on the ADAP

may well be viewed as insufficient for many of the
applications engineers and musicians will doubtless conjure

up.

The ribbon connector between the rack and the ST is the

16 -bit parallel pipeline that enables the ST to control and

access the rack's conversion hardware. Beyond outside

appearances, this system bears no resemblance to other

computer -based sample -editing systems, because the rack

cannot do anything without the ST, which co-ordinates
everything - from the response to incoming MIDI data to

the routing of the audio sources to the audio outputs.

Comparisons
AT SOME POINT, it's necessary to consider the pros and

cons of a system such as this one, and specifically, how it

compares with dedicated sampling instruments.

First of all, there is the question of sound quality. The
ADAP can sample at 44kHz, 22kHz, I I kHz or 48kHz in
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stereo or monophonic. As usual, the sample rate affects the

amount of available sample time. Less usually, it also affects

the number of notes that can be played simultaneously. For

example, at 44kHz sample rate, a 1040 ST -based ADAP

system can sample 20 seconds of mono audio ( I 0 seconds

stereo), and later play back with six -note polyphony. At the

22kHz sample rate, however, the sample length doubles,

and 14 -voice polyphony is possible.

This is a unique trade-off to my knowledge, and should be

a popular one at that. One of the ways that the ADAP is
able to pull this off is by not having VCFs on each voice, as is

typical of most instruments with a fixed number of voices.

This means there are no filter sweeps available, but the
ADAP's digital EQ should help tailor the tone of your
samples to some degree.

In its finished production form, the ADAP will be able to

hold 64 multi -samples (sample time allowing), playable over

MIDI by various controllers. (Unfortunately, the prototype

I looked at did not yet have the ADAP's entire MIDI
specification implemented.) Again, the dynamic voice
allocation helps the samples to get out in an orderly fashion,

but is alas probably responsible, in part at least, for the two -

output limit.

If separate processing of each sample is the major
concern, then the ADAP's internal digital effects "rack"

should help compensate for the lack of individual outputs. In

the "rack" portion of the program, the screen displays five

spaces in which you can place effects such as delay or reverb.

These programmable effects are merely algorithms which

may be applied to samples upon playback which affect the

sample data, rather than the final analogue audio signal.

Better still, samples can be stored on disk in processed
form.

ADAP will be available with reverb and delay effects as

standard, leaving three additional "rack spaces" for other

effects which may be purchased on separate disks. It'll
certainly be interesting to see how these internal effects
compare with conventional treatments when the ADAP is
in production.

The central element of the ADAP program is the

Command screen, from which you select functions using

the ST's mouse. This screen also displays a portion of the

sample currently under examination, and lets you hone in

on the desired section with "Zoom -In" and "Zoom -Out"

functions. Also on this menu are the various "cut and paste"

functions, as well as sample reverse and looping facilities.

This menu is also where you select either the left or right

digital audio channel for editing. Think about this for a
minute: this could lead to some truly off-the-wall sounds.
Imagine a stereo sample having one channel looping while

the other plays backwards... An extreme application?
Certainly. Fun? Absolutely.

An oscilloscope function allows you to monitor the audio

inputs in real-time with eight -bit resolution (the screen

graphics require too much of the ST processor's time to
allow better resolution).

This brings us to the matter of sample storage. Files are

saved to disk using graphics programs, and each 31" disk

can store one full 1040ST memory. The addition of a hard

disk to the system allows storage of 30 files, and would also

speed up the loading time considerably.

If desired, these files could be transferred over the
Atari's serial interface with little fuss, allowing other digital

audio systems to use the data.

Wendell Brown, President of Nilford Laboratories, who

co -developed ADAP, has indicated that they intend to use a

sample file header in the same format as the one used by

Digidesign's Sound Designer files, so that files can be
swapped between the two systems.

Similarly, should an ADAP system be joined by a sampler

which uses the MIDI Common Sample Dump Standard
Format, samples could be transferred back and forth as
desired.

Verdict
ALL IN ALL, the ADAP strikes me as an impressive and
rather clever way of getting the best musical use out of
contemporary computer technology. The sound quality,

sample editing features, and attention to detail look

extremely promising, and considering the price, it's

excellent value - even with the additional cost of the ST
computer which, needless to say, would obviously come in

useful for other things as well.

Since the system's performance is dependent on
software, and software can be updated, ADAP could have a

much longer useful (no, make that "competitive") working

life than some dedicated sampling machines. Several

different versions of the ADAP system - with varying
specifications - are being discussed at the moment, and

although the structure has not yet been finalised, the
potential is clearly huge.

With luck, the ADAP's multiple personality will not
confuse many people. It may not replace dedicated sampling

instruments in all situations, but it's certainly working in

new territory without losing its footing in more common

areas. It will be interesting to see with which other areas of

digital signal processing the ADAP will deal. In time, of
course.

Price To be announced
More from Syndromic Music, 24/26 A:,enne
London N1031\11).13 01-444 9126

0. "You select either
the left or the right
digital audio
channel for editing;
imagine a stereo
sample having one
channel looping
while the other plays
backwards."

CX5M VOICE LIBRARYIY-
Three carefully selected sets of high quality fm timbres

r< with self -generated reverberation and room acoustics.

 Ark 1- Instruments
 Ark 2 - Instruments
 Ark 3 - EnviromentalifrAtmospheric

PLEASE ALLOW 14 DAYS DELIVERY
THE TAM TAM TREE 58D PARK VILLAGE UNIVERSITY OF SUSSEX FALMER

price

£10 each
& 50p P+P

BRIGHTON.
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Beat Box Chic

thin Composer I R-806
Computer Controlled

HAIIOCASTlE

With so many fine -sounding, immaculately presented digital drum
machines on sale, Roland's analogue TR808 is still the most widely recorded

beat -box of them all. We find out why it's still the black box to beat.
Report by Tim Goodyer.

WITH THE ARRIVAL of "affordable"
user -sampling machines like the Korg
DDD I and Casio RZ I , the curtain opens
on another new era for the now ubiquitous
drum machine.

Roger Linn's revolutionary LinnDrum
now lies subdued in the corner of
recording studios, relegated to the re-
serves bench; the old Boss Dr Rhythm is
quieter still, buried under piles of forgotten
text -books on shelves in student bedrooms;
the Anvil seems destined to remain no more
than a romantic dream.

Roland's curious TR808, however, con-
tinues its insistent rattle from transistor
radios, and thumps its way across nightclub
speaker systems the world over - three
years after the last one rolled off the
Hamamatsu production line.

The TR808 made its public debut in
1981, beginning a short but eventful
production life that lasted until it was
replaced by the TR909 in the winter of
'83-'84. Unlike the LinnDrum, the TR808
didn't boast digital sound samples, an
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abundance of voices, or a frightening price -
tag. What it did offer was a selection of the
best drum sounds analogue circuitry could
conjure up, a set of individual audio
outputs, complete user programmability,
and a character all its own. And, for a cash
price of around £500 (though the original
RRP was a little higher), it cost roughly a
fifth of the price of a Linn.

Before the 808 came along, a program-
mable drum machine was something only
the privileged few could afford. The rest of
us had to risk the stigma attached to semi -
programmable machines like Roland's
CR78 ('Vienna', 'In the Air Tonight', et al),
or more primitive drum boxes intended as
add-ons for home organs.

The release of the TR808 meant that,
for the first time, a serious programmable
drum machine lay within the financial reach
of semi -pro and amateur musicians.

But this "affordable" status didn't pre-
vent the 808 from finding favour with
established as well as aspiring acts. Witness
Marvin Gaye's 1982 hit `(Sexual) Healing',

which used the TR808 exclusively to
supply its distinctive, trend -setting rhythm
track. Or the Freez dancefloor hit 'IOU',
which combined a thundering collection of
heavily reverbed TR808 sounds with
triggered vocal samples. Or Afrika Bam-
baataa's 'Planet Rock', which had Kraft-
werk's 'Trans Europe Express' strings
played over a backdrop of swirling orches-
tra hits and (inevitably) a cheap -sounding
TR808 drum pattern to balance out the
pomp. The Human League even used an
808 live alongside a LinnDrum during the
Dare days, though not without a sprinkling
of frantic mid -set program changes.

Producer Laurie Latham switched an
innocuous -sounding 808 pattern into the
backing track for Paul Young's 'Wherever
I Lay My Hat', and found himself with an
unlikely hit that launched the career of one
of today's most popular male singers. And
New Order, following up the huge
international success of 'Blue Monday' in
the summer of 1983, turned away from
thundering electronic bass drums to
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record 'Confusion' with an 808 providing
all the backing; producer Arthur Baker
ensured that remixes on the 12 -inch single
(there was no seven-inch) offered a chance
for each of the drum machine's voices to
shine in turn.

More recently, the TR808 has undergone
a resurgence of popularity, settling down as
a more regular dancefloor personality than
Madonna. Paul Hardcastle's hard-hitting
'19' brought it back into the pop charts 18
months ago, while hip hop has embraced
the misfit beat box like a long -lost sister,
placing it alongside scratching and rap
vocals. In 1986, cheap is chic, and the
TR808 is the height of drum -machine chic.

So what is it about this unassuming black
box that has elevated it to "classic"
instrument status, alongside the MiniMoog,
Prophet 5 and Mellotron? It's certainly
nothing to do with a vast program
memory -a mere 12 songs divided into 24
32 -step (or 12 64 -step) patterns and only
eight fill-in patterns saw to that. Nor is it
to do with quick and easy program storage
and retrieval; there's no dump -to -tape
facility, let alone disk storage. It seems a
laughable omission now, but the only way
to preserve your dilligent hours of TR808
rhythm programming beyond the power -
down memory stage is by writing it all out
on a piece of paper. And before you ask,
the answer is no - the 808 was not
equipped with MIDI, either.

What it all comes down to, as so often
with musical instruments of whatever age,
is sound. The sounds resident within the
808 represent the standard rock drum kit
- bass drum, snare, toms, hi -hat, rimshot,
cowbell and one cymbal - along with a few
token latin sounds - congas, claves,

maracas - and an unmistakable handclap.
Some of these sounds feature variable,
though not programmable, tuning and
there are other user -determinable para-
meters like decay and tone, not forgetting
the neatly termed "snappy" control on the
snare, that help tailor sounds to personal
taste.

The standard of these voices varies from
very high to quite excruciating, as it does
on many drum machines, before and since.
But whereas the sound quality of digitally
sampled voices depends mainly on the
bandwidth and maximum sample length of
the machine in question, analogue synthesis
of acoustic sounds presents subtler, more
intricate problems, as anyone who's at-
tempted an acoustic piano patch on a Juno
60 will tell you. Yet analogue synthesis
provided Roland with the means to make
the TR808 an "affordable" machine, and so
ensure its initial success.

What its designers could never have
known at the time was that the analogue
voice structure would turn out to be the
TR808's greatest asset. Not because it
made the sounds convincing, but because it
gave the machine its character...
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Let's look at those sounds in detail.
Though it may seem an odd place to start,
it's worth making early mention of the
handclap. It's certainly one of the most
convincing sounds on the machine, and
proved so popular that Roland reused it on
the TR909, and may well have used a digital
sample of it (well, it sounds that way) on
the now current TR707. The clap is a

bright, punchy, tightly packed ensemble
sound, with just a hint of an echo; if it were
a sample, you'd swear some of the
recorded acoustic had got tagged onto the
end of it.

The snare, by contrast, is toppy and
lightweight - though arguably, this is more
closely reminiscent of a lot of acoustic
drum kits, where a good snare tuning can
be as elusive as Lord Lucan.

The bass drum is also sloppy and lacks
attack, especially when set up against the
tightly gated, punchy kick -drum samples
that are as fashionable now as they were
when the 808 was first released.

Most human of all the sounds are the
tom-toms. There are three of these, each
of which may be switched between a tom
and a conga - little more than a shift in
pitch between the two, I'd say. They were
never likely to be realistic, and they never
had the bite for Phil Collins impressions.
But lying somewhere between the thrilling
crack of a rock tom-tom and the gentle
charm of a conga, is a genuine -sounding,
rather charming trio of voices that can only
be heard by switching on a TR808.

As for the most distinctive 808 voice,
that has to be the cowbell. Clumsy, clonky
and hopelessly underpitched, it sounded
more like a sick monosynth than a cowbell,
and initially found little favour with users.
But then somebody, somewhere put one
on a record, and more than any other
TR808 sound, the cowbell has refused to
lie down since. Even where more realistic -
sounding drum machines have been used
for a record's rhythm track, the 808
cowbell has put in an appearance; Stock,
Aitken and Waterman's production of the
current Mel & Kim hit 'Showing Out'
credits the drum track to "A Linn", but the
cowbell is pure vintage Roland.

Writing your own patterns on the
TR808 isn't too difficult. By today's
standards it's a bit of a trial, but in 1981 it
was a revelation - of sorts. In a variation on
real-time input, events are entered into a
rhythm pattern or fill-in by running that
pattern in Write mode. The pattern
touch -switch LEDs along the bottom of
the panel now represent the steps in that
pattern in two groups of up to 16. Each
LED lights momentarily, indicating your
present position within the rhythm pattern.
The voices are selected in turn and
entered in one of two ways: either by
pressing the touch -switch of the relevant
pattern step, or by hitting a "Tap" button
at the instant the voice is required to
sound. Easy.

Easier still is song construction. A song
consists of a series of rhythm patterns and
fill-in patterns entered in real-time. Simply
select the starting pattern, press Start, and
from then on, select each subsequent
pattern just prior to the finish of the

current one (or the current one will
repeat).

Simple - unless you make a mistake.
Wrongly entered patterns may be over-
written by the correct one, but make a
song too short and it's back to square one.

And there's precious little programmers
can do to make their 808 patterns appear
more lifelike. No swing function, no human-
ising options, and only a single accent
facility that affects all voices programmed
on each beat it's applied to.

Little wonder, then, that most TR808
patterns appear more mechanical than
those programmed on more recent, more
"human" beat -boxes.

Yet the TR808 only began to approach
its heyday when musicians and producers
realised it was no use trying to turn the
machine into something it wasn't- namely
a facsimile of a human drummer hitting a
traditional drum kit.

'(Sexual) Healing' was one of the first
records that used the 808's low -tech
electronics as a deliberate feature, rather
than as an excuse for a conventional kit.
'19' did much the same three years on.

Both those productions used the Roland's
voices in the most obviously appealing way,
taking advantage of the 808's separate
outputs to treat each sound individually, and
making the rhythm track appear a lot
larger than it really was.

Since then, though, other artists and
producers have taken things a step further
by throwing the TR808's faults into light
relief. Witness Run DMC's 'Peter Piper',
which relies on the long decay of the
Roland's bass drum- a feature earlier users
had regarded as a curse - to carry off its
rhythm track.

When Roland dropped the TR808, they'
replaced it with a machine - the TR909 -
that added MIDI, a more logical program-
ming system, and digitally sampled hi -hats
and cymbals to replace the 808's tinny
endeavours. But gone was the ridiculous
cowbell, gone were the congas, and with
them went much of the 808's character,
too.

But now even the 909 is becoming
something of a collector's piece, since its
relatively short production run was ended
by the arrival of the all -digital TR707.
Now, the 707 is many people's idea of a
"good" drum machine, and indeed it
satisfies the need for a collection of clean,
well recorded drum voices.

Yet somehow, a gutless snare, flappy
tom toms, sandpaper maracas, and a

detuned cowbell interact to produce a
more complete -sounding instrument than
a disparate collection of samples. More
recent machines may boast better paper
specifications, greater convenience, and
superior programming versatility. But few
contain a set of sounds so well matched to
each other, and few are likely to stand the
test of time as well as the TR808 has.

So pick up one of Roland's gems while
they're still freely (and cheaply) available. It
may be the closest you'll ever get to
owning a Synclavier, but in some future
museum of musical and technological
progress, the two will probably be sitting
next to each other in adjacent cases. 
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Getting the Most from...

MONO MODE
MIDI Mode 4 is used to control machines that produce sound in a
fairly obvious way. But what are the benefits of applying it to a
device that merely treats sound, like Yamaha's SPX90 multi -

effects processor? By Paul Wiffen.

THE MAIN USE we have seen so far for
having instruments which are capable of
"looking at" more than one MIDI channel
at once, is to receive note information
which is to be applied to different timbres
or samples. We've not really concerned
ourselves with program changes (though
we did note in passing that the Casio CZs
could alter program numbers separately
for each voice if the program change came
in on the appropriate channel).

With the Yamaha SPX90 that's under
scrutiny this month, the situation is

reversed. For while it can usefully interpret
note information to specify transposition
intervals (when in Sample or Pitch Change
modes), the main use of its MIDI capability
is to enable it to receive program change
numbers, to change the signal -processing
rote it is performing. In this it is basically
similar to most other MIDI effects units,
though more versatile than many.

Originally, MIDI signal processors merely
changed the number of the currently

selected memory according to the in-
coming MIDI patch -change number. As
musicians and engineers soon discovered,
this was not always that useful. Just because
you wanted patch 23 on your synth, didn't
necessarily mean you wanted the effect set
up on memory 23 of your DDL. You could
always juggle patches around on either
your synth or your effects unit (or both),
but this was time-consuming and still not
entirely satisfactory.

Manufacturers soon realised this, and
the second generation of MIDI -equipped
signal processors came with the ability to
72

get round this problem. This was done by
having an interval memory number assign-
able to each MIDI program change number.
So, for example, you could make your
DDL or reverb switch to program number
20 every time it received MIDI program
change number 47.

This system has several advantages.
First, you can make the effects unit switch
to program 20 when it receives MIDI
program change 3, 58, or 127. In other
words, you can use that favourite flanging
effect on several different synth patches.
Second, if you have fewer than 128

memories on your effects unit (and few
devices offer more than that), you can still
usefully receive all 128 MIDI program
changes (which many synths do send) to
select from your more restricted pool of
effects programs.

But there's still a problem. Suppose you
are using several MIDI instruments, but
only one MIDI effects unit. Via this unit,
you are processing signals from different

instruments at different times. What
happens when you want to use program 22
on two different synths, with a different
effect on each? Whichever memory you
set to be selected when program 22 is
received will automatically be called up
when you select program 22 on either
synth - assuming that the effects unit is
connected to the output of both synths via
a MIDI mixer.

The only alternative seems to be

replugging the MIDI cables between using
one synth and the other - unless you have
an SPX90. Because the SPX can look at

several MIDI channels at once, the same
program change number can be interpreted
differently, depending on which MIDI
channel it's sent along.

How is this configured on the Yamaha?
Well, the machine actually has four banks
of program change assignment. Each bank
works exactly as described above, assigning
one of the 90 programs available on the
SPX to each of the 128 program change
commands which MIDI provides. So, each
of these four banks has the flexibility to
assign an SPX90 effect to every program
on a certain MIDI instrument.

But each of the banks can be set to look
at a different MIDI channel. So, you could
set each bank to match the MIDI channel of
a particular synth, allowing the SPX90 to
call up a different set of program change
assignments depending on which (of up to
four) instrument's MIDI channel the instruc-
tion is received along.

There are three possible ways of
configuring this system to get the best out

of its MIDI flexibility, and each requires a
particular piece of MIDI equipment to
make it viable. The first (and cheapest)
option uses a MIDI merger, the second a
MIDI master keyboard, and the third a
MIDI sequencer.

The following examples all show MIDI
synthesisers, but any MIDI devices capable
of sending and receiving program changes
can be used.

In all these applications, it is assumed
that synth A is set to MIDI channel I , synth
B to channel 2, synth C to channel 3, and
synth D to channel 4. Similarly, the four
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synth A

MIDI out

synth B

MIDI out

synth C

MIDI out

synth D

MIDI out
Master Keyboard

vit MIDI in
MIDI out

MIDI in

Application 1

MIDI merger
or switch MIDI

sequencermix out

MIDI out/thru
mix

SPX 90

Master Keyboard
MIDI in MIDI thru MIDI in -MIDI thru

synth A synth BMO out
MDI in MIDI thru M I in -MIDI thru

synth A synth B
MIDI thru MIDI inMIDI in -MIDI thru

synth C synth D
MIDI thru MIDI inMIDI in -MIDI thru

synth C synth D
J SPX90

Application 3

Application 2

banks of the SPX90 would be set so that A
is looking at MIDI channel I, bank B at 2, C
at 3, and D at 4.

To set this up on the SPX90, start by
hitting the Utility switch twice. This will
get you to the MIDI control page. Here
you'll see the Bank letter (A, B, C or D) on
the left and the MIDI channel number (I-
16) on the right. Use the left-hand A/V
switches to change the bank to A, then the
right-hand A/V switches to change the
MIDI channel to I . Then step up to bank B
and set this to channel 2. Repeat this for
bank C (channel 3) and bank D (channel 4).

The channel numbers you actually use
are not critical, provided each bank is set to
look at the same MIDI channel as the synth
it is meant to work with. In other words,
synth A must be set to the same channel as
bank A on the SPX90, and soon.

Now you can move on to setting up the
assignment of MIDI program number to
SPX90 memory, by hitting Utility when
bank A is showing (select this with A/V
switches if necessary). This takes you to
the MIDI program page. Here you use the
left-hand A/V switches to select each
MIDI program number (shown on the left
of the display), then use the right-hand
A/V switches to choose the corre-

I SPX 90

sponding SPX90 memory. Repeat this
procedure for each program change you
need to allocate for bank A.

To move onto allocating bank B, go back
to the MIDI control screen and step up to
bank B. Then hit Utility again and you'll be
able to set the corresponding SPX90
programs for this bank. Repeat this
procedure for the last two banks.

In Application I, the four MIDI Outs
from each synth are mixed together via a
MIDI merger such as that made by US
company J L Cooper. Whenever a program
change is made on any of the synths, the
SPX90 will know from the MIDI channel
which synth the instruction came from,
and will select the appropriate effect
you've assigned to that program change
number in that particular bank.

In Application 2, one master keyboard is
used to control all the program changing
and MIDI channel switching. If you send a
patch change on MIDI channel 3, not only
will synth C change to program 38, but the
SPX90 will automatically set up the effect
you have matched to that program.

Application 3 is basically an expansion of
the second, using a MIDI sequencer to
record whatever you play on the master
keyboard. Note that to hear what you're

playing, you'll need to set the MIDI
Out/Thru to Mix mode on your sequencer.
If you don't have this function, you'll need
to reconfigure your system each time you
switch between record and playback.
Avoid this if you can: it's not a lot of fun.

When you start overdubbing on your
sequencer, you won't be able to use two
different effects processes at the same
time. But you can still "timeshare" the
SPX90 in the most efficient way, affecting
one synth in the verse, another in the
chorus, a third in the middle eight, or
whatever. And the effects programs will
be switched at the same time as the
patches are being changed.

But, I hear the sceptical cry, why is this
any better than sequencing the SPX90 on
its own MIDI channel? Well this way,
you're saving both a MIDI channel and a
track (or overdub) on your sequencer,
which can be used for other things. This
may seem like an unnecessary economy,
but when you start using multi-timbral
synths and samplers in Mono Mode at the
same time (as we've been doing in

previous features in this series), 16 MIDI
channels suddenly don't get you very far.

Remember: every MIDI channel you
save is an extra sound you can sequence. 

...now plug in a
MIDI -CV

CONVERTER
UPGRADES HAVE NEVER

BEEN EASIER

ISN'T IT TIME YOU
PLUGGED INTO

TAN RAK?

TANRAK offers the Performance and Features that todays music
demands.
But don't take our word for it. Hear what the experts say.

"I was very impressed with the flexibility and fidelity of this device
(sampler). It far out -strips anything else currently available ..."
Tony Reed, International Musician, August 1986

"At the very, very least send for details of the TANRAK modules and
if you don't buy them, let me know which system you found to be
superior"
Ian Waugh, E & MM, August 1986

Go Modular - phone or write for a free brochure today

TANTEK Business and Technology Centre,
Dept. MT, Bessemer Drive,
Stevenage, Herts SG1 2DX
Phone 0438 310120

Wz11.1111
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=ROVES
PRODUCTS TO GET INTO

WHAT ALL JUNO'S
HAVE BEEN WAITING
FOR, THE JUNO 6/60
MIDI INTERFACE
Providing MIDI in, thru and out, split, voice change,
channel assign, MIDI transpose, active sensing and
complete internal fitting.
Interface complete £85.00 inc P&P
Interface fitted £125.00 inc P&P

DDM 110/220 separate outputs
Provides 7 sepearate outputs and complete internal fitting
Mod kit complete £10.00 inc P&P
Outputs fitted L25.00 inc P&P

INTERESTED!
Phone Neil 0722 21758

CONVINCED
Cheque/PO/Juno to: GROOVE ELECTRONICS

Tango Wood
Southampton Road
Alderbury
Nr Salisbury
Wilts SP5 3AG

THE MUSIC
36 Lowfield Street,

Tel: 0322
Part Exchange, No Deposi

SHOP
Dartford,
29520
Finance,

Kent

Mail Order

ROLAND
Alpha Juno 1 & 2

MKS -20 Piano Module

MKB-200 Mother Keyboard

TR707

TR727

TR505

MC500

JC amps

Cube amps

Boss Micro rack

Boss pedals

Complete range available

YAMAHA
DX7

DX21

DX27

DX100

RX15

RX11

CASIO
CZ -1 RZ-1

CZ -5000
CZ -3000Q

CZ -1000

CZ -101

CZ -230S

MICS
SHURE
ELECTROVOICE

GUITARS
FENDER, TOKAI,

OVATION, SQUIER

AMPS
FENDER,

CARLSBRO, E.V.

Amazing Electrovoice Stage 200 compact
600w PA in stock

1011i0 10l1111DliOUIE
SALELIMITED

WHILE
OFFERS

STOCKS LAST
TASCAM 0 YAMAHA

, ,,,,..., ,..
44, .b.....,L, 244

C ,-.11111r01. PORTASTUDIO
-, , INC FREE

Mic, H/phones
The tapes, cleaning kit

Double speed. block and f.cnn incDrum
Reel to reel quality cables LUVU p&p

--...----,--,-_-,
...._!--,:4 RX21 MIDIi"."..-....--,----- -_,.-

....-:,.. ----"----.' Digital Drum..,......zz..
'....

MachineThe '''''''' "
inc FREEfamous

Yamaha H/ hones, MIDI
cables, storage ta pes,

P.S.U. and Non 9
sound carrying case. LL IUU pi&cri

0 YAMAHA ISECK i
0% INTEREST FREE CREDIT

on PRO FM SERIES
QX-1 8 Track Dig Sequencer £799
KX-88 Mother Kbd £799
DX -5 FM Synthesizer £1,499
TX416 4DX7's in Rack £1,299

Call for details

REMARKABLE MIXERS
ASTONISHING PRICES

Seck 6:2 £249
Seck 12:2 £379
Seck 24:2 £549
12:8:2 / A80 Pack. V. low POA
18:8:2 / A80 Pack. V. low POA

Roland AKAI
r7.:,

,.. --- -,..-_,.,
a ,-, -z...r--- I - 77

.. . . -a a .. :    .
.;ra . I . e a., i 1 i.7. ."4

7,  =mon.. la  II 
..

MKS -10 MIDI PIANO MODULE

. .
1.s..±16t

....__ _ .., . G/MAI
8 great voices. Built in RRP £950
chorus and flanging.
Receives dynamics. £149 'p&p

S612/M280 Polyphonic
Sampler inc FREE f t7on
CASIO CZ101 SYNTH Li Ug

inc
p&p

AKAI 0 YAMAHA
0% INTEREST FREE CREDIT

on MG 1212

14 Track, half inch
cassette based
recording studio £3,999

call for details

MTIX Four Track Recorder
inc FREE Power Supply, mic,
5 cassettes, headphones
demagnetizer, cleaning kit,
splicing block
and cables.

£449 papc

0)44
a

on demonstration and
vailable from stock

ENSONIQ ESQ-1 Multi Timbral Magic.
YAMAHA 0X5 Eight Track sequencing.

ROLAND S-50 Sampler. The Roland alternative.
ROLAND S-10 Sampler. Son of S-50.
ROLAND MC -500 Microprocessor. The new standard
ROLAND DEP-5 Digital effects processor.
AKAI S-900 Eight voice multi -point sampler.
YAMAHA FB-01 Budget FM sound generator.
KORG DDD-1 Drums with ROM & sampling option.

r

TASCAM Main
Dealer

Porta-One + Free Power supply, mic. 5 cas-
series, headphones, multi -track primer, de-
magnetiser and phono cables £379inc P&P

FoSteX Dealer
X-15 inc Power Supply £245
COMPLETE FOSTEX RANGE IN STOCK
SUPER KEEN 8 TRACK PACKAGES

A

BARGAIN BASEMENT
CASIO CZ 101 s/h £179 YAMAHA DX7 ex demo...£995 PEAVEY ENCORE, s/h....£175
SYNSONICS DRUMS £59 YAMAHA PF70 s/h £659 PEAVEY DEUCE, s/h £275
VESTA 4t1 DELAY £195 YAMAHA PF80 ex hire...1799 TRACE 410, s/h £565
ROLAND JUNO 1, S/h....£349 YAMAHA RX15 used £269 SUNN 1 x 15 200, s/h £149
ROLAND TR707 + dem.£365 YAMAHA SPX90 V.Low....POA STRATS from £199
ROLAND TR727, s/h £249 YAMAHA DX21 s/h £485 B. C. RICH M. Bird £239
ACCESSIT REVERB £129 YAMAHA DX100 s/h £279 ROLAND JC120 v.low POA
ACCESSIT COMP £35 YAMAHA DX27 s/h £359 SHADOW MIDI GTR POA
KORG 800 II s/h £389 YAMAHA MTIX ex demo.£375 LES PAUL GOLD TOP....£389
CHAPMAN STICK £575 CASIO CZ 1000 s/h £259 YAMAHA CF70B, new...£1,295
PORTA-ONE ex dem £339 CASIO RZ 1 s/h £295 ROLAND MS0700 new...£359
MIDIVERB demo £349 82 STRAT Sealed Box £650 SHURE SM58 £109
MIDIFEX demo £349 FLOYD ROSE TREM £139 FRONTLINE REVERB £55
FOSTEX 250 s/h £459 ROCKMAN 100 £229 BOSS, LOWEST UK PRICES

CALLERS: 18A SOHO SQUARE,

f wow
LONDON WIV 5FB 01-434 1365 UNE. ,,.,

To: Soho Soundhouse Mail Order Freepost 38 London W1E 6QZ

Name

Address

Tel

Please send me Model No(s)

I enclose cheque/postal order/bankers draft/cash in reg. envelope or
debit my AccessNisa account no

1 I , I _J
for £ NB Personal cheques allow 21 days All otner

NO STAMPS REQUIRED ''''''' Sayr"°' 2° ''''''°°"`" - -i



patch WIORiK

Now that Patchwork is bigger than ever, you've an even better chance of seeing your favourite sound in print, not to mention your favourite magazineon your
doorstep free of charge. And if you're still waiting to see your particular synth featured in these pages, then why not be the first to submit some sounds?

Many readers are now accompanying their patch charts with a short demo cassette of the sounds in question, and this is really good news for our over -worked (and

generally hungover) editorial team. Don't worry too much about classic performances and impeccable recording quality; just present your sounds simply and concisely-

and convince us you're the best of the bunch.

Don't forget that if your patch gets published, you'll receive a free year's subscription to MUSIC TECHNOLOGY with our compliments. So send us your favourite

sounds on a photocopy of an owner's manual chart (coupled with a blank one for artwork purposes) accompanied, if possible, by a short demo -tape. Include a decent -

length description of your sound and its musical purpose in life, and write your full name and address on each chart. And remember, edited presetsare all very well, but an

original masterpiece is always preferable. OK?

The address to send sounds to: Patchwork, MUSIC TECHNOLOGY, Alexander House, I Milton Road, Cambridge, CB4 I UY.

MOOG ROGUE
Resonant Violin

Al Ferrier, Surre

NOW HERE'S a popular synth that's so far eluded

the Patchwork limelight. Although the Rogue didn't

set the synth world alight when it was launched in

'81, it's nevertheless capable of producing some

very usable sounds for bass and lead line work.
'Resonant Violin' is described as a decently realistic

violin voice, useful for "long instrumental breaks",

whatever that might mean. Al recommends fiddling

on the top and bass octaves for best results.
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CASIO CZ101

Rebecca

R Davies, Notts

IT SAYS HERE that 'Rebecca' has been created, nay

inspired, by the programmer's love for a girl of the

same name. Cue the violins. Seriously folks (and put

the tissues away), 'Rebecca' did win the MT Blindfold

Test against a selection of other notable CZ sounds.

As it's seen here, 'Rebecca is actually the

alternative version of two supplied; you may prefer

the original (DCO 1 Waveform values of 4:1).
However, if the sound is sustained it becomes very

flat indeed, so keep your playing mildly staccato for

best results. 

MODULATION
UNE SELECT RING NOISE

1+2'
(1,2,1.2%,.1)

OFF OFF

(ON/OFF)

DETUNE
+/- OCTAVE NOTE FINE

- 0 00 10
( / - ) (0 - 3) (0 - 11) (0 - BO)

1

I DCO 1

WAVE FORM
FIRST SECOND

6
(1-e) (0 - 8)

E N V (PITCH)
STEP 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8

RATE 99

LEVEL 00

SUS/END END

DCW 1

KEY FOLLOW

9 (0 -

E N V (WAVE)
STEP 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8

RATE 63

LEVEL 00
SUS/END END

DCA 1

KEY FOLLOW

3 (0-8)

E N V (AMP)
STEP 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8

RATE 94 21 32

LEVEL 99 00 00
SUS/END SUS END

(0 - 99)

(0 - 99)

(0- 99)

(0-99)

(0- 99)

(0 - 09)

121

VIBRATO OCTAVE
WAVE DELAY RATE DEPTH + / - RANGE

1 15 16 05 + 1

(1 - 4) (0 - 99) (0 - 99) (0 - 99) ( / - ) (0 - 1)

DCO 2

WAVE FORM
FIRST SECOND

5

(1 - B) (0 - 9)

E N V (PITCH)
STEP 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8

RATE 99

LEVEL 00

SUS/END END

DCW 2

KEY FOLLOW

8 (0- 9)

E N V (WAVE)
STEP 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8

RATE 99

LEVEL 00
SUS/END END

DCA 2

KEY FOLLOW

0 (0 - 9)

-------11sC/lAMP)
STEP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

RATE 83 35

LEVEL 99 00

SUS/END SUS END

10 - 99)

(0 - 99)

(0 - 90)

(0-991

(0 - 99)

(0 - 90)
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BIT ONE

Quartet
Francesco D'A:ostini, Italy

WHILE ALWAYS deserving of further coverage in Patchwork, the Bit synths have suffered in the past from not offering convenient patch charts in their manuals to aid

would-be creators. But where there's a will, there's a way (or at least, a lot of mourning relatives).
Of Francesco's quartet of sounds, (A) is titled 'Twos -Stroke Ensemble', as each note or chord you strike is repeated twice as a pseudo -echo effect. 'Digital Violin' (B)

aims to create an 'electronic' violin sound with the help of some tasteful vibrato, while sound (C) is aptly named 'Pseudo S&H' as it simulates sample -and -hold modulation

applied to the VCF. Lastly, 'Fat Fiat' (D) (completely arbitrary name, by the way) is an amalgamation of a triangle wave and a PW sound that results in a good, fat solo

voice. 

LFO I (A) (B) (C) (D) DCO I (A) (B) (C) (D) VCA (A) (B) (C) (D)
1 0 23 0 0 45 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 0 24 0 0 46 0 0

3 0 0 1 0 25 0 0 0 47 12 0 13

4 1 0 26 0 0 48 31 37 31 45

5 1 0 0 27 0 0 49 63 63 63 10

6 0 1 0 28 0 50 30 37 30 35

7 0 0 0 29 0 0 0

8 40 30 63 40 30 0 0 0 LFO2

9 0 21 0 0 31 0 0 0 51 0 0 1 0

10 22 22 25 22 32 0 0 2 52 0 0 0 0

II 0 0 35 0 33 0 0 0 53 0 0 0 0

54 0 0 1 0

VCF DCO2 55 0 0 1 0

12 18 0 35 9 34 0 0 56 0 0 0 0

13 0 45 63 14 35 0 0 0 1 57 0 0 0 0

14 9 41 63 21 36 0 0 0 0 58 0 0 30 0

15 46 27 46 11 37 0 0 0 0 59 0 0 0 0

16 0 14 22 8 38 0 0 1 60 0 0 22 0

17 0 0 0 0 39 0 0 61 0 0 0 0

18 2 33 13 40 40 0 0 0 1

19 2 0 26 0 41 0 0 0 0

20 42 26 31 18 42 0 0 0 0

21 0 0 0 0 43 0 0 0 2

22 1 0 0 0 44 0 0 0 0

ROLAND IX8P
RolandFat

Gar Dow, Texas, USA

A TRADITIONAL analogue synth sound from the Texas plains, 'Roland F

Ed) achieves its fatness by a combination of various techniques: the mix

maximum harmonic content, cross -mod and detuning of the oscillators,

great sound for traditionalist synth players, and maybe something a

contemporary styles, too. 

at' (OK, who's responsible for the title?-

of sawtooth and pulse waveforms for

and envelope sweeping of the filter. A

little out -of -the -ordinary for more

DCO-1 DCO-2 DCO-MOD MIXER VCF

11 RANGE 8' 21 RANGE 8' 31 DYNAMICS OFF 41 000.1 89 51 HPF 1

12 WAVEFORM R- 22 WAVEFORM SAM 32 ENV MODE - I 42 DCO-2 76 52 FREQUENCY 29

13 TUNE 00 23 XMOD XMOD 43 ENVELOPE 85 53 RESONANCE 39

14 LFO 00 24 TUNE 00 .44 DYNAMICS OFF 54 LFO 00

15 ENVELOPE 00 25 FINE TUNE .10 45 ENV MODE -1 55 ENVELOPE 95

26 LFO 00 56 KEYFOLLOW 76

27 ENVELOPE 00 57 DYNAMICS OFF

58 ENV MODE -1

VCA/CHORUS LFO ENVELOPE -1 ENVELOPE -2

61 LEVEL 84 71 WAVEFORM 59 81 ATTACK 09 91 ATTACK 02

62 ENV MODE F NU 72 DELAY 00 82 DECAY 73 92 DECAY 73

63 DYNAMICS OFF 73 RATE 87 83 SUSTAIN 31 93 SUSTAIN 31

64 CHORUS 1 74 BEND LEO DEPTH 84 RELEASE 24 94 RELEASE 25

99 85 KEY FOLLOW 3 95 KEY FOLLOW 2
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KORG DW6000

`Compilation'

Rudi Cazeaux, Whitstable, Kent

/1100
IKE

PROGRAM
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11 12 13 21 22 23 24 25 26 31 32 33 34 35 36 41 42 43 44 45 46 51 52 53 54 55 56 61 62 63 64 1/ 12 13

STRAVOX 16 4 31 16 4 31 1 5 8 37 25 2 1 0 1 0 31 0 0 0 0 17 5 31 20 23 16 16 0 2 0 2 0 6 P1

' !DX' STRINGS 16 1 31 16 7 11 5 4 0 36 7 2 1 10 1 2 7 21 8 8 0 10 6 31 21 24 12 7 15 1 0 2 0 5 PI

JAll ORGAN 16 4 31 16 4 31 1 2 0 31 8 1 1 31 1 0 3 0 24 0 18 0 0 31 0 31 7 8 11 0 0 12 0 0 P1

SYNTRUMP 16 1 31 16 4 31 1 2 0 0 5 2 1 23 1 4 23 29 24 19 22 0 23 26 4 5 23 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 P1

PEARL 4 8 31 4 8 19 1 4 3 28 4 2 1 6 1 0 9 16 26 0 18 0 31 31 21 28 20 3 0 1 0 12 0 0 P1

LEAD/BASS 16 6 31 16 1 31 24 0 0 0 19 2 1 24 1 0 17 21 22 0 0 0 31 31 31 31 0 8 0 0 0 2 0 0 U

DOUBLE BASS 16 2 28 8 1 18 1 4 0 19 5 0 1 10 0 0 10 2 0 0 18 0 8 21 15 3 14 8 0 0 0 2 0 2 U

A NEWCOMER TO Patchwork is Korg's DW6000, so we'll celebrate in style with this compilation of seven very impressive sounds.

On Rudi's short demo cassette, the first couple of sounds were our favourites: 'Stravox' a warm strings patch ideal for backing and moody pieces, and 'DX Strings', a

much punchier strings sound with plenty of resin.
'Jazz Organ' has a nice chime effect in the attack phase followed by a quiet sustain, while 'Syntrump' is a rich, brassy sound whose VCA EG can be tweaked for a stronger

sustain, and both attack and release altered for different effects.

Reminiscent of a tinkly electric piano is 'Pearl'; with it, a lovely atmosphere can be built up by sustaining notes in the lower octaves whileplaying a solo melody over the

top.
'Lead/Bass' offers the classic filter -sweep sound and should prove useful for those funky tasks no other patch can master, while 'Double Bass', though to our ears not that

"acoustic" in quality, comes with the following descriptive prose from Rudi: "Playing staccato will give a long release, while holding the keys gives a damped sound (as if

damped with the palm). A bit of string buzz and fingers on the fretboard also come through, and try adding some pitch -bend." 
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MODE/ FREO. FRED. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 BREAK L R I. R KGOARD OUTPUT VELOC- I 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 KEY
SYNC COARSE FINE DETUNE

RATE LEVEL POINT CURVE DEPTH RATE LEVEL ITT SENS. RATE LEVEL TRANS- VOICE
NAME

OSCILLATOR EG KEYBOARD LEVEL SCALING SCALING, OPERATOR PITCH EG POSE
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RANGE PITCH AMPLT
TUDE EG BIAS RANGE PITCH

AMPLI
TUDE

EG BIAS RANGE PITCH AMPLI
TUDE EG BIAS RANGE PITCH AMPLI

TUDE EG BIAS

IT SEEMS THAT Mikael thought the More Than A Grand' sound for the DX7 (E&MM September) was not a patch (sic) on his 'Real Grand'. Well, we have to agree that his

creation is a marvellously sweet acoustic piano sound, which should find many uses in both classical and contemporary music.

Mikael, incidentally, is in a band called Cul-De-Sac, who've just signed a record deal with an American producer. If this example of his work is anything to go by, we

should be hearing more from him (and them) in the not -too -distant future. 
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K -Muse Sound Composer

Sample Disks for Ensoniq

Mira :e

SINCE ITS RELEASE over a year ago, the Mirage has

been one of the best -supported samplers in terms of

factory sounds. But this hasn't discouraged a

number of independent sources from coming up

with their own Mirage samples.
The latest and perhaps best -presented of these is

the Sound Composer range from K -Muse in

America. K -Muse have chosen to present their
sounds in five sets of ten disks each, and this is the

only way they are available. Each set costs $199, and

features a complete range of sounds (say, drums on

disk I, bass sounds on disk 3, orchestral sounds on

disk 8, and so on) chosen to fit within a certain
classification. These classifications are either descrip-

tive - 'Techno' and 'Classical' - or geographical -
'London', `LA' and 'NY'.

The 'London' series ranges from modern drum

sounds through some haunting, breathy voices and

orchestral hits (presumably taken from a Pink Floyd

album, judging by their name). The 'LA' set includes

movie soundtrack -type strings (called 'Hollywood'),

some jazzy brass, and FM -type bell sounds. 'NY' is a

treasure-trove for the home hip hop enthusiast,
with some great slap bass, brass and choir hits, and

an astounding selection of percussion sounds that

includes various pipes, keys and glass.

`Techno' features some great digital -type sounds

(originating in FM for the most part) and also works

well in the context of modern musical styles like hip

hop.

In stark contrast, the 'Classical' set is for the arch -

traditionalist, with string sounds ranging from bold

baroque quartet to horror movie "tremelando".
Other sounds in this set include the compulsory

piano and brass.

One of the major selling points of the Mirage is its

internal sequencer, and K -Muse's Arnie Schulze,

who developed the sounds, has put this to good use

with demos on each disk that show off the sounds to

best effect. These also serve as a guide for the
playing style which best suits each sound, enabling

you to hear each sample "in context" before you

put fingers to keys.
Some of the sound sets are more aptly -named

than others: 'NY' is perfect, but I don't hear too

much of my home town in 'London'. Still, this

doesn't detract from the library's variety, or its
usability.

I have a feeling that the large section of

traditionalists among sampler owners will make

`Classical' the most popular set, but K -Muse have

certainly catered for every taste. $199 may seem a

fairly large sum of money, but when you consider

you're getting a minimum of 50 well set-up sounds

in each set, the whole thing begins to look more like

a bargain.

And if you still have doubts, a 'Sampler's Sampler'

set of five disks (with sounds taken from the five
sets, plus a free demo disk) is available for $99; this

allow you to test the water and see which sets are

likely to serve your needs best.

WHY IS IT?
Ql. Why have CHROMATIX ignored half of their customers?
Q2. Why do CHROMATIX shut the door when things get

busy?

Q3. Why is CHROMATIX closed when other stores do most
business?

Q4. Why are CHROMATIX always out at the busiest times'?

Al. CHROMATIX now service only private studio owners
and professional clients.

A2. CHROMATIX now conducts all demonstrations behind
closed doors to optimise product evaluation.

A3. CHROMATIX is open during the week from 10 a.m. to
5.30 p.m. and by arrangement at weekends.

A4. CHROMATIX now provide full demonstrations at clients
homes or studios.

Should you wish to know more about CHROMATIX range of
products and services please contact Dave Crombie or Mickie
Taylor on 01-385-1302

CHROMATIX
273 Lillie Rd
London
SW6 7LL

More from K -Muse, 8954 Mason Avenue,
Chatsworth, CA 91311, USA. e (818)998-7555
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ROLAND DEP5
Multi -effects Unit

With the help of
28 -bit processing

technology,
Roland have
introduced a

signal processor
that can generate

digital reverb,
delay, chorus and
flanging effects -

and combine
them together to

produce new
treatments. By

Paul White.

WHAT A DILEMMA. Here I am, with a 1U -high, rack -

mountable multi -effects unit, and no earthly idea how to

start the review with any phrase other than "Roland's
DEP5 is a 1U -high, rack -mountable multi -effects unit -

with a difference". I know. I'll start it with "What a
dilemma"... If it's a fault, make it a feature, as they say.
But I still wish modern effects processors would come in

different formats, other than the standard one.
Anyway, the difference just mentioned is that the

treatments the DEP5 produces can be used in

combination, as well as singly.
Essentially, there's a classy digital reverb, gated or

reversed reverb, delay, stereo chorus and three -band
EQ. There are four diffent basic reverbs to choose from

with variations on each, in addition to gated or non-
linear types, and all have a I 2kHz bandwidth. The
converters are 16 -bit, giving low noise and distortion,
and the internal processor handles 28 bits.

Acknowledging the fact that there are a lot of ways
you can use these effects, Roland have given the DEP5 a

total of 99 memories - including 29 preset effects - all of

which can be called up via MIDI as well as from the front

panel.

You don't, however, get to choose exactly how you
configure the different effects sections. Instead, you
have to select from 11 possible flow algorithms, and

then set up your own parameters. Because of the way in

which the effects can be internally configured, it's worth
devoting a few lines to examining those algorithms in
detai I.

Algorithm I is stereo chorus only, while number 2 is
reverb only. Number 3 is stereo reverb, the output of
which is treated to give pitch modulation effects.
Algorithm 4 gives a chorused reverb, number 5 has the
reverb and chorus in parallel rather than in series, while

number 6 is very similar to the previous algorithm, but
with a stronger chorus element. Number 7 is gated
reverb, 8 is gated reverb with modulation, and 9 is a
parallel combination of non-linear reverb and chorus.
The delay section makes an appearance in algorithm 10

in parallel with reverb, while number I I is described as

being low density, non-linear reverb with modulation.
So, with the exception of EQ - which can be set up

for all algorithms - no more than two effects can be
operated simultaneously. This dispels the myth that the

DEP5 lets you use all your effects at once, but the
machine does have some powerful surprises in store.

The delay section, for example, has an impressive
maximum time of two seconds, while the reverb can be
adjusted all the way from an almost immediate decay to

a huge 99 seconds' worth. It's also possible to program
the number of repeats for the delay program, and stereo

delay effects are available.

Controls
THE NICEST THING about the control section is that
the DEP5 actually has one. Yes, there are knobs for
everything that you might want to twiddle, and that's
good news. One odd feature, though, is that the power

switch doubles as the effects bypass. Now, I've heard of

economising on electricity, but that is ridiculous; it must
have been designed by the sort of person who switches

off their windscreen wipers going under bridges...
Anyway, from left to right we have a bargraph level

indicator, followed, not surprisingly, by the input level
control which Roland have decided to call the Input
Attenuator. This doesn't actually turn down to zero,
which is an odd arrangement.

Next is the dry/effect balance control, which would
probably be set to effect only for use with a mixer. For
use with an instrument amplifier, though, this control is

used to set the depth of the effect.
The next three controls are dual function in true

Roland tradition, but don't panic; their operation is very
logical. In one mode, they control the three EQ bands,
providing up to I 2dB of cut or boost at 100Hz, 10Hz
and across a parametric band sweepable from 300Hz to

I 2kHz. When not handling the EQ, they control the
chorus rate, depth and feedback.

The next control is in fact a rotary switch, which
should appeal to Spinal Tap fans because it's calibrated

up to I 1. This selects the desired algorithm, determining

which effects are active and in what order they are
connected.

Reverb parameters are set up by the following three
controls. They set the Pre -Delay time, the Reverb Time

and the HF Damping. In non-linear mode, they also
control the effect duration. Then there's the Reverb
Selector button, which allows four different basic
reverbs to be called up. These are Room, Hall, Plate and

Special - more of Special later.
We mustn't forget that gated reverb is on offer, and
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Monkey Business

0____
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N
414/1 MUSICAL EQUIPMENT

Axis Remote Keyboard E399

EP5OMIDI piano £549

Junoi synth £499

Juno 2 synth E799

New 1X10 synth E1899

New MC -500 Micro composer £799

New MKB-200 Mother keyboard E625

New MKS -20 Digital piano module E1299

PG -300 Programmer for luno's £199

New RD1000 Digital piano E2499

a, Roland 5-10 Sampler - E999

Roland S-50 Sampler £2175

I DEALS
R EA

AVAILABLE
C KA G

MKS -10 Piano module special offer, one
only display model, reduced to £399

SV -350 Vocoder E575

V0 SDE-2500 bigital delay £449
SDE-1000 Digital delay E399

O
SDE-3000 Digital delay £749

SRV2000 Digital reverb £1099

MC202 Micro Composer s/h £99

GR Bass synth x -demo £1795

TR505 Digital Drums, MIDI £225

TR707 Digital drums, MIDI E499

TR727 Latin percussion £399

PAD -8 MIDI Octapad £399

MPU 101 MIDI/CV interface £199

NEW Boss DR220A Rhythm Machine £165
NEW Boss DR220E Rhythm Machine £165
NEW CR1000 digital drum machine 1335
NEW Boss Doctor Pads 6 voices per unit,
3 models E149 each

NEW DEP 5 effects processor £675

NEW GM70 GR/MIDI convertor £695

NEW GK1 guitar synth driver E190

NEW MKS70, JX10 module £1725

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

o

r56

nrtnnol

ROLAND KORG KEY CENTRE
Poly 800 Midi synth E499

DW8000 polysynth E995

5G1 Sampling Grand 76 note £1775

SG1D Sampling Grand 88 note £1995

NEW 0551 Sampling Keyboard, now
in stock £1999
New DVP-1 voice processor £799

RK100 remote keyboard E399

SQD-1 MIDI recorder £599

Amazing New DDD1 Programmable
Digital Drum Machine £799
M 16 digital rhythm source £299

KMX rack mount mixer £199

5001000 digital delay £335

SDD2000 digital delay £499

SDD1200 dual dig. delay £399
SDD3000 triple digital delay E799

GT6OX guitar tuner E29

DT1 chromatic tuner £45

MEX memory expander £199

KMS MIDI synchroniser £175

LARGE SELECTION OF

SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT ALWAYS
IN STOCK PHONE FOR DETAILS

AKAI PRO DEALER
New S-900 sampler E1699

5612 sampler + disc drive, plus 10 free
disks. New super-dooper deal Phone Now
New AX73 polysynth E699

New MX73 mother keyboard E549

New VX90 expander E499

New MPX820 prog. mixer £1299
ME255 note separator MIDI £119
ME3OP patch bay MIDI £119
ME10D MIDI delay E99

ME15F dynamics controller £99
ME20A sequencer MIDI E99

Full range of sample sounds in stock!

Open Mon -Sat 9.30-6-00
24hr delivery

RAII time eviaiheersEFFECTon the premises
S UNITS

Yamaha SPX90 59

Yamaha REV7 reverb
E£0795

Tamec Madrack D7 delay £299
Dynacord 8 memory delay £399

VestaKaza sampler/delay £295

PIS digital delay £245

IHS delay/reverb £269
IHS spring reverb E79

Yamaha GC2020 comp/limiter £229
Ibanez DM1100 delay E429995

Ibanez HD1500 harmonizer £495

Cutec stereo graphic f98
Cutec delay/reverb £142

Aria stereo reverb £199

Aces E15S stereo graphic £187

ADO patch bay E59

Trace Elliot GP11 pre -amp £250
Dynacord digital reverb E399

Alexis Midiverb £399

Alesis Midifex E399

ENSONIQ
Ensoniq Mirage £1320

Ensoniq Mirage Rack £1080

Ensoniq ESQ1 Synth £1115

Ensoniq Piano £1115

FOSTEX
New Fostex 160 4 track VOA
MOD80 8 track recorder £1699
MOD8OLS B track recorder £1575
M0D20 2 track recorder £899
260 New 4 track recorder £749

X154 track recorder £245

450 8/4 mixer £699

MN15 mixer/compressor E49

TS15 sync box £59
6301 powered monitors E129

T20 headphones £45

4030 synchroniser E1495

4035 sync controller £517

4050 auto locator E899

8700 SMPTE generator £179 t

MOD80 remote £59

MOD80 footswitch £14

A/C adaptor for X15 £34
X15 footswitch £9

HOME RECORDING
Yamaha MT15 4 -track £499
Akai Super Pro 4 track system £899
Vestfi re 4 track cassette, VU meters EQ,
DOS with power supply E325

Cutec MR404 high speed mains powered
4 track with EQ and DBX E481

Aria 4 track high speed 19" rack mounted
cassette recorder E495

Studiomaster High Speed 4 track with
6 channel mixer & Dolby £795

Seck 12/8/2 mixer £799

Seck 1818/2 mixer £1195

YAMAHA
Always a large selection of Yamaha
equipment in stock, too much to
list Phone for details

MICRO RACK UNITS
NEW Boss Delay/Harmonizer E199

Boss BMRS micro system rack £45

Boss RDD10 digital delay £149

Boss RC1.10 comp/limiter £115

Boss RGE10 graphic EQ £115

Boss RBE10 Banger £115

Boss RPH10 phaser £115

Boss RAD10 19' rack adaptor £20

Boss RPQ10 parametric EQ £115

Boss RSD10 sampler/delay £199

Boss RPW7 multi power supply £64

Boss Individual power supplies £18

Boss RCE10 digital chorus £185

Boss RP510 harmonizer/delay E199

lostaht no deposit H. P available (APR 36.4) Part -ex Welcome Visa/Access

66 Victoria Road, Romford Essex (0708) 754548 or 25919
& 351 Loodoo Road (A13) Westcliff-ovi-Sea (0702) 332743

UMI-3S
UMI-3S
UMI-3S
UMI-3S
UMI-3S
UMI-3S
UMI-3S

After the unrivalled success of the UMI-2B amongst professional
musicians, producers and composers, Umusic is to launch a new
budget sequencer based closely on the superb 4.17 series
software. The UMI-3S system hardware will provide tape -sync,
extensive clock interfacing and, like the 2B, the software's pattern
based approach to sequencing will be one of the easiest to use and
friendliest available. At £195 plus VAT the UMI-3S 16 channel
polyphonic MIDI sequencer could form the creative centrepiece of
your entire MIDI set-up. If you would like more information please
return the tear -off.

Important message for all UMI-2B owners: A major update, the
series 5 software, will soon be available. Please return the tear -off
for details if you have not already been informed.

Please send details on the new UMI-3S owners sequencer/series 5 software for the UMI-2B
(delete where inapplicable)

Name

Address

Send to: Umusic Limited, 17 Parkfields, London SW15 6NH
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that it's possible, using the non-linear programs, to
create backwards type effects, which the manual
doesn't really stress.

The memory number may be stepped up or down
using a button to the left of the display, and the display

itself shows a lot of useful information - including the
current memory number, the parameter value currently

being adjusted, and the effects that are active for the
current algorithm. In reverb mode it shows the room
size, while MIDI information also comes up here when
the MIDI parameters are being edited; these include
MIDI channel number and mode. Program numbers can

be assigned to MIDI patch numbers in the range 0-127,
so you don't have to reprogram all your effects from
scratch to get them to match up to your synth
programs. And as you might expect, you can select any

of 16 MIDI channels or select Omni mode.
Onto the bank of buttons to the right of the display.

The Reverb Selector button we've seen already, but the
next row contains the Write and Chorus/EQ select
buttons. Write is used to lock your memory and the
other switch, as its name implies, selects whether you're

editing the chorus or EQ parameters.
The Output Level control is used in conjunction with

the Reverb Selector button to program the output level

of each effect. This is A Good Thing, especially while so

many manufacturers are still overlooking the fact that
you don't want all your programs to be implemented at
the same level. You can also program a different effect
balance for each memory - essential for stage work, but

again, still absent on some programmable effects units.

Fortunately, there's an alternative to switching the
power off if you want to bypass the effect - you can use a

footswitch connected to the socket provided. A
footswitch can also be used to step through the first
eight program memories in ascending sequence. The
ninth switch operation returns you to program memory
I . There's MIDI In and MIDI Thru, but no MIDI Out, as
the DEP5 can only take orders, not give them.

Sound
THE MOST EXPENSIVE part of a unit like this is the
reverb, and it's on the quality of this that the success of

the DEP5 largely rests. As I've already stated, there are
four basic reverb types, and the rooms and halls offer a
choice of room sizes - from shoe -box to the Royal
Albert Hall in sensible increments. The plate setting has

two options, as does Special.
The basic reverb sound is bright and reasonably

smooth, but slightly metallic. It is, however, a good deal

more flexible than most budget reverbs. In a mix the
slight colouration is not a problem, and the reverb
succeeds in sounding good on both percussion and
melody instruments. By comparison with a more
sophisticated reverb, the effect is a bit low on diffusion,

the decay tail is slightly cyclic, and the overall effect is a

little unrefined. Even so, it still sounds great on pop
music productions, and that's where its main market
lies.

The rooms and halls are effective and fairly
convincing, while the plate is very bright indeed. The
pre -delay helps to make the sound more interesting and

adds to the sense of space, with the HF damping helping

to give a more natural sound. And these days, being able

to change such parameters at the twirl of a knob is little
short of total luxury.

The gated and non-linear sounds are good, too, and
there's a surprising variety, from snappy gated drum
treatments to eerie, reversed effects. Both gated and
reversed settings can be varied in length, and there's

one low -diffusion gated effect that sounds terrific on
handclaps. Some of the non-linear sounds have a built-in

panning effect, too, which can be quite spectacular.
The Special reverb setting is decidedly odd, though. It

has a strange high -frequency frying sound to it which can

be really stunning on some sounds, but totally
inappropriate on others. Using this setting, I got one
percussion treatment which sounded as though some-
one was hitting a hot metal plate onto which
cockroaches were being dropped at regular intervals. A

bit obscure, I know, but it's the only way I can describe it

properly.
When the reverbs are combined with chorus (or with

feedback flanging), the effect can vary from subtle to
monstrous - but in all cases, the result seems to be far
more than just the sum of the parts. These treatments
seem to be aimed at keyboard players: the cheapest
synth can be made to sound deceptively PPG-ish, and

flanged, reversed reverb on a bland strings sound can
transform it into something a Series III Fairlight would
be proud of.

The chorus used on its own is all that we've come to
expect from Roland; they were the first people to
develop it as a serious effect, after all. It's bright, wide
and thoroughly dynamic...and a twist on the feedback
control instantly transforms it into vicious flanging.

The delay is surprisingly effective when several
repeats are programmed, and here too, impressive
stereo treatments are available. Having the facility to
use EQ really adds to the flexibility of the DEP5, and the

parametric section, especially, is useful for 'peaking up' a

sound.

What continues to amaze me, though, is the way all
these treatments not only sound good in isolation, but
can also create such intriguing effects in combination.
Setting the sounds up is easy because you only have to

call up a preset that's something near to what you want,
and then fiddle with the controls to get exactly what you
want.

Verdict
I EXPECTED THE Roland DEP5 to be one thing and it
turned out to be another. As a multi -effects unit, it
doesn't offer as many obvious options as Yamaha's
SPX90, and it doesn't have a pitch -shifter. However, it
does have a respectable and flattering -sounding digital

reverb which is easy to use and offers lots of options.
There's a stereo chorus which may be used as a stereo

flanger, and then there's the delay, which in itself offers
more variety than you might at first think.

But it's the combination of reverb, chorus and EQ that

yields the most unusual results. Most of these treatments

work well given the right kind of input signal, and most
sound spectacular when used with modern synthesisers;

knowing Roland's position in the keyboard market,
maybe this isn't really surprising.

Combining this machine with your keyboard gives
you a totally new instrument, but you really do have to
hear one in use to appreciate what it can do. In some
ways, the DEP5 is an education in how various delay
treatments interact'when used simultaneously.

On paper, a reverb, delay, chorus and equaliser in one

box no longer sounds a big deal. But once you plug the
DEP5 in, it's somehow a lot more than that. 

Price £675 including VAT
More from Roland UK, Great West Trading Estate,
983 Great West Road, Brentford, Middx. V 01-568
4578
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SPECTRUM
MIDI INTERFACE

£49.95
With tape/MIDI and

pulse sync. STEP

MULTITRACKER £38.95
real time, 8 poly tracks, bar chaining,

quantizing, overdub with real time input
input

STEP SEQUENCER £38.95
Music score + 24,000 events, full edit, chords easily entered.

DATA BASE SYSTEMS £22.95
MIDI data base system displays save reload patch info songs etc.

Works with most synths

CASIO CZ EDITOR + SOUNDS £22.95
wave forms graphics, dump to tape library of 96 new voices to

load into the editor
CASIO SOUND

Another tape of 100 voices £9.95
TX7/DX7 EDITOR £24.95

Graphics, wave forms dump to tape. LIBRARY £24.95 new sounds
save to tape.

CUSTOMISED SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE
CAN BE PRODUCED FOR ALL MIDI

APPLICATIONS
For further details please write (SAE) or phone

545TE1115
10 Sunnybank Road, Wylde Green, Sutton Coldfield,

West Midlands B73 SRE. Tel: 021-382 6048 (Closed Wednesdays)

Ensoniq ESQ-1
This sensational new synth is now in stock.

along with ALL other ENSONIQ products including the
MIRAGE and the SAMPLED PIANO.Get yours NOW.

:612
AKAI Main Dealer

Sampler + Disk drive + Disks;
AX 73 synths, six octave,touch sensitive,sampler input,
100 programs etc; S 900 8 voice multisampler,40kHz
12 bit sampling; MX 73 master keyboard, six octave,
touch sensitive; midi rack effects in stock- all at best
prices.

The brilliant sampling keyboard
from E -mu for under £2000 due
in soon- order yours now !!!

Ex -demo and s/h keyboards, mixers, effects, etc always in
stock- POA. Tel 0222 373576
Dominions i4cade,Quocan St,CardHl.

Ask a professional...
Addlestone ABC Music

Barnet Music Village
Barnstable Roadrunner Music
Barrow in Furness Northern Sounds
Bingley J SG
Birmingham Musical Exchange
Birmingham Jones & Crossland Ltd
Blackpool Blackpool Sound Centre
Bolton Flash Street
Bournemouth Eddie Moors Music
Brighton Southern Music
Brighton Future Music
Bristol Guitar Workshop
Burnley Dawsons Music

Cambridge Music Village
Cardiff Music Land
Cardiff Peter Noble
Carlisle G Bowman
Carlisle Northern Sounds
Chelmsford Future Music
Colchester Axe Music

Darlington G A Williams
Dublin McNeive Music Ltd
Dunfermline Sound Control

Eastbourne Peter Bonner Musical
Edinburgh Gordon Simpson
Edinburgh Sound Control

Glasgow McCormacks Music
Glasgow Sound Control
Guildford Andertons

High Wycombe Percy Priors Music Shop

Ipswich Axe Music

Jersey Easy Play Organ Studios Ltd

Kendal Northern Sounds

Leeds Alpha Music
Leicester Carlsbro Sound Centre
Liverpool Hesseys Music Centre
London
W1 Soho Soundhouse
W2 Syco Systems
W5 Chromatix

WC2 Rod Argents Keyboards
N10 Syndromic Music
NW1 Future Music
NW1 Music Labs
NW9 Turnkey
Ell Holiday Music
SE6 Gigsounds
SW3 Juice Music
SW6 Future Music
SW16 Gigsounds
Luton Don Larking Audio Sales

Maidstone E S Electronics
Manchester Al Music Centre
Manchester Sounds Great
Mansfield Carlsbro Sound Centres

Newcastle Rock City
Northampton Music Market
Northwich Dougies Music Store
Norwich Carlsbro Sound Centre
Nottingham Carlsbro Sound Centre

Oxford ABC Music

Peterborough Stix Drum Centre
Portsmouth Future Music

Romford Monkey Business

Sheffield Carlsbro Sound Centre
Southampton Fret Music
Southampton Future Music
Southend on Sea Honky Tonk
Southend on Sea Monkey Business
Stockport Al Music
Stockport Dawsons Music
Sunderland White Electric

Warrington Dawsons Music
Wigan Back Alley Music
Workington Northern Sounds

AKAI
professional

Akai (UK) Limited -Electronic Music Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate,
Silver Jubilee Way, Parkway, Hounslow, Middlesex TW4 6NQ. Tel: 01-897 6388 Telex: 892555 AKAIUK C.
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vinylisAIK.E.S
Miles Davis

Tutu
WEA CD/LP

Always a controversial figure, jazz great Miles
Davis has built on his reputation for innovation by
advocating the drum machine for use as a serious
jazz instrument. It may not make him too popular
in purist camps, but it's helped make one hell of an

album of Tutu.

Eight instrumental tracks comprise Tutu, each
providing a vehicle for Davis' muted trumpet
excursions with the exception of a cover of Scritti
Politti's 'Perfect Way', where the original melody is
preserved in a manner most unbefitting of jazz.
Thus, 'Perfect Way' is the most restricted and least
satisfying cut on the album.

The title crack more accurately reflects the tone
of the remaining pieces: percussion overdubs
enliven an unadventurous drum program, poly -
synths and Fairlight orchestra hits blending effort-
lessly with Davis' fluid trumpet in precisely the way

they have no right to.
Subtle use of unrelated synth patches and vocal

samples - along with Tommy LiPuma's and Marcus
Miller's clever co -production - creates space within
the pieces for the listener, as well as the musicians.
And it's some of Miller's own synth programming,
along with that of Adam Holzman and George
Duke, that gives Davis the springboard for his
improvised forays into jazz harmony.

Tutu has touches of Weather Report and Jean -Luc
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Ponty, but the authority only Davis can command
puts it head and shoulders above both, and proves
new technology does have a place in modern jazz.

T,

ScHoolly-D
ScHoolly-D

ScHoolly-D Records LP
Technology and the recording studio have always
gone hand in hand, so it's no surprise that a
technology -intensive music like hip hop is at home
in the studio in a way that few other musics are.

On the one hand this has led to the state-of-the-
art exploitation of technology typified by Man-
tronik (it's no coincidence that he's rapidly become
a much -in -demand producer), but on the other, it's
music which can be produced on a limited budget
with limited technological means.

Philadelphia rapper ScHoolly-D's debut album
shows just what can be done by adopting the latter
approach. He's recorded the album at home, and
he's responsible for the rapping, the drum pro-
gramming, synth playing and production, and has
overseen the album through to finished product,
even designing the cartoon -style album sleeve
himself. Not surprisingly, it's on his own record
label, too. The only outside input comes from DJ
Code Money on the turntables.

The result is hardcore hip hop: music stripped
down to the basics of rhythm, eschewing the
niceties of melody and harmony. Underpinning
everything are the quirky, loping mid -tempo drum
machine rhythms, while DJ Code Money's razor-
sharp, dislocated scratching skates across the top in

an attempt to disintegrate the beat.
ScHuolly's lazy rapping style, the epitome of

coolness, enhances the often violent verbal

imagery. What's not so immediately apparent,
though, is the way he structures his vocal delivery
to add rhythmic punctuation to the music. Every-
thing is rhythm

Particularly impressive is the careful use of
reverb to create a characteristic beefy sound - hip
hop's version of the Wall of Sound - while at the
same time managing not to obscure any of the
music's rhythmic definition.

The result is a fascinating rhythmic tapestry which,
apart from making irresistible dance music, has an
enduring interest for anyone who wants to sit down

and try to work out what's going on.
This is an uncompromising album, raw and

direct. But it's precisely these qualities that make it
so refreshing at a time when so many records are
over -produced and lacking in spontaneity. I Sr

Loose Ends
Zagora
Virgin LP

Building on last year's slick Nick Martinelli produc-
tion, So Where Are You?, Zagora represents a logical

progression for Loose Ends' brand of hi -tech soul.
Produced, once again, by Slick Nick, it covers the
territory already mapped out on its predecessor,
but this time explores it a little more fully.

Maintaining the level of attention lavished on the
sounds that made up So Where Are You?, Martinelli
has created an Aladdin's Cave of subtle synth
programs and sound treatments in Zagora. The
equipment listing reads like a checklist of modern
music technology - Fairlight, Mirage, Jupiter 6 and,
of course, DX7 - making the previous flirtation
with a Jupiter 8 and DX7 look positively conservative.

But you won't find too many factory presets

LJ
lurking in here; each sound leaves the impression
the song has been crafted around it, rather than the
other way around.

Between them, band and producer have dev-
eloped a definitive sound for eighties soul. It works
best where it should - on the better songs.
Unfortunately the band have a habit of under-
mining the authority of their best work with
sentimental diversions. Last year's Top 20 hit
`Hangin' On A String' is revisited in 'Slow Down',
complete with rolling sequences, insistent TR808
pattern and Clavinet break in the middle - though
this time a Fairlight has usurped the keyboard's
role.

At its best Zagora is state-of-the-art soul music,
perfectly crafted by the perfect craftsmen. At its
worst, it's disappointingly soft and self -indulgent. 

Richard H Kirk
Black Jesus Voice

Rough Trade
Black Jesus Voice is the third and final part of a
musical triptych involving a 12 -inch and a mini LP,
Ugly Spirit, from Richard Kirk.

Kirk is probably better known for his work with
Cabaret Voltaire, where he represents the instru-
mental half of the partnership, a fact underlined
here by the absence of any vocal work apart from a
little vocoded scene -setting.

Instead, there's a heavy dependence on found -
source sound samples, used to create a melange of
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SHADOW MIDI GUITAR SYSTEM
Ex demo fitted to Tokai Standard ST50 Locking

Trem.

£999

ROLAND TR505

SECOND

Programmable
Rhythm Unit

13 NOTE MIDI
BASS PEDAL BOARD

£189
AKAI

fil°x Demo

£499
HAND YAMAHA PF15 PIANO

SUPERB eimric
CONDITION LUOU

YAMAHA
DX7 RX11

DX21 RX15
DX27 RX21
DX100 FB01

ALL AT
BEST POSSIBLE

PRICES!

Access

S/H ROLAND

SHO9
Mono Synths.

FROM £90

INTEREST FREE CREDIT00/0APR
ON CASIO SYNTHS (Callers Only)

CZ101 RRP E345 OUR PRICE £295

CZ1 000 RRP £445 OUR PRICE £395

CZ3000 RRP £555 OUR PRICE £495

CZ5000 RRP £895 OUR PRICE £795

CZ1 RRP £999 OUR PRICE £899
AZ1 (MIDI REMOTE) RRP £349 OUR PRICE £299

WRITTEN DETAILS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

MANI
627- 631, High Road, Leytonstone, E.11 01-539-0288

FREEDMANS FREEPOST, HIGH ROAD, Address
LEYTONSTONE, LONDON El 1 4BR Phone

I Please supply I enclose cheque/P.O. value £

Made payable to Freedmans Ltd. or charge
I Name AccessNisa No
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human sounds with no obvious identity. Acco-
mpanied by relentless programmed drum patterns
and analogue filter -swept bass sequences, these
provide the basis for the seven pieces here.

The most tangible outcome of this formula is
'This Is The H -Bomb Sound'. This draws on a more
conventional construction involving (shock, horror)
a recognisable chord sequence, where the sampled
voices assume the identity of a race contesting its
imminent destruction with typical human futility.

There is more variation in sound to be found on
Ugly Spirit, where pounding rhythms occasionally
give way to more gently intriguing pieces such as
the eastern 'Hollywood Babylon', which employs
more inventive synth programming and a cautious
TR808 to good effect.  Tg

Duran
Notorious

EMI 45
Now short of two Taylors - Roger, quiet drummer,
and Andy, rock 'n' roll guitarist - Messres Le Bon,
Rhodes and Taylor (John, heart-throb bassist) have
decided it's time to axe half their name and turn
out a further piece of glamour -pop imagery.

Twelve months have passed since Duran last put
a single together, and now as then, their sights are
trained patiently on the nightclub dancefloor. So,
`Notorious' is really no more than another un-
remarkable chunk of Duran's funk metal. Its

component parts are those we've grown to recog-

demo 'ilk KIES
A COMMON EXCUSE for poorly written songs and badly

recorded demos is lack of equipment. "Sorry about the

quality of the recording, but it was all done in four hours on

a borrowed Portastudio. It'll sound great once we get the

Fairlight and AMS on it", the letters go. In all probability,

though, the results would be even worse had the

limitations of time and budget been lifted - technology is no

replacement for talent. On the other hand, given a degree

of talent, technology becomes an invaluable tool for the

creation and recording of new and interesting sounds to

embellish a good song.

Consequently, an equipment listing that includes a

TR707, TR727, TR909 and RX I I drum machines, an

MSQ700 sequencer and Jupiter 8, JX8P, TX7, and Emulator

keyboards places Kevor Kian in a delicate position. But,

somewhere in his constant travels between Brussels and

the South of France, Kevor has managed to acquire not only

a feel for commercial songwriting but an excellent ear for

sound. Never predictable, the synth programming throws

eastern drones alongside rich orchestras and African

percussives. Drum patterns are varied, calling on different

voices to keep them interesting without ever losing sight of

the purpose of the rhythm track in popular music.

The vocal style owes a little to Limahl, China Crisis and

Tears For Fears, but retains a healthy individuality. Subtle

use of sampled voice fills out the vocal arrangement
without unduly challenging the lead vocal. The recording

was made on a B16, and sounds very clean.

By comparison, Always The Stranger sound rather

dry and underproduced. The first of three songs (released

on the independent Unlikely Records label) is a rather

lifeless piece of pap employing harsh flute and string sounds

over an early Genesis acoustic guitar to no great effect

whatsoever. But as it transpires, 'As The Beauty Fades

Away' is an unnaturally inoffensive diversion from the

direction established by the remaining two tracks, where

mesmerising CXSM rhythm patterns set the scene for a

real tinkling glockenspiel and dissonant synth tones that

unnerve and discomfort. A soothing vocal attempts to re-

establish some form of harmony before being disturbed

once again by menacing synth chords. Not a mainstream

act, but a deserved candidate for a little Unlikely success.

Quickly establishing, and equally quickly dispelling, images

of Gary Numan's Tubeway Army, Sympathy Party are

next to take the dancefloor. The band comprises keyboard

player Malcolm Palin and three American musicians: vocalist

Bill, drummer Kevin and George on yet more keyboards.

The material here is all solid (perhaps too much so), self -

penned pop. A Yamaha eight -track has helped make

production easier and the recording attractive. This time an

Oberheim OB8, Xpander, DX7, Emulator II and Prophet

600 provide the keyboard sounds, while a DMkDSX drum

machine/sequencer arrangement keeps everyone in step.

The synth programming belongs to the dark -grey

Ultravox school, giving all the songs a dense and

occasionally claustrophobic feel. Huge string sounds and

crystal-clear bells do justice to the OB8 and DX7, while the

Emulator is conspicuous only by its absence.

A little more space within the arrangements would help

the songs and the musicianship shine through, but it's still

the songwriting that demands close attention in order to

raise the standard from good - read unremarkable - to

exciting. Easier said than done but you wanted to be the

pop stars...

Not much information here about the equipment being

used, so perhaps it's the count -in at the start of 'She Said'

that suggests all the electronic drums are being played live.

'She Said' is the first of four tracks from a London all -girl

trio calling themselves The Touch. Settling neatly into the

(small) gap between soul and funk, guitarist/synth player

George Okey and drummer Lucinda Cook's vocals lie

effortlessly on top of the tightly delivered backing tracks.
The drums and percussion play a large and inventive role

in keeping the songs in time and on course. And Gill Moon's

nice, arranged in a subtle variation on the standard
order, and reaching out to embrace a tasteful brass
arrangement- the single's saving grace.

The B-side, 'Winter Marches On', bears a closer
resemblance to Arcadia's recent output, and
presents a far more attractive proposition: a sullen
slow waltz that makes serious use of vocal samples.

Here, Duran don their 'art' hats, put the dance
priority to one side for four minutes, and paint a
picture in which rhythm is gently nurtured by
esoteric bells, while a Fairlight coyly offers up
ethereal plucked strings and oboe samples. Le Bon's
voice moves carefully amongst them, as if afraid to
upset the delicate balance of sounds.

Pretension, yes. But at least they're good at it.
Tg

fretless bass playing is worthy of a special mention, as it

occasionally raises its head into view to intrigue the
listener, before slipping back beneath the guitar chops and

synth swells. The songs aren't brilliant, but they're well

arranged, well played and well suited to live entertainment.

Back to synth pop in true Depeche Mode style for Busy

Busy World's opener 'Night Without Day'. Sadly, it lacks

the inspiration or sincerity of the originals; cheerful enough,

but lightweight and ultimately throw -away.

There are some neat tricks here, though: colourful use of

stereo panning, and complete instrumental drop -outs

leaving the (unimaginatively) programmed TR707 and Boss

DR I 10 ticking away unaccompanied before the return of

the massed synthetics.

'A Scream And A Prayer' introduces a female vocalist,

Jane, and a couple of "real" instruments: congas and the odd

bit of clarinet. Relegated to supporting roles, the mundane

patches of a Juno, Casio 1000P and Moog Rogue become

more appealing, and we have an approximation of good pop

music. Later an alto sax joins the rosta of tradition, and

further undermines the band's apparently casual approach to

the synthetic elements of the music.

Conclusive evidence of talent, then, but too many
clichés, careless drum programs and bland synth sounds

keep BBW from ever really taking their place on the
starting line. Maybe I shouldn't be saying this in a magazine

about new technology, but if the band took as much care

over their electronics as they do over conventional
instruments, they'd be in serious contention.  Tg

Send your demo -tapes to: DemoTakes, MUSIC
TECHNOLOGY, Alexander House, I Milton Road,
Cambridge C84 I UY, including plenty of biographi-
cal and technical info, and a photograph if possible.

videoTiAsKiSommarnms
Weather Report

J apanDomino Theory
(Live In Tokyo)

Hendring Video
Despite Weather Report's lengthy history, the
band's live performances have rarely been cap-
tured for posterity, either on record or on film.
Which makes this hour-long video originating from
CBS/Sony in Japan something of a rare treat.

Contrary to the video's title, only two tracks
from the Domino Theory album have been included:
'Db Waltz' and 'Swamp Cabbage', the latter as part
of a medley of seven Report favourites which
rounds off the performance.
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Other pieces are 'Where the Moon Goes' (from
Procession) and an improvised duet between Joe
Zawinul and Wayne Shorter. The medley includes
'Black Market', 'Badia' and 'A Remark You Made',
before closing with the inevitable 'Birdland'.

In addition to Zawinul and Shorter, the person-
nel consists of Victor Bailey on bass, Omar Hakim
on drums and Mino Cinelu on percussion -a line-up
that's been retained over the last several albums.

On this live showing they are a fluent if sometimes
meandering outfit - the I4 -minute opener `Db
Waltz' could certainly have been a few minutes
shorter (so to speak).

In contrast, Zawinul's and Shorter's improvised
duet is worth every one of its 12 minutes. Shorter is
at his most thoughtful and lyrical on soprano sax,

while Zawinul's supportive keyboard textures are
both inventive and sensitive. It's a fine testament to
the unique musical empathy which has grown up
between these two musicians over the years, and
following Shorter's recent departure from the
band (now renamed Weather Update) it's a timely
reminder of the human element that his lyricism
brought to the music.

As a video 'Japan Domino Theory' isn't entirely
successful. Too often, seemingly arbitrary editing
serves to obscure rather than clarify the music's
organisation. It's most effective during that duet,
where the slow unfolding of the music allows the
camera to linger lovingly on one or other musician.

One for the confirmed addict, rather than the
newcomer to the band's music.  St
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more in your

YAMAHA
DX7-DX5- DX1-RX1 1

With a S R64
VOICE RAM FROM

 64 voice capacity (twice as many as the original RAM for the same price!)
 Automtic write protection circuitry (no memory dumps)
 Ultra -fast one second writing time (15 times faster than the original)
 Unlimited number of write/erase cycles (no burn out)
 Unique double -ended design eliminates switching problems
 Available in five distinctive colours (Red, Black, Silver, Blue and Green) for easy
identification
 Rugged, road -proof, anodised aluminium case for maximum
protection - lasting good looks
 Lithium power battery for long life (conservatively rated at 6
years)
 Gold-plated contacts for lifelong reliability
 Built to the highest specification and fully guaranteed
Available now from your local Music Store, or direct from the
address below.

SOUND

£85
INC. VAT

Orchard Cottage, Church Hill, Ravensden, Beds.
MK44 2RL Tel: (0234) 771189
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circumstances we can better, or match
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new

HORIZONS
Former jazz-rock

drummer
Richard Burgess
now devotes his

energy to

production,
where his credits

include Spandau
Ballet and King,

and where he's
come even closer

to the

technological
evolution that's

changed the face
of modern music.

Interview by
Tim Goodyer.

HATEVER ELSE it may have done, the
nation of New Zealand hasn't contributed
all that much to the development of
modern music. It has, however, given us
Richard James Burgess, an inveterate

traveller - both geographical and musical - who's
succeeded in staying one step ahead of the field
while wearing several different guises: notably
those of songwriter, musician, arranger and
producer.

He may have been born a New Zealander, but
Burgess first made his mark on the music industry
in Britain, with an inventive jazz -funk group
called Landscape. Since then he's moved on to
work with a wide range of artists in an equally
wide range of locations, and now finds himself a
resident of New York.

"New York has always fascinated me", he
admits. "It's the ultimate city in the sense that it's
the total city environment and a very exciting
place to live. It's also a hard city and, at the time I
moved there, I was getting a little complacent. I'd
had a lot of success, a lot of hits and money wasn't
a problem. I felt I was losing the edge of needing to
work and needing to push forward. New York
really put me back on that edge again. I like
moving around, though, because you get the feel

and the feel of different cities."
Burgess was back in London at the time I

interviewed him, taking a breather at Trident 2
recording studio after helping Sly Dunbar and
Robbie Shakespeare produce 10 Days in an
Elevator for Sheffield industrial electro-poppers
Chakk.

Near the start of Burgess' career, three albums
and a string of singles on RCA put Landscape on
the map as a forward -looking experimental
electronic outfit with an offbeat commercial
appeal. Back in 1981, they managed two charting
singles: 'Einstein a Go -Go' and 'Norman Bates'.

"Probably the best aspect of Landscape was
before those hits", muses Burgess with the benefit
of hindsight. "I like those songs, but the most
exciting phase of the band was the instrumental
jazz -funk before that. The only accurate repre-
sentation of that time is the EPs we put out on our
own label."

As a band Landscape are now dead and gone

 "MIDI's like going back to building up sounds from scratch:
you can create sounds that are hard for anybody else to stumble

across. That helps preserve individuality."

with no likelihood of a reprieve, but Burgess and
his comrades, trombonist Peter Thoms, synth
player Chris Heaton, flautist and lyricon pioneer
John Walters, and bassist Andy Pask, are all still
active in various fields.

Burgess' own transition from drummer to
technician was sparked by dissatisfaction with
playing the traditional drum kit...

"When I got tired playing drums on sessions I
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started doing a lot of computer work. I was
finding it intensely boring doing two and four on
the snare drum, eights and 16s on the hi -hat, and
the odd fill every 16 bars. I thought you could do it
much better with a machine and a few tom
overdubs.

"The electronic pads available then, like the
Syndrum, weren't really any good, and you could
get a much better sound out of them by sending a
15 -volt spike and scaring the hell out of them.

"This was in the early days of computers back in
the late seventies. I was trying to convince
producers to start using computers like the
Roland MC8, but they couldn't come to terms
with it. I realised I was ending up virtually
producing that kind of session. There was little
point in me going in giving all my expertise away
to somebody else -I might as well make the record
myself.

"So John Walters and I put our heads together
and worked on stuff for the Tea Rooms album, and
that was when Landscape made the big change-
over to computers."

The MC8 was the first in a series of compo-
sitional computers that Burgess was to encounter.

"I got to the MC8 through drum synthesis. It'd
always fascinated me and the MPX outputs on the
MC8 were beautifully set up for drum triggering.
At the time I had about four Simmons SDS3s all
linked up in order to create the kind of sounds that
we were later creating with the SDS5. That was
what got me fired up."

HIS INVOLVEMENT WITH electronic
percussion led Burgess to Dave Simmons'
formative company, where he was to be
instrumental in the development of the
revolutionary SDS5 electronic kit. Even-

tually, his interest in using dedicated drum
synthesisers to create percussion sounds expanded
to encompass the synthesiser technology of the
day.

"My setup in those days was an MC8, the SDS3s
and a pile of Roland System 100s. I still think
that's one of the best synthesisers ever made.

"My start in synthesis was through an EMS
Synthi A, but they were really only good for
making noises with - they weren't too great for
playing tunes on. The Synthi A, the VCS3 and the
ARP 2600 were the best of the stuff that was
around at the time. I was always more interested
in pure synthesis - sounds and textures - and I've
found that's been very useful in recent years with
things like the Fairlight.

"The frustrating thing about the System 100
was that you had all your programs in the MC8
saved, but the System 100 had no facilities for
storing programs. You'd get a great sound on it
one day and the next you couldn't find that sound
again.

"Then I heard about the Fairlight. I think I had
the second one that came into the country, and on
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that John Walters and myself did all the pro-
gramming on the Kate Bush album Never For
Ever.

"I jumped from the MC8 to the Fairlight, then I
went back to the MC4. The Fairlight seemed the
perfect thing because you could not only have the
sequence, you could save the sounds as well. The
only problem was that, at the time, it didn't have
Page R; it was all MCL, and that was very
primitive and very complicated to use. I think
Page R cracked the Fairlight open to the world."

Few musicians can mention the name Fairlight
without referring to sampling and its implications,
yet Burgess faces a potential minefield with typical
objectivity.

"I prefer to let other people argue about
whether sampling is valid or not - I'll just keep on
doing it! All I need out of music is something that
stimulates me. If it doesn't excite me any more
then I don't bother doing it. That was the reason I
gave up playing drum sessions. The Fairlight gave
me a kick up the bum, as did the MC8 and the
MC4. But I think sampling's the best thing that's
happened in the last 15 years."

And what of MIDI, that other great recent
development of which, both as drummer and as
producer, Burgess has been a prime beneficiary?

"In the beginning Roland went into things in a
very intelligent way adopting their 'open' system,
but all the other companies were really stupid
about it - MIDI is just what the 1V/octave system
should have been.

"MIDI's like going back to building up sounds
from scratch. You don't have the problem you
have with the Fairlight where, although the
library is very good, you can recognise a lot of the
sounds and even if you can't recognise the sounds,
you can recognise the technique. You can create
sounds with MIDI that are quite hard for
anybody else to recreate or stumble across by
accident. I think that helps preserve some sort of
individuality of sounds."

But the usual - and least imaginative - way of
using MIDI as an aid to sound creation is to layer
synth patches over one another. Burgess, on the
other hand, adopts a linear approach to sound
construction, using different instruments to
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY NOVEMBER 1986

supply different aspects of a sound as it progresses.
"That comes from the early days of working

with drum sounds", he reflects. "I realised way
back in the seventies that you couldn't get a drum
sound out of the EMS Synthi A because the
envelope generators weren't fast enough. A drum
sound happens very suddenly, gets very loud and
then dies away. Once you start to analyse sound
like that, you find that some instruments are
better at producing transients. The DXs are better
at cutting things while the Jupiter 8 is better at

 "There are bands that know nearly as much about recording
as I do, but I don't feel threatened by them. I'll let them do as
much as they can, then lift them that last little bit of the way."

warm, rich sounds. Other people probably do it
without realising it, but I've got an analytical
mind.

"The way I use MIDI is a lot more primitive
than some of the ways it could be used. From the
multitrack angle the full use of MIDI isn't really
so relevant, but it's very useful from the artist's
point of view. Artists want to sit at home and put
all their stuff together and then go into the studio
and refine the sound."

THE MOVE TO the role of producer is
something Burgess casually writes off as
'accidental', but he accepts it as a logical
progression from his later days with Land-
scape.

"What used to drive me crazy when I was an
artist in the studio was this compulsion of
producers to justify their position by changing
things. If I can walk into a situation where I
change nothing then I'm very happy - it makes
my job easy and I think it's a valid thing for a
producer to know when to back off.

"Now there are bands coming up that know
nearly as much about recording as I do, but I 
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 don't feel threatened by them. I'll let them do as
much as they can do, then I'll try to lift them that
last little bit of the way. I don't see the producer
and artist as being in separate camps - I see the
producer as being a consultant or adviser. I try to
find out why people want to hire me, and most
times it's- because of something I've done that
they've liked. In that way it's your subjectivity,

 "The charts were full of wimpy two -man synthesiser bands,
but I never wanted synths to be wimpy; what attracted me to

them originally was the richness, the power you could get from
them."

rather than your objectivity, that people hire you
for. I like it to be that way. I like to be hired for
what I do best, rather than because I have a
reputation.

"I suppose I've got quite a technical mind and
drummers have this overall view of what's going
on: it's like a goalkeeper can see what's going on
better than anyone else. There are a lot of
drummers in production.

"Spandau was my big break into production.
The only stuff I'd done before, apart from
Landscape, was for a group called Shock which
was pretty successful in the dance charts in
Europe. But Spandau was my first sole production
role, so I have fond memories of it."

And with such a prestigious start to Burgess'
new career - 'Chant Number One' was his
handiwork - more offers of work were soon to
follow.

"Perry Haines approached me about a group
that didn't have a deal. I heard the stuff and knew
it'd be successful. I was working on Adam Ant in
Sweden at the time, then I went to the States and
Perry called me to say they'd got a deal with CBS,
and would I do the album?"

The band in question were King. The album was
the huge Steps In Time.

"But it didn't happen for nearly a year. They
released three singles off the album, then they
released 'Love and Pride' again - which was the
song I really believed in - and it went to number
two. Of course it was easy after that. I think we
were probably a little premature with it but 'Love
and Pride', like 'Chant Number One', had an
anthem quality about it - and you don't come
across too many of those in your life.

"Because I was one of the first people to do
heavy electronic and computer music, I'd got
saturated with it long before most other people.
One of the reasons I was really interested in King
was because the charts were full of wimpy two -
man synthesiser bands. I never wanted syn-
thesisers to be wimpy: it seemed like a misappro-
priation of the instrument. What attracted me to
it originally was its richness, its bigness, the power
you could get from it. When I heard King, it
seemed like the way I was thinking."

Moving on to the present, a fair part of Burgess'
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reputation is now built upon his work with 12 -
inch remixes.

"I grew up with 12 -inch mixes", he explains.
"As a drummer I made a lot of 12 -inch recordings,
and then my first work as a producer was all 12 -
inch, which I later edited down to seven-inch and
album versions.

"My major influence was reggae. Dub work was
the thing that got me fired up - the way it'd
suddenly go down to a hi -hat and then build up
again. But anything goes now, so I don't see the
12 -inch as being related to seven-inch or album
mixes at all - it's a totally different art form.
It's linear: you don't have to keep building like
you do on seven -inches, and things can change
dramatically.

"You can't over -indulge yourself, though.
There are certain restrictions. Unfortunately
there are a lot of 12 -inch singles made these days
that never should have been made, just because of
the market that's out there. There are certain
songs that don't have the right beat for a 12 -inch,
but get turned into one anyway because the
record company demands it. Personally I'd prefer
to work just on computer dance mixes."

Burgess is now distanced from the spotlight of
chart success, his name only coming to light in
amongst credits for management and sleeve
design. How has yesterday's pop star come to
terms with his musical middle age?

"I used to think it would be agony not to have
my own records out, but now I realise just how
much agony it actually was. I think it gives me a
real insight having been through that: I know
how people feel on Tuesday morning waiting for
the chart positions to come out. But producers
can be very blasé about something that is a month
or two months out of an artist's life. They've got
three pr four other projects going on. If it hits
then that's great, it increases their bank balance;
if it doesn't then maybe the next one will. I go into
things with the attitude that not only do I want
this to be a hit record, but I want the artist to be
proud of it too."

And as someone who divides his production
time between home-grown and Stateside acts,
how does Burgess see the difference between the
two?

"The aims are the same, but I think American
artists are more aggressive in their attitude
towards things. If you don't keep running, you
fall over and get trampled on.

"Technically the musicians in America are
better, but the British musicians make up for that
by being more quirky. One reason for that is the
musical education system here isn't as good, so
you get the situation where people have to
develop their own technique, usually over a very
short period of time. So they tend to develop very
unusual techniques whereas, in America, they're
able to play anything but they don't necessarily
apply their minds as they should. But, having said
that, where would British music be without
R&B?"

Where indeed?
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY NOVEMBER 1986
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COMPUTERS,
MUSIC and ART

Morton
Subotnick is a

prominent avant-
garde composer

whose music
makes new

demands of new
technology. He

began by
designing synths

with Don Buchla;
now he's using

MIDI, computer
control, and

Yamaha's
X -series gear.

Interview by
Ron Briefel.

IF YOU'RE AN intrepid reader of
electronic music history, or even just an
occasional browser, you won't need
much of an introduction to Morton
Subotnick. As a seminal influence on

the development of the field in the late
fifties and early sixties, Subotnick is still
very much at the forefront of creative
activity.

If, on the other hand, electronic music
history is not one of your greatest
passions, some facts about the man would
probably come in useful.

Born in Los Angeles in 1933, Subotnick
became an accomplished clarinetist at an
early age. He studied composition with
Darius Milhaud, and by 1958 started
writing music for the theatre. It was at this
time that he started getting involved with
tape machines, and began to use them for
his productions. He then co-founded the
San Francisco Tape Music Centre in 1959.

However, Subotnick was soon finding
the laborious process of splicing, editing
and manipulating recorded sound increas-
ingly cumbersome. By the early sixties,
he'd started looking toward the possibilities
of the transistor and voltage control
techniques.

He began to work closely with the
engineer Donald Buchla, and soon a series
of synthesiser modules appeared that led
to the emergence of one of the first
integrated synthesisers, the Buchla 100, in
1966.

Subotnick was to use this system on the
first electronic music to be commissioned
for an LP. Called Silver Apples of the Moon
(Nonesuch, 1967) it gained much critical
acclaim with its intricate interplay between
timbre changes and pitch/duration events.

The rich sound imagery of Subotnick's
music was already giving it a strong
theatrical element (still very much alive
today), and to develop this, Buchla designed
further circuitry that resulted in some-
thing called the Ghost Box. The ideas for
this grew out of earlier experiments in
voice -activated control and manipulation
of sound in live performance. Originally,
Subotnick's voice was recorded on tape,
and would act as a control track to bring
about various modulations and spacialis-
ations of the live sound.

Buchla then designed the Ghost Box as a
programmable control system which used
an EPROM chip instead of a voice tape. So
each piece of music had its own control
chip. The word "ghost" is used to indicate
the presence of a phantom composer
controlling the sound.

At the end of September this year,
Subotnick appeared in London to present

some of his latest works, performed by
himself and the Metanoia Ensemble. The
appearance kicked off a new EMAS concert
series, and one of the pieces played, 'After
the Butterfly', used the Ghost Box system
to good effect.

Schedules in London were tight, re-
hearsals hectic, but somehow the composer
found time to talk -- at some length, as it
turned out - about music technology and
where it's likely to go in the future.

If Don Buchla was the man behind
much of Subotnick's past music tech-
nology, there's no doubt about who's
behind him now - Yamaha.

Subotnick has composed his most recent
pieces on the QX1 and TX816 system, and
is full of praise for its capabilities. How-
ever, he's about to embark on a period of
development to extend the system further.
How does he go about adapting mass -
market music systems, made by big com-
panies with few goals beyond selling
as much product as possible, to suit
personal requirements? Or to put it
another way, how well does he get on with
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Yamaha? Subotnick detects a new, re-
freshing attitude.

"I think most companies now are
intelligent enough to understand the
potential. They realise that they've got to
not just look for existing markets, but to
create new markets, and that's something
that the earlier commercial makers of
instruments never really saw."

The composer sees an increasing em-
phasis on open-ended systems which (with
the help of MIDI) will continue to encour-
age the growing software and small-scale
hardware "cottage industry", as he puts it.

"The real problem now is for us to tell
them what's possible. They'll do it - well,
maybe not everything - and they'll listen
because they know that they're going to
survive by listening."

An exciting prospect for Subotnick is
the new hardware -based sequencer due
out from Yamaha shortly.

"It will be twice as powerful as the QX1
and half the price", he says. "And it will be
able to communicate more directly with
microcomputers and other devices like
printers, for example."

THEN THERE'S the support now
being offered by the advanced facilities
and expertise of academic computer
music establishments, such as MIT,
Stanford and IRCAM. Subotnick is

about to spend two months at MIT where
he will be working on a Yamaha QX and
Macintosh -based MIDI composing and
performing environment system. The
system will also incorporate something
called the "MIDI Baton", an intelligent,
interactive timekeeper for performing
musician and "live" QX sequencer. Subot-
nick has visions of a performing situation
where a number of MIDI'd mallet -type
instruments, as well as sampling key-
boards, are feeding information to the
MIDI Baton, which immediately processes
their performance data and instructs the
QX to start, stop or slow down according
to a preprogrammed score. All this would
be done via the Macintosh. If one or other
of the musicians happens to make a
mistake, then within certain boundaries,
the baton will detect it and compensate for
it, just waiting for the musicians to correct
themselves.

On the composition side, it seems the
Macintosh-QX link up would greatly
facilitate editing, voicing and control
procedures via the advanced graphics
capabilities of the Mac. You could also
dump entire programs from the QX, and
in general terms give the sequencer much
more freedom to do what it's best at -
driving the TX816 or other MIDI instru-
ments via its powerful parallel processing
architecture.

So in view of the rapid advances in
sequencer procedure and the possibilities
of intelligent timekeepers and controllers,
what future does Subotnick see for tra-
ditional music notation?

"I think this is probably a delicate area
right now. There is software around at the
moment that deals with traditional no -
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY NOVEMBER 1986

tation via MIDI, but it can be quite
limiting, especially at the lower end of the
market. But there is a terrific advantage,
depending on your background, of still
using traditional notation.

"For myself, I can't really imagine
reading a sort of sequencer grid or bar
code notation, and being able to hear the
music in my head like you can with
traditional notation.

"What I think is going to happen is that
software for traditional notation will
continue to improve, and it will become

"Most mass -market companies are now intelligent enough to
understand that they can't just look for existing markets.
They've got to create new markets, something earlier
commercial makers of instruments never really saw."

incorporated with sequencer notation
which will give control, editing, processing
and assignment information. So there will
be two parallel notation systems.

"There is already a good program out in
the States called Switcher, where you can
nest, say, four sequencer programs and
load them simultaneously with a manu-
script program. Both are then available so
that you can be writing music in tra-
ditional notation, and immediately switch
to its sequencer counterpart for editing
and introducing control data and so on.

"So I think this sort of merge software is
ideal. I don't think a totally new notation
will come about. However, I do recognise
that there are a number of composers
doing good work without using traditional
notation at all - Laurie Anderson, for
example.
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"My guess is that the long-term future
of technology will be pencil and paper and
voice. By this I mean we'll be writing
music on a graphics tablet with a graphic
pen. The system will also accept voice
input, either as a verbal command or as a
purely musical construction or control
mechanism.

"The computer would be able to address
itself to any notation system that you

"For myself, I can't really imagine reading a sort of sequencer
grid or bar code notation, and being able to hear the music in my

head like I can with traditional notation."
chose to use, including spatial and graphics
notations. Conversion programs could
then transfer one notation into another to
assist the compositional process, or simply
as a means of communication with others
- musicians, for example.

"My guess is that this is really around
the corner - within a decade certainly -
and it will mean a lot when it happens. The
programming capabilities are already there;
it's really just a matter of speed and
memory."

AND SO TO the music itself. At
Subotnick's London concert, there
were two pieces that employed the
QX1/ TX816 system as it's currently
operating (ie. in its standard per-

formance role). Subotnick "performed"
mainly by switching the system on and off
and controlling tempo - functions that

will eventually be carried out by the MIDI
Baton.

The first piece was QX1/TX816 on its
own. Called 'Return' the piece was com-
missioned as a public work to commem-
orate the return of Halley's Comet. It
incorporates music from different periods
of history, sometimes invented and some-
times direct quotes. It comes over as a sort
of gigantic "harpsichord concerto", the
TX816 alternating between enormous
timbral clusters of sound and 18th and
19th Century and Bach -type tonal melody
layering.

It was certainly an invigorating piece to
hear, especially in the large, resonant
Union Chapel venue. There was also an
accompanying - and rather effective -
slide/light show.

The second piece, 'Key to Songs', had
the TX816/QX1 performing with the
Metanoia Ensemble. Once again there was
an interesting interplay between timbral
masses and rhythmic/tonal events. This
time, though, there was the added dimen-
sion of the musicians at times appearing to
be playing what was in fact being produced
by the QX1 - the sequencer system acting
as a dramatic foil for the musicians and,
ultimately, the audience.

A complete performance of 'Key to Songs'
will be broadcast by BBC Radio 3 on
November 29. More information on the
EMAS concert series can be had from
Carol Butler, 10 Stratford Place, London
W 1 . lgt 01-499 2576
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128 MEMORIES FOR YOUR

DX/RX ONLY £79.95

FOR ONLY

£395

ALESIS MIDIFEX
SUPERB MULT1-EFFECTS UNIT

ALESIS MIDIVERB
SUPERB STEREO DIGITAL REVERB

FOR ONLY

£395

0 YAMAHA
FB-01 Tone Generator £295
QX5 Sequencer/Recorder In Stock

ALL
DX's, RX's & TX's

All in stock - all at the best prices

PROPHET VS £2195
RING NOW

SECONDHAND BARGAINS
 Akai S612 sampler + disc drive -
as new £525
 Yamaha CP30 Piano £295
 Korg Mono Polysynth £295
 Yamaha PF10 Piano £295
 dbx -2 track noise reduction £75
 Oscar MIDI mono synth £295
 Yamaha KS100 k/board combo £295
 JBL 4628 k/board spkr/cab £115

BonneRs
12A GROVE ROAD, EASTBOURNE, EAST SUSSEX

IT 0323 639335/645775
(CLOSED WEDNESDAY PM)
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SOMETHING TO GET YOUR TEETH INTO
We're the first to admit that monthly instrument
magazines have their place. The success of Music
Technology proves that.

But news doesn't always happen to a monthly
timetable. And that's where Sounds comes in.

With our In -Tech musicians' pages at the back
of the paper every week, we're well placed to get
the big stories first.

And with writers like Julian Colbeck - author
of the keyboard player's bible Keyfax - on our

team, we're also well placed to get them best.

Add our monthly instrument supplements,
classified sections, dealer ads, our inimitable mix
of music biz news, gossip, features, gig
listings ... and you're talking about a very meaty
information package indeed.

And at only 55p, it won't cost you an arm. Or a
leg.

SOUNDS - the music newspaper. Every
Wednesday.



-MUSICOM

Roland's
MUSICOM is a

sophisticated
computer -based
music education

system. What
does it offer tutors
and students that

conventional
teaching methods

can't, and is it
cheap enough for

Britain's
fund -starved

schools? By

David Ellis.

Music Instruction System

AT ODD TIMES in the past - and under its previous
title, of course - this magazine has taken a look at the
role of computers in music education.

Reviews have covered the comprehensive (but
expensive) range of Micro Music programs from
Temporal Acuity Products, written for the Apple II
computer, which utilise a low -quality DAC board to
output sound, and the higher quality Music Tutor
package for Passport Designs' Soundchaser system.

Other features have explored type -in Computer -
Assisted Learning (CAL) programs for the BBC Micro,

including a number of simple pitch training programs
from the author's own book, Creative Sound on the BBC

Microcomputer.

And E&MM's pages also kept readers up-to-date with

the activities of such organisations as TIME (Technology
in Music Education), which seemed to promise much for

establishing some sort of quality standard and curric-
ulum for computer -assisted music education. But sad to

say, what once looked to be a growth area for
imaginative music teachers turned software writers,
seems to have lapsed into inactivity over the last year or

so.

What might give a boost to this flagging spirit is the

new GCSE (General Certificate of Secondary Educa-
tion) exam system. Although the GCSE doesn't actually

label CAL as the saviour of secondary education (it
certainly isn't), the exam system does reflect the notion

that what children really need are practical skills

acquired through experience and investigation, rather
than from pure book work and formal classroom
teaching. And the right sort of CAL is an excellent way
of guiding students through new or difficult knowledge

areas - music included.
However, the arrival of a new curriculum inevitably

means that finances are likely to be tight until the precise

direction of the GCSE music course has been mapped

out with certainty. So, although there may be a lot of
enthusiasm to equip school music departments with the
necessary equipment for students to explore every
facet of contemporary music, putting that enthusiasm
into practice is likely to be an uphill struggle.

Faced with this crossroads of changing systems and
financial constraints, the MUSICOM system would
hardly seem to have come at the most auspicious time.

Conceived as a complete music instruction system,
MUSICOM was put together by a team of teachers and

programmers in Israel, under the aegis of a company
called Xanadu International, and distributed by Roland
UK. The computer used (the IBM PC) in this system is a

little out on a limb from those normally encountered in
education in either the UK (the BBC Micro and RML
machines) or the USA (the Apple II and Macintosh).

For their part, Roland must be hoping that the advent

of the Amstrad PCI512 and a rush of cheap IBM PC
compatibles will change the balance of computing
power in education. Personally, I don't see that
happening to a huge extent. It's true that there's a
switch away from the BBC Micro (and rightly so), but
it's to the Atari ST, not to the IBM PC. And in music
education, the situation is further complicated by
Yamaha's CX5M, which, despite being hampered by the

truly awful MSX standard, has become a popular
addition to music departments by virtue of its effective-
ness as a compositional tool - and its fairly low selling
price.

Hardware
AS THE IBM PC itself is limited to a feeble monophonic
beep, the sound output for the MUSICOM system is
arrived at by the addition of a MIDI interface (Roland's
MPU40 I ) and some sort of MIDI keyboard (preferably
one that's velocity -sensitive). In addition, a card has to
be plugged into one of the IBM PC's slots to connect the

micro with the MPU40 I . Although Roland make their
own IBM PC card for the MPU401, the MUSICOM
system requires the use of a special card (the Xanadu
IFM-PC) that adds on a so-called "pitch and rhythm
detector" circuit. This takes the input from a micro-
phone, inwardly digests it, and then sends extracted
pitches in the general direction of the MUSICOM
software.

But whereas the MPU401 retails for £219, the
Xanadu IFM-PC card sells for a mildly ridiculous £660.
So, even without any software, computer, or MIDI
keyboard, the basic MUSICOM hardware already costs
more than twice as much as the entry level Amstrad
PC 1512 - or a quartet of secondhand synths that could

be used to form the basis of a school synth band.
Luckily, the MUSICOM system doesn't seem to be

too fussy about what sort of IBM PC it uses, and any
compatible should do fine. What it does require is the
Colour Graphics Adaptor card for the graphics display
(the equivalent of which is already built into the
Amstrad PC 1512) and a colour monitor. At a conser-
vative estimate, a standard IBM PC compatible thus
equipped for colour, with a couple of disk drives, will
add on a further t1200 to the bill. And should you go for
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the Big Blue original, that figure will read more like
£2200. Don't tell me I didn't warn you...

One final hardware feature that's worth noting is that
after booting -up the IBM PC with the MS-DOS
operating system disk, and then inserting one of
MUSICOM's course disks, the IFM-PC card imprints a
serial number on the disk. This means that those disks
and that interface card are wedded together for life. So,

if you're a music department that's lucky enough to be
able to afford a number of IBM PCs and sets of Xanadu
hardware, you still have to buy duplicate sets of
software for each machine. A nasty copy protection
trick.

Software
XANADU ORGANISE their music course into a

number of blocks, each of which is available separately in

beautifully presented ring -bound form, with the disks
slotted into pockets at the back of the manual. But
beautiful presentation usually costs an arm and a leg, and

the MUSICOM packages are no exception to the rule.
For the record, here are the various courses and their
prices:

Course Al - Ear Training and Sight Singing (L386).
Course BI - Keyboard Fundamentals (£424).
Course C2/C3/C3A - Concepts in Two -Part Writing/
Triad Structure/Triad Structure (supplementary) (L534).

Course PI - Rapid Piano (£4l5).
Course J I - Jazz for the Keyboard (£360).

The Ear Training and Sight Singing course makes
particular use of the pitch detector, and requires the

student to sing into a microphone whatever notes are
displayed on -screen. To avoid the system glitching when

attempting to detect pitches, this has to be done fairly
deliberately and in strict tempo with a computer -
generated metronome. This involves some acclimati-
sation, but the real-time display of notes and durations
as they're sung is certainly informative, and definitely Pr-

Cl
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Do You RECORD DRUMS?
IF SO, CONSIDER THE FEATURES OF SIMMONS PERCUSSION INTERFACES.

MTM translates up to 8 signals from mic'd acoustic
drums or drum tracks on tape into precise, dynamic
MIDI code, along with a whole package of MIDI re -
triggering and layering effects. Drum tracks can now be
mixed with, or replaced by, sounds from drum
machines, electronic percussion and samplers.

Simmons TMI provides a simple means for
accessing the sounds of MIDI equipped instruments
from electronic drum pads. Drum tracks can be stored
in a MIDI recorder, and drum sounds can be chosen
from drum machines, samplers or electronic per-
cussion at any stage during the mix.

Both devices are programmable, dynamic and
instant. MIDI note, channel and program data are all
assignable and trigger outs are included to drive non -
MIDI devices.

Simmons drum interfaces are part of a complete
range of electronic percussion for the recording and
performing drummer.

SIMMONS, putting the musician in control of the machine.

SIMMONS

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY NOVEMBER 1986

Simmons Electronics Limited Alban Park, Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts AL4 OJH.
Tel: (0727) 36191 (5 lines). Telex: 291326 HEXDRM G
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more valuable to the student than a rap over the
knuckles from an irascible piano teacher.

One thoughtful feature is that the software asks you
to sing your highest and lowest notes in order to
determine your singing range before commencing the
exercises proper. A neat touch.

The pitch detector also copes with the input from
most instrumental sources (flute, violin, and trumpet,
for instance), so students with no pretence at singing
ability can also be catered for by this program. In fact,
Xanadu have it in mind to produce programs specifically

designed as tutors for particular instruments.
Keyboard Fundamentals comprises a set of four disks,

L
and is designed to teach basic keyboard skills to children

at (roughly) primary school level. It covers music
notation, simple melody and rhythm, and playing notes

on the keyboard. Undeniably worthy, but the course
does seem a little on the dull side, especially bearing in
mind the age of the children that are likely to be using it.

I'd have thought that, at this early stage of music
education, the computer should be exploited to the full,
with touches of arcade games graphics and sound effects

to add some spice to the whole business.
The austere titles of Concepts in Two -Part Writing

and Triad Structure continue the academic flavour of
MUSICOM. Again, all good stuff in terms of presen-
tation and depth of content, but these aren't the sort of
programs to shove under the average musically -inclined

student's nose unless they're really set on wading
through the Associated Board exams or passing `A' -
level Music.

Fortunately, MUSICOM comes nearer to clearing the
academic cobwebs in its Rapid Piano and Jazz for the
Keyboard courses. Rapid Piano covers about a year's
study of basic keyboard skills, including using the hands,

turning the thumb, fingering scales, and playing arpeg-
gios. This is done with style, tact, and the infinite
patience that should be part and parcel of any decent
CAL system.

Better still is the two -disk Jazz for the Keyboard
package. Divided into rhythm and harmony sections, the
course starts off by (re)orienting the student to the
delights of triadic harmony. Once this has been

MAIN AGENTS FOR ALL LEADING MAKES
GUITARS & EFFECTS STUDIO EQUIPMENT AMPLIFICATION &
Gibson Tascam SOUND EQUIPMENT
Fender Fostex Turbosound
Guild Revox Martin Audio
Kramer Soundcraft Tannoy
Hamer Trident JBL
Yamaha Dynamix Bose
Ibanez Ram Peavey
Aria Soundtracs Carlsbro
Westone Seck H/H
Status Alesis Rauch
Jaydee Rebis Harrison
Washburn Lexicon Brooke Siren
Ovation BEL Trace Elliot
Encore Aphex Marshall
Boss Accessit Hiwatt
Pearl Boss Session
Tokai Quad Shure
Anion Ampex Tape Beyer
Gallien Kruger Akai AKG
Mesa Boogie Aries Electrovoice

Sennheiser

KEYBOARDS, SYNTHS
& HI -TECH
Yamaha
Roland
Korg
Ensoniq
Sequential
Casio
Akai
Oberheim

SIMMONS DRUMS
Computer
controlled
music
specialists
Steinberg research
software
ATARI COMPUTERS

104/6/8 Main Street, Bingley, West Yorkshire, BD16 2JH.
Telephone: Bradford (0274) 568843/564389/561044

 Late Opening Till 9pm Every Monday and Thursday  Open Six Days a Week 
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accomplished, you're then invited to explore the
strange, new world of seventh chords. From there, you
move on to using those chords in open -voiced harmony,

with sample basslines derived from Thelonius Monk and
other jazz luminaries.

The software also allows you to record your own
version of a piece, reading from chord symbols and a
bassi ine, and then compare this with the original. Add
the rhythm side, which teaches syncopation and off -beat

accents among other things, and you've got an excellent

package that does a lot more than just teach music.
Highly recommendable, and the best value of all the
MUSICOM courses.

With so much material to choose from, the above
run-down on MUSICOM's contents is inevitably skimpy.
If you're seriously interested in the system, you'd do
well to book an appointment with Alistair Jones at
Roland (see address below), who'll take you through its
workings in detail.

Verdict
THERE'S NO doubt the MUSICOM system is superbly
presented - both on the screen and in the manual. And

although many teachers (and most students, I guess) will

turn their noses up at the overly academic slant of the
theoretical courses, MUSICOM gets through a huge
amount of inevitable musical tedium efficiently and with
a good deal of imagination.

But the course that stands out (for me, at least - I'd
give anything to be a competent jazz pianist) is the Jazz
course, which is not only fun, but actually leaves you
with the feeling that you've acquired useful musical
skills.

The biggest problem with this system is the choice of

micro - for the UK market, anyway. A version for the
Atari ST would seem to make a lot more sense for the
UK and general European market, and that micro has
the major advantage over the IBM PC of a built-in MIDI
interface.

And as I've already intimated, MUSICOM isn't cheap

by today's standards. True, buying an IBM PC used to
cost thousands, and software companies could get away

with charging hundreds for their products. But with the
advent of IBM PC compatibles, and especially the
Amstrad PC 1512 (no, I don't have shares in Amstrad -
though I wish I did), the more streetwise software
houses have seen the sense in lowering their prices to fit

in with the change of fortunes in the hardware industry.

So as things stand, Xanadu are in exactly the same
position as many publishers of business software for the

IBM PC. Those that cut their prices will reap the benefit
of a whole new market; those that hang on may simply
sink without a trace, or be swallowed up by software
pirates or copycats.

I think MUSICOM is worth saving from that fate. The
fact that Roland are prepared to consider educational
discounts certainly goes some way towards easing the

 "The jazz
software allows you
to record your own
version of a piece,
reading from chord
symbols and a
bassline, and then
compare this with
the original."

pressure on the pocket, and it'll be interesting to see
what path Xanadu themselves decide to take - both
price -wise and micro -wise.

More from Alistair Jones, Roland UK, Great West
Trading Estate, 983 Great West Road, Brentford,
Middx TW8 9DN. fS 01-568 4578

music
"'MEM

MAIL
ORDER

HP
PART EX

477 HORNSEY ROAD,
LONDON N19
TEL: 01-281 4768/9

NORTH LONDON'S HOME RECORDING SPECIALISTS WE BUY SELL WE PART. EX. WE MAIL ORDER

AKG
D7OME dynamic
D80 dynamic
D125E dynamic
D190E (Hi) dynamic
D310ES dynamic
D320EB dynamic
D321 dynamic
D330 EBT dynamic
STUDIO MICS
D112 £85
D12E (bass) £159
BEYER
M300 NCS
M88 NC
M400 NCS

£26
£33
£73
£73
£78

£107.50
£109

£153.50

£105
£197
£139

M69 NC £110
HM560 (headset) £180
Boom mic stands £30
SHURE
515 SDLC Unidyne B (our
best seller) £30
1OHLC Prologue dynamic £21
12HLC Prologue dynamic £30
14HLC Prologue dynamic £38
AUDIO TECHNICA
Pro 20 dynamic £45
80M 41A dynamic £112
Pro 4H dynamic £57
80M63 dynamic £105
80M21 dynamic £112
Seiwn good quality cheap all
purpose dynamic mic £30

ANY M IC POSTED TO YOU IN UK £2 extra P&P

DOWNBEAT SPECIAL
32 way patchbay £49
8 way headphone splitter
box £29
DI box £29
12 to 4 way XLR wall boxes
with 4 jacks £35

Full range of Home Recording
Gear by Fostex, Yamaha, Seck,
Korg, Teac, Alesis, Quad,
Tannoy, Ampex, Drawmer & Bel,
Tascam, Yamaha (Natural
sound)
Hi-Fi. Plus lots of effects

NEW STOCK PORTASTUDIOS
Fostex X15 £245
Fostex 260 £699
Yamaha MT1X £450

DESKS
Seck 6 into 2 £390
Seck 12 into 2 £525
Seck 12 into8-2 £965

EFFECTS
Yamaha SPX90 multi effects
unit £575
Alesis Midifex & Midiverb £395
Korg SDD2000 MIDI delay £399
Dynacord DRP96 digital reverb £399

DRUM MACHINES
Yamaha RX21 £240
Roland TR505 in stock now £245!
Accessit effects, compressor, noise
gate, auto panner and equalizer all
at £49 each

FOSTEX 160 - ORDERS BEING TAKEN NOW!

WE WILL PURCHASE YOUR OLD HI -Fl GEAR FOR
CASH
We are very interested in reel-to-reel tape decks,
amplifiers, cassette decks, mikes and speakers

Yamaha NS10's super
small monitors

30w each £200 pair

PHONE DAVE MATHEW - NOW
FOR SUPER LOW DEALS ON ALL HOME RECORDING GEAR

FULL RANGE OF TANNOY
SPEAKERS

From Stratfords to Super Reds

IF WE HAVEN'T
GOT IT IN STOCK
WE CAN GET IT.
PHONE US NOW

FOR THE
KEENEST
PRICES!! ##...
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You may have the finest piece of music this decade has seen, brilliantly

played and beautifully recorded...it can all be ruined by indifferent mixing.
In the first part of a new series, we guide you through some basic points

about creative mixing. By Paul White.

CREATING MUSIC, particularly pop
music, is not unlike painting a picture. A
cliché, I know, but think about it for a
while: artists' approaches can range from
the emulation of real life (realism) to a
completely unnatural style that appears to
break all the rules (surrealism), and much
the same can be said of composers,

100

musicians and producers. And while painters
rely on a palette of colours and painting
techniques, producers use the mixing
console and effects to shape and direct
what has already been recorded onto tape.

This phase of recording is incredibly
significant, as the producer brings together
several independent musical elements that

Photography Tim Goodyer

may originally have been separated by
space, as well as time, and blends them into
a cohesive whole.

Just how the sounds are mixed and
treated depends on the result you want to
achieve, but the processes can usually be
divided into two groups: those that are
necessary as a result of the physical
limitations of recording equipment or
performers, and those that are applied to
create a specific, er, creative effect.

I'll call these two areas corrective and
creative, though as we'll see later, they can
overlap.

Corrective Measures
BY THIS, I mean the type of processing
that has to be applied to minimise noise or
crosstalk, control dynamic range, and to
correct for tonal inadequacies created
somewhere along the line.

The first line of defence here is the noise
gate, but there are more sophisticated
expanders and dynamic noise filters avail-
able, so there's no shortage of weaponry in
the fight against noise.

Where possible, gating is best applied on
a track -by -track basis rather than on a
complete mix or submix, because a gate is
only useful if there are gaps in the music
where it can be allowed to close. When
the signal is present, so is the noise, so
there's no point in having the gate open at
the start of a mix, only to stay open to the
end: you gain nothing other than a quieter
start.

But gating a single track, such as a vocal
line, effectively mutes the tape noise
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between words, and as an added bonus,
cuts out any crosstalk that might be on the
track. However, you have to set the gate's
controls carefully to avoid losing any
wanted portion of the sound. The Thres-
hold and Release controls are vital here,
and you'll always have more success gating
a dry sound and then adding delay effects
to the gated signal, than you will gating a
signal containing a significant amount of
reverb or echo.

Apart from the obvious problem of
making sure the reverb tail doesn't get
chopped off, adding an effect such as echo
or reverb to the gated sound may well hide
any premature cutoffs caused by imperfect
gating, or by awkward signal dynamics.

As a rule, expanders are a little more
forgiving when it comes to setting -up, but
are still best used on a track -by -track basis.
But dynamic noise filtering can be applied
to a complete mix with minimal side -
effects, providing you're careful not to
apply more than the bare minimum of
processing needed to improve the noise
performance to an acceptable level. Used
on individual tracks, these devices work
well as they're almost undetectable in

operation - though it's rarely cost-effective
for the small studio owner to own more
than a single two -channel unit.

As always, prevention is better than
cure: it's always worth trying to minimise
noise when recording, by keeping an eye
on levels and planning track bounces
carefully.

Dynamic Control
THIS IS a complicated way of saying
'controlling levels'. Obviously, you have
control over levels using the sliders on the
mixing -desk. But what I'm referring to
here is the use of compressor/limiters to
tame those sounds which vary too much in
level to be usable as they stand, and which
do so in such an irregular way that
correction using console faders becomes
difficult, if not impossible.

A professional studio might well use a
bank of compressors to control several
tracks within a mix, but again, the small
studio is likely to be limited by financial
considerations. From experience, I've found
that the singer whose voice doesn't need
some amount of compression is a rarity,
though you can get away without com-
pressing most other parts of a mix, so long
as they're carefully recorded and com-
petently played.

It's possible to get around the problem
of having only one compressor by applying
some compression to the vocal track as it
is recorded. This has the advantage of
giving you a higher than average signal level
on tape, and consequently a better noise
performance. But you can also compress
the signal coming off tape, just so long as
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY NOVEMBER 1986

you bear in mind that every dB of
compression is a dB of degradation in the
signal-to-noise ratio of that particular
track. Again though, this isn't too much of
a problem if you keep the amount of
compression as low as possible, bearing in
mind the job in hand. Many units now
feature built-in expander gates, and these
are a great help in cutting out any noise
brought up by compressor action.

Finally, a few words about compressors'
user -variable parameters and their impli-
cations. You'll probably be familiar with
the term 'compression ratio', but in this
instance it doesn't refer to a new Jaguar, or
indeed any other form of motor transport;
it's simply a way of expressing the change
of output level in dBs for a given change in
input level. So, a compression ratio of 2: I
means that a 2dB change in input only
causes a I dB change in the output level.
The higher the ratio, the more severe the
compression, and the less effect any
change in input level has. A really high ratio
may be called limiting, as the maximum
output level becomes virtually independent
of the input level, and you have, in effect, a
fixed maximum output signal level.

For normal applications like levelling
vocals or bass guitar, low ratios between
1.5:1 and 4: I are adequate. And the lower
the ratio, the less obtrusive the processing.

Apart from the Ratio control, there are
also Attack, Release and Threshold control
settings to consider on compressors. But
these are simple enough to choose, so long
as you understand what they are actually
doing.

The easiest way to explain the action of
these controls is to look at what used to
happen before compressors were invented
- gain riding. This was the process
whereby engineers had to change the gain
manually during a mix, using only the
mixer's faders. As soon as the engineers
heard that a sound was getting too loud,
they'd turn the gain down. They'd be too
late to correct the first part of the sound
because they couldn't respond instantly, so
some of the loud sound would get through
before it was brought under control.

This delay in responding is analogous to
the Attack parameter on a compressor.
After all, the compressor also takes time
to respond to a rise in level, even though
it's obviously much faster than any engineer.
With a fast attack time set up, there's little
overshoot because the compressor reacts
very quickly, but there are occasions when
it's desirable to have a slower attack time,
to lend emphasis to the leading edge of a
sound. If this is the case (typical examples
of this kind of application are adding impact
to bass -drum sounds or bass guitars), set
up the Attack control by ear.

The release time is the time it takes for
the compressor to stop applying gain
reduction once the input signal level has
fallen below the threshold. If the release is

set too fast, the signal seems to pump. If it's
set too long, the compressor hasn't time
to recover and applies gain reduction to
following low-level sounds that don't need
it. If you're in doubt as to which setting to
choose, set a fast attack time and a release
time of half -a -second or so, and start from
there.

On a gate, the threshold is the level
above which no change to the signal takes
place; for a compressor, it's just the
opposite. A signal below the threshold
passes through unchanged, but once it
exceeds the threshold, the compressor
starts to apply gain reduction.

When compressing vocals, I tend to set
the threshold so that gain reduction is only
just starting to occur on average -level
signals; most compressors have a readout

 "Most singers'
voices need
compression, but
you can get away
without compressing
most other parts of a
mix, so long as
they're well
recorded and
played."

of some sort to show the gain reduction.
With this method, low-level signals remain
unchanged while the louder sections are
controlled, which in turn allows you to use
a higher average level in the mix so that
quieter sections don't get lost.

Tonal Correction
PRETTY STRAIGHTFORWARD, this. You
should be familiar with using the EQ
controls on your own mixer, but what do
you do if these aren't enough to cope?
Well, you can patch in an external
equaliser - either graphic or parametric.
Either method will let you home in more
accurately on the section of the audio band
that needs treatment. The parametric
offers more precise control, but isn't as
easy to use as a graphic.

' If you need to cut a frequency because of
an unpleasant colouration in the sound, the
best way to find it when using a parametric
or sweep equaliser is often to set the
equaliser to maximum boost, and then
home in on the offending area using the
frequency control before applying cut.
This is a lot easier than setting the 110.
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0. equaliser to cut, and then vainly hunting for
the area that needs cutting.

Graphic equalisers are easier to use
because the slider positions give a good
indication of what is going on. But if you
don't have a graphic with a lot of bands, the
frequency you want to affect might fall
between two bands where you can't
tweak it without affecting frequencies to
either side. However, the graphic does
give you the chance to equalise different
parts of the audio spectrum simultaneously.

But there are occasions where EQ alone
can't help because it can only affect sound
that already exists. So what do you do
when faced with a muddy sound that
refuses to be brightened? Well, you could
turn to the trusty psychoacoustic enhancer.
Such a machine generates additional upper

 "If you use a
input channel as a

effects return, mak
sure the auxili
sends are turn

right down, or you
create a feedb

loop and the wh
system could star

shrieking...

harmonics to complement whatever input
signal is fed into it, synthesising a new top
end rather than trying to boost one that
doesn't exist.

Whether you use enhancement or EQ,
adding top invariably means emphasising
any noise present in the recording, so you
may need to use gates or a dynamic noise
filter to keep things clean if the recording
is especially noisy in the first place.

Effect Connection
SO FAR so good. You've got a whole heap
of outboard toys, and you've got a good
idea of what they're used for and how to
go about using them, at a theoretical level.
But where do they fit into the scheme of
things when it comes to connecting them
up? Exactly what plugs into where?

As far as connecting up goes, there are
two basic types of signal processor: those
that treat and alter the whole signal, and
those that create an effected version of the
input intended to be mixed back with the
dry signal.

In the first category we have effects like
gates, compressors, equalisers, enhancers

and dynamic noise filters. Whatever is fed
into them is processed, and the output
then replaces the original signal.

The second category comprises effects
like echo units, reverbs, multi -purpose
DDLs and so on, which generate a

treatment that needs to be added to the
dry sound before it sounds acceptable.
Some of these units contain a Balance
control so that some dry sound may be
mixed into the output but, when used in
conjunction with a mixer, it is normal to
set these so that only the effected sound
appears at the output. This way, the right
amount of effected sound can be added to
the dry sound using the console controls.

Any piece of equipment from the first
category should be connected via the
mixer's insert points, and should not be
connected to the auxiliary or effects send
circuit. If you have no insert points, you can
unplug a tape return from the mixer and
feed it into the processor; the output of
the processor will then feed the mixer
input.

If you want to effect the entire stereo
output, you have to connect a stereo or
two -channel processor to the master
insert points, or between the mixer and
your master tape recorder if insert points
aren't available.

When using a two -channel unit to
process a stereo signal, use the stereo link
switch (if one is fitted) so that both
channels track properly. This is especially
important with compressors, gates or
dynamic noise filters, as the control
circuitry needs to be fed from a mix of the
two input channels if serious image shifts
aren't to appear.

If you do have to patch in between the
mixer and the mastering machine, remem-
ber to monitor the two -track output
rather than the mixer's left/right outputs,
otherwise you won't know what effect
your processing is having.

If you're using anything other than EQ,
this last arrangement can make fading
difficult. For example, if you're using a
level -sensitive device such as a compressor
on the whole mix, it'll try to turn up the
gain as you're turning it down. You will win
in the end, but the fade won't sound right.
If you're forced into this situation, you can
avoid the problem by doing the fade using
the level controls on your mastering
machine, rather than the faders on your
desk.

The second category of processors is
generally connected via the auxiliary (or
echo) send controls on your desk, because
in this way, several channels can share the
same effects unit without being restricted
to the same amount of effect. But if you've
already used all your effects send facilities,
you can patch in, say, a single DDL to a
specific channel via the insert points and
use the DDL's own mix control to set the
dry/effect balance. This limits you to using

that effect on only one channel (or
subgroup), but that may be all you need.

Echo send controls are known as post -
fade auxiliaries, because they're connected
internally at some point after the channel
fader in the signal path. When the channel
gain is reduced, the send to the effect unit
is also reduced. So, turning a channel down
will also vary the level of the added effect
in exact proportion. And if you turn the
channel right off, the effect will be turned
off too.

The other type of auxiliary control that
you'll almost certainly have on your desk is
the foldback or pre -fade auxiliary. This is
independent of the channel fader, and it's
important to bear this in mind if it's used to
drive an effects unit. If you have a reverb
connected here, for example, you can set a
perfect balance between the dry and the
effected signal. But if you then fade the dry
signal using the channel fader, the effect
level will remain the same as it was before.
So, this method of connection should only
be used if you're not going to change the
levels much within a mix, or if you actually
want to fade the dry sound and leave only
the effect present as a specific production
trick.

Take care with effects when subgrouping,
too. Imagine a situation where you have
several channels, each with effects added
via the auxiliaries, all mixed down to one
or two subgroups. You'll find that unless
your effects returns are routed to the
same subgroup or subgroups, you'll get the
same problem: turning down the subgroup
level using the subgroup faders will not
affect the level of any added effects.

On the other hand, you may want to use
a specific effects unit on some channels
that are subgrouped and some that aren't,
so you can't simply route the effects
returns to those subgroup faders. You
have a problem, and one for which there is
no easy answer. Don't give up, though: if
you can anticipate these difficulties before
they arise, you can often plan around them.

Now let's look at effects returns, or
auxiliary returns as they are sometimes
known. These are often considered to be
something separate from the rest of the
mixing console, but in reality they are just
simplified input channels; you can plug line
inputs into them, or you can plug effects
into channels and use them as returns.

The only real difference is that the
auxiliary returns only work at line level,
and their facilities are much simpler than
those found on a main input channel. But if
you do use an input channel as an effects
return, make sure the auxiliary sends on
that channel are turned right down, or
you'll create a feedback loop and the
whole system could start shrieking at you.

And the last thing you want, when
you're in the middle of an important
mixdown, is something, somewhere, start-
ing to shriek at you.
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SPECIAL PACKAGE
DEAL

PURCHASE THE AMAZING NEW
ALESIS MIDIFEX MULTI EFFECTS

PROCESSOR AND RECEIVE A FREE
SCINTILLATOR SOUND

ENHANCEMENT SYSTEM
UNREPEATABLE OFFER

£399 INC VAT

A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR STOCK CURRENTLY
AVAILABLE:

Symetrix 544 expander/gate £423
Akai S900 super sampler £1475
RSD Series 2 mixing desks In Stock
Casio C21 their own DX5 for only £780
Yamaha SPX90 - digital multi effects processor £519
Yamaha MT1X -4 track recorder/mixer £390
Cutec 210 graphic EQ £75
MTR Frequency Conscious noise gate £234
Full range of Bokse Equipment in stock ET
Alesis Midiverb £343
Boom Stands £15
Sennheiser Headphones £15
32 way patchbays only £35
Seck 12-8-2 (New Model) £702
Loaded stage boxes (8 cannon, 4 jack) £35
Deltalab Effectron 1050, dig. delay units £140
Casio SK1 Polyphonic Sampling Keyboard -Amazing! £75
Headphone Splitter Boxes -8 way £25
Dl Boxes £25
Effectron II 17K DDL £185
Yamaha FB01 expander £260
MTR SLM82 mixer £202
JBL Control 1 monitors £129 per pair
Ibanez SDR1000 reverb £739
Tascam 112 cassette deck £339
Tascam 112 R cassette deck £499

PLUS ACCESSIT, APHEX, ART, BEYER, CASIO, CUTEC, DIGITECH, DYNAMIX,
ENSONIQ, FOSTEX, MTR, RSD, ROLAND, REVOX, SEQUENTIAL, SYMETRIX, TANNOY,

TASCAM, VESTAFIRE, YAMAHA . . . AND MUCH, MUCH, MORE
RING NOW FOR DETAILS (*All prices exclude VAT)

For those of you who live some distance from
Bedford, there are now two Thatched Cottage

,.....-- Demonstration Studios. Based around fully

--kj
professional 16 track set ups, they are designed to

---"-,- let you hear equipment in a working environment.
From a Midifex to a SPX90, or an E16 to a noise gate, you'll get
good, unbiased advice and as they only demo gear, there'll be no
hard sell (you have to ring Bedford for that!). Whether you are
buying your first four track set-up or embarking on a Pro -16 track
venture, Phil and Paul know what it's like from experience. Give
them a ring and talk to guys who have proved it isn't a dream - you
can make a living from recording!

F-1

MIDLANDS
THATCHED COTTAGE

Tel: 0926 315812
Contact: Paul Johnson, Thatched Cottage Audio,

The Lodge, Woodland Grange, Old Milverton Lane, Blackdown,
Leamington Spa, Warwickshire.

THATCHED COTTAGE
SOUTH WEST

Tel: 0392 77205

Contact: Phil Trickey, Thatched Cottage Audio, Exeter & Devon Arts
Centre, Bradninch Place, Gandy Street, Exeter, Devon EX4 3LS.

0211 0 

SECONDHAND AND

EXDEMO BARGAINS
LOOK CAREFULLY - YOU MIGHT FIND A SECOND HAND OR

EX -DEMO BARGAIN YOU'VE BEEN AFTER . . .

C-Ducer 5 drum mic/trigger set £250
Fostex 450 mixer (8 track) £499
TAC Matchless 26>24>8>2 £8999
RSD 16>8, old style but good condition £500
Yamaha Rev 7 £825
MTR dual noise gate £195
Alesis Midiverb ex demo £299
Symetrix 544 expander/gate, as reviewed, ex -demo £325
Alesis XTC Digital Reverb. Amazing 16K Bandwidth £499
Amazing Symetrix 511 single ended noise reduction £375
Fostex A80 8 track - (only 6 weeks old) £1250
RSD 16-16-2, mint £1199
Yamaha Compressor/Limiter £195
Loads of S/H mics & stands
Slapback Scintillator £175
Tannoy DTM8 monitor speakers £295
Sennheiser 421 mics £99
Aces 18:16 desk - slightly scratched £999
Seck 18:8:2 £899
Aces Hi -Spec 24 track 250 hrs use £7900
MXR pitch transposer £399
Various Accessit effects units
Tannoy Little Red Monitors
Casio CZ5000
Yamaha TX7
Casio RZ-1 sampling drum machine
Yamaha MT1X (ex demo)
Fostex model 80 + 450 mixer package- mint
Time Matrix multi -tap delay
Bel 240 sampler/delay (18k - 6secs)
Tascam 38 (1 month old)
Fostex E8 (large reel version of A80) ex -show - 1 only
Oberheim OBX
AKG 415 mic + CK1
DX100
Delta Lab 1 second 15K digital delay
Delta Lab 17K bandwidth digital delay
Fostex X15
Bel BD80
0 -Play programmable remote for B16/E16
Drawmer gate
AHB keymix 16 track computer system - fits any desk - only
Vesta Fire MIDI to CV converter

(All prices exclude VAT)
New 24 track studio now fully operational - only £13 per hour * Why not bring along your
multitrack and use the studio as a mixdown suite? (We offer more outboard gear than any

other UK studio).

£599
£495
£345
£275
£365

£1499
£850
£650

£1550
£1499

£500
£110
£200
£139
£175
£199
£499
£175
£250

£1600
£65

For those of you who are seriously considering starting a commercial 8
or 16 track venture, I've come up with two packages, one eight track and
one sixteen track. Each contains EVERYTHING you will need for your
first paying session, from the multitrack machine right through to DI
boxes and cables. The price of the 8 track system is £4450 + VAT and the
16 track is £8450 + VAT. At Thatched Cottage I proved it could be done.
In the last 3 months I have helped 13 new studios open and start making
money - my experience could help you. Give me a ring and have a chat -
what have you got to lose?

Do you find that your recordings sound great on site but lousy when played on another
system? I will spectrum analyse the control room (or bedroom!) and insert a graphic

equaliser in the monitor system. The difference will astound you. Your tapes can
sound great anywhere- not just in the control room!
Prices from £99 + VAT (inc stereo 10 band graphic)

 FULL CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE  MAIL ORDER 

Thatched
Cottage Audio

Telephone Dave on Bedford (0234) 771259/771166
Thatched Cottage Audio, Cross End, Thurleigh, Beds.



HOW EAST

Everyone knows technology makes things more accessible,
but how have electronic instruments benefitted from
East-West dialogue, and what advances are likely to be
made as that dialogue becomes more intensive?

By Gary Larson.

"OH EAST IS East, and West is West, and
never the twain shall meet..." The immortal
words of Rudyard Kipling, written at a
time when any cross-fertilisation between
the two sides looked unlikely, to say the
least.

Well don't look now, but in electronic
music, at least, the twain may finally be
meeting. The first formal link was estab-
lished in late 1982, when representatives
of American and Japanese synthesiser
companies created what everyone who is
anyone now knows to be the Musical
Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI), a

hardware and software protocol.
If nothing else, MIDI has cured many of

the compatibility problems that still afflict
microcomputers, and it has provided us as
well with all manner of new gadgets and
programs. In time, it may even realise its
full potential as the basis of a computer
music network, with bulletin board systems
serving as portable IRCAMs, winging new
music and new ideas about music into our
homes.

In the meantime, while we await that
golden age, there is another aspect of the
converging twain that should not be
overlooked. Thanks largely to some tech-
nology from the West - semiconductor
chips, digital synthesis algorithms - as
exploited by some revolutionary devices
from the East - most notably Yamaha's FM
synthesisers - the complex world of

electronic music has another, more fun-
damental common denominator: a shared
means of producing sounds.

The music itself is still as varied as ever
(some would say as restricted as ever), but
growing numbers of players - from
unknown garage bands to the galaxy of
rock 'n' roll stars, and even academic
composers tucked away on college cam-
puses - are using essentially the same
instrument, one of the several Yamaha
DX/TX configurations.

Thus, while electronic music's Tower of
Babel still stands, at last there now exists
the possibility for communication between
some of the diverse tongues. In short,
MIDI has given us a way to talk, and digital
FM synthesis has given us something to talk
about.

And it's about time, too. From the very
start, the world of electronic music was a
divided one, with the divisions not so much
linguistic or geographic as economic (the
"haves" versus the "have nots") and

professional (the "insiders" versus the
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MET WEST
"outsiders"). Some composers - that is,
generally those with certain institutional
affiliations - enjoyed access to high-priced
equipment, while others had to make do
with bargain -basement items.

Among the pioneers, a fortunate few
(Schaeffer and Henry in Paris, Eimert and
Stockhausen in Cologne, Berio in Milan)
were able to ply their trade in state-
owned radio studios. (Notably absent
from this list is the BBC, whose Radio -
phonic Workshop neither encouraged
experimentation nor welcomed outsiders;
Roberto Gerhard was the lone exception
among composers, which led to others,
including Tristram Cary, Peter Zinovieff,
and even the BBC's own Desmond Briscoe
and Daphne Oram, to do their experi-
mental bidding elsewhere.)

In contrast to the state -radio "insiders",
John Cage resorted to simple audio -test
recordings and variable -speed phonographs
in his revolutionary Imaginary Landscape
No. I, of 1939 (and 12 radios in Imaginary
Landscape No. 4 ten years later).

Similarly, Vladimir Ussachevsky and

Otto Luening, in their historic 1952 tape
music concert at the Museum of Modern
Art in New York, used borrowed equip-
ment to create and perform their works.

Countless others, many with only razor
cuts and frayed nerves to show for their
efforts, studied Frederick Judd's 1961

classic Electronic Music and Musique Con-
crete, and attempted home-brew versions
of the new sounds.

And once this new music became
established, the "insiders" tended to be
those with university affiliations. Milton
Babbitt, for example, parlayed Rockefeller
Foundation money and the generosity of
the Radio Corporation of America into a
near -monopoly of the RCA Mark 11

synthesiser, a $250,000, room -size, one -
of -a -kind item at the Columbia -Princeton
Electronic Music Centre.

Similar enclaves were formed at the
University of Illinois (where Lejaren Hiller
programmed the university's giant Illiac
computer to compose works), and the
University of Toronto, and eventually
major centres were established in Paris
(IRCAM), Utrecht, Stanford University,
and the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology.

And while England has no single Univer-
sity studio of the stature of these centres,
the work of composers such as Denis
Smalley at the University of East Anglia

6,
*a.411,4

(whose Tides was one of the artistic
triumphs at the International Computer
Music Conference in Vancouver last sum-
mer) should not go unnoticed. And digital
studios can be found at Universities in
Durham, Nottingham, and York.

Historically, the most important excep-
tion to this general dominance of academic
institutions was equally remote from the
composer in the street - the Bell Telephone
Laboratories in Murray Hill, New Jersey. It
was in this unlikely location that computer
Music got its start in the late fifties when
Max Matthews, hired by the telephone
conglomerate to research speech synthesis,
hit upon the idea of using the high-speed
Computer to produce musical sounds. Out
of Matthews' efforts grew MUSIC IV, a
music programming language that mathe-
matically replicated analogue synthesis
modules, and which became the basis of
similar languages used at computer -music
installations all over the world. Still, this
was a restrictive medium - yet another
weapon in the arsenal of the "haves" that
further separated them from the "have-
nots".

Even with the advent and subsequent
popularisation of small, portable analogue
synthesisers in the sixties and seventies,
when serious electronic composition and
performance became viable outside the
university, the distinction between, say,
Walter Carlos' or Keith Emerson's mighty
Rolls-Royce modular Moogs and the Ford
Fiesta MiniMoogs that just about every-
body else drove, amounted almost to a
caste system.

In time there were lots of compact
synths to choose from, and some pretty
sleek ones at that, especially after Sequen-
tial Circuits introduced the microprocessor
to analogue synthesis with the Prophet 5.
And with the Japanese invasion of Korg,
Roland, Yamaha, et al, a whole fleet of
inexpensive synths - the Hondas and
Toyotas of the trade - became available.

Not surprisingly though, the question
soon became one of numbers, with one's
musical prowess seemingly related to how
high a stack of keyboards one could
command. And not even all that musical
horsepower carried much weight among
academic composers, who scorned those
who played more keyboards than chord
changes.

Enter Dr John Chowning, one of those
.composers in white coats, labouring away

in Stanford University's Artificial Intelli-
gence Laboratory and seeking the same
elusive trumpet tones that Jean-Claude
Risset had tried to capture several years
earlier (1964) at Bell Labs. But whereas
Risset had painstakingly used 16 or so
digital oscillators to create separate envel-
opes for each harmonic, Chowning em-
ployed a mere two oscillators and elegantly
simple frequency modulation algorithms
to create a similarly rich and dynamic
spectrum. Before long, bell -like FM sounds
were ringing through computer music
installations throughout the world.

But it was not until Yamaha acquired the
exclusive rights to market the process that
the digital revolution first reached beyond
the academy to touch musicians every-
 where. "The Performance is About to
Begin", proclaimed American media ads
when the DX7 and DX9 were introduced
in 1983. That was perhaps the first
understatement in the history of the
business.

It was not the extent to which popular
musicians embraced the new instrument
that was surprising, though. Rather, it was
the emergence of the DX7 (or its rack -
mounted, eight -headed big brother, the
TX816) as the instrument of choice among
so-called "serious" composers, the erst-
while "insiders" who became intrigued by
the power of FM and its potential to create
a diverse community of sonic explorers.

In Vancouver last year, for example,
several works - highlighted by Canadian
composer David Keane's Elektronikus
Mozaik - were based on sounds generated
by Yamaha DX instruments. Long-time
Buchla synthesist Morton Subotnick (see
interview elsewhere this issue) is now
working exclusively with Yamaha equip-
ment, and even Max Matthews has brought
a DX7 and TX216 into his studios at Bell
Labs.

A cottage industry has grown up around
the development of DX software, and
users' groups have been formed to exploit
the new technology to its fullest.

Other flavours of digital synthesis -
Casio's Phase Distortion or Sequential's
Vector Synthesis - may prove equally
fruitful. But regardless, it js clear that the
"insiders" no longer have the electronic
music market cornered. The new sounds
are there for all of us to explore, and
thanks to MIDI, we can now share our
explorations with others.
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"DON'T PANIC! At last, an end to
rummaging through all your old E&MMs for
our exclusive report on the Zlatna Panega
ACS 100, or that immortal interview with
Sigue Sigue Sputnik (isn't Zaphod looking
good these days?). For while the rest of the

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY team were busy
giving your favourite magazine a facelift,
yours truly was busting bytes compiling this
amazing Index to E&MM reviews, features
and interviews during 1985/86. Now, the
chances of my getting any thanks for this
have an improbability factor of about five
billion to one..." (All right, that's enough -
Ed.)

APPRAISAL
SYNTHS
Bit 99
Casio CZ1
Casio CZ101
Casio CZ230S
Casio CZ3000
Casio CZ5000
Elka EK22
Elka EK44
Ensoniq ESQ I
Korg DW6000
Korg DW8000
Korg Poly 800H
Microskill AS32 (prototype)
Oberheim Matrix 6
Oberheim Matrix 12
Roland Alpha Juno I
Roland Alpha Juno 2
Roland JX8P
Roland JX I 0
Sequential Max
Sequential MultiTrak
Sequential Prophet VS (preview)
Sequential Prophet VS
SIEL DK80
Wersi MK I (preview)
Yamaha DX5
Yamaha DX2I
Yamaha DX100

COMPUTER MUSIC
SYSTEMS
Fairlight Series III (preview)
PPG Hard Disk Unit
PPG Realizer
Synclavier Performance System
OSC Advanced Sound Generator

(prototype)

SAMPLERS
Akai S6 12
Akai S6 12 (update)
Akai 5900
Boss DSD2 pedal
Datel Sampler (Spectrum)
E -mu Systems Emax
Ensoniq Mirage
Ensoniq Mirage (update)
Ensoniq Mirage MultiSampler
Korg DSS I
MDB Window Recorder
Microsound Sampling System

(CBM64)
Microvox Sampler (CBM64)
Prophet 2000 (preview)
Prophet 2000
Rebis RA226 Sampler
Zlatna Panega ACS 100

KEYBOARDS
Elka Project Series X30
Ensoniq Piano

Oct 85
Oct 86
Jan 85

May 86
Feb 86
Jun 85
Oct 86
Oct 86
Aug 86
Mar 85
Nov 85
Apr 86

Jul 85
Jan 86
Jun 85
Jan 86
Feb 86
Feb 85
Jun 86
Jan 85

May 85
Mar 86
May 86
Apr 85

Jul 86
Oct 85
Aug 85
Feb 86

Apr 86
Oct 86
Apr86
Mar 85

Mar 85

May 85
Jan 86
Jul 86

Oct 85
Apr 85
Aug 86

Jul 85
Jan 86

May 86
Oct 86
Feb 86

Jun 85
Apr86
Oct 85
Dec 85
Jan 86

Apr 85

Jan 85

Oct 86
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Roland RD 1000 Piano
SIEL MK900
Technics PX I Piano
Yamaha PF70/80 Pianos

CONTROLLER
KEYBOARDS
Oberheim Xk
Yamaha KX88

EXPANDERS
Bit 01
Oberheim Matrix 6R
SIEL Expander 80
360 Systems MIDI Bass
Yamaha TX7
Yamaha TX8 16

SEQUENCERS
Casio SZI
Korg SQD I
Linn Sequencer
Roland MC500 (preview)
Roland MSQ100
Yamaha QX I
Yamaha QX7
Yamaha QX2 I

PERCUSSION
Anvil (prototype)
Boss Dr Pads
Casio RZI
Dynacord Percuter S
Dynacord Rhythm Stick
Emulator SP12
Emulator SP12 (update)
Korg MR16 drum unit
Linn 9000
MPC DSM32 Electronic Drums
MPC Programmer 8
MultiKlone kit
Pearl DRX1 kit
Roland Electronic Drums
Roland PAD8 Octapad
Roland TR505
Roland TR727
RSF DD30
Sequential Tom
Simmons SDS1 Drum Pad
Simmons SDS 1000 kit
Simmons SDS EPB
Simmons SDS9 kit
Sycologic PSP
Technics DP50
TED Digisound (update)
Yamaha RX2I
Yamaha RX2 I L

Sep 86
Jan 85

Apr 86
Jun 86

May 86
May 85

Jul 85
Jul 86
Jul 85

Apr86
Apr 85
May 85

Sep 85
Sep 85
Mar 86
Aug 86
Aug 85
May 85
Apr 85
Apr 86

Jun 85
Oct 86
Apr 86
Mar 86
Sep 86
Sep 85
May 86
May 85
Apr 85
Mar 85
Feb 85
Sep 85
Apr85
Dec 85
Feb 86
May 86
Aug 85
Feb 86
Jul85

Mar 85
Jul 86

Jan 85

Aug 85
Sep 85
May 85
Jan 85

Sep 85
Jun 86

iNINEM

COMPUTING
Amiga Update (software) Aug 86
Atari 520ST Jul 85

Atari ST Front End Jan 86

ATPL Symphony Kbd (BBC) Mar 85
C -Lab SuperTrack software (CBM64) Jun 86
Commodore Amiga (preview) Jan 86
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Commodore Music Packages
(CBM64)

Digidesign Burner (Mac)
Digidesign SoftSynth (Mac)
Digidesign Sound Designer ElI (Mac)
Digidesign Sound Designer 2000

(Mac)
EMR MlDltrack Performer

(Spectrum)
JMS Scorewriter (CBM64)
Joreth CZ Editor (CBM64)
Joreth Music Composer (CBM64)
Island Logic Music System (CBM64)
LEMI MIDI software (Apple)
Mixdown Amiga software
MoPro Atari ST software
Passport MIDI/4 Plus & MIDI/8 Plus
(Apple/CBM64)

Passport Music Shop (CBM64)
Pioneer software (MSX)
RAP software (Spectrum/CBM64)
Roland MPS & Muse software
(CBM64/Apple/IBM)

SDS DX7 Voice Editor (Spectrum)
SIEL MIDI Database (CBM64)
SIEL DK Graphic Editor (CBM64)
SIEL 16 -track Live Sequencer
(CBM64/Spectrum)

Steinberg Pro 16 Seq (CBM64)
Steinberg Pro24 Seq (Atari ST)
Steinberg Trackstar (Atari ST)
Syntech Studio I (CBM64/Apple)
Syntron Digidrum (CBM64)
I 0 Systems Sequencer (Spectrum)
Toshiba software (MSX)
UMI 2B (BBC B)
XRI CZ Editor (Spectrum)
XRI Micon Seq (Spectrum)
Yamaha CX5M software:

DMS eight -track Real-time Seq,
Yamaha DX2I Editor,
Yamaha RX Editor

GUITAR SYNTHS
Roland/Gibson Explorer synth
Shadow GTM6 MIDI Guitar

AMPLIFICATION
Carlsbro Keyboard 150
Custom Sound Cub 60 kbd combo
HH K80 kbd combo
Marshall KC60 kbd combo
McGregor kbd combo
Ohm KAI40C kbd combo
Roland Keyboard Cube 60
Vox Venue Keyboard 100

MIDI FX
Akai ME I OD MIDI DDL
Akai ME 15F MIDI Dynamics

Controller
Akai ME20A MIDI Sequence

Arpeggiator
Akai ME25S MIDI Programmable

Note Separator
Akai ME3OP MIDI Programmable

Patchbay
Drawmer Midman
Dynacord MCCI
Quark MIDILink 999

Roland MPU 103 MIDI Channel Filter
Converter

Roland MPU 104 MIDI Input Selector
Roland MPU 105 MIDI Output
Selector

Sycologic M14 MIDI Matrix
360 Systems MIDI Patcher
Yamaha MCS2 Control Station
Yamaha MEP4 Processor

May 86
Oct 86
Sep 86
Dec 85

May 86

Feb 85
Jan 86

Mar 86
May 85
Oct 85
Jan 85

Jul86
Apr 86

Jul85
Nov 85
Aug 86
Dec 85

May 86
Apr85
Aug 85
Aug 85

Feb 85
Feb 86
Sep 86
Oct 86
Nov 85
Oct 85

Jul86
Aug 86
Nov 85
Mar 86
Jun 85

Dec 85

Dec 85
Jul86

Jan 85

Nov 85
Jan 85

Jan 85

Feb 85
Jan 85

Jan 85
Feb 85

Nov 85

Nov 85

Nov 85

Sep 86

Sep 86
Jun 86
Feb 86
Jun 85

Aug 85
Aug 85

Aug 85
Mar 85

Jul86
Sep 86
Jun 86

INTERFACES
Bokse US8 Universal Synchroniser
Hinton MIDIC
Jellinghaus CGX MIDI -to -CV

interface
Jellinghaus MIDI Master Synchroniser

Korg KMS30 Synchroniser
Roland MPU 101 MIDI -CV Interface
Roland SBX80 Sync Box

MISCELLANEOUS
Digisound RK I Pitch Tracker
Keyboard Stands (roundup)
Korg DVP I Vocoder

Jun 85
Jul85

Jun 85
Jun 85

Feb 85
Aug 85
Feb 85

Apr 86
Jun 85

May 86

Micro Musical M L50 bass pedals Aug 85

MUSIC
MUSICIANS
Laurie Anderson
Tony Banks
Django Bates
Belouis Some
Ian Boddy
Duncan Bridgeman (I -Level)
Bronski Beat
Michael Brook
Bill Bruford
Harold Budd
Stewart Copeland
China Crisis
Depeche Mode
Drum Theatre
Keith Emerson
Brian Eno
Roger Eno
Erasure
Peter Gabriel
Philip Glass
Kevin Godley & Lol Creme
Jan Hammer
Icehouse
It's Immaterial
Jansen & Barbieri
Jean -Michel Jarre
J J Jeczalik

Peter & Sophie Johnston
Howard Jones
Tim Lever (Dead or Alive)
Mike Lindup (Level 42)
Loose Ends
Wim Mertens
Patrick Moraz
Mr Mister
Neuronium
Nightcatchers
Gary Numan
Michael Nyman
Michael Oldfield
New Order
Penguin Café Orchestra
Mick Roberts (King)
Saga

Feb 85
Jul 86

Oct 86
Apr 86
Jun 85

May 85
Feb 86
Aug 86

Jul85
Jul86

Aug 85
Apr 85
Aug 86
Mar 86
Apr 85
Dec 85
Feb 86
Aug 86
Jun 86
Sep 85
Sep 85
Feb 86
Jul 86

Sep 86
Oct 85
Feb 85

Nov 85
Apr86
Oct 86
Aug 85

Jul 85
Jun 85

May 86
Jul85

May 86
Jan 85

Nov 85
Dec 85
Oct 85
Apr 86
Mar 85
Jan 86

Jun 85
May 86 O.-
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 Klaus Schulze
Severed Heads
Bill Sharpe
Sharpe & Numan
Mark Shreeve
Shriekback
Sigue Sigue Sputnik
Tim Souster
Sting

Stockhausen
David Sylvian
Talk Talk
Tangerine Dream
Tears For Fears
Steve Tibbetts
Thompson Twins
Trans X
Jezz Woodroffe

FEATURES
Newcastle CAT School of Music
Music on Tap

LIVE TAKES
Ars Electronica
Art of Noise
Roger Eno/Michael Brook
UK Electronica
UK Fresh
Howard Jones

Apr 85
May 85
May 85
Oct 86
Nov 85
Oct 85
Apr 86
Apr 85
Aug 85

Dec 85
Sep 86
Mar 86
May 86
Jan 85

Mar 85
Jan 86

Sep 85
Jun 86

Feb 85
Dec 85

Feb 85
Oct 86

Jul 86
Oct 85
Sep 86
Feb 86

STUDIO
STUDIO APPRAISAL
AHB Keymix
Alesis MIDIfex
Alesis MlDlverb
Bel BD240 sampling DDL

108

Aug 86
Aug 86
Apr 86
Jun 86

Boss RSD I 0 sampling DDL
Delta SX301 DDL add-on
Dod RDS3600 sampling DDL
Ibanez SDR1000 reverb
Korg SDD2000 sampling DDL
Lexicon 480L multi-FX
Lexicon PCM70 DDL
Logitech CSDD I sampling DDL
Roland SDE2500 DDL
Roland SRV2000 reverb
Tanrak System Pt I
Tanrak System Pt2
Vesta Kozo DIG420 sampling

DDL
Yamaha REV7 reverb
Yamaha SPX90 (preview)
Yamaha SPX90 multi-FX

STUDIOS
BBC Radiophonic Workshop
CTS Studio 4
Kaleidophon Studios
Paradise Studios

PRODUCERS
Peter Collins
Zeus B Held
Rupert Hine
Mike Howlett
Steve Nye
Eric van Tijn/Jochum Fluitsma
(Mai Tai)

FEATURES
Cassette Multitracking Guide
First Take

Mar 86
Apr 85
Feb 86
Sep 86
Jul85

Sep 86
Mar 86
Aug 85
Oct 85
Sep 85
Jul86

Aug 86

Nov 85
Sep 85
Mar 86
May 86

Oct 85
Dec 85
Sep 86

Nov 85

Oct 86
Jul85

Jun 86
Apr 86
Feb 86

Aug 85

Mar 86
Feb 86

TECHNOLOGY
PROJECTS
BeeBMIDI 6 (Juno 106 voice dump)
BeeBMIDI 7 (DX7ED Pt1)
BeeBMIDI 8 (DX7ED Pt2)
BeeBMIDI Monitor- Pt1

- Pt2
Digisound Voice Card
E&MM MIDIThru box
Powertran MCS I - Pt4

- Pt5
Powertran BBC -MIDI Interface
Powertran Software
Powertran DDL 'Emulator' add-on
Short Circuit:
MIDI Index
Time Machine add-on
SHIO I footpedal controller

The Syn-D-kit
The Time Machine

FEATURES
A Gallery of Misfits -Pt1

- Pt2
Alternatives (Prolog)
Art of Going Soft - Pt I

- Pt2
- Pt3 (Music 500)

Back to Basics:
- Pt I
- Pt2 (VCOs)
- Pt3 (VCFs)
- Pt4 (VCAs, envs)
- Pt5 (VCFs, envs)
- Pt6
- Pt7

CX5M Revisited
Dodgy Practices

Jan 85

Mar 85
Apr 85
Oct 85
Nov 85
Feb 85
Jun 86
Jan 85

Mar 85
Apr85
May 85
Jun 85

Apr 85
May 85

Jan 85

Nov 85
Apr85

Sep 85
Oct 85

Jan 85

May 85
Jun 85

Jul 85

Jan 85
Feb 85
Mar 85
Apr 85
May 85
Jun 85
Jul 85

Mar 85
May 86

Everything but the Kitchen...
(syncing)

Everything but the Kitchen...
(SMPTE)

Fairlight Explained:
- Pt6
- Pt7
- Pt8
- Pt9

Fairlight Goes MIDI
I Want Your Samples
MIDI & SMPTE
Mono Mode:
- Pt I (Casio CZ)
- Pt2 (Prophet 2000)
- Pt3 (Akai S900)

Secondhand Polysynth Guide
The Time Machine (EMS VCS3)
Uncle Bob's Baby (MiniMoog)
Zlatna Profile

TECHTALK
Douglas Adams
Les Arnett
John Chowning- Pt1

- Pt2
Steve Cunningham
Rob Hubbard
Bob Moog
Dave Simmons

Jan 85

Feb 85

Mar 85
Apr 85
May 85
Jun 85
Jun 85

Aug 86
Jul86

Jun 86
Sep 86
Oct 86
Jun 86

Aug 86
Aug 85
Apr 86

Jul86
Sep 85
Sep 85
Oct 85
Jan 86

Apr 86
May 85
Jun 85

SIGHT READING
'Creative Sound' (David Ellis &

Chris Jordan) Aug 85
'Electronic & Computer Music'

(Peter Manning) Aug 85
'Keyfax' (Julian Colbeck) Aug 85
'Micro Music for the CBM64 and

BBC Computer' (Gary Herman) Aug 85

(Michael Norman & Ben Dickey) Feb 85
'The Synthesizer and Electronic

Keyboard Handbook'
(Dave Crombie) Feb 85

'Yamaha DX7 Digital Synthesizer'
(Yasuhiko Fukuda) Apr 85

PATCHWORK REVIEWS
Korg STP2000 Sound Collection Feb 86
Red Planet DX7 SR64 RAM cartridge Mar 86
Shofuku Pts 1&2 DX7 ROM cartridges Sep 86
Skyslip DX7 ROM cartridges Jun 86
Timbre Company Sample Tapes Mar 86

SHOW REPORTS
APRS 85
BMF 85 (preview)
BMF 85
BMF 86
Digicon 85
ICMC 84
ICMC 85
Frankfurt 85 (preview)
Frankfurt 85
Frankfurt 86 (preview)
Frankfurt 86
NAMM 85
NAMM 86
Winter NAMM 86

Aug 85
Jul85

Sep 85
Sep 86

Nov 85
Feb 84
Dec 85
Feb 85
Mar 85
Feb 86
Mar 86
Aug 85
Sep 86
Mar 86

1985/86 BACK ISSUES of E&MM are
available from our Mail Order Department at
£1.40 each, including post and packing for the
UK and surface mail delivery Overseas.

Please note that the following issues are
now sold out: 1985 - January/February/March/
April/September/December; I 986 -August.

Photocopies of articles from sold out issues
only are available at 50p per article.
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SELL IT FOR NOTHING
with a free classified ad in Music Technology

Keyboards
AKAI AX80 touch -sensitive synth, 4375
ono. DX100 £235. Both excellent condition.
Will p/x for DX7. e 01-805 6632.
AKS synth by EMS, vgc, 3VCOs, patchboard
etc, great sounds but no keyboard. Offers?
2 (0933) 681019, after 6pm.
ARP EXPLORER I monosynth, old but
stable and working well, 450. John C
(0942) 715027.
ARP ODYSSEY, 4250. Arp Axxe 490.
CR78 Compurhythm £90. Fal Stereo 10 -
band graphic 450. Ian 2' (0784) 259448.
ARP ODYSSEY, 4145. Korg Polysix
4345. Powertran digital sequencer, good
for mono synth, offers? Brian Es Southamp-
ton (0703) 463445.
ARP QUARTET exceptional strings,
E 145. Casio CT202, 49 -polyphonic presets,
E 125. SpecDrum + Editor, Latin kit, £25.
Mike 2 01-805 0827.
BALDWIN SKYLINE electronic organ,
ideal for beginner, twin manual, pedals,
rhythms, good condition, LI80 ovno. Martin

Wimborne 882156.
BIT 01 synth expander, as new, boxed,
manual, 4350 or exchange for Tascam 244
or Teac A3440. e 01-837 4542.
CASIO CTIOI (as used by J Hayward) to
good home. 4120 inc solid case. Andy e
(0793) 721417, after 7pm.

CASIO CZIO I, mint, boxed, manuals, psu,
4215. Roland SH 101, mint, boxed, manual,
4120. Kevin a Galston (0563) 820635.
CASIO CZ 10 I excellent condition, home
use only, with hard case, power supply,
manuals, £245. Chris IT Bristol (0272)
791169.
CASIO CZ101 manuals, power supply,
boxed, immaculate, 4200. Swap for CZ230S
or TR505. Steve 23 Beaconsfield (049 46)
3544.
CASIO CZ101 boxed with manuals, psu
and cartridge, vgc, £180. Can deliver. 23
061-456 0795.
CASIO CZ230S, 4200. Also Fostex X15,
4180. Both guaranteed, perfect, reason for
sale. John e Manchester 998 9781.
CASIO CZ230S with programmable
drums, 4 -channel sequencer, 2mths old,
guaranteed, MIDI, only £200. I Briarwood
Avenue, Brooklands, Wythenshawe, Man-
chester.
CASIO CZI000, boxed, home use only,
4340. Korg Super Section, digital drums,
with backing, 4175. Deeside 810478.
CASIO CZ 1000, 3mths old, 4275. TR505
drums brand new LI9 , guaranteed. Glenn
23 Manchester 061-764 1514.
CASIO CZI000, cartridge, psu, boxed,
4350. Korg DDM 110, boxed, psu, 4150.
Yamaha MK 100, portable, psu, 4150. a
Coningsby 43939.
CASIO CZI000, £300. Roland SHIOI
4110. Korg KPR77 drum m/c 480. Peavy
KM4 mixer, £110. 4550 the lot. Rhyl a
(0745) 38094.
CASIO CZI000 mint condition, WEM
30W bass combo, EDC 99 drum m/c, 4330.
Sean e 01-856 5533 X2428 (Woolwich).
CASIO CZ1000 one month old, 4325.
Andy e (Hounslow) 01-572 5062 morn-
ings, or after 9.30pm.
CASIO CZI000 home use only, boxed,
with psu, 4265 ono. Er 01-848 7224, eves.
CASIO CZ1000, £300. Casio SZ I , 4170.
Both in good condition, together 4450. Er
Blackburn (0254) 582913.
CASIO CZ5000 polysynth, MIDI, onboard
sequencer, brand new and boxed, 4600.
Sean Er 01-669 0944, after 5pm.
CASIO CZ5000, 4500. Casio KZ! £200.
Tascam 244 £500. GBS reverb LI 00. Fostex
digital delay £100. e 01-965 2704.

CASIO CZ5000 superb, home use only,
600. e 01-673 5642.

CASIO MT70 polyphonic keyboard, 20
sounds, memory, Casio chords, drums, bar
code reader and psu, 490. e Cardiff (0222)
752652.
CASIO PT80, 21/2 octave mini -keyboard,
8 sounds, 12 rhythms, ROM pack, new
condition, only 445. Ideal for beginner. '8'
Headley Down (Hants) 713757.
CASIOTONE MT68 portable keyboard,
20 sounds, 12 rhythms, mains adaptor
included, excellent condition, 475. 23'

(0727) 38650.
CRUMAR STRATUS polysynth/organ,
£250. Roland MC202, brill partner for
SH101, 495. Offers please. Er Caergwrge
760649.
CRUMAR TRILOGY, vgc, bargain at
4250 ono. IV (0204) 41940.
ELECTRONIC PIANO HHP73, 73 -key
weighted, touch -sensitive. Piano, harpsi-
chord, stereo chorus. Stand. MIDI capability,
£250 ono. Phil Leicester 354747.
E&MM SPECTRUM semi -modular synth,
good case, good sounds, £120. Ibanez
DM 1100, 3.6sec DDL, £150. P/ex? 13'

(0643) 4502.
FARFISA 61 -key fully polyphonic synthe-
siser, 3 -voice overlays, excellent pianos,
harpsichord, brass & strings. Preset &
programmable, 4400 ono. Phil e Leicester
354747.
FENDER RHODES 73 good condition,
offers? Yamaha PFIO + f/case, 4385. D R110
480. Cutec reverb/delay £50. Eric?' 051 -
727 8166.
FENDER RHODES Stage 73 piano,
needs servicing and tuning, 4200. Mike 73
01-278 5266.
HAMMOND X5 portable organ plus
Leslie 760 speaker, immaculate condition,
home use only, £895 ono. e Hull (0482)
839031.
HOHNER CLAVINET E7 The funkiest
keyboard in the world. Excellent condition,
fully serviced, £175 ono. John '8' 01-641
4781.
HOHNER CLAVINET Pianet Duo, im-
maculate, home use only, £100. SCI Pro
One E 160.73 Manchester 061-798 9864.
KORG DELTA polysynth, 4190. JBL
2x 15" cab, f/cased, £290. Marshall 100W
Bassman valve amp, 4150. Er 061-969
8275.

KORG DW8000 home use only, immacu-
late, 4760. e Southend (0702) 586847.
KORG DW8000 immaculate, 4850. Pro-
phet 600, mint, £500. Fostex X15, inc psu,
unused 4200. e (0772) 861368.
KORG MONO/POLY four -voice poly
synth, hardly used, £225 ono. Martin IV
(0843) 581086.
KORG MONO/POLY an excellent lead/
bass synth, slight external damage means
bargain price, just E 190 ono. Hurry! e 01-
561 7806 (Hayes).
KORG MONO/POLY + f/case, excellent
condition, powerful 4VCO analogue synth,
4225 ono. Geoff e Lancin (0903) 763759.
KORG MS20 good condition, leads, manual,
LI60 . Music 500 + ATPL keyboard for BBC
micro, only E 175. Swap both for OSCar, or
MS20 for EX800 or Siel EX80. Simon e
(0625) 523845.
KORG POLYSIX great library sounds,
chorus, phase, ensemble, chord memory,
ungigged, must be heard, 4350 ono. a 01-
310 8307.
KORG POLY 61 MIDI, still in box, immac,
4350 ono. 13 Bexhill 211184.
KORG POLY 800 Mkt, 6mths old, boxed,
mint never gigged, 4450. Dave Er Bridgend
(0656) 63683.
KORG POLY 800, 4260. Yamaha CXSM,
large keyboard, 2 software, 4260. 4500 the
pair. Moses Er (0970) 617007.

KORG POLY 800 boxed with manual and
lead, immac condition, £295. Ian e Cannock,
Staffs (054 35) 77314.
KURZWEIL 250 excellent condition,
46500. 13 01-272 7545.
MOOG PRODIGY excellent condition,
still boxed, £120. e (0977) 82408 (West
Yorkshire).
MOOG ROGUE monosynth, good con-
dition, 480 bargain. Pete 2 Stevenage
(0438) 723192.
MOOG ROGUE, 490. SCI Pro One £ 100.
Both vgc. Mark e Bridgend (0656) 50820.
MOOG SOURCE programmable mono -
synth, great sounds. 4250. Monica 2 091-
265 0536, I lam-6pm.
OLD MELLOTRON one of the first
made, ex-ELO, collector's dream. Beautiful
piece of furniture. £250 ono. Len e (0990)
23762, (0753) 23200.
ROLAND ALPHA JUNO 2 boxed.
unwanted p/x, £625 ono. John 2 Hudders-
field (0484) 546062.
ROLAND HS60 6I -key, 128 patch pro-
grammable stereo synth, 8W speakers,
portamento, boxed as new, manuals, £500
ono. 2 Cardiff (0222) 752652.
ROLAND JUNO 6 absolutely immaculate,
4255 ono. Roland Jupiter 4, mint, £285 ono.
Both boxed. 23 Nott'm 211309.
ROLAND JUNO 6 perfect condition,
with f/case, £300. e Dronfield (0246)
416513, anytime.
ROLAND JUNO 6, £230. Clef Microsynth
£70. Crimson 40W amplifier £70. Wanted:
Bit 99. Tim 2 01-968 6387.
ROLAND JUNO 60 plus JSQ60 plus
stand plus hard case plus manual and extra
patches, £465. Peter ' (0844) 52829.
ROLAND JUNO 60 home use only,
perfect condition, 4395 ono. 2 North-
ampton (0604) 27644.
ROLAND JUNO 60 with MIDI conver-
sion, hard case, manual, £495. Hohner
Pianet T + stand, £95. 01-302 0114.
ROLAND JUNO 60 + MD8 + semi-
f/case, all mint condition, 600. No offers.
IT (020 488) 2871.
ROLAND JUNO 106 with hard case,
excellent condition, c/w pedal and dust
cover, 4460. Woking 67384.
ROLAND JUPITER 4, 4275. Wem ER40
amp and 2 speakers, 450. Yamaha MR10
drum m/c £50. Home use. 13 (0476)
74117, 8-9pm.
ROLAND JUPITER 6 boxed + stand,
home use only, great analogue sounds!
Only £695. Owner getting married! Kevin
' (0992) 39775. (Congrats! - MT)
ROLAND JUPITER 8, 41000, or swap
for MemoryMoog. Wanted: Tom drum
m/c, 4300 waiting. Marc e Plymouth
(0752) 550401.
ROLAND JUPITER 8A f/cased, studio
use only, immaculate, 4900. P/x considered.
Craig C 0 I -348 4761.
ROLAND JX3P + hardcase, as new,
£480 ono. Roland TR606 Drumatix 480.
Yamaha FG260 12 -string, £80. All immacu-
late, ungigged. Mike 13 01-349 0932, eves.
ROLAND JX3P, £400 ono or swap
Clavinova CLP30 plus cash. Chris a Leeds
(0532) 646856.

ROLAND JX3P for a really crucial sound,
only 4300 + 3 -tier keyboard stand. 2 01-
609 5405.
ROLAND JX3P immaculate MIDI synth,
Calzone professional f/case, DCO sync,
polyphonic sequencer, stereo chorus, £395.
IT (0424) 218711 (E Sussex)
ROLAND JX8P case, PG800 programmer
and memory cartridge with great sounds,
£625 ono. e Luton 508956.
ROLAND 100M dual VCF module, 49 -
note keyboard, 3 -rack. 495 the lot. 2'
Bristol (0272) 561855.
ROLAND MKB1000 with KSI000 stand,

vgc, home use only, reasonable offers.
Steve Tyson e (0524) 65201, X377.
ROLAND SATURN 9 fully polyphonic,
nice sound, with f/case and custom-built
stand for keyboard plus drum m/c, 4220.
Adam e (0902) 739613.
ROLAND SH101 monosynth including
MGS I grip, bargain, only 495. Hugo IT
Brighton (0273) 777938.
ROLAND SHIOI, 4100. MC202 4120.
Bassline 470. Korg Mono/Poly 4200. a
Ashton-in-Makerfield 718779 (Wigan).
ROLAND SH101 + PSA 220 psu,

manual, boxed, 4135. Hornchurch (04
024) 54418, eves.
ROLAND SH 101 + MGSI + case, LI 20.
Boss DR I 10, £60. Both excellent condition,
home use only. Tony IT Boston (0205)
61173.

ROLAND SHIOI + MGSI, £69. MC202
459. TR606 459. Korg KMS30 4105. All in
excellent condition. 23 01-777 2372
(Croydon).
ROLAND SH101 boxed, manual, Boss
power adaptor, home use only, amazing
value, £100. tS Ashley Bracknell (0344)
427914.
ROLAND SH101, adaptor, with MGSI,
E 125. KMS30 sync -to -MIDI converter £79.
Both boxed, hardly used. C Shropshire
(074 62) 2971.
ROLAND SHIOI with handgrip, immac-
ulate, C150 . Arpeggio, 100 -step sequencer,
ideal for drum sounds. C'field (0246)
30296.
ROLAND SH101 + MGSI strap, lead,
adaptor, home use only. 4130. Steve 23
01-467 5735 (Chislehurst), after 7pm.
ROLAND $1-1101 very good condition,
manual and psu, 4100. 13 Kilmarnock
(0563) 821863.

ROLAND SH3 excellent analogue
monosynth, original owner, £125 ono.
Buyer collects. Steve a (0524) 416313.
ROLAND VOCODER PLUS excellent
order, 4480. Bob 13 (0376) 48847, pm.
SCI MULTITRAK six -voice multi-timbral,
6 -track sequencer, separate voice outputs,
etc, immaculate, 4495. Paul '23 (0706)
50897.
SCI MULTITRAK immaculate, home use
only, boxed, manuals, 4430 ono. e 01-
997 0806.
SCI PROPHET 10 superb condition,
twice five voices, poly sequencer, acces-
sories and f/case, bargain 42000. Daniel 23
01-450 0838.
SCI PROPHET T8, 61/2 octaves, touch
sensitive synth, 128 memories, split etc,
41500. e (0942) 722 345.
SCI PRO ONE excellent condition,
4120. EDP Wasp synth and Spider sequen-
cer, 475. Glenn Jarvis 2 (0733) 75160.
SCI PRO ONE vgc, LI60 Hohner Duo
Clavinet Pianet, vgc, 4160. 13 061-798
9864.
SCI SIXTRAK polysynth, 6 -channel se-
quencer, multi-timbral, arpeggiator, MIDI,
boxed, as new, 4350.23 01-644 0269,
after 7pm.
SCI SIXTRAK, 4250, or swap for Casio
CZ 1 000. Roland MC202 £80. Both ma-
chines absolutely immaculate. Kevin
(0353) 87498.
SIEL MONOSYNTH 6mths old, excel-
lent condition, 4150 ono or swap for
CZI01. Buyer must collect. Tim ES (0924)
862710, after 6pm.
STRING SYNTH insta strings, classic

sound, excellent condition, ideal for young
keyboardist. £50.12 01-223 7511.
SWAP old Tele + spare Strat neck for
DX7 + JX3P. Sue 23 Headley (0935)
22264, office hours.
SWAP brand new Olympus OMIO cam-
era for Casio 1000P or Korg Mono/Poly.
Carey Nutman FS Wearside 584 4141.
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TECHNICS SXK-200 boxed, volume
pedal, two RAM packs, 4220 or swap for
Casio CZIO I . David a 0 I -552 4575.
TECHNICS SXPV 10 ten PCM voices,
three effects, etc. Swap for E500 or Chase
Bit Master keyboard. Matt Er (0245)
268581.

WURLITZER ELECTRIC PIANO and
Yamaha amplifier 100 B212, two+ two
channels, seldom used, £495 complete. Er
(0702) 76702.
WURLITZER EP200 electronic piano,
velocity sensitive, vgc, EI80. Er Norwich,
mid -Cheshire (0606) 44240.
YAMAHA CSIO monosynth, 37 -key,

E75 ono. Casio CT403, 49 -key, 25 voice,
£95. Both immaculate and home use only.
Er (0702) 525389.
YAMAHA CSI5D monosynth, good
condition, 495, or swap Akai 4000DS etc.

Penarth (0222) 706187, after 6pm.
YAMAHA C530 monosynth + case,
onboard sequencer, 2VCOs, 2VCFs,

2VCAs, 3EGs, LFO, ring mod, very
versatile, £225. Also Hohner Clavinet C,
£100. Et (0602) 724048.
YAMAHA C580 perfect condition, stand,
pedals, etc, 4650 ono. Et Portsmouth
(0423) 374401.
YAMAHA DX7 ROMs and RAM, in mint
condition, £850 ono. Yamaha CX5M system
& YK 10, C230. Korg EX800 4135. a
Edinburgh 031-668 3740.
YAMAHA DX7, £799. Fostex A8 £850.
Ensoniq Mirage £900. Drumulator 4249.
Roland MSQ100 sequencer L149. n (062
84) 74752.
YAMAHA DX7 as new, f/case, 100s of
voice charts included. Mike a 021-354
3020.
YAMAHA DX7 excellent condition,
£800 ovno. e Huddersfield e (0484)
602193.
YAMAHA DX7 + ROMs, 4825. Roland
Jupiter 6, £725. Roland SDE3000 studio
DDL, £460. All immaculate, boxed. Greg
S (0229) 42145.
YAMAHA DX7, £800. SCI MultiTrak
synth, £500. Both excellent. a 01-58:
9254.
YAMAHA DX2I brand new, still boxed,
including X -stand, bargain £520 ono. Et
Rushden, Northants (0933) 315878.
YAMAHA DX2I, £475. Roland Juno 60
plus JSQ60, £375. Dokorder 4 -track reel-
to-reel, E175. a Russell (0264) 65439.
YAMAHA DX2I home use, guaranteed,
as new, 160 new sounds, + sustain pedal,
offers? Kenny e 01-504 0964, 01-460
8257.
YAMAHA DX2I perfect condition, E490.
Arp Axxe monosynth, £60. Chris e 05 I -
733 6502.
YAMAHA DX27 (boxed), JX3P (boxed),
Drumtraks (boxed + EPROM), Pro One (as
new), home use only. Sensible offers. Et
Sheffield (0909) 3564.
YAMAHA DX100 boxed with manuals
and mains unit, excellent condition, £275.

Largs (0475) 674034.
YAMAHA FS50 multi -keyboards, excel-
lent condition, home use only, £3499. a
Emsworth 374477, after 8pm.
YAMAHA MKI00 keyboard, program-
mable drum patterns, chord, bass, drum,
tune memory, instrument voice variation,
£190. Darren a Horndean 591504.
YAMAHA PF 10 electronic piano, good
condition, with semi -flight case and other
accessories, £400. David e Woking
67384.
YAMAHA PF I5 home use only, £600
ono. a 01-586 6515.
YAMAHA P555 32 voices, 16 rhythms,
stand, pedals, case, excellent condition,
home use only, 000. a Salisbury (0980)
610411.
YAMAHA PS5S, 32 voices, PCM drums,
backing, stand, E250 ono. Deliver Man-
chester or Brecon areas free. a (0874)
3780.
YAMAHA PS6I00 five -octave, split,
MIDI, 64 rhythms, 18 orchestral, solo with
aftertouch, boxed, perfect, £530. 2
Ashford, Middx (0784) 255632.
YAMAHA P56100 top of range keyboard,
36 FM voices. 64 programmable rhythms,
cost E1000, sell £650. e 1060: 655851.

YAMAHA PS6100 16 PCM drums, etc,
sequencer, FM voices, home use only, £660
ono. 2 Southampton (0703) 223454,
eves.
YAMAHA YP40 Clavinova, vgc, I 2mths
old, home use only, sustain etc. £600 ono.

Tamworth (0827) 899137, eves.

Sampling
AKAI 5900 DISKS: Drums I, Strings I ,

Guitars I, L7.99 each. Sampling cassette,
£4.99. Sound on Vision, I 13(E) Bonchurch
Road, Brighton.
ELECTRO HARMONIX Super Replay
including drum pad, 0200. Hohner B2A
bass. a (0602) 784677.
EMULATOR II, double disk drive, mint
condition, studio use only, substantial sound
library. Being sold by Rupert Hine (Pro-
ducer). £4,500. a 01-286 9532.
ENSONIQ MIRAGE keyboard, MASOS.
ASG, f/case, sequencer cartridge disks,

mint, £950 ono. Also Roland CR78, 480.
Mark e (0935) 824738.
GREENGATE DS:3 MIDI, Apple Ile, vgc,
looping and digital delay softare, excellent
system, reluctant sale, E1150. Kevin Et 01-
393 2236 (Surrey).
MICROVOX PRO monophonic sampler
for Commodore 64, I 9sec sampling, digital
delay, sequencing, MIDI, E2 I 0. Paul a 021-
778 1561, eves.
PROPHET 2000: good sounds wanted.
Nicolas Rollinger, 12 Square Andre, L-1127
Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.
POWERTRAN MCSI kit, MIDI sampler
+ 32sec DDL, still in box, E275. Peter a
01-360 4968.
YAMAHA VSS100 + PSU, still under
guarantee, L135 or p/x considered. Pete e
Dundee (0382) 738089, after 6pm.
YAMAHA VSS100 sampling keyboard.
2mths old, as new, £150 . Korg M500 micro
preset monosynth, C60. John a (025 485)
3402.

Sequencers
CASIO SZ I , four -crack sequencer +
manual, boxed as new, £170. Paul ft 01-
751 0280, after 6pm.
ROLAND MSQ100 sequencer, immacu-
late £155. Powertran I .6sec, digital delay,
£100. Et (0255) 436932, after 6pm.
ROLAND MSQ700, £375. RI000 Digital
Reverb, £199. Casio 2 x 8 MIDI Thru, E18.
All perfect, boxed. e Ashtead (03722)
75293.
ROLAND MSQ700, 8 -track MIDI/DCB
sequencer with Sync 24. Perfect condition,
with box and manual, £450. ES Bristol
(0272) 561855.
ROLAND MSQ700 Hammond DPM48,
Korg Gated reverb, Roland Bassline, all as
new, £799. e (0254) 853634.
ROLAND PR800 MIDI sequencer, good
condition, boxed, only a few hours use,
unwanted gift, E80. Simon Er 01-3638456.
ROLAND TB303, C60, Roland CSQ 100
450. MPC sync/tape unit, LI O. Ian Boddy
(0207) 544439.

Drums
BOSS DR 110 perfect condition, 460. Fred

01-629 6665 day, 01-540 5876 eves.
BOSS DRI 10 as new, manual, home use
only, £70. Rudi Et 01-438 4337 (work),
(0227) 272455 (eves).
BOSS HANDCLAP and percussion synth
pedals, hardly used, and softly, E25 each.
Carey Nutman a 091-584 4141.
E -MU DRUMULATOR mint condition,
home use only, boxed, manual, E325 ono.
John El (0942) 715027 (Northwest area).
E -MU DRUMULATOR separate outputs,
excellent condition, £350. May swap for desk
(12:2, 16:2) or MIDI synth. Nick ES South-
port (0704) 67478.
EIGHT PAD electronic drum system, as

featured E&MM Oct '84, E250 or swap
MIDI drum machine. Marek (0274)
601423.
EXCHANGE TFt505 for Tom/Drumtraks.
Exchange MPC drum m/c for X15, EX800,
CZ I 01. Cash adjustment. a' (0643) 4502.
KORG DDM220 (Latin), mint, £100.
Roland TR606, all separate outputs, vgc.
E95. Richard Sheffield (0742) 351483.
KORG SUPER SECTION digital drums,
backing bass, chords, many voices, excellent
machine, £180 ono. a Deeside 810478.
MPC DRUM COMPUTER + interface
ZX8 I . Korg DDM220, Casio MT68, The
Kit, Specdrum. Sensible offers. Michael a
01-263 4835, work.
MUCH LOVED Roland TR606 Drumatix
for sale, £95. Answers to the name of
Rebecca. John '0 Chester 314895.
MUSIC PERCUSSION COMPUTER,
8 -touch sensitive pads, ten individual outputs,
Spectrum interface, f/cased, C120 . p/x.
(0643) 4502.
PEARL professional studio five -piece drum
kit, hardware, stands and cases, £480. Paul
Et 031-661 7831.
OBERHEIM DX drum mic, boxed, as
new, C450. Paul a (0706) 50897.
OCTOBANS, perspex, clear. Set of
with stand. Great sound. Mint condition.
Bargain £225 including P&P. n (9826) 412
ROLAND TR606 Drumatix, separate
outputs, carrying case and two manuals,
£100. Ian a 061-962 2065.
ROLAND TR808 rhythm composer, mint
condition, only used at home, must sell.
£199. Stuart Et 051-426 5510.
YAMAHA RX 15 fifteen PCM voices,
home use only, excellent condition, boxed
with manuals, £320. Chris a Bristol (0272)
791169.

Computing
AMSTRAD CPC464 computer 20+ cas-
settes, lots of magazines, accessories etc.
CPC MIDI interface available. £145 ono. e
Tadley 2130.
APPLE II with monitor, disk drive, -i-

Mockingboard Music Card, ALF-type music
card, other items, £400 ono. Will willingly
split. Et 01-736 7809.
BBC B with 40/80 disk drive, Shinwa CP80
printer, Wordwise, many disks, E400 or
swap Atari 520ST. Ian (0872) 501270.
BBC B 32K, colour monitor, disk drive,
£460. Microvox sampler for Commodore
4200. Korg MIDI Thru box, E20. 01-328
0244.
COMMODORE 64 micro computer with
cassette recorder, £200 worth of games.
Cost £450, sell for E185. Darren Er
Horndean 591504.
COMMODORE 64 + disk drive, JMS
MIDI interface + software, £300. Canon
printer £175. Colour monitor/TV, £125.

Rhyl (0745) 38094.
COMMODORE 64: digital drum system,
three different kits, sequencer software,
sampled sounds, packaged as new, 420.
David e 01-452 9827.
COMMODORE SX64, 050 ono. SCI64
sequencer/interface, Sixtrak expansion soft-
ware, 05. Boss 6:2 stereo mixer, E75.
(0233) 812406.
EMR INTERFACE for BBC B with
Performer (realtime), Composer (steptime)
Editor and CZ101 Voice Editor software,
C100. 'ES 01-761 1515.
SCI MODEL 64 MIDI sequencer, 4000 -
note, 6 -track for Commodore 64, very
versatile, boxed, 05. Cost £199. a
Yarmouth (0493) 856465.
SPECTRUM Intec B8001 digital interface
with delay and sampling programs, C75. JMS
2H MIDI interface C2.0. e (0484) 602193.
STEINBERG PRO24 software, Atari
1040 computer, with colour monitor, years
software update, E1350, no offers. 0
Bristol 741256, eves.
YAMAHA CX5 perfect large keyboard,
new DMS software, other software, absolute
bargain, E270 ono, offers? Matthew Er
;0252) 721264.
YAMAHA CX5 software: Voicing and
'Composer RAMs. f7 each or swap? Also

Synkit. offers? a Orpington ( 068913 I 724
eves.
YAMAHA CXSM small keyboard. Roland
TR505. All boxed, amp speaker, many
extras. £450. Er West Mailing 847104.
YAMAHA CX5M SFG05 01. Com-
poser I II. DX7 CX5 voicing. DMS
recorder, small keyboard. lots of sounds.
£335. IT (0629) 3550.
YAMAHA CX5M, with large keyboard.
Voicing & Composer cartridges, manuals.
boxed, immaculate, £260 ono. Swap

CZ 1 01/1000 or any MIDI polysynth.
Brighton (0273) 505503.
YAMAHA CX5M sound- pac k: 144 excel-
lent sounds (cassette), data sheets
Immediate delivery. Ch/PO E10. N Fawcett.
10 Cressex Road. High Wycombe. Bucks
YAMAHA SFGOI module from CX5M
for sale. £28 inc P&P. N Fawcett. 10

Cressex Road. High Wycombe. Bucks a
(0494) 23886.
YAMAHA SFG05 module for CX5M.
new, boxed, E75. Frank Warby S Rainham
(Essex) 53873 anytime.
YAMAHA SFG05, DX7 Editor. Music
Composer II, Sony Hit Bit computer. equiv
to CXSM but better! £230. Swap FB0 I -

cash. a (0233) 812406.

Recording
ARIA R504 four -track cassette, rack

mount, double speed, excellent condition,
£1 95. Marvin Wilson ES Leeds (0532)
864129.
FOSTEX A8, £750, plus mixer £150, or
together £850. Both hardly used. Gordon
Er (02214) 4887.
FOSTEX B16 very good condition, home
use only, I yr old, £3000. Paul or John Et
(06845) 61397.

FOSTEX XIS, 6hrs use, perfect
condition, mains supply, only L190 or
offers. a Matthew (0252) 721264.
HH 12:2 mixer, E200 ovno. Can deliver in
Shrewsbury area. Dave IV (0743) 54829.
PHILLIPS KAROOK 50W amp, twin
cassettes for dubbing, echo. (cost L170).
4120, immaculate, bargain. a Sheffield
D inn ington (0909) 567 I 5 I .

STUDIOMASTER 6:2:1 mixer, perfect
keyboard/home recording desk, E220 ono.
John a (0942) 715027.
TASCAM PHONO PATCHBAY, £35.
Accessit reverb (no psu), 450. Jon e 01-
603 4907 eves, 01-734 4257 days.
TEAC 144 Portastudio, good condition.
£230. Mains echo 05. Pearl Chorus E25,
Mic + stand £45. Carterton (nr
Oxford) (0993) 841586.
TEAC 144 Portastudio, grossly under -
used since 1982, excellent condition, new
heads, f/case, best offer below £304.79. EC
Southend (0702) 525389.
TEAC 144 Portastudio, excellent
condition, home use only, manual, boxed,
£350 ono. Buyer collects please. a (0524)
416313.
TEAC 3340 four -track, £350. Solid and
reliable, if a little tatty. Paul Nagle Et (077
478) 4335. Ring now.
TEAC A3440 superb as new condition.
very limited home use, £400. Alan a
(0844) 52144 (Oxon).
TEAC 34/4 and 2A mixer, E750 ono.
Roland TR606 Drumatix C100 ono. e
Wigan 57536, after 6pm.
YAMAHA DI 500 DELAY absolutely
perfect, E275. All offers considered. MIDI.
etc, no equivalent unit. Matthew a (0252)
721264.
YAMAHA RI000 reverb, E275, as new.
boxed, home use only. ES Southport
(0704) 64025.

Amps
CARLSBRO COBRA 90 bass head, £95.
Torque Acoustic 100W, 4ch, E75. Both
virtually unused. Smallstone Phaser, £15.
S (0203) 310808.
CARLSBRO SCORPION 35W, bass

combo twin speakers, vgc, £75. a
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Stretham (0353 891 669. after 6pm
HH KI00 keyboard combo amps. home
use only, mint condition, have two. will
split, C240 ono. a (0373) 864029.
PHILIPS KAROKE. 40W amp. vgc. only
C50 ono. e 0604) 843793.
afternoons/eves.
MCGREGOR 100W keyboard combo. 3 -
channel, effects send, reverb etc. Good.
clear sound, £250. Also DOD Compressor
E50. John e (0942) 715027.

Personnel
ATMOSPHERIC PERCUSSION
player wanted to loin experimental synth
duo. Rick e 01-736 4714.
BASS PLAYER required. Exciting
original new group. Swindon area. Melodic
rather than superfast. Andy (0793)
721417, after 7pm.
EXCELLENT MANAGEMENT
wanted for excellent singer/songwriter
with excellent material. Janine gS (0524)
68448.
FEMALE BACKING VOCALISTS
required by fifteen grand band, Erasure
devotees. Looks important. SE England.
Charlie e (0635) 200295, eves.
FEMALE VOCALIST/lyricist wanted by
electro-pop band. Salisbury area. No pros.
93 Stonehenge 70670.
GLASGOW SYNTH PLAYER wanted
for electronic instrumental group (Schulze,
Tangs). Colin e 041-334 3977.
NEMESIS require unconventional
keyboardist, no conscious influences.
Personal tastes: Japan etc, L Cole, Cult, T
Dolby. e Ren (0222) 461544 or Len
(0222) 625488.
POLYPHONIC SYNTHESIST and

vocalist wanted for New Order, Depeche
influenced band. Experience not essential.
London area. Darren a 01-595 3552.
SINGER WANTED R 'n' B rock band,
commitment, live skill essential, strictly no
poseurs, tossers. Rochdale area. e (0706)
70057, 58305, 79036.
VOCALIST/LYRICIST student, into
Alarm, Marillion. Seeks band/individual
musicians. No experience. Jem Dowse, 72
Chelverton Road, London SW 15 I RL.

VOCALIST REQUIRED exciting
original group. Swindon area. Andy
(0793) 721417, after 7pm.
YEOVIL AREA vocalists needed for
synth 'Mode' -influenced group, ability,
image, creativeness. Time's running out!
KJG fl West Coker 2573.

Misc
ACCESSIT rackmount, 2x compressor
limiters, power supply, 4x compander NR
units, C100. Sony parabolic reflector, C25.
e Cambridge (0223) 840436.
BIT 99 professional data cassettes available.
Cheque for E I 1.50 to: Clive Allen, 18 Hill
Avenue, Gorleston, Great Yarmouth, Nor-
folk.
BOSS HANDCLAP, Echoman, Westone
bass guitar, Synsonics drum m/c, electronic
guitar tuner, offers? Will split. Graham e
Swindon 823264.
CSL IBANEZ jazz bass, £120. Multivox
phaser, £10. Realistic 4:2 mixer, E10.

Offers? Jason 23 (07061 217260 (North
West).
CZ101: 64 professional sounds, immediate
delivery. neat booklet, PO/ch only. E2.99. M
Poza, 55 Angel Hill, Sutton, Surrey SM I
3EH.

CZ5000 VOICE cassettes. For details
please write to: P Morley, Dept MT, 103
Micklefield Road, High Wycombe, Bucks
HPI 3 7EX.
DX21/DX27/DX100 (state model). 96
new quality sounds. £4.95 inc to: DXS, 6
Hailes Street, Edinburgh, EH3 9NF. 23 031-
229 8204.
FLIGHT CASES fully prof: DX7,
DW6000, DW8000, E90. PF80/15 £100.
Both excellent condition, foam lined. 23
061-301 4145.
FLIGHT CASE for Tascam 244 Porta-
studio, E30. Boss RHI1M h/phone mic set,
£30. Pearl Trak 7 drums, £350. e (0908)
606278, eves.
HOHNER B2A bass, Steinberg copy,
mint, £190. Electro-Harmonix Super Re-
play sampler inc drum pad, £200. e (0602)
784677.
INCREDIBLE TRACTORS: perverse
Porthcawl persuaders perform breathtaking
yet reasonable, cosmic yet rustic, visionary
but drunk - music at Xmas...
JVC STEREO turntable, amplifier, speaker,
separates, 70W output, good condition, only
£100. Matthew e (0827) 59227, eves.
JX3P PATCHES Choir wanted. Swap
patches. Start swap Club? Pete, 24 Wyndham
Road, Ealing, London WI 3 9TE.
LINN I f/case, just serviced (Syco), £550.
Claptrap, E25. AKG BX20 stereo reverb
£300. Roland pitch -voltage synth, 4270. e
01-286 0642.
MELLOTRON good condition, with cover,
£500. 2 (0302) 868924.
POWERTRAN MCSI sampler. Roland
Juno 6. Korg DDM 110, separate outputs.
Westone Thunder IA bass + cases. £850,
will split. TS 01-673 7194.
ROLAND MC202, £80. TR606 (X2!),
separate outputs, £85. SHO9 keyboard, £80.
E200 the lot. a 01-761 1515.
ROLAND PG300 programmer for Juno
1/2, new, still boxed, with psu. Swap for
Commodore 64 or WHY. Clive (0705)
862548.
WIREWOUND POTS one watt, panel
mounting, brand new, with fixing nuts, 5K,
150R. 177 left, offers? Graham 2 (0793)
823264.

Wanted
AMBIENT, New Age, instrumental artistes
wanted for collective albums. Send tapes, sae:
2 The Square, Yapham, York, YO4 2PJ.
ASHRA/Ashra Temple Records and as-
sociate material. Also someone to record
Green Desert for me. Stuart e (0480)
55370.

CASIO CZIOI, C210. 2 (0704) 26582.
COMMODORE 64 + disk drive + Mirage
editing software + MIDI sequencing, to swap
for TR707. Bruce 2 (0482) 703768.
DEPECHE MODE Radio LPs, bootlegs,
demos, soundchecks, different promos, test
pressings, VHS video. David Spinneq, Zolli-
kon, Switzerland.
GOOD REVERB unit for cash or swap
Wasp, Spider, Caterpillar combination. e
Bradford (0274) 601423.
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CLASSIFIED

A rity
Music

Save your hard earned cash at City
Music! Phone our Hot Line now for
your FREE FACT FILE of

instruments and City Music
SAVE IT prices on

YAMAHA & ROLAND!

Le YAMAHA

NOW IN STOCK
MT1X MULTITRACK £449

SPX90 MULTI EFFECTS

RX21L LATIN RHYTHM

PF-70 PIANO

PR -80

OX -21 DIGITAL REC

£599

£249

£899

£999

£259

11_1 -Roland

NOW IN STOCK
ALPHA JUNO 1

ALPHA JUNO 2

EM101 SYNTH MODULE

HP5500 PIANO

17505 RHYTHM

R707 RHYTHM

£575

£799

£275

£2200

£225

£499

HOTLINES
LONDON AREA:

01-8631841
DEVON/CORNWALL.

0752 673166
CHANNEL ISLES:

0534 78901

THE STUDIO USER GUIDE
is an informative cassette to help guide

musicians around the maze of recording, at
studios. Devised for those utilising mid -range
multitrack studios, it will also be beneficial to

musicians recording at larger and at home
studios. There are twelve sections which will

follow a typical band through from the rehearsal
stage, preparing to record and right through the
recording chain to the finished demo. The aim is
to save the listener time and money and point

out some tips of the trade. Available on cassette
from Skysound Communications at a cost of

£5.50, post free. Trade enquiries welcome.
For more information contact

SKYSOUND COMMUNICATIONS
Lomas Farm, Fen Road, Chesterton,

Cambridge or Phone Cambridge
(0223) 358644

TR707 OR TR909
A fine collection of 192 modern dance beats/

measures on DATA CASSETTE including
documentation for £16. Also 64 hard DX7 voices

for TX7 on DATACASSETTE for £20; or send
32/64 voices DX7 RAM CARTRIDGE for 12/£22
return post insurance included; or 64 DX7 voices
SHEETS for £20. Specifying machine and data

format required, send cheque/International
Money Order to:

DEGREE ZERO
PO Box 909

London SE22 8DL
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Rates for 1986: Lineage 35p per word (min 12 words);
Box No. 80p extra. Display: C15.00 per single cm. column.
All prices are subject to VAT at 15% All lineage
advertisements must be pre -paid. Closing date: 6 weeks
preceding cover date. Advertisements are accepted subject to the
terms and conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available
on request).

tzAckent
Tangent Sampler Tapes are superb quality
chrome cassettes featuring over 200 great

sounds. Tape 1 features Rock/Latin percussion
sounds from the Worlds Top Drum Machines

(including Linndrum, 707) whilst Tape 2 contains
multi -sampled Instruments and Sound Effects
(Fairlight, Emulator, JP8 etc). Studio quality you

can afford at £7.50 each or £12.50 the pair.
Further details from Tangent Musical Services.

152 Victoria Road, Scarborough, Yorkshire
(0723) 370093/583899

DX21, 27,100 OWNERS
Unleash the true potential of your synth with our

data cassettes of superb original sounds
TAPE 1 160 voices - strings, brass, synths.

percussion and more £12.95 inc
TAPE 2 96 voices lots of synth sounds plus

sequence voices and effects £7.50 inc
OR buy both tapes for only £17 inc

Cheques/PO's to

DX SOUND LIBRARY,
1 Warwick Road, Eccleston,

Nr Chorley, Lancs. Tel: 0257 452303
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

HIRE
HI -TECH INSTRUMENT HIRE

Latest keyboards including Yamaha DX7, TX7
expander. 1X816 rack, Roland Juno 106, JX8P
Ensoniq Mirage + library. Roland & Yamaha
sequences from £15
MIDI drum machines inc Roland TR707 & TR727
latin, Yamaha RX11, Linn Mk3 & Linn 9000
from £10
Simmons electronic drum kits SDS7, 8 and 9
from £15

MIDI SYSTEMS
01-995 4730

G
Ensoniq Mirage awn £25
Yamaha DX7 £18
Roland JX3P £15
Tascam 244 head phones + mic £12
RX11 £15
Simmons SDS9 £20
Alesis Midiverb £12

PLUS Rackmount effects, complete
PA's and various backline

Discount weekend and weekly rates
Ring for details of secondhand

and ex -hire sales

Tel: 01-6901848

ADVANCED
SOUNDS HIRE

Emulator 2 - Akai 5900- Ensoniq Mirage
Prophet VS - Roland JX10 - Ensoniq - ESQ1
Alpha Juno 2 - Roland JX8P- Yamaha DX7
Emu SP12 - Linn Drum Mk3 - Yamaha RX11
Roland TR707/727 - Casio RZ1 - Fostex 616

Sony PCM 701 - Fostex A8LR/A80 - Revox B77
Portastudio- 8/16 Channel Mixers
Yamaha SPX90 - Roland SRV2000
Yamaha Rev 7 - Roland SDE3000

Aphex Exciter- Drawmer Gates/Comps
Roland MSQ700/MC500
Roland SBX80 Sync Box

* Plus much more * Ultra Low Rates
Unbeatable Package Deals

01-467 4603
or Mobilephone

0860 310618

Big Horne Music
01-485 3495

For hire
Keyboards
Sequencers

Drum computers
Effects units

Free delivery/collection
inside London

BUILD YOUR OWN
UNIQUE

DIGISDUND

MODULAR
SYNTHESISER
SEND NOW FOR A FREE CATALOGUE

FROM

TIM HIGHAM
16 LAURIST ON Rd.,

LONDON SW19 4TQ
314063,9

TCP
" >rGiite,t419,e,5

CASIO CZ OWNERS

New sounds available.
in date sheet form

Bound in Aa ring binder

Basses,strings,percussion,
analogue,pianos etc

Volume 1 - 64 sounds - 612.50
Volume 2 - Na sOunds - 612.50

Volume 1 6 2 - r2400

T.C.P. Productions
4 Old Park Terrace

Treforest, Pontypridd,
Mid -Glans. CF37 1TG

SERIES 4 MIXER
Series 4 modular mixer, 5 -band EQ,

4-9 auxiliaries, True 16 -bus architecture,
low noise, expandable to 50/50/16/2.
16T Recorder Circuits £2.50 plans and

circuits for Series 4 £9.50. Send 17p for
catalogue of modules, patchbays,

faders, s/h bargains, circuits and plans.
SALES, SERVICE & REPAIRS

K-Tek, PO Box 172A,
Surbiton KT6 6HN

01-399 3990

19" RACK MOUNT CASES
Industrial quality fully enclosed with separate

chassis. 1U x 250mm depth at £18.84.
1U v 300mm at £21.35, 2U x 250mm at £22.05,
2U x 300mm at £24.69, 3U x 250mm at £25.22,

3U x 300rnm at £27.99. P&P £3.00 plus VAT.
Also 4U sizes.

Newrad Instrument Cases,
Unit 19, Wick Ind. Est.,

New Milton, Hants BH25

Tel: (0425) 621195

Loudspeaker
Cabinet
Fittings

From Adam Hall Supplies:
 Coverings & frets
 Flight case parts

 Celestion power speakers
 Rean jacks & fittings

 P&N stands

Send 30p PO/cheque for
illustrated catalogue

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES LTD

Unit M,
Carlton Court,
Grainger Road,

Southend-on-Sea
Essex

Music Technology

CLASSIFIEDS
PHONE

MAC
ON

0223 313722

Newport
Music

17 High Street 13 The Friary
Newport Pagnell Grosvenor Centre

Bucks Northampton
0908 612559 0604 24858

CASIO 0 YAMAHA
Casio CZ101 DX21 £599
Casio CZ1000 DX27 £499
Casio SZ1 Seq DX100 £349
Casio RZ Rhythm VSS 100 Sampler
Casio Sampler £99 or less £169

iiMiRoland SUPER JX10
R 05

JINGLES RECORDS. Two great new releases
featuring BRUCE GRAHAM, Britain's leading

exponent of electronic music. 'Expressions' and
'Impressions'. Exclusively available on high

quality chrome cassettes. £4.50 each or £8.00
the pair inclusive. Also three SAMPLER tapes,

361 quality samples, only £18.00 inclusive.
Send to Jingles Records, PO Box 149,

Wallington, Surrey SM6 9RD.

,musicrnakers 2N
BIRMINGHAM'S BRIGHTEST NEW

MUSIC STORE
Yamaha Roland Korg + Casio

Synthesisers, drum machines &
sequencers.

Fender, Aria, Kramer, Tokai

Yamaha and Westone
Guitars + accessories

Boss, Alesis, Tokai, Yamaha & Arion

Pedals + accessories
848 BRISTOL RD, SELLY OAK

BIRMINGHAM B29 6HW
021-471 3434

GIS' A JOB!!
Due to expansion Surreys leading music store

seek:
No.1 drums & percussion sales person

consultant.
No.2 Keyboard salesperson consultant
No.3 Hi -Tech & recording equipment

salesperson consultant
In depth knowledge of current market products

absolutely essential. Sales experience preferred,
excellent salary.

Guildford Town location - 35 mins from London
Waterloo)

For details contact:

Andertons Music Centre
Haydon Place, Guildford, Surrey

Tel: (0483) 38212

BIT 99 professional data cassettes
available. Cheque for £11.50 to Clive
Allen, 18 Hill Avenue, Gorleston, Great
Yarmouth, Norfolk.
YAMAHA CX5 owners! New sounds
for your music computer - FEX-1
(drums and percussion), FEX-2 (sound
effects), FEX-3 (instrumental), FEX-4
(synths), 192 excellent original voices
on cassette from COMPUFEX - (0202)
690740
YAMAHA DX100/27 owners! More
than double your voice range! 240
superb original sounds available on
cassette from COMPUFEX. Tel. (0202)
690740 for details.

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY NOVEMBER 1986
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Why combine a sampler
and a synthesiser?

.'" cv.p.

SYSTEM

DISK UTILITY

I need to get to my sounds quickly and
also create new patches when I'm on tour.
The DSS-1 gives me that flexibility. It's a
very responsive instrument.

Steve Winwood
Multi -Instrumentalist, Vocalist, Composer

Korg combines the realism of sampling
with the flexible control of synthesis to
create a new kind of keyboard with un-
limited possibilities for musical experi-
mentation: the DSS-1 Digital Sampling
Synthesizer. The DSS-1 recreates sounds
with digital precision. But it also shapes
the complexity and variety of sampled
sources into new dimensions of sound.

Exceptional Range The DSS-1's ex-
traordinary potential for creating new
sounds begins with three sound genera-
tion methods. Digital oscillators sample
any sound with 12 bit resolution. liyo so-
phisticated waveform creation methods -
Harmonic Synthesis and Waveform Draw -

f, a SYSTEM PROGRAM DIREGTORy
I GET

SET 7-2'40.PRAP,,..5
t. SAVE ALL PROGRAMS

KEY ASSIGN

MOUEKEY ASSIGN

EQUALIZER DETUNE

EQ (BASS. TREBLE)DOL. MG
GDI_

DDL c EQUE.NC,,ONTRoL
TIME.
FEEDBACK

1-FECT EV
IVIC)Q NT

CONTReo
IT

ME
NPuT

SIGNAL
EEp6ACK

'ECT
1\11°13 EVEL
MOO

for precise touch control of Autobend,
VCF, VCA, envelope rates and other param-
eters. Velocity Switch lets you play com-
pletely different sounds as you change
your attack.

Unlike other samplers, the DSS-1 lets
you access 128 sounds without changing a
disk. Each disk stores four Systems of 32
sounds. Within each System, your pro-
grams combine up to 16 sample groups
and/or waveforms with complete sets of
synthesis parameters and keyboard set-
ups. In effect, the DSS-1 becomes a new
instrument every time you call up a Sys-
tem. The library of easily available 31/2"
disks is already substantial and growing
fast. Four disks - each with 128 sounds -
are supplied with the DSS-1 to start your
comprehensive Korg sampling library.

By combining the best of digital sam-
pling with familiar and flexible control of
synthesis, the DSS-1 allows the modern
synthesist to experiment with new sounds
never before available.

Start exploring the fusion of sampling
and synthesis now, at your authorized
Korg Sampling Products dealer.

KORG
Sampling
Products
Division

SAMPLING IS ONLY THE BEGINNING

For further details on all Korg products contact KORG UK, 32 Gordon House, London NW1 1NE

DSS-1

ing - let you control the oscillators di-
rectly. Use each technique independently,
or combine them in richly textured multi -
samples and wavetables. You edit samples
and waveforms with powerful functions
like Truncate, Mix, Link and Reverse, plus
auto, back and forth or crossfade looping
modes. Then apply a full set of synthesis
parameters, including two -pole or four -
pole filters and Korg's six -stage envelopes.

Exact Control Choc4e from four sam-
pling rates between 16 and 48 KHz, with
up to 16 seconds of sampling time. Config-
ure the keyboard with 16 splits assignable
over the full 127 note MIDI range. Layer or
detune the two oscillators on each of eight
voices. Then process your sounds with a
complete synthesizer architecture and two
programmable DDLs.

The DSS-1's power is easy to use, so you
can work with sound and music, not pro-
gramming manuals. The backlit 40 char-
acter LCD display takes you through the
total sound generation process with op-
tions and izistructions at eyery step. Soft-
ware that talks your language and a logical
front panel menu help you go beyond syn-
thesis, beyond sampling - without dictat-
ing your direction.

Expression The DSS-1's five octave key-
board is velocity- and pressure -sensitive,

,17-7171111
1-1777177-r77-",
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